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Abstract 
This dissertation deals with the classification of verbs in Nyamwezi, a Bantu language spoken in 
central-west Tanzania. The major aims of this study have been twofold: first, to classify Nyamwezi 
verbs into different aspectual classes, and second, to present a variety of tests that were used as 
evidence for a verb’s aspectual class membership. The data for the analysis and classification of 
verbs in this study were collected using a variety of fieldwork techniques mostly direct elicitation 
(sentence translation from questionnaires) and contextual elicitation (testing the acceptability of a 
construction based on a range of imaginary discourse contexts provided to the consultant). Other 
techniques that were used to collect data were informal or conversational interviews, back 
translation and digital recordings of oral narratives and conversations.  
 
In classifying verbs into aspectual classes, this study has adopted Botne and Kershner’s (2000) 
framework. This framework classifies verbs into aspectual classes based on three successive 
phases: ONSET (representing the phase leading up to the change), NUCLEUS (representing the 
change itself; it can also be represented as a lead-up phase if the verb lacks an onset) and CODA 
(representing the result state). In this framework, verbs are classified based on the number of phases 
they encode and on the semantic properties of the encoded phases, i.e., based on whether the phases 
are punctual/durative or dynamic/static. 
 
The phasal structures encoded by Nyamwezi aspectual classes are determined using various 
diagnostic tests. Some of these tests are based on checking the interpretational differences or 
co-occurrence restrictions of a given verb with either grammatical aspect constructions 
(grammatical aspect tests) or lexical items, such as -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’, -mala ‘finish’ and 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ (lexical tests). Other tests are based on checking the interpretational 
differences or co-occurrence restrictions of the verb with tense markers and time adverbials (tense 
and time adverbial tests). Most of these tests give results that to a large extent are similar to those 
observed in other studies on aspectual classes in Bantu languages. Other tests give results which 
cannot be generalized to other Bantu languages. This is because these tests do not test exactly the 
same thing in all languages. The differences between aspectual classes shown by the diagnostic 
tests will hopefully have an implication for an overall typology of aspectual classes. 
 
KEYWORDS: Nyamwezi, aspectual class, phasal structure, diagnostic test 
 
 



 

Abstract in Swedish 
Denna avhandling behandlar klassificering av verbets aspekt i nyamwezi, ett bantuspråk som talas 
i den västra delen av centrala Tanzania. Avhandlingen har två syften: dels att dela in nyamweziverb 
i olika aspektklasser (aktionsarter), dels att diskutera och analysera de test som brukar användas för 
sådan verbklassificering. Vid insamling av språkexempel har olika fältmetoder använts, 
huvudsakligen olika slags elicitering av tal (som då spelats in) och skrift, både regelrätta 
översättningsövningar från swahili (det överregionala standardspråket i Tanzania) till nyamwezi 
och så kallad kontextuell elicitering; det senare innebär att intervjuaren ber informanten bedöma 
och eventuellt modifiera en konstruktion i en rad olika grammatiska sammanhang. Även 
återöversättning har tillämpats. Det innebär att informanter ombeds utgå ifrån meningar på 
nyamwezi (målspråket) och översätta dessa tillbaka till swahili. Excerpering har även förekommit 
löpande och på förekommen anledning i samband med informella intervjuer och möten med 
informanter. 

För att klassificera verbets aspekt har denna studie antagit Botne och Kershners (2000) ram. Detta 
ramverk klassificerar verb i aspektuella klasser baserade på tre på varandra följande faser i den 
betydelse som ett verb kan uttrycka: ONSET (fasen fram till förändringen), NUCLEUS 
(förändringsfasen) och CODA (tillståndet efter förändringen). I detta ramverk urskiljs olika 
verbklasser dels på basis av vilka faser de över huvud taget uttrycker, dels på basis av de semantiska 
egenskaperna inom en aktuell fas. Faserna kan exempelvis kategoriseras som punktliga eller 
durativa, och statiska eller dynamiska.  

För att ta reda på vilka faser verben i nyamwezi uttrycker och på vilket sätt fasuttrycken varierar 
sinsemellan används olika diagnostiska test. Testen syftar till att visa tolkningsskillnader och 
begränsningar när tempus- och aspektmarkörer eller fristående ord kombineras med olika verb. I 
praktiken genomförs detta genom att verifiera kompatibiliteten av verbet med 1) aspektmarkörer, 
2) fristående aspektuella ord såsom andya ‘börja’, -oya ‘stanna’, -mala ‘sluta’ och hadoóhádó 
‘långsamt’, och 3) tempusmarkörer i kombination med tidsadverbial. Många av de tester som 
använts ger resultat som i stor utsträckning liknar dem som observerats i andra studier av 
klassificeringen av verbets aspektklasser i bantuspråk. Andra tester ger emellertid resultat som inte 
kan generaliseras till andra bantuspråk. Det beror på att dessa test helt enkelt inte kan testa exakt 
samma sak på alla språk. Den omständigheten reser i sin tur den mer generella frågan hur man 
skulle kunna formulera en aspektklasstypologi för mänskliga språk.
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 1 

1 Introduction and Background 

1.1 Introduction 
This study deals with the classification of verbs in Nyamwezi, a major Bantu 
language spoken in the central-western area of Tanzania, mostly in the area of 
Tabora. This chapter introduces the study. It first presents the goals and 
motivations of the study, as well as its contributions to the study of lexical aspect, 
grammatical aspect and tense (§ 1.2). The second section, § 1.3, provides an 
overview of previous research on the Nyamwezi language. The third section, § 
1.4, provides some introductory notes on the language and its speakers. This 
section also provides information about dialects of Nyamwezi. The next section, 
§ 1.5, provides linguistic information about Nyamwezi. The linguistic 
information presented in this section serves to provide the background to the main 
goals of this study. Following this section, § 1.6 describes the fieldwork methods 
employed to collect the Nyamwezi data. The last section, § 1.7, presents an 
outline of the rest of the thesis. 

1.2 Research goals and  
the contributions of the study 

There are two main goals addressed in this study. The first goal is to classify 
Nyamwezi verbs with respect to the internal temporal structures of the events 
they denote. In the literature on aspectology (e.g., Kearns, 2000; Rothstein, 
2004), these temporal structures are referred to as aspectual classes (also lexical 
aspects (e.g., Olsen, 1994), verb aspects (e.g., Dowty, 1979), Aristotelian aspects 
(e.g., Binnick, 1991), situation types/aspects (e.g., Smith, 1997), aktionsart (e.g., 
Garey, 1957; Goedsche, 1940) or aspect2 (Sasse, 2002). The motivation for this 
goal is that many grammatical descriptions of aspect (and also tense) in Bantu 
(e.g., Beaudoin-Lietz, 1999; Nurse, 2008) and across many languages (e.g., 
Hewson & Bubenik, 1997) tend to focus mainly on the description of 
grammatical aspect (i.e., aspectual properties characterized by inflectional 
morphology), and give less attention to the description of lexical aspect. 
Furthermore, as Seidel (2008, p. 268) states, descriptions of individual languages 
that address lexical aspect tend to use a categorization which is mainly based on 
Vendler’s (1967) classification of English. However, recent research reveals that 
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some of Vendler’s classes are not fine-grained enough to satisfactorily categorize 
aspectual classes, not only in English, as shown in Croft (2012) and Walková 
(2012, 2013), but also across many languages (see Bar-el (2015); Crane and 
Fleisch (forthcoming)). A review of Vendler’s work and other works that have 
closely applied Vendler’s conceptual schemata is given in Chapter 3 (§ 3.2). 

The second main goal of this dissertation is to present a variety of tests used to 
determine a verb’s aspectual class membership. For the purposes of this study, I 
am particularly interested in developing tests that reveal a clear distinction 
between the different aspectual classes rather than relying entirely on English-
based tests, some of which have been claimed to give misleading results (see 
Walková (2012, 2013)). The tests developed in this study were adapted from 
previous work on aspect in Bantu languages, particularly from Kershner (2002), 
Botne (2008), Persohn (2017a, 2017b) and Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming). 
Others were developed specifically for this investigation of Nyamwezi. 

Overall, this dissertation aims to contribute to typological studies on lexical 
aspect and studies on tense and grammatical aspect. As already noted, aspectual 
classes appear to be central to understanding different uses of tense, aspect and 
mood markers (see Crane (2011); Kamp and Reyle (1993); Lusekelo (2016); 
Mreta (1998), among others). Furthermore, as Bar-el (2015, pp. 83–86) notes, 
aspectual classes can be difficult to categorize based on data collected by 
questionnaires designed to explore tense, aspect and mood (TAM) systems. The 
tests for aspectual classes developed in this study can act as a starting point for 
fieldworkers to investigate boundaries between different groups of verb 
categories in other languages, particularly in Bantu languages where the study of 
lexical aspect has received relatively little attention compared to European 
languages. 

1.3 Previous research on Nyamwezi 
Previous research on the Nyamwezi, particularly on the grammar, is minimal. 
The bulk of the material published on this language focuses on anthropology. 
Research works that focus on the grammar are dated, e.g., Cottini (1914) and 
Jonsson (1949). The most recent work on Nyamwezi grammar is that of Maganga 
and Schadeberg (1992). Although this work is of limited scope (i.e., it only 
provides an overview of the basic grammatical structures of Nyamwezi), it has 
been a useful reference for the present study. The discussion of the tense, aspect 
and mood (TAM) system in Maganga and Schadeberg’s work is taken as a point 
of departure in the current study (see Chapter 1). Furthermore, some of the data 
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presented in the current study were taken from the narrative texts presented in the 
second part of Maganga and Schadeberg’s work. 

Other linguistic works on Nyamwezi that have been cited in the current study 
include Masele (2001), Masele and Nurse (2003), Roth (2013) and Maho (2009). 
These studies have described the distribution of Nyamwezi dialects (see § 1.4.3) 
and have also discussed the classification of languages in zone F.  

1.4 Language background 

1.4.1 The Nyamwezi language and its speakers 
Nyamwezi is an F.22 Bantu language (Guthrie, 1967–1971; Maho, 2009) spoken 
in the central-western part of Tanzania, in the area of Tabora (see FIGURE 1 
below). The language is also spoken in neighbouring areas such as Kigoma, 
Rukwa, Shinyanga, Mwanza, etc. Estimates of the numbers of speakers vary 
between 1,470,000 (Gary & Fennig, 2018) and 796,339 (Rugemalira et al., 2009, 
p. 114) According to Gary and Fennig (2018), 73% of the 1,470,000 speakers 
live in the Tabora area, while according to Rugemalira et al. (2009, p. 114) 
796,339 is the number of speakers living in the Tabora area. Nyamwezi is 
vigorously used by all generations. Most speakers are bilingual in Swahili, and 
they can speak English and the languages of neighbouring ethnic groups, 
especially those related to Nyamwezi, such as Sukuma (F.21), Sumbwa (F.23), 
Kimbu (F.24) and Bungu (F.25). These languages are similar to Nyamwezi in 
that they share some phonological and tonal innovations, such as the retention of 
a seven-vowel system (see § 1.5.1.1), tone shifting rules (see § 1.5.1.3), etc. These 
languages also share lexical innovations. See Masele and Nurse (2003) for a 
detailed discussion of these and other linguistic features shared by zone F 
languages. In the map below, language names are italicized.  
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Figure 1: The Nyamwezi speaking area and its neighbours1 

1.4.2 On the name Nyamwezi 
The name Nyamwezi is said to originate from the word mwezi, which in both 
Nyamwezi and Swahili means ‘moon’. There are various explanations for why 
this name is used to refer to the language and the people who speak Nyamwezi. 
Livingstone (1894), as cited in Abrahams (1967, p. 2), argues that the name is 
attached to the people because they wore crescent-shaped pendants around their 
necks. Bösch (1930), also cited in Abrahams (1967, p. 2), argues that the name 
denotes the western direction from which the Nyamwezi came to the east coast 
for trade. In addition to this, Nurse and Maganga (1979) argue that the name was 
given to Nyamwezi speakers during the trade caravans in the 1860s. During this 
period, a caravan would leave Tabora at the new moon to arrive at the Bagamoyo 
coast at the next new moon. Since this was a regular occurrence, the Zalamo 
(people from the coast) started teasing the caravans, calling them wa-nya-mwezi 

 
1 I created this map from https://yourfreetemplates.com/free-tanzania-editable-map/ 
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(from Swahili verb ku-nya ‘to-defecate’ and the noun mwezi ‘the moon’), to mean 
“the people who excrete the moon” or “people of the moon”, because their arrival 
at the coast nearly always coincided with the new moon (Nurse & Maganga, 
1979, p. 57). We can conclude that the name Nyamwezi is not a name chosen by 
Nyamwezi speakers themselves. The name was given by outsiders. The name by 
which the Nyamwezi speakers called themselves in pre-colonial times is not 
known.  

1.4.3 Nyamwezi dialects 
Nyamwezi, like other Bantu languages spoken in Tanzania 2 , is a minority 
language in the sense that it is restricted to non-formal domains. In this regard, 
the dialectal variations described in this section do not address the distinction 
between what is referred to as “standard language” (the standard dialect of a 
particular language) and non-standard dialects. This is because all dialects are 
equally important in terms of their social, political and cultural considerations. 

The total number of Nyamwezi dialects varies from one author to another. 
According to Maho (2009, p. 44), there are eleven dialects of Nyamwezi, 
including Galagaanza, Mweri, Konongo, Nyanyeembe, Takama, Nangwila, 
Ilwana, Uyui, Rambo, Ndaala and Nyambiu. Maho’s classification does not offer 
any linguistic evidence for the dialectal differences. Masele (2001, p. 1), based 
on lexical similarities and tone, identifies four dialects of Nyamwezi. These 
include Nyanyeembe, Dakama, Galagaanza and Konongo. As shown on the map 
in FIGURE 2 below, the Nyanyeembe dialect is spoken in the south-east of the 
Tabora district. It is bordered to the south by the Konongo dialect and to the 
north-west by Galagaanza. The Dakama dialect is spoken in the area just north 
of Tabora. Due to their geographical proximity, the Dakama dialect (and even 
just Nyamwezi in general) is considered very similar to Sukuma. However, as 
noted by Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 11) Nyamwezi speakers are aware 
of this dialect continuum, and they recognise that Nyamwezi and Sukuma are two 
distinct ethnic identities, each with its own language. 

                                                                  

 
2 This excludes Swahili, which is a national and an official language in Tanzania. 
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Figure 2: Nyamwezi dialects based on Masele’s (2001) 
classification. Modified from Roth (2013, p. 129) 

 
In contrast to Masele (2001), Roth (2013, p. 125), based on lexical and 
phonological evidence gathered by SIL International, proposes three dialects of 
Nyamwezi, namely Tabora, Sikonge and Urambo-Usoke. According to him, 
Dakama (which is referred to as Ndala lect by Maganga and Schadeberg (1992)) 
should be considered a variety of Sukuma, because there is a rough linguistic 
border which separates this dialect from Sukuma. Although his evidence is based 
on linguistic data, he still believes that this claim requires further investigation. 
This is because his analysis was arrived at based only on phonological features 
and lexicostatistics from a relatively short wordlist (see Roth, 2013, p. 136). 
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Comparative studies on lexical tone, grammatical tone and tense and aspect 
morphology in the same varieties are still needed to validate this claim. Until we 
have further evidence, the Dakama dialect is still regarded as a dialect of 
Nyamwezi, and the main focus of the current study has been directed towards 
this dialect. The main reason for choosing the Dakama dialect is my familiarity 
with this dialect and the areas where it is spoken. I am not a native speaker of this 
dialect, but I have a native-like comprehension of it, and I can speak a little. I was 
born in Tabora, and I grew up hearing this dialect spoken at home and in the 
community. Another reason for choosing the Dakama dialect is the availability 
of scholarly language consultants (especially Margreth Bernard and Michael 
Shija), who were very patient and interested during the data collection process. I 
also have a close relationship with these consultants; Margreth is my mother and 
Shija is my wife’s co-worker. Advantages of working with people that I have a 
close relationship is their availability and interest in the project. Also, they are 
more likely to speak naturally because we know each other very well. A close 
relation also reduces the chances for the language consultants to feel nervous or 
uncomfortable.    

1.5 Grammatical sketch 
This section gives the background grammatical information about Nyamwezi 
needed to follow the data presented in the remainder of this study. The section is 
divided into three subsections. The first subsection (§ 1.5.1) presents the 
phonological system of Nyamwezi. Specifically, this subsection describes the 
phoneme inventory and some phonological alternations affecting these 
phonemes. This subsection also describes the tonal system of Nyamwezi and the 
orthography used in the rest of the study to transcribe the data. The second 
subsection (§ 1.5.2) describes the nominal morphology of Nyamwezi. The last 
subsection (§ 1.5.3) provides some information about Nyamwezi verbal 
morphology. The phonological and morphological information presented in these 
sections is very brief as it is intended only to help understand the data described 
in this study. Details can be found in Maganga and Schadeberg (1992). 

1.5.1 Basic phonology 

1.5.1.1 Vowel phonemes 
Nyamwezi is considered to be one of the Bantu languages that bears a strong 
resemblance to proto-Bantu, both phonologically and morphologically (Nurse, 
1999, p. 29; Schadeberg, 2003, p. 143). The language has retained a seven-vowel 
system from proto-Bantu, comprising /a/, /e/, /i/, /ɪ/, /o/, /u/ and /ʊ/ and their long 
counterparts /aa/, /ee/, /ii/, /ɪɪ/, /oo/, /uu/ and /ʊʊ/. These vowels are displayed in 
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FIGURE 3 below. The seven-vowel system is widely attested in Bantu languages, 
especially in Eastern Bantu (Hyman, 2003, p. 43). Other Bantu languages, such 
as Swahili (Bantu G.42), have a reduced five-vowel system which is a historical 
result of a merger of a close front vowel /i/ with the near close /ɪ/ and a close 
vowel /u/ with /u/ (see Dimmendaal, 2011, p. 18). 

                                Front        Back  Front         Back 

Close     i    u   ii    uu 

Near-close  ɪ    ʊ   ɪɪ    ʊʊ 

Open-mid  e    o   ee    oo 

Open      a       aa 

 
Figure 3: The vowel inventory of Nyamwezi 

         (Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992, p. 26)   
          
In Nyamwezi, the difference between short and long vowels is also contrastive. 
This is shown in TABLE 1 below. In this table, combinations of two identical 
vowels indicate long vowels. An acute accent (´) marks high tones; low tones are 
left unmarked. 

Table 1: Distinction between short and long vowels in Nyamwezi 
Vowels Example Gloss Example Gloss 

/i/-/ii/ nina ‘squeeze’ niíná ‘mother’ 
/ɪ/-/ɪɪ/ kɪ́ ‘be not’ kɪɪ́ ‘what’ 
/e/-/ee/ mhelá ‘rhinoceros’ mheélá ‘fee’ 
/a/-/aa/ ßaßá ‘tickle’ ßaáßá ‘father’ 
/u/-/uu/ kumyá ‘be surprised’ kuúmya ‘take/get hold’ 
/ʊ/-/ʊʊ/ tʊlá ‘hit’ tʊʊ́la ‘put’ 
/o/-/oo/ doto ‘wet/flesh’ dooto ‘second-born twin’ 

 
In addition to phonemic vowel length (shown in TABLE 1 above), vowel 
lengthening may also occur in Nyamwezi due to two phonological processes: 
vowel coalescence (two non-identical vowels merge into a single long vowel) 
and glide formation 3 . Vowel coalescence is exemplified in (1) and glide 

 
3 Glide formation occurs when the first vowel in the sequence is a (near-)close front 

vowel: /i/ or /ɪ/ (which is turned into a glide /y/) or a (near-)close back vowel: /u/ or /ʊ/ 
(which is turned into a glide /w/). Glide formation is accompanied by compensatory 
lengthening of the second vowel. 
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formation in (2). These processes are widely attested in Bantu languages (see 
Hyman, 2003 for an overview). 

(1) a. aliißa      b.  alaana 
 a-lɪɪ-iß-a       a-lɪɪ-an-a 
 1SP-IMPF-steal-FV    1SP-IMPF-shout-FV 
 ‘S/he is stealing’     ‘S/he is shouting’ 

 
(2) a. alɪɪkazyaáníkɪ́la  

 a-lɪɪ-ka-zí-anikɪl-a (i + a = yaa) 
 1SP-IMPF-IT-10OP-hang_out_to_dry-FV 
 ‘S/he will go and hang out (e.g., a piece of clothing) to dry’  

 
a. alɪɪtwaámbɪlɪja 
 a-lɪɪ-tʊ́-ambɪlɪj-a  (ʊ + a = waa) 

 1SP-IMPF-OP1PL-help-FV 
 ‘S/he is helping us’ 
 
Vowel coalescence and glide formation occur not only within words but also 
across word boundaries. Vowel coalescence is illustrated in (3) below, where the 
vowel /á/ of the word nzoka ‘snake’ is deleted before the initial vowel of the 
following word. Glide formation is exemplified in (4), where the vowel /ʊ/ of the 
word ngʊkʊ ‘baboon’ is changed to a glide. In this study, vowel coalescence and 
glide formation across word boundaries are indicated with an apostrophe at the 
end of the first word. 

(3) nzok’       ííßɪ́lɪ́ 
nzoká   i-ßɪ́lɪ 

 10NP.snake 10ACP-two 
 ‘two snakes’ 
 
(4) ngʊkw’   iißɪ́lɪ́ 
 ngʊkʊ   i-ßɪ́lɪ 
 10NP.baboon 10ACP-two 
 ‘two baboons’ 

1.5.1.2 Consonant phonemes 
The consonant inventory of Nyamwezi, modified from Maganga and Schadeberg 
(1992, p. 15), is summarized in TABLE 2 below using the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA). Voiceless sounds are placed to the left of their voiced 
counterparts. 
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Table 2: The consonant inventory of Nyamwezi 

  

Bi
la

bi
al

 

La
bi

al
- d

en
ta

l 

A
lv

eo
la

r  

Po
st

-a
lv

eo
la

r  

Pa
la

ta
l 

Ve
la

r 

G
lo

tta
l 

Plosives p    b   t    d   k     g   
Nasals m̥   m   n̥   n        ɲ ŋ̥     ŋ   
Fricatives       β f    v s    z ʃ        h 
Affricates     tʃ   ʤ   
Lateral app.           l          
Approximants       w            j     

          
Examples of Nyamwezi consonants are listed in TABLE 3 below. In this list, the 
spelling (orthography) and their corresponding phonetic transcriptions (IPA) are 
given. The symbols used in this study are shown in the third column. 

Table 3: Examples indicating different consonants  
Orthography IPA Symbols used in the present study Example Gloss 

p /p/ p pi ‘black’ 
b /b/ b behá ‘smoke’ 
t /t/ t igʊ́ta ‘be(come) full’ 
d /d/ d nedekú ‘cold’ 
k /k/ k okálá ‘be(come) full’ 
g /g/ g kɪgʊlʊ ‘anthill’ 
f /f/ f kʊfàá ‘to die’ 
v /v/ v nzovu ‘elephant’ 
s /s/ s sɪlɪ́lɪ́ ‘below’ 
z /z/ z zeenga ‘build’ 
sh /ʃ/ sh ʃìkà ‘arrive’ 
bh /β/ β maβuú ‘ashes’ 
h /h/ h ogóha ‘be afraid’ 
l /l/ l loómbá ‘ask for’ 
y /j/ y yoola ‘pick up’ 
ch /tʃ/ ch βátʃá ‘burn’ 
j /ʤ/ j ʤɪɪka ‘bury’ 
w /w/ w waalwaá ‘beer’ 

nyh /ɲ̥/ nyh mɲ̥jáá ‘young girl’ 
ny /ɲ/ ɲ ɲaala ‘be(come) dry’ 
mh /m̥/ mh naam̥alá ‘old person’ 
m /m/ m mzimú ‘ancestor’s spirit’ 
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Orthography IPA Symbols used in the present study Example Gloss 
nh /n̥̥/ nh nn̥ʊ ‘person’ 
n /n/ n numa ‘back’ 

ng’h /ŋ̥/ ng’h ìŋ̥á ‘give’ 
ng’ /ŋ/ ŋ ŋoombe ‘cattle’ 

1.5.1.3 Tone system 
As already demonstrated briefly in some of the examples in the previous section, 
Nyamwezi has two basic surface tones: low (unmarked) and high (marked with 
an acute accent). Lexical tone contrasts differentiate the meanings of lexical 
items, as exemplified in (5) below. (5a) indicates examples of lexical tone in 
nouns, (5b–c) examples of lexical tones in verbs and (5d–e) examples of lexical 
tones that change nouns into verbs. 

(5) Lexical tone 
 

a. kɪtaámbó(N)  ‘sacrifice’ kɪtaambo(N) ‘hind leg (of animal)’ 
b. -koonda(V)  ‘knead’  -koóndá(V) ‘be kind’ 
c. -laámbá(V)  ‘lick’   -laamba(V)  ‘be(come) hard’ 
d. lwaalá(N)   ‘finger’  -lwaála(V)  ‘be(come) sick’ 
e. liiná(N)    ‘name’  -liína(V)   ‘climb’  

 
In addition, grammatical tone patterns are associated with particular tenses, 
aspects and moods, as exemplified in (6) below. Example (6) shows a contrast 
between an immediate past construction, which is indicated by a high tone on the 
pre-root tense marker (6a), and a remote past construction, which is indicated by 
a high tone on the final vowel -á (6b) (see the underlying representations in the 
second line). In (6a), the high tone in the first syllable of the root -gʊla ‘buy’ in 
the surface representation (italicized) is a result of the principle of high tone shift 
discussed shortly. 

(6) a. waagʊ́la     
 ʊ-á-gʊl-a      
 1SP-PST-buy-IMM_PST        
         ‘S/he has just bought (it)’    
 

b. waagʊlá 
 ʊ-a-gʊl-á 
 1SP-PST-buy-REM_PST 
 ‘S/he bought (it long ago)’ 
 
Furthermore, as discussed in Schadeberg (1989) and Maganga and Schadeberg 
(1992), there are two main tone rules which characterize the grammatical system 
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of Nyamwezi: high tone shift and high tone spread4. The description of these tone 
rules in the following paragraph is summarized from Schadeberg (1989) and 
Maganga and Schadeberg (1992). 

As noted above, in high tone shift, the underlying high tone is realized not on the 
vowel to which it belongs lexically, but one mora further to the right, as 
exemplified in (7a–b) below. High tone shift, however, is blocked if the target 
for shift is a monosyllabic (low) tone root, as in (7c), or a (low) CVVC root, as 
in (7d). Note that high tone shift is not blocked by CV-roots that carry a high 
tone, as in (7e). 

(7) High tone shift in Nyamwezi 
 
a. kʊ-tʊ́ma   > kʊtʊmá  ‘to send’ 
b. kʊ-léeta  > kʊleéta  ‘to bring’ 
c. kʊ-zí-sha  > kʊzísha  ‘to grind it’ 
d. kʊ-βá-kooβa > kʊβákooβa ‘to search for them’ 
e. kʊ-βá-pá  > kʊβapá  ‘to give them’ 

Any word-final high tone can spread to the next word. This newly created high 
toned syllable must be separated from the preceding original high toned syllable 
by a word boundary (Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992, p. 45). This is demonstrated 
in (8a–b) below. However, as shown in (8c), a word-final rising tone is simplified 
to low when the next word begins with a high tone. As with high tone shift, high 
tone spread is blocked when a second word is a monosyllabic stem, as shown in 
(8d). 

(8) High tone spread in Nyamwezi 
 
a. mikɪlá + miliihú   >  mikɪlá míliihú  ‘long tails’ 
b. mapeémbé + maliihú  > mapeémbé máliihú ‘long horns’ 
c. matwií + máliihú  > matwi máliihú  ‘long ears’ 
d. kʊbehá + ŋo    > kʊbehá ŋo   ‘No smoking!’ 

These tone rules are illustrated by much of the data presented in this study. 

1.5.2 Nominal morphology 
In Nyamwezi, as in most other Bantu languages (see Katamba, 2003; Maho, 
1999; Van de Velde, 2019 for an overview), nouns minimally consist of a stem 

 
4  These tone rules also characterize the tone system of TAM in many other Bantu 

languages (see Downing, 2011; Marlo, 2013). 
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plus a class prefix, as exemplified in (9) below. In this example and throughout 
this study, the class prefix is abbreviated as NP; the number preceding it indicates 
the specific class to which the noun belongs.  

(9) a. mgeni    b.  βageni 
mu-geni     βa-geni 
1NP-guest    2NP-guest 
‘guest’     ‘guests’ 
 

In addition, prefixed noun stems can also occur with an optional element called 
an “augment” or “preprefix”. The augment consists of one of the vowels /ɪ/, /ʊ/ 
or /a/. The quality of the augment vowel depends on the vowel of the noun class 
prefix, i.e., they must agree in both being either front or back or low/open (see 
TABLE 4). The augment is generally used to express definiteness or specificity, 
as exemplified in (10a) below. This means that nouns without an augment, as in 
(10b), are usually interpreted as indefinite, although this is not always the case. 
In example (10) and throughout this study, the augment is abbreviated as AUG. 

(10) a. aβageni                βiizíílé? 
a-βa-geni             βa-á-iz-íle 
AUG-2NP-guest   2SP-PST-come-PREHOD 
‘Did the guests come? (the guests you and I know) 

 
b. βageni         βiizíílé? 

βa-geni        βa-á-iz-íle 
2NP-guest   2SP-PST-come-PREHOD 
‘Did (any) guests come? 

 
In Nyamwezi, nouns are categorized into 18 noun classes on the basis of the 
prefixes they take (see TABLE 4 below). Some of these classes can be further 
differentiated into subclasses (see Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992). The nouns in 
classes 1–10 and 12–13 contain paired sets of singular/plural noun classes. Odd 
numbers are used for classes that contain singular nouns and even numbers for 
plural classes. Nouns in classes 9 and 10 take the same form in both the singular 
and the plural. The basic form of the class prefixes of these noun classes is a 
homorganic nasal. The nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of the initial 
consonant of the noun stem. Nouns in class 11 take their plural forms from class 
10. In Bantu languages, nouns that belong to the same class often have some 
degree of semantic coherence (Hendrikse & Poulos, 1992), although not all noun 
classes have complete coherence in their membership. In TABLE 4 below, the 
semantic characteristics of each noun class in Nyamwezi are given in the 
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comments box. These semantic characteristics are based on Hendrikse and 
Poulos’ (1992) analysis. 

Table 4: Noun classes in Nyamwezi  
Class AUG  NP  Examples Comments 

1 ʊ- mu- 
 
ŋw- 

ʊmgeni ‘the guest’ 
ʊmnhʊ ‘the person’ 
ʊŋwaaná ‘the child’ 

human beings 

2 a- βa- aβageni ‘the guests’ 
aβanhʊ ‘the people’ 
aβaaná ‘the children’ 

pl. of class 1  

3 ʊ- mu- 
 
ŋw- 

ʊmkɪlá ‘the tail’ 
ʊmuhógó ‘the cassava’ 
ʊŋwaanzí ‘the vein’ 

body parts, plants and 
natural phenomena 

4 ɪ- mi- 
 
my- 

ɪmikɪlá ‘the tails’ 
ɪmihógó ‘the cassava’ 
ɪmyaanzí ‘the veins’ 

pl. of class 3 

5 ɪ- i- 
 
li- 

iishiímbá (< ɪ-ishiímba) ‘the lion’ 
iigɪɪ́ (< ɪ-igɪɪ́) ‘the egg’ 
ɪliinó ‘the tooth’ 

animals, insects and body 
parts 

6 a- ma- amashiímbá ‘the lions’ 
magɪɪ́ ‘the eggs’ 
amiinó ‘the teeth’ 
amaβeélé ‘the milk’ 

pl. of class 5, liquids  

7 ɪ- kɪ- 
 
 
 
ch- 

ɪkɪseme ‘the vessel’ 
ɪkɪyoombelé ‘the manner of 
talking’ 
ɪkɪswaahílí ‘the Swahili language’ 
ɪcheeyo ‘the broom’ 

tools, instruments, 
mannerisms and languages 

8 ɪ- shi- 
ch- 

ɪshiseme ‘the vessels’ 
ɪcheeyo ‘the brooms’ 

pl. of class 7 

9 ɪ- N- ɪnzoká ‘the snake’ 
ɪmbazu ‘the rib’ 
ɪmbasaá ‘the axe’ 

animals, body parts, tools 
and instruments 

10 ɪ- N- ɪnzoká ‘the snakes’ 
ɪmbazu ‘the ribs’ 
ɪmbasaá ‘the axe’ 
ɪngʊlʊ ‘the mountains’ 
ɪmbwɪɪ ‘white hair’ 
ɪngoye ‘the ropes 

pl. of class 9 and 11 

11 ʊ- lʊ- ʊlʊgʊlʊ ‘the mountain’ 
ʊlʊbwɪɪ́ ‘a white hair’ 
ʊlʊgoye ‘the rope’ 

long and/or thin entities 

12 a- ka- akabadó ‘the spot’ 
akagoso ‘the squirrel’ 
akaaná ‘a small child’ 

small things; used as 
diminutive and pejorative 
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Class AUG  NP  Examples Comments 
13  tʊ- ʊtʊbadó ‘the spots’ 

ʊtʊgoso ‘the squirrels’ 
ʊtwaaná ‘the small children’  

pl. of class 12 

14 ʊ- βʊ- 
 
 
w- 

ʊβʊlʊlʊ ‘the bitterness’ 
ʊβʊzikú ‘at night’ 
ʊβʊláβʊ́ ‘flowers (coll.)’ 
ʊwiikólé ‘the resemblance’ 

abstracts and collectives 

15 ʊ- kʊ- ʊkʊlɪma ‘to farm’ 
ʊkʊzugá ‘to cook’ 

verbal infinitives 

16 a- ha- ahakaayá ‘at home (near)’ locative prefix 
17 ʊ- kʊ- ʊkʊkaayá ‘at home (far)’ locative prefix 
18 ʊ- mu- ʊm(u)kaayá ‘inside the home’ locative prefix 

 
As is typical for Bantu languages, Nyamwezi nouns are combined with modifiers, 
such as adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, possessives and connectives, to 
form a noun phrase. These modifiers generally agree with the head noun by 
taking the same noun class prefix, as exemplified in (11) below (ACP stands for 
the agreement class prefix). In these examples, the noun βageni ‘guests’ belongs 
to class 2, marked by the prefix βa-. The same prefix occurs on all other words 
which modify the noun, as well as on the verb. 

(11) a. βageni        βaβɪlɪ́                   βáliihú             
βa-geni       βa-βɪ́lɪ                 βa-liihú            
2NP-guest  2ACP-two.NUM   2ACP-tall.ADJ    
βaashíkaga 
βa-á-shík-ag-a 
2SP-PST-arrive-HOD_PST-FV 
‘Two tall guests (have) arrived’ 

 
b. aβa            βageni          βaaneé 

   a-βa            βa-geni     βa-a-né 
   2NP-these.DEM   2NP-guest   2ACP-ø-my.POSS 
   ‘These are my guests’ 
 

c. βanhʊ    βaá    kwaandya   kwiiza               taanzaníya 
     βa-nhʊ    βaá    kwandya     kʊ-iz-a              taanzaníya 
   2NP-person   CON   first          INF-come-FV   Tanzania 
   ‘The first people who came to Tanzania’ 
 
Cases like (11) above, illustrate what is referred to as “alliterative concord” in 
Bantu linguistics, i.e., the same noun class prefix occurs on the head noun and its 
modifiers as well as on the verb (see Katamba, 2003, p. 111). In Nyamwezi, as 
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in other Bantu languages, there are also cases where the noun and its modifiers 
plus the verb do not have alliterative concord. This is exemplified in (12) below. 
In this example, the agreement class prefixes (ACPs) on modifiers and the subject 
prefix (SP) on verb are not identical to the one on the head noun they agree with.  

(12) mgeni      waaneé        (β)ʊ́mó  
mu-geni      ʊ-a-né        (β)ʊ́-mó  
1NP-guest   1ACP-ø-my.POSS   1ACP-one    
aliiz’          íígolo 
a-laa-iz-é        igolo 
1SP-POSTHOD-come-FV   tomorrow 
‘My one guest will come tomorrow’ 

 
TABLE 5 below, created from Maganga and Schadeberg (1992), shows agreement 
paradigms for the Nyamwezi noun class system. The table lists the noun class 
prefix(es) for each noun class (as in TABLE 4 above). It also lists the agreement 
prefixes marked on the adjectives (ADJ), numerals (NUM), possessives (POSS), 
connexives (ASS) and the two demonstrative (DEM) forms (this and that). The 
agreement prefixes marked on the verb (subject and object markers) are discussed 
in the next section, particularly in § 1.5.3.1. (See Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, 
pp. 57–96) for a broad discussion of the Nyamwezi noun class system.) 

Table 5: Noun classes in Nyamwezi  
Class NP ADJ NUM POSS CON DEM 

      This  That  
1 mu- 

ŋw- 
mu- (β)ʊ- waa- waa- ʊyʊ ʊyo 

2 βa- βa- βa- βaa- βaa- aβa aβo 
3 mu- 

ŋw- 
mu- gʊ- gwaa- gwaa- ʊgʊ ʊgo 

4 mi- 
my- 

mi- i- yaa- yaa- ɪyɪ ɪyo 

5 i- (l)i- li- lyaa- lyaa- ɪlɪ ɪlo 
6 ma- ma- a- gaa- gaa- aya ayo 
7 kɪ- 

ch- 
kɪ- kɪ- chaa- chaa- ɪkɪ ɪcho 

8 shi- 
ch- 

shi- shi- shaa- shaa- ɪshi ɪsho 

9 N- N yɪ- yaa- yaa- ɪyɪ ɪyo 
10 N- N i- jaa- jaa- ɪzi ɪjo 
11 lʊ- lʊ- lʊ- lwaa- lwaa- ʊlʊ ʊlo 
12 ka- ka- ka- kaa- kaa- aka ako 
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Class NP ADJ NUM POSS CON DEM 
13 tʊ- tʊ- tʊ- twaa- twaa- ʊtʊ ʊto 
14 βʊ- 

w- 
βʊ- βʊ- waa- waa- ʊβʊ ʊβo 

15 kʊ- kʊ- kʊ- kwaa- kwaa- ʊkʊ ʊko 
16 ha- ha- - haa- - aha aho 
17 kʊ- kʊ- - kwaa- - - ʊko 
18 mu- mu- - mwaa- - ʊmu ʊmo 

1.5.3 Verbal morphology 
Nyamwezi, like most Bantu languages (see Nurse (2003) and Nurse and Devos 
(2019) for an overview), has a highly agglutinative verbal structure. The 
morphological structure of the verb in Nyamwezi, shown in (13) below, modified 
from Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 97), is similar to that of other Bantu 
languages. A verb contains many grammatical affixes, including subject and 
object agreement prefixes (abbreviated as SP and OP, respectively), tense-aspect-
mood (TAM) prefixes and suffixes, negative prefixes (NEG), as well as many 
derivational suffixes, commonly known as verbal extensions (Ext.) in the Bantu 
literature (see e.g. Schadeberg & Bostoen, 2019). Verbal extensions typically 
denote applicative, causative, reciprocal, passive, etc. The final vowel (FV) (e.g., 
-a in the affirmative) serves to indicate mood. The post-final slot is occupied by 
the final enclitics. 

(13) The structure of verb forms in Nyamwezi 

SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
The description of the form(s) and function(s) of each of the grammatical 
elements in the verbal structure above proceeds as follows: § 1.5.3.1 describes 
subject and object prefixes, § 1.5.3.2 tense, aspect and markers, § 1.5.3.3 the itive 
marker, § 1.5.3.4 negative markers, § 1.5.3.5 verbal extensions, § 1.5.3.6 final 
vowel markers and § 1.5.3.7 post-final vowel markers. In each section, before 
presenting the description of a particular grammatical marker(s), the verbal 
template in (13) above will be repeated and the markers discussed highlighted in 
bold.   
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1.5.3.1 Subject and object agreement prefixes (SP and OP) 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 

Nyamwezi is typical of Bantu languages (see Nurse (2008) for an overview) in 
having both subject and object prefixes for the first and second persons singular 
and plural, as well as for each of the third person noun classes. Subject and object 
prefixes for first and second persons are given in TABLE 6 and TABLE 7 below, 
respectively. Subject and object prefixes for each noun class are given in TABLE 
8. Note that the subject and object prefixes for classes 1 and 2 mark the third 
singular and plural persons, respectively. The tones for subject prefixes for noun 
classes 1, 4, 9, 16, 17 and 18, as described in Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 
101), are underlyingly low, whereas for other classes and for all persons they are 
high. The object prefixes for singular persons and for class 1, also cited in 
Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 101), are underlyingly low, whereas those for 
plural persons and for all other noun classes are high. It is important to mention 
that, irrespective of these generalizations, the tones of the subject prefixes in 
some tense and aspect constructions are neutralized (this will be described in 
Chapter 1). 

Table 6: Subject prefixes for singular and plural persons 
 Singular Plural 

1 ná- tʊ́- 
2 ʊ́- mú- 

 

Table 7: Object prefixes for singular and plural persons 
 Singular Plural 

1 ni- tʊ́- 
2 kʊ- mú- 

 
Table 8: Subject and object prefixes for noun classes  

Noun class Subject prefixes Object prefixes 

1 a-/ʊ- mu- 
2 βá- βá- 
3 gʊ́- gʊ́- 
4 yɪ- yɪ́- 
5 lɪ́- lɪ́- 
6 gá- gá- 
7 kɪ́- kɪ́- 
8 shí- shí- 
9 yɪ- yɪ́- 
10 zí- zí- 
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Noun class Subject prefixes Object prefixes 

11 lʊ́- lʊ́- 
12 ka- ká- 
13 tʊ́- tʊ́- 
14 βʊ́- βʊ́- 
15 kʊ́- kʊ́- 
16 ha- há- 
17 kʊ- kʊ́- 
18 mu- mú- 

 
Generally speaking, subject prefixes, unlike object prefixes, are obligatory in all 
forms of verbal constructions, except in the imperative form (of the second 
person singular), where the subject prefixes are omitted. This is exemplified in 
(14) below (see also § 2.6). 

(14) kooβágá 
 kooβ-ag-á 
 find-IMP-FV  
 ‘(You.sg) find (it)!’ 
 
As shown in TABLE 6, there are two subject prefix markers for the third person 
singular (or noun class 1): a- and ʊ-. The former occurs when it precedes a 
consonant, as shown in (15) below, and the latter when it precedes a vowel, as in 
(16). The latter marker may also appear as a glide (w) when it precedes a vowel 
which is not identical to it, as in (17). 

(15) alɪɪgakóóβa 
 a-lɪɪ-gá-kooβ-a 
 1SP-IMPF-6OP-search-FV 
 ‘S/he is looking for them’ 
 
(16) ʊ́ʊyʊʊ́gʊla 
 ʊ-ʊ-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
 1SP-CONS-INC-buy-FV 
 ‘…(and then) s/he started to buy’  
 
(17) waayʊ́ʊ́gʊla 
 ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
 1SP-PST-INC-buy-FV 
 ‘S/he has just started to buy’  
 
Before closing this section, it is important to state that apart from object prefixes 
for noun classes and for first and second persons singular and plural, Nyamwezi 
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has a reflexive prefix -í-. This prefix is used in the slot of the object marker, as 
shown in (18) below. In Nyamwezi, as in many other Bantu languages (see 
Marlo, 2015 for an overview), the reflexive prefix does not show 
morphosyntactic agreement with person-number or noun class features of the 
subject. As such, the same marker (-í-) is used for both singular and plural 
subjects, as in (18a) and (18b), respectively. 

(18) a. wiibúdága                               haméeza 
 ʊ-á-í-bud-ag-a               ha-méeza 
 1SP-PST-REFL-hit-HOD_PST-FV  LOC.16NP-9NP.table 
 ‘S/he hit her/himself on the table’ 
 
 b. βiibúdágá             haméeza 
 βá-á-í-bud-ag-a       ha-méeza 
 2SP-PST-REFL-hit-HOD_PST-FV  LOC.16NP-9NP.table 
 ‘They hit themselves on the table’ 

1.5.3.2 TAM categories 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
The TAM-marking morphemes, as shown in the verbal structure above, occupy 
three different positions, i.e., the pre-root, post-root and final vowel slot. TAM 
markers are the central focus of this study. These markers are used as diagnostic 
tests for determining differences among aspectual classes (see Chapters 4 and 6). 
A general overview of the affirmative TAM marking morphemes in Nyamwezi is 
given in TABLE 9 below, modified from Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, pp. 
103–104). 

Table 9: TAM formatives of affirmative constructions in Nyamwezi 
 SP      TAM      Root      TAM      TAM/FV example    gloss 
Immediate 
past 

ʊ á mal  a w-aa-mál-a  ‘S/he has just 
finished’ 

Hodiernal 
past 

ʊ á mal ag a w-aa-mál-ag-a ‘S/he finished 
(earlier 
today)  

Pre-
hodiernal 
past 

ʊ á mal  íle w-aa-mál-ilé ‘S/he finished 
(yesterday or 
before) 

Remote past ʊ a mal  á w-aa-mal-á ‘S/he finished 
(long ago) 

Hodiernal 
future 

a kʊ mal  a a-kʊ-mal-a ‘S/he will 
finish (today 
or later)’ 
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 SP      TAM      Root      TAM      TAM/FV example    gloss 
Post-
hodiernal 
future 

a laa mal  é a-laa-mal-é ‘S/he will 
finish 
(tomorrow or 
later)’ 

Narrative  a ka mal  a a-ka-mal-a  ‘… (and) s/he 
finished’ 

Consecutive ʊ ʊ mal  a ʊ́-ʊ-mal-a ‘… (and 
then) s/he 
finished’ 

Inceptive ʊ (-á-)yʊ́ʊ mal  a w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-mal-a ‘S/he is about 
to finish’ 

General 
imperfective 

a lɪɪ mal  a a-lɪɪ-mal-a ‘S/he is 
finishing’ 

Habitual a kʊ mal ag a a-kʊ-mal-ag-a ‘S/he usually 
finishes’ 

Past 
habitual 

ʊ a mal ag é w-aa-mal-ag-é  ‘She used to 
finish’ 

Persistive a táá lɪ   a-taá-lɪ́ ‘S/he is still 
(X-ing/X-ed)’ 

Stative a  mal  íle a-mal-ilé ‘S/he is 
finished’ 

Optative a  mal  (e)é a-mal-eé ‘May s/he 
finish!’ 

Hortative a  mal ag (e)é a-mal-ag-eé ‘S/he should 
finish!’ 

Habitual 
hortative 

a laa mal ag é a-laa-mal-ag-é ‘S/he should 
always 
finish!’ 

Imperative   mal ag á mal-ag-á ‘(You.sg) 
finish (it)!’ 

 
Given their importance in this study, the functions of each of the TAM 
morphemes above are briefly discussed in Chapter 1. 

Before closing this section, it should be pointed out that other languages, mostly 
Amerindian languages of America, in addition to TAM-marking morphemes, 
have a distinct grammatical category (i.e., affixes, clitics or particles) which 
indicates evidentiality. Evidentiality is the linguistic means of encoding the 
speaker’s source of information of a given statement and his/her attitudes toward 
the factuality of that information (Chafe & Nichols, 1986). Most African/Bantu 
languages, including Nyamwezi, do not have a distinct grammatical category 
which indicates evidentiality (see de Haan, 2013)). However, in Nyamwezi, and 
in other Bantu languages such as Ikoma/Nata/Isenya [JE.45] (Roth, 2018), 
evidentiality can be expressed through tense and aspect markers, especially in the 
context where these markers denote readings which overlap. Evidentiality in 
Nyamwezi is discussed in Chapter 1, § 2.5.   
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1.5.3.3 Itive marker (IT) 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
In the verbal template given above, an itive marker is indicated with -ka-. This 
marker typically adds the meaning ‘go and’ or ‘going to’ to the basic meaning of 
a particular tense or aspect construction, as exemplified in (19) below.  

(19) alɪɪkagʊla 
  a-lɪɪ-ka-gʊl-a 
  1SP-IMPF-IT-buy-FV 
      ‘S/he will go and buy (it)’ 
 
In this study, the itive marker is described as an exponent of prospective aspect. 
That is, it is used to describe an event that occurs subsequent to a given reference 
time. This reference time can be the time of speaking, as in example (19) above. 
A discussion of the itive as a marker of prospective aspect is given in § 2.4.1 in 
Chapter 1. 

1.5.3.4 Negative marking (NEG) 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
In Nyamwezi, affirmative constructions are negated using the prefix -ká-, which 
co-occurs with TAM markers in the pre-root position in some constructions and 
not in others. In some TAM constructions, the negative -ká- may also be realized 
as -kʊ́- or -ʊ́-. An overview of negative constructions in Nyamwezi is given in 
TABLE 10 below (see also Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992, p. 107). Note that in 
the negative optative, hortative and imperative, the negative formative has a low 
tone. 

Given that the negative marker -ká- interacts differently with different TAM 
markers, this marker will be discussed in Chapter 1, where a broad discussion of 
TAM markers is provided. 
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Table 10: The TAM formative of negative constructions in Nyamwezi  
 SP      NEG       TAM      Root      TAM      TAM/FV example    gloss 
NEG past a ká  mal  ile a-ka-mál-

íle 
‘S/he hasn’t 
finished’ 

NEG 
HOD 
FUT 

a ká ʊ mal  a a-kʊ́-ʊ-
mal-a 

‘S/he won’t 
finish (later 
today)’ 

NEG 
POST-
HOD 
FUT 

a ká laa mal  eé a-ká-laa-
mal-eé 

‘S/he won’t 
finish 
(tomorrow 
or later)’ 

NEG 
IMPF 

a ká ʊ mal ag a a-kʊ́-ʊ-
mal-ag-a 

‘S/he is not 
finishing’ 

NEG 
HAB 

a ká  mal ag á a-ka-mál-
ag-á 

‘S/he never 
finishes’ 

NEG 
optative 

a ka a mal  (e)é a-ka-a-
mal-ee 

‘May s/he 
not finish’ 

NEG 
hortative 

a ka a mal ag (e)é a-ka-a-
mal-ag-é 

‘S/he 
shouldn’t 
finish’ 

NEG IMP ʊ́ ka a mal  (e)é ʊ-ká-a-
mal-eé 

‘Don’t 
finish’ 

1.5.3.5 Verbal extensions 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
As shown in the verbal structure above, verbal extensions (also called 
derivational affixes) occupy the position after the verb root in Nyamwezi. In this 
language, as in other Bantu languages, verbal extensions have different functions. 
Following Hyman (2007) (see also Mchombo, 2004), the functions of verbal 
extensions in Nyamwezi can be categorized into three: (i) those that increase the 
number of noun phrases (NPs) (valency increase): applicative and causative; (ii) 
those that reduce the number of NPs (valency decrease): passive, neuter (stative) 
and associative (comitative and reciprocal); and (iii) those that are neutral 
((re-)orienting action): reversive (separative). Examples illustrating the functions 
of verbal extensions are given in TABLE 11 below. See Maganga and Schadeberg 
(1992, pp. 147–170) and Lodhi (2002) for further discussion of these extensions. 
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Table 11: The verbal extensions in Nyamwezi  
Extension  Examples  

Applicative zwaál-ɪl-a ‘dress for’ < zwaál-a ‘get dressed’ 
zeeng-el-a ‘build for’ < zeeng-a ‘build’ 

Causative se-ch-a ‘cause to laugh’ < sek-a ‘laugh’ 
da-sh-a ‘make angry’ < dak-a ‘be(come) angry’ 
ɔ-j-á ‘wash/bath’ < og-a ‘take a bath’ 
lɩ́-ʃ-a, ‘feed’ < ly-aá ‘eat’ 

Passive βon-w-á ‘be seen’ < βon-á ‘see’ 
hay-iw-a ‘be gossiped about’ < hay-a ‘say’ 

Neuter (Stative) βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-a ‘be broken’ < βɪɪ́nz-a ‘break’ 
non-ek-a ‘be sweet’< non-a ‘be(come) sweet’ 

Associative 
(Reciprocal) 

gaβ-aan-a ‘share’ < gaβ-a ‘divide’ 
sek-an-a ‘laugh at one another’< sek-a ‘laugh’ 

Reversive 
(Separative) 

βis-ʊ́l-a ‘find out’ < βis-a ‘hide’ 
chiβ-ʊl-a ‘make a hole through s.th’ < chiβ-a ‘block a hole’ 

 
Verbal extensions, like TAM markers, indicate different semantic behaviours, 
i.e., their co-occurrence restrictions and/or interpretational differences are 
determined by the semantics of the verbs. For example, the neuter (or stative) 
suffix -ɪk-/-ek- is only compatible with verbs of breaking and cutting (verbs of 
destruction), such as -βɪɪ́nz-a ‘break’ > -βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-a ‘be broken’ and -tɪná ‘cut, 
chop’ > -tɪn-ɪ́k-a ‘snap (as of rope), and experiencer verbs, such as -non-a 
‘be(come) sweet’ > -non-ek-a ‘be sweet’. In these verbs, the neuter suffix, as 
noted by Schadeberg (2003, p. 75), indicates that the subject is potentially or 
factually experiencing a certain state. This is further exemplified in (20) below. 

(20) méeza        yaaneé                    yaaβɪɪ́nzɪ́kaga   
méeza        yɪ-a-né                    yɪ-á-βɪɪ́nz-ɪk-ág-a  
9NP-table  9ACP-ø-POSS1SG   9SP-PST-break-NEUT-HOD_PST-FV 
‘My table is broken’       

 
The meanings denoted by verbal extensions based on the semantics of the verbs 
are not within the scope of this study. 

1.5.3.6 Final vowel (FV) 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
In Nyamwezi, the final vowels, as will be discussed in § 2.6 of Chapter 1, serve 
largely to indicate mood. In this language, as in other Bantu languages, there are 
three types of final vowels: -a, -e and -i. The final vowel -a occurs mostly in 
indicative contexts and in singular imperatives, as exemplified in (21a) and (21b), 
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respectively. The final vowel -e occurs in subjunctive moods (optative and 
hortative), in imperative verbs containing an object prefix, and in the negative 
post-hodiernal future, as exemplified in (22a), (22b) and (22c), respectively. The 
final vowel -i occurs in plural imperatives, as in (23). 

(21) a. Indicative   b.  Singular imperative 
 

   alɪɪgʊla      gʊlagá! 
   a-lɪɪ-gʊl-a     gʊl-ag-á 

1SP-IMPF-buy-FV   buy-IMP-FV 
       ‘S/he is buying (it)’  ‘(You.sg) buy (it)!’ 
 
(22) a. Optative    b.  Imperative added an object prefix 
 
   agʊleé      mgʊ́lɪlagé! 
   a-gʊl-é      mú-gʊl-ɪl-ag-é 

1SP-buy-FV     1OP-buy-APPL-IMP-FV 
       ‘May s/he buy (it)’   ‘Buy (it) for her/him!’ 
 

c. alaaniwɪ́ɪ́l’                                   íígolo            
a-laa-ni-wɪ́ɪ́l-é                          igolo            
1SP-POSTHOD-OP1SG-tell-FV   tomorrow 
‘S/he will tell me tomorrow’ 

 
(23) Plural imperative 

 
gʊlagí   
gʊl-ag-í    
buy-IMP-FV   

       ‘(You.PL) buy (it)’ 
 
Another morpheme that occurs in the final position in Nyamwezi, and in most 
Bantu languages, is -íle (discussed in § 2.2.1.3 and 2.4.6). This morpheme is 
bimorphemic (it comprises -íl and -e), because verbal extensions such as the 
passive may occur inside it, as exemplified in (24) below. The -íle morpheme, 
when occurring with the pre-root tense marker -a, indicates a pre-hodiernal past 
reading, and when occurring without this marker, it indicates a resultative and/or 
stative present reading. Examples illustrating these readings will be discussed in 
§ 2.2.1.3 and 2.4.6, respectively. 
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(24) lyaágʊ́lilwé 
 lɪ́-á-gʊl-íl-w-e 
 5SP-PST-buy-PREHOD-PASS-PREHOD 
 ‘It was bought (yesterday or before)’ 

1.5.3.7 Post-final slot 
 
SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
In Nyamwezi, as in other Bantu languages, this slot is occupied by the locative 
enclitics =ho ‘there (near)’, =ko ‘there (far)’ and =mo ‘inside’. As shown in 
TABLE 12 below, these formatives correspond to the three locative noun classes 
16, 17, and 18, respectively.  

Table 12: Locative enclitics in Nyamwezi  
Noun class Locative enclitic 

16 ha- =hó 
17 kʊ- =kó 
18 mu- =mó 

 
As demonstrated in the examples in (25) below, all three enclitic markers indicate 
location. These markers because are clitics, rather than suffixes, the symbol ‘=’ 
is used to indicate their boundary with the verb root. The full forms corresponding 
to these clitic markers are given in parentheses.  

(25) a. akajahoó       b.  akajakoó  
   a-ka-j-a=hó (a-ka-j-a aho)   a-ka-j-a=kó (a-ka-j-a ʊko) 

1SP-NAR-go-FV=LOC.16NP   1SP-NAR-go-FV=LOC.17NP 
       ‘S/he went there (near)’    ‘S/he went there (far)’ 
 
 c. akajamoó  

a-ka-j-a=mó (a-ka-j-a ʊmo) 
1SP-NAR-go-FV=LOC.18NP 

       ‘S/he went in’ 

1.6 Methodology 
This section is divided into three subsections. The first subsection (§ 1.6.1) 
describes the criteria employed to choose the language consultants. The second 
subsection (§ 1.6.2) describes the fieldwork methods employed to collect the 
Nyamwezi data in this study: direct elicitation (sentence translation from 
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questionnaires), contextual elicitation (testing the acceptability of a construction 
based on the range of imaginary discourse contexts  provided to the consultant), 
back translation, informal interviews and digital recordings of oral narratives and 
conversations. The last subsection (§ 1.6.3) describes the data processing and 
analysis techniques. 

1.6.1 Language consultants  
In this study, a total of five language consultants (four females and one male) 
participated in the data collection. Their ages ranged from thirty-eight to sixty-
four. All consultants were born in Tabora in the areas of Puge, Isikisya and Ndala 
(see FIGURE 2), and they grew up speaking Nyamwezi (Dakama dialect) as their 
primary language and Swahili as a lingua Franca. One consultant, in addition to 
Nyamwezi and Swahili, had a sound knowledge of English. Since the first 
questionnaire (used in the first fieldwork trip) had English sentences (to be 
translated into Nyamwezi) it was easier and very helpful for me to work with the 
consultant who spoke English. In interviews and discussions, Swahili was most 
often used as the medium of interaction. Occasionally, Nyamwezi was also used. 
Since I have a native-like comprehension of Nyamwezi and I speak Swahili as a 
native speaker, it was easy for me to monitor the Swahili influence on Nyamwezi. 
In addition, the data were given by older speakers. Working with older speakers 
is one of the factors suggested in the literature that could help to avoid the 
influence of the lingua Franca (the language of communication) to the target 
language (the investigated language) (see Sakel & Everett, 2012, p. 28). Another 
technique suggested by Bowern (2008, p. 89), which was also adopted during 
elicitation, was that whenever I suspected a Swahili word or construction in 
Nyamwezi data from one consultant, I marked it and asked the other consultants 
to check its validity.  

1.6.2 Data collection  
The data for this study were collected over a total of three research trips to 
Tabora, Tanzania. The first trip took place in July 2016. During this time, I 
collected information about the culture, traditions and history of the Nyamwezi 
speakers. During this first trip, I also collected information about the TAM system 
of the language, based on Dahl’s (1985, 2000) tense and aspect questionnaires 
and a TAM questionnaire developed by the Languages of Tanzania Project (LoT) 
at the Department of Languages and Linguistics at the University of Dar es 
Salaam. Since Dahl’s questionnaires were written in English, I had to help the 
consultants who did not speak English to translate the contextual descriptions and 
sentences included in the questionnaires into Swahili, and then ask them to 
provide the Nyamwezi constructions. These questionnaires helped to identify 
different affixes marking tense and aspect categories in Nyamwezi (see Chapter 
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1 for a discussion of these markers). Other interesting findings that came out of 
these questionnaires were that a single TAM marker or construction could be used 
to denote more than one reading. The differences between these readings were 
mainly due to the class of the verb (particularly non-change-of-state and 
change-of-state verbs). This can be exemplified by the construction referred to as 
the hodiernal past in this study (see more in § 2.2.1.2). This construction indicates 
a (hodiernal) past tense reading in non-change-of-state verbs, as in (26), and 
present or continuing state reading in change-of-state verbs, as in (27). 

(26) [Context: A knows that B was going to meet A’s brother but not when. A 
asks B: You MEET my brother (yet)? B: (Yes,) I MEET him.]5 

niiβónágá                náwéé 
ná-á-í-βón-ag-a                                       ná-weé 
1SG-PST-REFL/RECP-see-HOD_PST-FV   1SG-him/her 
‘I (have) met with him’ 

 
(27) Do you think the king will go to sleep? (Yes,) he BE TIRED. 

mtemí         waazóβaga 
mu-témi     ʊ-á-zóβ-ag-a 
1NP-king   1SP-PST-be(come)_tired-HOD_PST-FV 
‘The king is tired (Lit. s/he has become tired)’ 

 
The difference in meaning caused by the interaction between TAM markers and 
semantic verb classes turned out to be an interesting area of research. To 
investigate it, I created a questionnaire that comprised different types of verbs, 
with each verb being inflected with different types of tense, aspect and mood 
markers (see, e.g., TABLE 13 below).  

Table 13: A sample of a questionnaire 
Verb IMPF Interpretation comments 
-lila ‘cry’ a-lɪɪ-lil-a   
-ja ‘go’ a-lɪɪ-j-a   
-kolóla ‘cough’ a-lɪɪ-kolól-a   
-saata ‘be(come) sick’ a-lɪɪ-saat-a   

 
This questionnaire comprised 68 verbs that were systematically chosen from 
Levin (1993). Levin classifies over 3,000 English verbs according to shared 

 
5 Dahl (1985) uses uninflected forms in capital letters for the target tense/aspect/mood 

forms in the questionnaire in order to avoid undue English influence. 
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meaning and syntactic behaviour. In choosing verbs, I aimed to select verbs 
which belong to the thematic groups given in (28) below6. To my knowledge, the 
verbs from these groups represent the semantic properties of the verbal lexicon 
of the language under study. 

(28) Thematic groups of verbs included in the questionnaire 
a. Physical processes and changes, e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ and -seβa 

(intr.) ‘boil’ 
b. Perception, emotions and intellectual activity, e.g., -βoná 

‘see’, -togwá ‘love, like, wish, be pleased’ and -mana ‘(come to) 
know’ 

c. Psychological states, e.g., -daka ‘be(come) angry’ 
d. Motion, e.g., -ja ‘go’ and -peela ‘run’ 
e. Change-of-position, e.g., -ikala ‘sit’, -laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ 

and -laángá ‘get stuck up high’ 
f. Labour and everyday life, e.g., -zeenga ‘build’, -ɪmbá ‘sing’, -seka 

‘laugh’, -lyaá and -ditema ‘tremble’ 
g. Communication, e.g., -lomeela ‘talk, chat’ and -βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ 
h. Weather, e.g., -gilima ‘thunder’ 

During the second field trip in July 2017, a questionnaire that comprised different 
types of verbs inflected with different types of tense, aspect and mood markers 
was used. The language consultants were basically asked to do two things: first, 
to judge the acceptability of each construction by marking with # all unacceptable 
or infelicitous constructions, and second, to write the interpretations of all 
acceptable constructions in Swahili. The consultants were also asked, although 
not required, to write (in the comment box) anything else they might want to say 
about the meaning of the construction. This might include statements about 
context, alternative ways of saying things, etc. Each consultant was required to 
fill in the questionnaire independently; afterwards, the consultant and I discussed 
the data to get a more accurate understanding of the meanings of the 
constructions. 

Within the research process, it soon became evident that some TAM markers did 
not provide interpretational differences for each verb included in the 
questionnaire. So, the few TAM markers that were noted as indicating 
interpretational differences during the second field trip, plus lexical items such 
as ‘start’, ‘stop’, ‘finish’ and ‘slowly’ and other constructions, were added to a 
new questionnaire to elicit data regarding verb categorization. The same 

 
6 Phasal or aspectual verbs are not included in the list because they are used as diagnostic 

tests for determining a verb’s class membership (see Chapter 5).  
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procedures explained above were employed to collect the data: each language 
consultant was asked to interpret and write the meaning of each construction in 
the questionnaire, and to write any additional information about the 
constructions. A list of all of the verbs investigated and their interpretations with 
TAM markers, the four lexical items (‘start’, ‘stop’, ‘finish’ and ‘slowly’) and 
other constructions are given in Appendix 1. 

Although the questionnaires helped in many ways to identify the classes of verbs 
in Nyamwezi, there were also some limitations. The major limitation observed 
during data collection is that some language consultants had difficulties to either 
with judging the acceptability of some constructions in the questionnaire or with 
identifying other possible readings apart from the basic (general) reading of those 
constructions. As is generally understood, eliciting the function and possible 
readings of a grammatical construction is often not easy, because the meaning of 
a construction is usually context-dependent. As Matthewson (2004, p. 370) 
states, the meaning of a construction is often not accessible by simply asking 
questions of the form ‘what does X mean?’ Or ‘is X accepted?’ Matthewson 
(2004) and Bar-el’s (2015) elicitation strategies were employed to assist language 
consultants in judging the acceptability and range of meanings of the 
constructions in the questionnaires. One of these strategies is the use of nonverbal 
stimuli such as drawings and physically acting out situations. For example, to 
determine whether an aspectual verb -oya ‘stop’, used with activity verbs 
like -ishiɲá ‘play, dance’, indicates that the event is discontinued, a series of 
drawings showing a person who plays and then stops can be shown to the 
consultant. Similarly, several drawings showing the person walking towards a 
particular point and being very close to the final point can be shown to the 
consultant to help him/her to determine whether the general imperfective is 
compatible with an achievement verb such as -shika ‘arrive’. The other strategy 
pointed out by Matthewson (2004) is to explain a range of imaginary discourse 
contexts to the language consultant and ask her/him to say if a particular 
construction can be used. Back translation, as suggested by Bloom Ström and 
Petzell (in press), was also a very useful strategy during data collection (but it 
was not a primary strategy). In this strategy, the language consultant is normally 
asked to translate the utterance from the target language back into the source 
language. Applying this strategy in my research, a consultant was also asked to 
translate a Nyamwezi construction into Swahili (or English) so as to see if s/he 
understood the context of use of that particular construction, and also to get a 
better picture of how Nyamwezi is similar to or different from Swahili (or 
English). It was an added advantage in the application of these strategies that I 
am a speaker of all three languages. 
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Another limitation related to the use of questionnaires to elicit data is that 
sometimes one or two language consultants agree on the use or applicability or 
grammaticality of the given construction while others disagree. The 
conversational interview style proposed by Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming) was 
very helpful in this case. In this interview style, more than one language 
consultant is involved in determining the meaning of a construction. In this way, 
consultants often come up with suggestions of contexts where initially rejected 
constructions would be felicitous. For example, one of my consultants rejected 
the occurrence of the verbs -ŋwaá ‘drink’ and -lyaaá ‘eat’ with the formative 
referred to as the stative construction in this study (see § 2.4.6 and 4.3). This 
construction occurs naturally with change-of-state verbs to denote an ongoing 
state resulting from a past change-of-state, as exemplified in (29) below. In this 
example, the stative construction describes how the current state of affairs 
resulted from boiling water at a stove, i.e., the water is hot. 

(29) gaséßilé 
gá-ø-seß-íle 
6SP-PST-boil-STAT 
‘It (e.g., the water) is boiled/hot (now)’ 

 
-ŋwaá ‘drink’ and -lyaá ‘eat’ are not change-of-state verbs; thus, one of my 
consultants considered their occurrence with the stative construction impossible. 
However, the other consultants provided contexts where these verbs can be 
accepted with the stative construction. For example, they said that -ŋwaá ‘drink’ 
is accepted with the stative construction in contexts such as (30) below, where 
the stative construction refers to the current state of a child (who is suffocating) 
after taking an overdose of a drug. Similarly, they said that -lyaá ‘eat’ is accepted 
with the stative construction in contexts such as (31) where, the stative 
construction refers to the current state of a cow (who is vomiting) after 
consuming fresh cassava leaves which are poisonous to cattle. The use of the 
stative construction in these verbs is similar to that exemplified with the 
verb -seßa (intr.) ‘boil’ in (29) above. The co-occurrence of -ŋwaá ‘drink’ 
and -lyaá ‘eat’ with the stative construction in these contexts was also accepted 
by the consultants, who initially judged this co-occurrence as infelicitous. 

(30) aŋwíílé          maaβʊgotá 
a-ø-ŋw-íle           ma-βʊgóta 
1SP-PST-drink-STAT   6NP-medicine 
‘S/he has drunk (or used) some medicine (i.e., S/he has taken an 
overdose)’ 
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(31) lɪlíílé       maakayeéβa 
lɪ́-ø-l-íle      ma-káyeeβa 
5SP-PST-eat-STAT    6NP-fresh_cassava_leaves 
‘It (e.g., the cow) has eaten fresh cassava leaves (which is why it is 
vomiting)’ 

 
In general, the questionnaires, contextual elicitation, back translation and 
informal or conversational interviews have contributed to a large amount of 
elicited data regarding verb categorization. However, in order to include a 
diversity of data in this research, particularly more natural data, I also collected 
oral narratives such as stories, folktales and songs. Some of these oral narratives 
I recorded myself from my consultants; others were taken from the Global 
Recordings Network7. The narrative texts found in a Nyamwezi grammar book 
by Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) were also included in the corpus. Although 
Nyamwezi is an oral language, many speakers are also able to write the language 
based on their knowledge of Swahili. Hence, I also collected a few short online 
written text messages. The quality of this data was checked by the language 
consultants who participated in this study. The number of collected narrative 
texts and their sources are shown in TABLE 14 below. In general, oral narratives 
and narrative texts collected in this study provided a better understanding of how 
verbs in Nyamwezi work.  

Table 14: Collected narrative texts on Nyamwezi 
Source  Text type Number 
Fieldwork  Stories/folktales 3 

Songs 4 
Online text messages 10 

Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) Traditional story 2 
Expository texts 2 
Proverbs 10 

Global Recordings Network Narrative texts 2 

1.6.3 Data processing and analysis 
Recall from § 1.6.2 that in this study the data were collected through 
questionnaires (which were followed by further elicitation questions and 
discussions about contexts) and digital recordings of oral narratives and 
conversations. There were two types of questionnaires. The first type includes 
Dahl’s (1985, 2000) questionnaires and a questionnaire designed by the 

 
7 The Global Recordings Network is an online repository of audio recordings of Bible 

stories and evangelistic messages translated into more than 6,300 languages 
(http://globalrecordings.net/en/). 
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Languages of Tanzania Project (LoT). These questionnaires were used to collect 
TAM data. The second type includes a questionnaire that was designed to elicit 
information about the verbal categorization. In all data collected using Dahl’s 
(1985, 2000) and LoT’s questionnaires, the verbs were given a detailed 
morphological analysis. In this way, it was easier to identify the forms and 
functions of different morphological affixes, particularly TAM affixes. All data 
from a questionnaire that was designed to elicit information about the verbal 
categorization was organized in a table. Verbs which denote similar 
interpretations with different TAM markers, and lexical items such as start, stop, 
finish and slowly, were put in the same group. The groups were named based on 
the semantic characteristics shared by verbs in that particular group (see 
Appendix 1). In all narratives and online written texts, I only wrote down the 
constructions which are relevant to the analysis of tense and aspect and the 
semantics of verbs given in this study.  

1.7 Dissertation outline 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 presents a brief discussion of Nyamwezi TAM affixes in the affirmative 
and negative constructions. Chapter 3 provides a sketch of the aspectual classes 
of verbs in Nyamwezi. It also provides an outline of the tests employed in this 
study to show the distinction between different types of aspectual classes. The 
tests discussed are divided into three groups: (i) grammatical aspect tests – check 
the interpretation or acceptability of occurrence of the verb with certain 
grammatical aspectual markers; (ii) lexical tests – check the interpretation or 
acceptability of occurrence of the verb with certain lexemes (such as start, stop, 
finish and slowly); and (iii) tense and time adverbial tests – check the 
interpretation or acceptability of occurrence of the verb with tense markers or 
time adverbials. Each of these types of tests is discussed in a separate chapter of 
this dissertation: Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents a summary of 
the findings, and suggests areas for further research. 
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2 Outline of tense, aspect and mood 
marking in Nyamwezi 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to provide a broad description of the form and function(s) of 
the verbal markers used to express tense, aspect and mood (TAM) categories in 
Nyamwezi. Furthermore, it aims to provide the TAM markers of the negative 
counterpart of each TAM marker. In this study, most of these categories, as noted 
in § 1.5.3.2, are used as diagnostic tests for determining differences among 
aspectual classes. So the description in this chapter serves as a background for a 
general discussion of aspectual classes in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In this chapter, I 
will also discuss the concept of “evidentiality”, and the way it is expressed in 
Nyamwezi.   

Previous works have described Nyamwezi TAM markers (and the grammar in 
general) (Jonsson (1949) and Maganga and Schadeberg (1992), among others). 
Overall, the description in these works is very short. The meaning(s) and usage 
of TAM markers are generally not provided. Indeed, Maganga and Schadeberg 
state that “we have not investigated the precise meaning of each tense” (1992, p. 
104). So the description of the TAM markers in this chapter and the rest of the 
dissertation, apart from serving as a background for a discussion of aspectual 
classes, is the first analytical description including the semantics of the 
Nyamwezi TAM system. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. § 2.2 presents a description 
of the verbal markers used to express past and non-past tenses (present and 
future); § 2.3 presents a description of the past tense markers in narrative texts; § 
2.4 describes the aspectual markers; § 2.5 describes the way tense and aspect 
markers are used to express evidentiality; § 2.6 describes the mood markers; § 
2.7 describes the negation of the affirmative constructions; and lastly, § 2.8 
presents a summary of the main points of this chapter.  

2.2 Tense marking in Nyamwezi 
Tense, as defined by Comrie (1985, p. 9), is a grammatical category that 
deictically refers to the time of the event denoted by the verb in relation to a 
certain temporal reference point. This reference point is usually the time of 
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speaking (utterance time (UT)), but in subordinate clauses, this reference point is 
usually referred to as the “evaluation time”, because it does not necessarily 
coincide with the time of speaking (see Cover & Tonhauser, 2015). The 
interpretation of tenses in this study is evaluated with respect to their relationship 
to UT.  Based on this conceptualization, Nyamwezi can be analysed as a two-way 
tense system (a past vs. non-past tense system), i.e., it distinguishes between past 
tenses, which refer to events that occur before UT, and non-past tenses, which 
refer to events that overlap with the UT (present tenses) and those that occur after 
the UT (future tenses). This difference is schematically modelled in a timeline in 
(32) below which runs from left to right. The timeline is divided into three 
temporal regions: past, present and future, with UT as the focus (see Comrie, 
1985; Reichenbach, 1947, among others). 

(32) Past                      Future 
                   UT 
              Present  
 
Nyamwezi, like most Bantu languages (see Nurse, 2008 for an overview), has 
many tense markers. As noted in TABLE 9 in § 1.5.3.2, this language distinguishes 
four types of past tenses, namely immediate past (IMM_PST), hodiernal past 
(HOD_PST), pre-hodiernal past (PREHOD) and remote past (REM_PST), and two 
types of future tenses, namely hodiernal future (HOD_FUT) and post-hodiernal 
future (POSTHOD). Generally, the dividing point for these tenses is between 
today (hodiernal) and before/after today (pre-/post- hodiernal), as schematically 
shown in FIGURE 4 below. In the schema below, the hodiernal domain references 
the time within the same day of the speech event, while the pre-/post- hodiernal 
domain references the time outside today. This can be yesterday, last month, etc. 
(pre-hodiernal) or tomorrow, next month, etc. (post-hodiernal).  

 
                 pre-hodiernal                       hodiernal                post-hodiernal 
 

Past                       Future 
               
 
 

               UT 
 

Figure 4: The distribution of the past and future tenses in Nyamwezi 

 

 REM_PST  PREHOD    HOD_PST  IMM_PST   HOD_FUT   POSTHOD 
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It is important to note that, although the differences between these tenses are 
generally linked to the hodiernal vs. pre-/post- hodiernal distinction, there are 
cases where the hodiernal past/future tenses are used to express pre-/post-
hodiernal events (see for instance examples (42) and (43) in § 2.2.1.2). These 
cases will be noted in the discussion of the functions and uses of each of the tense 
categories in the following sections. Note also that the tonal realization of tense 
(and also aspect) constructions in Nyamwezi is very complex. As noted in § 
1.5.1.3, the tonal realization is usually influenced by high tone shift and high tone 
spread, i.e., some underlying tones are deleted or added to specific positions in 
the verb, depending on the inflection. These tone rules characterize most of the 
data presented in the following section. 

2.2.1 Past tenses 
As noted in the previous section, Nyamwezi has four past tenses: immediate past, 
hodiernal past, pre-hodiernal past and remote past. The interpretations of these 
tenses can be distinguished based on their degrees of remoteness from the UT and 
on the lexical semantics of verbs in question. The interpretations that result when 
these tenses interact with different verb classes are discussed in Chapter 6, 
particularly in § 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The discussion in this chapter is limited to the 
temporal readings distinguished by remoteness. 

Before launching into a discussion of temporal readings denoted by the 
Nyamwezi past tenses, it should be noted here that the expression of these tenses 
(and also other tenses) makes use of verbal affixes which can be added before the 
verb root (and any preceding object marker (OP) or itive marker (IT)), after the 
verb root (or extensions) and in the final vowel slot, as shown in the verbal 
template, repeated from (13) in Chapter 1, as (33) below.  

(33) The structure of verb forms 
 

SP+ NEG + TAM + IT + OP/INF + [Root + Ext.] + TAM + TAM/FV + Post-final 
 
In this regard, all TAM constructions that combine affixes before and after the 
verb root will be presented using a template form [pre-root TAM]-VB-[post-root 
TAM]-[final vowel] (as commonly used in the study of Bantu tense and aspect). 
In this template, VB stands for the verbal base, i.e., a formative that includes the 
verb root and/or derivational suffixes (extensions). In (33) above, the VB is put 
in square brackets. 

The four past tenses, shown in TABLE 15 below, are expressed by a combination 
of affixes before and after the verb root or VB, as well as tone. 
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Table 15: Past tense constructions 
 SP TAM Root or VB TAM TAM/FV example    
Immediate 
past 

ʊ á mal  a w-aa-mál-a 
‘S/he finished (just 
now)’ 

Hodiernal 
past 

ʊ á mal ag a w-aa-mál-ag-a 
‘S/he finished 
(earlier today)’ 

Pre-hodiernal 
past 

ʊ á mal  íle w-aa-mál-ilé 
‘S/he finished 
(yesterday or 
before)’ 

Remote past ʊ a mal  á w-aa-mal-á 
‘S/he finished (long 
ago)’ 

 
All past tense constructions exemplified in TABLE 15 above occur with the pre-
VB tense marker -a-. In an immediate past, hodiernal past, and pre-hodiernal past, 
this marker has a high tone, while in the remote past it has a low tone. Regarding 
its function, I suggest that this pre-VB tense marker can be analysed as a marker 
of past reference (see Nurse (2008, p. 82) for a similar observation). Evidence 
that the pre-VB tense marker -a- marks past time reference is demonstrated in 
(34) and (35) below. When -a- occurs with -íle it marks pre-hodiernal past, as in 
(34). But when it is absent, -íle denotes a stative present reading, as in (35). This 
reading refers to an ongoing state, not to a completed state. 

(34) waalaálílé 
ʊ-á-láal-íle 
1SP-PST-sleep-PREHOD 
‘S/he slept (yesterday or before)’ 

 
(35) alaálílé 
  ʊ-ø-láal-íle 
  1SP-PST-sleep-STAT 
  ‘S/he is asleep’ 
 
A similar distinction is shown in the habitual constructions in (36) and (37) 
below. In (36), the presence of a pre-VB tense marker -a- indicates a past habitual 
reading, whereas its absence in (37) indicates a present habitual reading. 
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(36) waazʊgagé       kɪ́lá       lʊ́shikʊ́ 
ʊ-a-zʊg-ag-é      kɪ́lá    lʊ́-shíkʊ 
1SP-PST-cook-HAB_PST-FV every    11NP-day 
‘S/he used to cook everyday (i.e., s/he was cooking every day in the 
past)’ 

 
(37) akʊzʊgaga                     kɪ́lá       lʊ́shikʊ́ 

a-kʊ-zʊg-ag-a                   kɪ́lá       lʊ́-shíkʊ 
1SP-HAB-cook-HAB-FV   every    11NP-day 
‘S/he cooks everyday’ 

 
With these introductory remarks, we can now proceed to the discussion of the 
four types of past tenses in Nyamwezi. Note that Nyamwezi does not make a 
clear distinction between past tenses and perfective aspect, as each of the past 
tense constructions also marks perfective aspect, i.e., it can be used to refer to an 
event that is seen as a completed whole. Botne and Kershner (2008) make a 
similar argument regarding the functions of the two simple past tenses in Ekoti 
(Bantu, P.30): recent past and remote past. They show that both pasts function as 
perfective in this language. 

2.2.1.1 Immediate past 
As noted in TABLE 15 (in the previous section), an immediate past is marked by 
the -á-VB-a construction. This construction comprises a pre-VB tense 
marker -á- and a final vowel -a. Semantically, this construction describes an 
event that was completed a few seconds/minutes/hours prior to the UT, as 
exemplified in (38). 

(38) a. mbulá       yaátʊ́la 
mbulá       yɪ-á-tʊl-á 
9NP.rain   9SP-PST-rain-IMM_PST 
‘It has just rained’ 

 
 b. naágágʊ́la                                    háaha        dʊ́ 

ná-á-gá-gʊl-a                              háaha         dʊ́ 
1SG-PST-6OP-buy- IMM_PST   righ_now   only/just 
‘I have just bought them’ 

 
In vowel initial roots/bases, the subject prefix is realized as a glide (w-), and the 
pre-VB tense marker -á- (PST) coalesces with the vowel of the initial stem, as in 
(39) below. 
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(39) wɪɪngá                                háaha        dʊ́ 
ʊ-á-ɪng-a                            háaha         dʊ́ 
1SP-PST-leave-IMM_PST   righ_now   only/just 
‘S/he has just left’ 

 
In change-of-state verbs, the immediate past carries an assertion of a continued 
state, i.e., it describes an event which is completed but its results are still seen in 
the present time. This is exemplified in (40) below. 

(40) a. gaaséβa 
gá-á-séβ-a 
6SP-PST-boil-IMM_PST 
‘It (e.g., the water) has just boiled (ASSERTS It is hot)’ 

  
 b. waashíka 
   ʊ-á-shik-a 
   1SP-PST-arrive-IMM_PST 
   ‘S/he has just arrived’ 

2.2.1.2 Hodiernal past 
As noted in TABLE 15 (in § 2.2.1), the hodiernal past is expressed by 
the -á-VB-ag-a construction. This construction comprises the pre-VB tense 
marker -á-, the post-VB tense marker -ag- and the final vowel -á. Semantically, 
the hodiernal past, like the immediate past, refers to an event that was completed 
on the same day of speaking. Unlike the immediate past, which refers to an event 
that was completed a few seconds or a few hours ago, the hodiernal past refers to 
an event that was completed earlier in the day of speaking, as exemplified in (41) 
below. 

(41) a. wɪɪmbágá                       diiyʊ́ 
ʊ-á-ɪmb-ag-á                        diiyʊ́ 
1SP-PST-sing-HOD_PST-FV   morning  
‘S/he sang this morning’ 

 
 b. wɪɪmbágá                     lɪɪmií 

ʊ-á-ɪmb-ag-á                      lɪɪmií 
1SP-PST-sing-HOD_PST-FV  daytime 
‘S/he sang this afternoon’ 

 
Note that in some contexts, the hodiernal past does not say anything about when 
the event was completed. This is exemplified in (42) below. In this example, the 
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hodiernal past is ambiguous: it either denotes that the subject passed away earlier 
on the same day, or that the subject passed away before the day of speaking, but 
the speaker didn’t know until today. 

(42) [A: Have you heard the news? B: No what happened? A: the king BE 
KILLED (alt: They KILL the king)] From Dahl’s (1985) questionnaire. 
 
mtemí     waaβʊ́lagágwá 

  m-témi       ʊ-á-βʊ́lag-ag-w-a 
  1NP-king   1SP-PST-kill-HOD_PST-PASS-FV 
  1. ‘The king was killed (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 
  2. ‘The king was killed (before today, but I didn’t know until today)’ 
 
A clear context of the use of the hodiernal past to refer to an event that did not 
happen earlier on the same day, but long ago, is when the speaker wants to 
express surprise. This is exemplified in (43) below. In this example, the subject 
became fat long ago, but the speaker didn’t know, so s/he is surprised. The use 
of the hodiernal past to refer to events that happen earlier than the day of speaking 
has also been noted in Mbugwe (Bantu, F.34) (Wilhelmsen, 2018, p. 163) and 
Fwe (Bantu, K.402) (Gunnink, 2018, p. 308). Botne and Kershner (2008) also 
provide examples.  

(43) [Exclaimed by the speaker when encountering someone that s/he hasn’t 
seen for a very long time] 
 
waagɪ́naga                                     yee!8 
ʊ-á-gɪn-ag-a                                yee 
2SG-PST-be(come)_fat-HOD_PST-FV   EXCL 
‘You are/have become fat(ter)!’  

 
Apart from the pragmatic interpretations of the hodiernal past construction, 
exemplified in (42) and (43) above, this construction can also be used to refer to 
the result of a past or previous event, as exemplified in (44) below. This reading 
occurs for all verbs that encode a result state (see § 5.2 in Chapter 5 for a detailed 
discussion). 

 
8 This culturally means that someone looks healthy. 
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(44) ishiímbá-góósh’     iiháɲa        liíkalágá 
i-shiímbá-goóshá   i-háɲa        lɪ́-á-iikal-ag-a  
5NP-lion-male       5ACP-big  5SP-PST-sit-HOD_PST-FV 
há-gatɪ                     yáá-nzɪla 
ha-gatɪ                     yaa-nzɪla 
LOC.16NP-middle   CON-9NP.path/road 
‘A big male lion is sitting in the middle of the path/road’ 

 
From Maganga and Schadeberg’s (1992, p. 205) story  
about a woman and a lion. 

2.2.1.3 Pre-hodiernal past 
As shown in TABLE 15 (in § 2.2.1), the pre-hodiernal past in Nyamwezi is 
expressed by the -á-VB-íle construction. This construction comprises the pre-VB 
tense marker -á- and the final suffix -íle. Unlike the immediate and hodiernal 
past, the pre-hodiernal past is a general past tense construction referring to events 
that occurred any day before today, i.e., yesterday, last week or month or year, or 
even longer ago. Examples illustrating this tense are given in (45) below. 

(45) a. waagágʊ́lilé                            mazʊʊ́lí 
   ʊ-á-gá-gʊl-íle                         mazʊʊlí 
   1SP-PST-6OP-buy-PREHOD   day_before_yesterday 
   ‘S/he bought them the day before yesterday’ 

 
 b. igolo          twaazééngílé                     hádoó 

igolo          tʊ́-á-zeeng-íle               hadoó 
yesterday   1PL-PST-build-PREHOD    a_bit 
‘Yesterday, we built a bit’ 

 
c. waagʊ́lilé                      kale 

   ʊ-á-gʊl-íle                    kale 
   1SP-PST-buy-PREHOD   long_ago 
   ‘S/he bought (it long ago)’ 
 
It should be noted here that in the pre-hodiernal past (and also the stative 
construction; see § 2.4.6), the suffix -íle can also be realized as -íl-w-e, -íje 
and -ííle. In longer roots of the form CVCW, the glide /w/ is infixed within the 
suffix -íle, as exemplified in (46). The form -íje occurs in verb roots that end in 
the sequence Cy, as in (47). Monosyllabic verb roots select a variant of -íle with 
a long vowel, as in (48) (see Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992 for discussion).  
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(46) igolo         waakólilwé                                                            noó 
igolo          ʊ-á-kól-íl-w-e                                                   noó 
yesterday   1SP-PST-be(come)_drunk-PREHOD-PASS-PREHOD   very 
‘Yesterday, s/he got very drunk’ 

 
(47) waaŋwaambíjé 

ʊ-á-mu-amby-íle 
1SP-PST-1OP-help-PREHOD    
‘S/he helped her/him (yesterday or before)’ 

 
(48) waalíílé                        ʊ́ʊjaa                      kʊkalaála 

ʊ-á-l-íle                       ʊ́-ʊ-j-a                    kʊ-ka-láal-a 
1SP-PST-eat-PREHOD    1SP-CONS-go-FV   INF-IT-sleep-FV 
‘S/he ate then s/he went to sleep (yesterday or before)’ 

 
The pre-hodiernal past, like the hodiernal past, can also be used to refer to an 
ongoing state/process resulting from a past event, as exemplified in (49) below. 
Generally, this reading occurs in verbs which encode a result state, although it 
can be cancelled  (see § 6.2.2 in Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion). 

(49) liigóóndíl’                                                     íígolo 
lɪ́-á-í-goond-íle                                             igolo 
5SP-PST-REFL-be(come)_bent-PREHOD   yesterday 
‘It (e.g., the iron bar) became bent yesterday (IMPLIES it is bent)’ 

2.2.1.4 Remote past 
The remote past and the immediate past (discussed in § 2.2.1.1) are both 
expressed with the -a-VB-a construction. The difference between the two tenses 
is that, in the immediate past construction, there is a high tone on the pre-VB 
tense marker (-á-VB-a), while in the remote past there is a high tone on the final 
vowel (-a-VB-á). The tonal differences denoted by these tenses are exemplified 
in (50) below (cf. the underlying representations). 

(50) a. Immediate past 
waagʊ́la     
ʊ-á-gʊl-a      
1SP-PST-buy-IMM_PST     

          ‘S/he has just bought (it)’    
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  b. Remote past 
   waagʊlá 

ʊ-a-gʊl-á 
1SP-PST-buy-REM_PST 
‘S/he bought (it long ago)’ 

 
Semantically, the remote past is used to refer to a time period which is considered 
to be far away from the time of speaking. This time period can be a long time 
ago, as in (51) below, where the speaker refers to the time s/he was born, or a few 
days ago, as in (52). 

(51) kʊweeleelo              twíizá                                   
kʊ-weeleelo            tʊ́-a-iz-á                              
LOC.17NP-world    1PL-PST-come- REM_PST    
kwɪɪjá 
kʊ-ɪ́j-a 
INF-while_away_the_time-FV 
‘We came into the world (long ago) to while away the time’ 

 
(52) [Q: Did John come to look for me last week?] 

 
waakʊkoóβá                                        noó,    waalɪɪ́                 he? 

  ʊ-a-kʊ́-kooβ-á                                  noó     ʊ́-a-lɪ́                  he? 
  1SG-PST-1OP2SG-find- REM_PST   very    2SG-PST-AUX   where 
  ‘(Yes) He looked for you, where were you? 
  
The remote past, like other past tenses, can also be used to refer to the present 
state resulting from a past event (although this reading can be cancelled), as in 
(53) below. 

(53) waamaná 
ʊ-a-man-á 
1SP-PST-(come_to_)know-REM_PST 
‘S/he has come to know (long ago) (IMPLIES s/he knows now)’ 

2.2.2 Present tense 
In Nyamwezi, there is no distinctive morphological element that is used to mark 
the present tense. This tense is usually expressed with aspectual markers, 
especially the general imperfective (-lɪɪ-VB-a), as exemplified in (54) below. The 
discussion of the general imperfective as an aspectual category is given in § 2.4.3 
in this chapter and in § 4.2 of chapter 4. 
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(54) a.  alɪɪtʊmámɪla                  nhoβola 
a-lɪɪ-tʊ́mam-ɪl-a                 nhoβola 
1SP-IMPF-work-APPL-FV   Tabora 
‘S/he works/is working in Tabora’ 

 
 b. alɪɪsomela                             βʊ́láya 
   a-lɪɪ-som-ela                        βʊláyá 
   1SP-IMPF-study/read-APPL-FV    Europe 
   ‘S/he studies/is studying in Europe’ 
 
The present tense can also be expressed with the stative construction (-ø-VB-íle), 
as exemplified in (55) below. This reading occurs only with non-perception 
stative and change-of-state verbs. See more about the stative construction in § 
2.4.6 in this chapter and in § 4.3 in Chapter 4. 

(55) a. wiikalilé                      Táánzaniya 
ʊ-ø-ikal-íle              Táánzaniya 
1SP-PST-stay/live-STAT   Tanzania 
‘S/he lives/is living in Tanzania’ 

 
  b. alaálílé  
   a-ø-láal-íle 
   1SP-PST-sleep-STAT 
   ‘S/he is asleep’ 

2.2.3 Future tenses 
Recall from § 2.2 that in Nyamwezi the future tenses are categorized into two 
types: hodiernal future and post-hodiernal/distant future. As shown in TABLE 16 
below, these tenses, like the past tenses, are generally expressed by a combination 
of affixes before and after the verb base. 

Table 16: Future tense constructions 
 SP TAM Root or VB TAM TAM/FV example    
Immediate 
past 

a kʊ mal  a akʊmala  
‘S/he will finish (today 
or later)’ 

Hodiernal 
past 

a laa mal  é alaamaleé 
‘S/he will finish 
(tomorrow or later)’ 
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The interpretation of the two types of future tenses, like that of the past tenses, 
can be distinguished based on their degrees of remoteness from the UT. This is 
discussed further in the following subsections.  

2.2.3.1 Hodiernal future 
As noted in TABLE 16 above, the hodiernal future tense is expressed by the 
formative -kʊ- (also -ʊ- and -kw-), which is prefixed to the verb base. This tense 
situates the event after the UT, within the same day of speaking, as exemplified 
in (56)–(58) below. (56) refers to an event that will happen very soon today, (57) 
and (58) to events that will happen later today. 

(56) akʊshika                        háaha         dʊ́ 
a-kʊ-shik-a                            háaha          dʊ́ 
1SP-HOD_FUT-arrive-FV    right_now   only/just 
‘S/he will arrive soon (i.e., in a couple of minutes)’ 

 
(57) leel’     áákʊsola                    mpɪní          gw’    íígeembe 

leeloó  a-kʊ-sol-a                    m-pɪ́ni           gʊa    i-geembe 
today   1SP-HOD_FUT-take-FV   3NP-handle   CON   5NP-hoe 
‘S/he will take the handle of the hoe (later) today’ 

 
(58) ʊ(k)ʊlyaá                   βʊ́zikʊ́ 

a-kʊ-ly-aá                         βʊ́zikʊ́ 
2SG-HOD_FUT-eat-FV    14NP.night 
‘You will eat (late) in the evening (lit. at night)’ 

 
The hodiernal future, although it typically expresses an event that will occur later 
today, is also commonly used to express a future event that will take place 
tomorrow or later, as exemplified in (59) and (60) below. This tense can also be 
used to express motion towards a purpose/goal, as shown in (61). 

(59) tʊkwíílómeela                    naáβoó 
tʊ́-kʊ-í-lomeel-a                    naa=them                     
1PL-HOD_FUT-REFL-talk-FV   CON=them 
‘We will talk to them (soon, or later)’ 
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(60) mookón     áákwɪɪmbʊla                     mamidégé            
moókóno   a-kʊ-ɪmbʊl-a                        ma-mi-dégé       
this_year   1SP-HOD_FUT-harvest-FV   6NP-4NP-maize    
mííngɪ́            nóó 
ma-ingɪ́          noó 
6ACP-many   very 
‘S/he will harvest a lot of maize this year’ 

 
(61) βakʊja                 kʊkagʊla          myeendá  

βa-kʊ-j-a                    kʊ-ka-gʊl-a     mi-énda                    
2SP-HOD_FUT-go-FV   INF-IT-buy-FV   4NP-piece_of_clothing 
‘They will go to buy clothes’ 

2.2.3.2 Post-hodiernal future 
As shown in TABLE 16 (in § 2.2.3), the post-hodiernal future is expressed with 
the -laa-VB-é construction. This construction comprises the pre-VB tense 
marker -laa- (also realized as -l-) and the morpheme -é in the final vowel slot. 
This construction, unlike the hodiernal future, situates the event outside the 
hodiernal domain. It is used to refer to an event which will take place tomorrow 
or later. The post-hodiernal future interpretation is emphasized by the use of 
temporal adverbials such as igolo ‘tomorrow’, exemplified in (62) below, 
maazʊʊ́lí ‘the day after tomorrow, exemplified in (63), and ŋwaakíízó ‘next year’, 
exemplified in (64). 

(62) alaaniwɪ́ɪ́l’                                    íígolo            
a-laa-ni-wɪ́ɪ́l-é                           igolo            
1SP-POSTHOD-OP1SG-tell-FV   tomorrow 
‘S/he will tell me tomorrow’ 

 
(63) tʊlíílómeelé                                   naáβoó         maazʊʊ́lí 

tʊ́-laa-í-lomeel-é                      naa=them     maazʊʊ́lí                    
1PL-POSTHOD-REFL-talk-FV   CON=them   the_day_after_tomorrow 
‘We will talk to them the day after tomorrow’ 

 
(64) nalaájé                            ŋwaakíízó 

na-laa-j-é                        ŋwaakíízó 
1SG-POSTHOD-go-FV   next_year 
‘I will go next year’ 

 
As noted in the previous section, the hodiernal future can also refer to an event 
planned/expected for tomorrow or later (see examples (59) and (60)). Its use can 
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be distinguished from that of the post-hodiernal future based on what Botne 
(2012, p. 546) calls epistemic value, i.e., based on the probability of occurrence 
of the event. The hodiernal future is commonly used if one is certain, whereas 
the post-hodiernal future if one is less certain. The same contrast is noted in 
Sukuma (F.21), a neighbouring language to Nyamwezi (see Batibo, 1985, p. 
270). 

It is important to note that in Nyamwezi, as is common in other Bantu (see Nurse, 
2008) and non-Bantu languages (see Bybee, Perkins, & Pagliuca, 1994), the 
(hodiernal/post-hodiernal) future meaning can also be expressed with the general 
imperfective aspect, as exemplified in (65) and (66) below, and in rare cases by 
the stative construction, as in (67). 

(65) lɪɪmi          nalíílomeela             naáweé 
lɪɪmi          na-lɪɪ-lomeel-a            naá=weé 
afternoon   1SG-IMPF-talk-FV   CON=her/him 
‘I will (am going to) talk to her/him in the afternoon’ 

 
(66) mookónó    nalɪ́ɪ́zeenga              nuúmbá 

mookónó   ná-lɪɪ-zeeng-a            nuúmbá 
this_year   1SG-IMPF-build-FV   house 
‘I will build (am building) a house this year’ 

 
(67) igolo           najíílé                 ndáála 

igolo        ná-ø-j-íle            ndáála 
tomorrow   1SG-PST-go-STAT   Ndala 
‘I will go (am going) to Ndala tomorrow’ 

Based on the data collected, there is no difference in meaning between the future 
meanings expressed with the hodiernal or post-hodiernal future constructions and 
those expressed with the general imperfective or stative construction. 

2.3 Narrative constructions 
In Nyamwezi, there are two types of narrative constructions: -ka- (glossed as 
NAR) and -ʊ- (glossed as CONS). As shown in (68) below (taken from Maganga 
and Schadeberg’s (1992, p. 199) narrative text), the marker -ka- is typically used 
for the narrative descriptions of past events, while -ʊ- is used for the description 
of sequential events in storylines, as shown in (69). 
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(68) βáalɪ         βálɪ́hó      βáánhw’     aaβo  
βa-a-lɪ        βa-lɪ́-hó          βa-nhʊ     aβo  
2SP-PST-AUX   2SP-AUX-LOC.16NP   2NP-person   DEM 
βakalɪm’              iilaálé        βʊ́ʊlɪháámba … 
βa-ka-lɪm-a         ilaálé    βa-ʊ-lɪ-háámb-a … 
2SP-NAR-cultivate-FV   5NP-farm   2SP-CONS-5OP-plant-FV 
‘There once were some people who cultivated a farm, and they 
planted…’ 

 
(69) tʊ́ʊndiíma          tʊ́ʊntʊlá 

tʊ́-ʊ-mu-diím-a        tʊ́-ʊ-mu-tʊl-á  
1PL-CONS-OP.2PL-catch-FV   1PL-CONS-OP.2PL-beat-FV    
tʊ́ʊpeela 
tʊ́-ʊ-peel-a 
1PL-CONS-catch-FV    
‘(then) we caught her/him, beat her/him and ran (away)’  

 
When the narrative markers -ka- and -ʊ- occur together in the same construction, 
as exemplified in (70) below (also in (68) above), -ka- is prefixed to the first verb 
root (-yʊʊ́mbá ‘walk’ in (70) below) to initiate the narration and -ʊ- is prefixed 
to the rest of the verb roots in the text. 

(70) From Dahl’s (1985) questionnaire [Q: Do you know what happened to 
my brother yesterday? A: He told me himself] 

 
akayʊʊ́mbá ŋwiipoólú kwiimánɪ́ɪ́la, ʊ́ʊpaand’ iiyoká lyʊ́ʊnlumá 
kʊ́mgʊlʊ, ʊ́ʊlɪ́tʊ́l’ ííwe, lyʊ́ʊfaá 

 
a-ka-yʊʊ́mb-á          mu-i-poólú                     kʊ-imanɪɪl-a                      
1SP-NAR-walk-FV   LOC.18NP-5NP-forest   INF-get_accustomed-FV    
ʊ́-ʊ-paand-a               i-yoká         lɪ-ʊ-mu-lúm-a                 
1SP-CONS-step-FV   5NP-snake   5SP-CONS-1OP-bite-FV    
kʊ-mu-gʊlʊ               ʊ́-ʊ-lɪ́-tʊ́l-a                        i-we             
LOC.17NP-3NP-leg   1SP-CONS-5OP-beat-FV   3NP-stone    
lɪ-ʊ-f-aá 
5SP-CONS-die-FV 
‘He walked in the forest. Suddenly, he stepped on a snake. It bit him on 
the leg. He took a stone and threw at the snake. It died.’ 

 
Nowadays, -ka- (but not -ʊ-) has developed a tense-like function and can 
commonly be used to refer to a past event outside narrative descriptions. It is 
commonly used for a past event completed yesterday or before, as shown in (71) 
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below (cf. the pre-hodiernal past in § 2.2.1.3), or for a past event completed a 
long time ago, as in (72) (cf. the remote past in § 2.2.1.4). However, the 
narrative -ka- cannot be used to refer to a past event completed earlier today. 
Only the hodiernal past can be used. The sentences in (71) and (72) are not the 
first sentence of a narrative. 

(71) igolo          tʊ-ká-zeeng-a        hádoó    (cf. example (45b)) 
igolo          tʊ́-ka-zeeng-a       hadoó 
yesterday   1PL-NAR-build-FV   a_bit 
‘Yesterday, we built a bit’ 

 
(72) akagʊla (cf. example (50a)) 

a-ka-gʊl-a 
1SP-NAR-buy-FV 
‘S/he bought (it long ago)’ 

2.4 Aspect marking in Nyamwezi 
Having discussed the tense and narrative constructions, I will turn to a discussion 
of aspect marking. Within the study of aspect, many linguists make a distinction 
between grammatical aspect and lexical aspect. Grammatical (or inflectional) 
aspect, also known as viewpoint aspect (Smith, 1997) or aspect proper (Binnick, 
1991), is concerned with aspectual distinctions such as perfective, imperfective 
and progressive, encoded mostly through inflectional morphology. Lexical 
aspect is concerned with properties of eventualities (such as dynamicity, 
punctuality, telicity, etc.) expressed by the verb’s lexical meaning. These 
properties, as Filip (2012, p. 722) states, have to do with the presence of some 
end, limit or boundary in the lexical structure of certain classes of verbs and its 
absence in others. In this section, I will restrict my discussion to the first type of 
aspect (grammatical aspect). The second type (lexical aspect) is discussed in 
detail in the rest of the chapters in this dissertation (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6). Note 
that grammatical aspect and lexical aspect do not act independently. There is a 
strict correspondence relationship between them. See § 3.3.2 for a detailed 
discussion of how these types of aspect interact. 

Grammatical aspect, as Comrie (1976, p. 3) defines it, refers to different ways of 
viewing the internal temporal constituency of an event. Aspectual distinctions in 
this perspective mainly contrast perfective aspect, in which a speaker views an 
event as a completed whole, with imperfective aspect, in which the speaker views 
the internal structure of the event. Apart from perfective/imperfective 
distinctions, the aspectual landscape contains other widely attested categories, 
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such as prospective aspect (S/he is going to cry), inceptive aspect (S/he starts 
crying) and retrospective aspect (S/he has just cried). Hewson and Bubenik 
(1997, p. 14) represent these aspectual categories using a model modified from 
Guillaume (1929), as shown in FIGURE 5 below.  

A [B------------------C------------------D] E 
 
Figure 5: Ordering of aspectual categories 

 
According to Hewson and Bubenik (1997), the square brackets in FIGURE 5 above 
symbolize the beginning and the end of the event. The letters A through E 
represent the five cardinal positions: A—before the event begins, B—at the 
beginning, C—between the beginning and the end, D—at the end of the event, 
and E—after the end, in the result phase. The aspectual categories can then be 
linked to these landmarks: A marks prospective aspect, with the position 
preceding the event proper; B marks inceptive aspect, with the event just 
beginning; C marks imperfective aspect (e.g., progressive, habitual and 
persistive), indicative of the medial portion of the event; D marks perfective 
aspect, where the event is viewed as a whole (or completed); and E marks 
retrospective aspect, following the event proper. Most of the types of 
grammatical aspect noted by Hewson and Bubenik (1997) can be found in 
Nyamwezi. The grammatical aspect categories in this language are given in 
TABLE 17 below. These grammatical aspects are morphologically expressed by 
affixes on the main verb or on an auxiliary verb.  

Table 17: Aspect constructions 
 SP TAM IT Root 

or VB 
TAM TAM/FV example    

Prospective 
or itive 

a lɪɪ ka mal  a a-lɪɪ-ka-mal-a 
‘S/he is going to finish’ 

Inceptive ʊ (-á-)yʊ́ʊ  mal  a w-aa-yʊ́ʊ-mal-a 
‘S/he is about to finish’ 

General 
imperfective 

a lɪɪ  mal  a a-lɪɪ-mal-a 
‘S/he is finishing’ 

Habitual a kʊ  mal ag a a-kʊ-mal-ag-a 
‘S/he usually finishes’ 

Past 
habitual 

ʊ a  mal ag é w-aa-mal-ag-é 
‘S/he used to finish’ 

Persistive a táá  lɪ   a-táá-lɪ 
‘S/he is still (X-ing)’ 

Stative a   mal  íle a-mal-íle 
‘S/he is finished (e.g., 
with this task)’ 
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As noted in § 2.2.1, Nyamwezi does not clearly make a distinction between past 
tenses and perfective aspect. In this language, perfective aspect is expressed with 
past tense constructions, and therefore is not listed in TABLE 17 above. Note that 
in this study, the term imperfective is used in two senses: (i) as the counterpart to 
the perfective; and (ii), as an overt marker or category. As noted in TABLE 17 
above, I adopt the term “general imperfective” from Nurse (2008) to refer to the 
aspectual marker/category and keep the term “imperfective aspect” to refer to the 
counterpart to perfective aspect. Note also that retrospective aspect (marked 
with -ile; also -ire, -ite, -ide or -i) is frequently analysed as perfect, anterior, 
perfective or completive across Bantu languages (see Nurse, 2008 for a 
discussion), but it does not play this role in Nyamwezi. In Nyamwezi, the -íle 
construction (the last category in TABLE 17 above) is analysed as a stative 
construction (see § 2.4.6 for discussion).  

Before embarking on the discussion of the aspectual constructions listed in 
TABLE 17, it important to note that in Nyamwezi there are no dedicated affixes 
for aspectual or tense contrasts noted in other Bantu languages, such as past 
imperfective, present imperfective, future imperfective, present habitual, future 
habitual, future perfective, and so on. These contrasts are generally expressed 
periphrastically with the auxiliary verbs -kʊβií ‘to be’ and -lɪ ‘to be’, combined 
with an inflected main verb. (See Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) for a 
discussion of these constructions.) 

2.4.1 Prospective aspect 
Prospective aspect refers to an event that occurs subsequent to a given reference 
time (Matthews, 1997). As noted in § 1.5.3.3, prospective aspect in Nyamwezi is 
expressed by the so-called itive (IT) or -ka- movendi9, which adds the meaning 
‘go and’ or ‘going to’ to the basic meaning of a particular tense or aspect 
construction. This marker can freely be combined with any tense or aspect 
marker. In examples (73), (74) and (75) below, the itive marker is combined with 
the pre-hodiernal past, general imperfective and hodiernal future tense, 
respectively. 

 
9 See Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, pp. 107–108) for more examples of this marker, 

and for its contrast with the narrative marker -ka-. 
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(73) waagʊ́lilé      vs  waakágʊkilé 
 ʊ-á-gʊl-íle        ʊ-á-ka-gʊl-íle 
  1SP-PST-buy-PREHOD    1SP-PST-IT-buy-PREHOD 
 ‘S/he bought (it yesterday    ‘S/he went (yesterday or before)  
 or before)’        and bought (it)’ 

 
(74) alɪɪgʊla       vs  alɪɪkagʊla 
 a-lɪɪ-gʊl-a        a-lɪɪ-ka-gʊl-a 
 1SP-IMPF-buy-FV      1SP-IMPF-IT-buy-FV 
      ‘S/he is buying (it)’     ‘S/he will go and buy (it)’ 
 
(75) akʊgʊla       vs  akʊkagʊla 
 a-kʊ-gʊl-a        a-kʊ-ka-gʊl-a 
 1SP-HOD_FUT-buy-FV    1SP-HOD_FUT-IT-buy-FV 
      ‘S/he will buy (it later today)’  ‘S/he will go and buy (it later  

today)’ 
 
The itive marker can also be combined with mood markers. This is exemplified 
in (76) below, where the itive marker is combined with the imperative suffix. 

(76) zugagá      vs   kazʊgagé 
zug-ag-á        ka-zʊg-ag-é 
cook-IMP-FV      IT-cook-IMP-FV 
‘(You.sg) cook (it)!’     ‘(You.sg) go and cook’ 

2.4.2 Inceptive aspect 
As the term suggests, the inceptive aspect (also called inchoative or ingressive) 
refers to the start of the event or to a point just before the start of the event. In 
some Bantu (e.g., Swahili) and non-Bantu languages (e.g., Swedish), the 
inceptive is marked lexically by the word which is translated in English as ‘begin, 
start’. Many Bantu languages, including Nyamwezi, mark the inceptive both 
periphrastically and as a verbal affix. In this section, I will discuss the inceptive 
aspect as a verbal affix. See § 5.2 of Chapter 5 for the discussion of the 
periphrastic lexical verb construction expressing inceptive aspect.  

As shown in TABLE 17 (in § 2.4), the inceptive aspect is marked by the 
prefix -yʊʊ́-. This formative must co-occur with some other tense and aspect 
marker in the pre-VB slot to express different temporal readings. The tense and 
aspect markers that prototypically occur with the inceptive prefix -yʊʊ́- are the 
past tense -á- (77), the consecutive -ʊ- (78), the general imperfective -lɪɪ- (79), 
the narrative -ka- (80), the hodiernal future -kʊ- (81), and the post-hodiernal 
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future construction -laa-VB-é (82). These tense markers occur before the 
inceptive prefix.  

(77) waayʊ́ʊ́gʊla  (completive)10 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-PST-INC-buy-FV 
‘S/he has just started to buy (it)’ 

 
(78) ʊ́ʊyʊʊ́gʊla  (consecutive) 

ʊ-ʊ-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-CONS-INC-buy-FV 
‘…(and then) s/he started to buy (it)’ 

 
(79) alɪɪyʊ́ʊgʊla   (general imperfective) 

a-lɪɪ-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-IMPF-INC-buy-FV 
‘S/he is starting to buy (it on a regular basis)’ 

 
(80) akayʊ́ʊgʊla   (narrative) 

a-ka-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-NAR-INC-buy-FV 
‘…(and) s/he started to buy (it)’ 

 
(81) akʊyʊ́ʊgʊla   (hodiernal future) 

a-kʊ-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-HOD_FUT-INC-buy-FV 
‘S/he will start to buy (it in the near future) (ALSO s/he will be buying)’ 

 
(82) alaayʊ́ʊgʊlá11   (post-hodiernal future) 

a-laa-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-POSTHOD-INC-buy-FV 
‘S/he will start to buy (it in the distant future) (ALSO s/he will be 
buying)’ 

 

 
10 Although the pre-stem tense marker -á- refers to a past event which is completed in the 

past, in this case it co-occurs with the inceptive aspect to refer to an incomplete event. 
The same was noted by Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 106). 

11  Note that in Nyamwezi, when the post-hodiernal future is combined with the 
inceptive -yʊʊ́-, the final vowel -é becomes -á. The post-hodiernal future is marked by 
the -laa-VB-é construction. 
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Semantically, the inceptive aspect in Nyamwezi denotes two different types of 
interpretations: inchoative (starting to X), exemplified in (83) below, and 
proximate (be about to X), exemplified in (84).  

(83) waayʊ́ʊ́zwaála 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PST-INC-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he has just started to dress or put on (a garment)’ 

  
(84) waayííkala         haasɪɪ́ 

ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-ikal-a      ha-sɪɪ́ 
1SP-PST-INC-sit-FV    LOC.16NP-ground 
‘S/he is just about to sit down’ 

 
The two interpretations of the inceptive aspect above vary mostly on the basis of 
the lexical aspect of the verb. See § 4.5 in Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of 
the interaction of the inceptive aspect with verbs from different aspectual classes. 

2.4.3 General Imperfective 
This section discusses the imperfective aspect, an aspectual category which 
represents a situation as incomplete or unbounded. As noted in § 2.4, I will refer 
to this aspectual category as “general imperfective”. In Nyamwezi, the general 
imperfective (as shown in TABLE 17) is expressed with the prefix -lɪɪ-, which in 
the previous work on Nyamwezi is referred to as progressive aspect (Maganga 
and Schadeberg, 1992, p. 121). Contrary to Maganga and Schadeberg, I argue 
that the prefix -lɪɪ- is best analysed as a general imperfective. This is because (i) 
it can occur with different types of verbs, and (ii), it denotes a wide variety of 
different aspectual interpretations: ongoing (85), inchoative (86), stative present 
(87), immediate and/or near future (88) and (89), and habitual/generic reading 
(90) (see also Appendix 3).  

(85) alɪɪmba                      kɪsogá 
a-lɪɪ-ɪmb-a                 kɪ-sóga 
1SP-IMPV-sing-FV   7ACP-good 
‘S/he is singing well (now and in general)’ 

 
(86) galɪ́ɪ́seβa 

gá-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
6SP-IMPF-boil-FV 
‘It (e.g., the water) is coming to the boil (i.e., it is heating up or getting hot)’ 
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(87) lɪlɪɪmoonda 
lɪ-lɪɪ-moond-a 
5SP-IMPF-be_soft-FV 
‘It (e.g., the mattress) is soft (now)’ 

 
(88) lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá! 

lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá 
5SP-IMPF-die-FV 
‘It (e.g., the dog) is about to die!’ 

 
(89) alɪɪmb’                     iigolo  
  a-lɪɪ-mb-a                igolo 
  1SP-IMPF-sing-FV   tomorrow 
  ‘S/he will sing tomorrow’ 
 
(90) alɪɪtwɪɪmbɪ́la                               kɪ́lá      lʊ́shíkʊ 

a-lɪɪ-tʊ́-ɪmb-ɪl-a                         kɪ́lá      lʊ-shíkʊ́ 
  1SP-IMPF-OP1PL-sing-APPL-FV   every   11NP-day 

‘S/he sings to us every day’ 
 
This contrasts with the progressive aspect which, as we find in English, typically 
patterns more with dynamic verbs (rather than statives) to express an ongoing 
reading, as shown in (91).  

(91) a. Emma is running 
b. #Emma is knowing the answer 

 
In the literature, a tendency for a particular aspectual marker to express more than 
a progressive or ongoing interpretation is generally taken as evidence that the 
marker denotes the imperfective aspect rather than the progressive (see Bybee et 
al., 1994, pp. 125–144; Nurse, 2008, pp. 136–143). 

The interpretations of the general imperfective with different types of verbs are 
discussed in § 4.2 in Chapter 4. 

2.4.4 Habitual aspect 
Habitual aspect is another type of imperfective aspect which refers to a repeated 
event that describes a characteristic property of the subject or an event (Bertinetto 
& Lenci, 2012, p. 861). As shown in TABLE 17, there are two constructions that 
express habitual aspect in Nyamwezi: -kʊ-VB-ag-a and -a-VB-ag-é. 
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The -kʊ-VB-ag-a construction comprises the pre-VB TAM marker -kʊ-, the 
post-VB TA marker -ag- and the final vowel -a, and it is generally used to express 
a habitual reading in the present time, as in (92) below. 

(92) akʊzʊgaga                     kɪ́lá       lʊ́shikʊ́ 
a-kʊ-zʊg-ag-a                   kɪ́lá       lʊ́-shíkʊ 
1SP-HAB-cook-HAB-FV   every    11NP-day 
‘S/he cooks everyday’ 

 
In contrast, the -a-VB-ag-é construction comprises the pre-VB TA -a-, the 
post-VB TA -ag- and the final vowel -é. This construction is used to express a 
habitual reading in the past time, as shown in (93). 

(93) waazʊgagé                             kɪ́lá       lʊ́shikʊ́ 
ʊ-a-zʊg-ag-é                             kɪ́lá       lʊ́-shíkʊ 
1SP-PST-cook-HAB_PST-FV   every    11NP-day 
‘S/he used to cook everyday’ 

 
The two habitual constructions may also be used to express general truths. This 
is exemplified in (94) and (95) below. 

(94) [Q. What kind of sound do cats make?] 
 

gakʊ́lɪlaga                  ɲaáβʊ́        
gá-kʊ-lɪl-ag-a             ɲaáβʊ́ 
6SP-HAB-cry-HAB-FV   meow 
‘They meow’ 

 
(95) [Q. What sound did your cats make when they were hungry?] 
 

gaalɪ́lagé                          ɲaáβʊ́ 
gá-a-lɪl-ag-é                            ɲaáβʊ́   
6SP-PST-cry-HAB_PST-FV   meow 
‘They meowed’ 

2.4.5 Persistive aspect 
The persistive aspect expresses an event that started before UT, and is still 
ongoing (Nurse, 2008, p. 24). In Nyamwezi, the persistive aspect is expressed by 
a morpheme -táá- which is prefixed to the copula -lɪ used as an auxiliary. This 
construction is unmarked for tense and aspect but can be inflected for subject, as 
illustrated in (96) below. 
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(96) a. ataálɪ́       b.  βataálɪ́ 
a-táá-lɪ        βa-táá-lɪ 
1SP-PER-AUX      2SP-PER-AUX 
‘S/he is still or not yet …’  ‘They are still or not yet …’ 

 
In Nyamwezi, as in other Bantu languages (e.g., Kagulu (Petzell, 2008), Manda 
(Bernander, 2017), Nyakyusa (Persohn, 2017b), among others), the persistive 
construction can be combined with verbs inflected with other tense/aspect 
constructions, especially the general imperfective and the stative construction. 
When combined with the general imperfective aspect, the persistive construction 
expresses that an event is still ongoing at reference time or still takes place 
regularly, as exemplified in (97) below. When combined with the stative 
construction, it indicates that the state or result state of the preceding situation 
still holds at UT, as in (98). There is also a strong assumption that the event will 
come to an end at some point in the future. 

(97) ataál’          áálɪɪzwaála 
a-táá-lɪ              a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’ 
2. ‘S/he still dresses or puts on (the same garment) (regularly)’ 

 
(98)  ataál’          áázwaálílé         

a-táá-lɪ              a-ø-zwáal-íle     
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT   
‘S/he is still dressed or wearing (a garment)’ 

 
The persistive construction, when combined with a verb in the infinitive, negates 
the continuity of the event, i.e., it indicates that the event has not (yet) started, as 
in (99). There is also a strong assumption that the event will start at some point 
in the future. 

(99) ataál’               ʊ́ʊ́kʊzwaála         
a-táá-lɪ              ʊ-kʊ-zwáal-a     
1SP-PER-AUX   AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV   
‘S/he has not yet dressed or worn (a garment)’ 

 
The persistive construction combined with general imperfective aspect or the 
stative construction shows different behaviours with verbs from different 
aspectual classes. See § 4.4 of Chapter 4 for a discussion of this aspect. 
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2.4.6 Stative construction 
In Nyamwezi, there are two constructions which involve the suffix -íle. As well 
as with the pre-hodiernal past, discussed in § 2.2.1.3, the suffix -íle is used in 
what I call the stative construction: -ø-VB-íle. In Maganga and Schadeberg 
(1992) (and most of the studies on tense and grammatical aspect) this 
construction is referred to as perfective aspect. However, as stated in § 2.4, this 
construction can best be analysed as a stative construction (see also Kanijo, to 
appear-b). There are two pieces of evidence for analysing -ø-VB-íle as a stative 
construction. The first is that this construction occurs commonly with stative 
verbs, change-of-state (or achievement) verbs and other verbs which have an 
entailed (result) state12  and express a present or continuing state reading, as 
exemplified in (100), (101) and (102) below. 

(100) aginilé 
a-ø-gin-íle  
1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘S/he is fat’ 

 
(101) gaséßilé 
  gá-ø-seß-íle 
  6SP-PST-boil-STAT 
  ‘It (e.g., the water) is boiled/hot’ 
 
(102) ŋhalaanga      zishíílé 

ŋhalaanga       zí-ø-sh-íle 
   10NP.peanut   10SP-PST-grind-STAT 
   ‘The peanuts are ground’ 
 
Non-stative verbs are generally unacceptable with this construction, as shown in 
(103) below.  

(103) #asekilé 
a-ø-sek-íle 
1SP-PST-laugh-STAT 
Intended: ‘S/he is (in the state of) laughing’ 

 
However, it should be noted here that motion verbs with a directional 
interpretation and a goal (location phrase) such as -ja ‘go (somewhere)’ 

 
12 Analyses of -ile as a stative morpheme can be found in other Bantu languages like 

Totela (K.41) (Crane, 2012b, 2013) and Fwe (K.402) (Gunnink, 2018). 
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and -peela ‘run (to something)’13 are exceptions to this generalization. With these 
verbs, the stative construction indicates an ongoing process. This reading is best 
translated using the progressive aspect in English, as shown in (104) below. 

(104) apeelílé                kʊjaa      kʊmadʊʊ́ka 
a-ø-peel-íle          kʊ-j-a     kʊ-ma-dʊʊ́ka 
1SP-PST-run-STAT    INF-go    LOC.17NP-6NP-shop 
‘S/he is running towards the shops’ 

 
See § 4.3 of Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of the interpretation of the stative 
construction with different verb classes. 

The second piece of evidence for analysing -ø-VB-íle as a stative construction 
comes from deverbal adjectives. One of the most common ways of forming 
deverbal adjectives in Nyamwezi is to attach the suffix -ú to a verb, as illustrated 
in (105) below. As explained in Maganga and Schadeberg (1992, p. 176), this 
suffix typically derives verbs whose English translation is ‘be X’ or ‘become X’. 
Most of these verbs are classified as statives or changes-of-state (achievements) 
in this study, and, as we have seen in examples in (100) and (101), these verbs 
prototypically occur in the stative construction. 

(105) Deverbal adjectives   Verbs 
a. -gɪnuú ‘thick, fat’  <  -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ 
b. -seßuú ‘boiled/hot’  <  -seßa (intr.) ‘boil’ 
c. -ßozuú ‘rotten’   <  -ßola ‘be(come) rotten’ 
d. -duúhú ‘blunt’   <  -duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ 

 
In all these examples, the derivational suffix -ú expresses ‘the acquisition of a 
certain quality/state’. These adjectives, when used attributively, denote the same 
kind of meaning as their source verbs in the stative construction, as exemplified 
in (106) below. 

(106) a. mgɪnuú     means   agɪnilé  
mu-gɪn-ú                      a-ø-gɪn-íle  
NCP1-be(come)_fat-ADJ    1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘A fat (woman)’      ‘She (woman) is fat’ 

 

 
13 These verbs are referred to as directionals in this study (see § 3.4.1.1). 
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b. lɪßozuú     means   lɪßólilé 
lɪ-ßoz-ú         lɪ́-ø-ßol-íle 
NCP5-be(come)_rotten-ADJ  5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-STAT  

   ‘A rotten (mango)’     ‘It (the mango) is rotten’  
 
The tendency for deverbal adjectives to express a reading which is similar to that 
of the verbs inflected with -ø-VB-íle construction is good evidence that this 
construction should be analysed as a stative construction. 

2.5 Evidential expressions 
Recall from § 1.5.3.2 in Chapter 1 that Nyamwezi, like other Bantu languages, 
does not have a distinct grammatical marker which indicates evidentiality. As 
defined in § 1.5.3.2, evidentiality is the linguistic means of encoding the 
speaker’s source of information for a given statement and his/her attitudes 
towards the factuality of that information (Chafe & Nichols, 1986). The source 
of the information might be that the speaker saw the event happen, or heard it, or 
was told about it by someone else. For example, in Cherokee (an Iroquoian 
language), the suffix -ʌʔi (exemplified in (107)) is used if the speaker perceived 
the action or state described by the verb with one of the senses, while -eʔi, in 
(108), covers information acquired in some other way. 

(107) wesa u-tlis-ʌʔi 
cat  it-run-FIRSTH_PST 

 ‘A cat ran’ (I saw it running) 
 
(108) u-wonis-eʔi 
 he-speak.NON_FIRSTH_PST 
 ‘He spoke’ (someone told me) 

(Aikhenvald, 2004, pp. 26, 27) 
 
In languages which incorporate evidentiality as a grammatical category (like 
Cherokee above), evidentiality is often differentiated from tense, aspect and 
mood (TAM). TAM concerns relationships of events to time and reality, while 
evidentiality is a category whose primary function is that of indicating the source 
of the information. However, not every language has a dedicated affix or clitic 
that indicates evidential source, as shown in (107) and (108) above. In other 
languages, evidentiality marking is fused with other categories, mostly tense-
aspect markers. As discussed in Aikhenvald (2003, 2004), grammatical 
categories such as the perfect, resultative and past tenses can each acquire a 
secondary evidential-like meaning. For example, in Georgian, the perfect 
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(glossed as PERF) can be employed to talk about a past event which the speaker 
did not himself witness but which he assumes took place based on some present 
result, as shown in (109).  

(109) varken-s  ianvr-is   rva-s  pˈirvel-ad  
Varsken-DAT January-GEN 8-DAT first-ADV  
(f-)u-cˈam-eb-i-a                      s̆us̆anikˈ-i  
(he-)OV-torture-TS-PERF-her  Shushanikˈ-NOM 
‘Varsken apparently first tortured Shushanik on 1st January’ 

      (Hewitt, 1995, as cited in Aikhenvald, 2004, p. 113) 
 
Most African/Bantu languages, including Nyamwezi, do not have a distinct 
grammatical category which indicates evidentiality (see de Haan, 2013)). These 
languages are similar to Georgian (exemplified above) in which evidentiality is 
expressed through tense-aspect markers (see e.g., Crane, Hyman, & Tukumu, 
2011; Roth, 2018). Nyamwezi (see Kanijo, to appear-a) incorporates a kind of 
evidentiality system which is similar to that of Ikoma/Nata/Isenya (Bantu, JE.45) 
(Roth, 2018). In these languages, the evidential meanings come to light, 
especially, when the temporal readings of two tense-aspect markers overlap. I 
will illustrate this point in Nyamwezi using the stative grammatical aspect 
(-ø-VB-íle), the hodiernal past tense (-á-VB-ag-a) and the general imperfective 
aspect (-lɪɪ-VB-a). In some contexts, these grammatical constructions tend to 
denote temporal readings that overlap, especially when they are used in stative 
and/or change-of-state verbs with an entailed result state, such as -βola ‘be(come) 
rotten’ and -zwaála ‘get dressed’, and  some non-stative/change-of-state verbs 
such as -ja ‘go’ and -peela ‘run’. For example, as shown in (110) below, both the 
stative construction and the hodiernal past are used to denote a present state 
and/or resultative reading. In a resultative reading, the event described in the 
predicate took place in the past, but its results continue. 

(110) Stative construction     Hodiernal past 
a. azwaálílé    < >   waazwaálága    

a-ø-zwáal-íle       ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a 
1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT   1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV 
‘S/he is dressed in or wearing  ‘S/he is dressed in or wearing (a  
(a garment)’       garment) (Lit. s/he got dressed)’ 
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b. lɪβólilé     < >   lyaaβólága 
lɪ́-ø-βol-íle        lɪ́-á-βol-ag-a 
5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-STAT      5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-HOD_PST-FV 

‘It (e.g., the mango) is rotten  ‘It (e.g., the mango) is rotten’ (Lit. it 
has become rotten)’ 

 
The difference in meaning between the stative construction and the hodiernal past 
in (110) is attributable to evidential distinctions. That is, the stative construction 
is generally unacceptable in the context where the speaker has visual access to 
the occurrence of the event; thus (111) below is infelicitous, and (113) is 
felicitous. In contrast, the hodiernal past is acceptable whether the speaker has 
visual access to the event, as in (112), or not, as in (114).  

[Context: J tells K that the child (who both J and K see) is wearing a dirty cloth] 
 
(111) Stative construction 

#ŋwaaná     ŋʊnʊyʊ         azwaálílé                         
mu-ána        mu-nʊyʊ      a-ø-zwáal-íle                   
1NP-child   1ACP-DEM   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT     
ŋwééndá      gwáá   mákoó 
mu-énda      gwáá   mákoo 
3NP-piece_of_clothing CON    dirt 
Intended: ‘This child is wearing a dirty cloth’ 

 
(112) Hodiernal past  

ŋwaaná       ŋʊnʊyʊ        waazwaálága                                   
mu-ána       mu-nʊyʊ      ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a                                 
1NP-child    1ACP-DEM   1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV    
ŋweendá      gwáá    mákoó 
mu-énda      gwáá    mákoo 
3NP-piece_of_clothing CON     dirt 
‘This child is wearing a dirty cloth’ 
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[Context: J tells K that s/he encountered a child wearing a dirty cloth] 
 
(113) Stative construction 

naasáángága                      azwaálílé                       
ná-á-saang-ag-a                 a-ø-zwáal-íle                      

  1SG-PST-find-HOD_PST-FV   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT     
ŋwééndá      gwáá    mákoó 
mu-énda      gwáá    mákoo 
3NP-piece_of_clothing CON     dirt 

  ‘I found her/him wearing a dirty cloth’ 
  
(114) Hodiernal past 

naasáángága                      waazwaálága                                  
ná-á-saang-ag-a                 ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a                              

  1SG-PST-find-HOD_PST-FV   1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV       
  ŋweendá         gwáá   mákoó 
  mu-énda         gwáá   mákoo 

3NP-piece_of_clothing CON    dirt 
  ‘I found (encountered) her/him wearing a dirty cloth’ 
 
Apart from the stative construction and the hodiernal past, the stative 
construction and the general imperfective may also denote temporal readings that 
overlap. This is exemplified in (115) below, using the non-stative or 
change-of-state verbs -ja ‘go’ and -peela ‘run’. In these verbs, the stative 
construction and the general imperfective can be used to refer to an event which 
is generally conceived as being in progress at the time of speaking.  

(115) Stative construction       General imperfective 
a. aziilé           < >      alɪɪja 

a-ø-j-íle                   a-lɪɪ-j-a 
1SP-PST-go-STAT         1SP-IMPF-go-FV 
‘S/he is going home’       ‘S/he is going home’  

 
b. apeelílé                < >  alɪɪpeela    

a-ø-peel-íle                a-lɪɪ-peel-a           
1SP-PST-run-STAT         1SP-IMPF-run-FV 
‘S/he is running        ‘S/he is running 
(e.g., towards the shops)’      (towards the shops)’ 

 
The difference in meaning between the two constructions is that the stative 
construction (as in (113)) is only used in contexts where the speaker refers to an 
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event to which s/he does not have visual access, as in (116); thus, (118) is 
unacceptable. In contrast, the general imperfective construction does not require 
a specific context. It can be used in both visual and non-visual contexts, as shown 
in (117) and (118), respectively. 

[Context: The speaker is outside the house and cannot see (or hear the footsteps 
of) the person who said s/he is going inside the house to switch off the light. The 
speaker then reports:] 

 
(116) Stative construction 

aziilé                    kʊkazimá                   tálá 
a-ø-j-íle               kʊ-ka-zím-á              tála 
1SP-PST-go-STAT    INF-IT-extinguish-FV   9NP.lamp 
‘S/he is going to switch off the light.’ 

 
(117) General imperfective 
 alɪɪja                       kʊkazimá                    tálá 

a-lɪɪ-j-a                  kʊ-ka-zím-á              tála 
1SP-IMPF-go-FV   INF-IT-extinguish-FV   9NP.lamp 
‘S/he is going to switch off the light.’ 

 
[Context: The speaker is sitting on the couch. Suddenly, s/he sees a child who is 
walking towards a light switch.] 

 
(118) Stative construction 

#lolagáa!            aziilé             kʊkazimá     tálá 
lol-ag-a            a-ø-j-íle             kʊ-ka-zím-á    tála 
look-IMP-FV   1SP-PST-go-STAT INF-IT-extinguish-FV 9NP.lamp 
Intended: ‘(You.sg) look! S/he is going to switch off the light.’ 

  
(119) General imperfective 
  lolagáa!          alɪɪja                 kʊkazimá                 tálá 

lol-ag-a           a-lɪɪ-j-a                kʊ-ka-zím-á                tála 
look-IMP-FV   1SP-IMPF-go-FV   INF-IT-extinguish-FV   9NP.lamp 
‘(You.sg) Look! S/he is going to switch off the light.’  

In Bantu languages, the use of the stative construction to refer to non-eyewitness 
events is also noted in Sukuma (Bantu, F.21) (see Nurse, 2008, p. 166), a closely 
related language to Nyamwezi  and Ikoma/Nata/Isenya (see Roth, 2018, p. 89). 
In these languages, the stative construction is analysed as perfect(ive) aspect. 
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Before closing this section, it is important to note that the difference in 
acceptability between the stative construction and the hodiernal past or general 
imperfective, when their temporal readings overlap, can also be attributed to 
epistemic differences. The use of the stative construction indicates doubt about 
the assertion, while the hodiernal past and general imperfective indicate the 
factuality of the assertion. Evidence for this comes from the way these 
constructions interact with constructions containing gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’. This word 
is used if the speaker is uncertain about the truth of the assertion (or when making 
a statement about probability). It generally sounds odd with the hodiernal past, 
as exemplified in (120), and with the general imperfective, as in (122), but is fine 
with the stative construction, as in (121). This means that there is a close 
connection between the meaning of gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’ and the stative construction, 
as they both indicate that the speaker’s confidence in the expressed proposition 
is uncertain. Thus they can co-occur. Since the hodiernal past and general 
imperfective are employed when the speaker is certain about the factuality (truth) 
of assertion, they sound odd with gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’. 

(120) Stative construction 
gɪ́tɪ    azwaálílé                  ŋwééndá      
gɪ́tɪ    a-ø-zwáal-íle                mu-énda      
like   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT    3NP-piece_of_clothing  
gwáápé 
gʊ-a-pé 
3ACP-ø-white 
‘S/he looks as if s/he is wearing a white cloth’ 

 
(121) Hodiernal past 

#gɪ́tɪ  waazwaálága                               ŋwééndá      
gɪ́tɪ    ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a                            mu-énda      
like   1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV   3NP-piece_of_clothing 
gwáapé 
gʊ-a-pé 
3ACP-ø-white 
‘S/he looks as if s/he is wearing a white cloth’ 

 
(122) Hodiernal past 

#gɪ́tɪ  alɪɪja                 kʊkazimá                  tálá 
gɪ́tɪ    a-lɪɪ-j-a                kʊ-ka-zím-á                 tála 
like   1SP-IMPF-go-FV   INF-IT-extinguish-FV   9NP.lamp 
‘S/he looks as if s/he is going to switch off the light’ 
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2.6 Mood marking in Nyamwezi 
This section gives a brief overview of various inflectional markers of mood which 
occur in many of the examples used in this study. As such, it is pertinent to define 
them, albeit briefly. 

Nyamwezi, like other Bantu languages, has inflectional markers which indicate 
mood. These markers, as defined by Nurse (2008, p. 44), represent the speaker’s 
attitude towards the status or factuality of the utterance. There are four markers 
indicating mood in Nyamwezi. Following Maganga and Schadeberg (1992), 
these markers are named optative, hortative, habitual (HAB) hortative, and 
imperative, and are exemplified in TABLE 18 below. The optative mood is 
generally used to express hopes and wishes. In contrast, the hortative mood is 
used to express more urgent requests and/or polite or softened commands. 
Habitual hortative, as the term suggests, expresses that ‘X should be done 
continuously’. Lastly, the imperative mood expresses commands. 

Table 18: Mood markers in Nyamwezi 
 SP TAM Root 

or VB 
TAM TAM/FV example    

Optative a  mal  (e)é a-mál-eé 
‘May s/he finish!’ 

Hortative a  mal ag (e)é a-mál-ag-eé 
‘S/he should finish!’ 

HAB 
hortative 

a laa mal ag é a-laa-mal-ag-é 
‘S/he should always 
finish!’ 

Imperative   mal ag á mal-ag-á 
‘(You.sg) finish (it)!’ 

2.7 Negation of affirmative constructions  
in Nyamwezi 

Before presenting a summary of the main points of this chapter, it is worth 
describing the formative used to negate affirmative constructions in Nyamwezi. 
The description of this formative is given in the following paragraphs. 

In Nyamwezi, negation is marked using the prefix -ká-, which may also be 
realized as -kʊ́-. In some constructions, this formative replaces the TAM marker 
in the pre-VB position while in others it co-occurs with a TAM marker. Another 
complexity involving the negative prefix -ká- is that in some constructions it 
either changes the formative of the final suffix, or adds a new formative which is 
absent in the affirmative construction. (123) below gives an overview of negative 
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constructions with their affirmative counterparts. (124) presents cases of 
syncretism. In these cases, a single negative construction is shared by more than 
one affirmative construction. TAM constructions that are not listed in (123) and 
(124) below either lack negative constructions or their negation is expressed 
periphrastically. 

(123) Affirmative and negative constructions 

Affirmative   Negative 
Habitual      -kʊ-VB-ag-a   -ká-VB-ag-a 
General imperfective  -lɪɪ-VB-a    -kʊ́+ʊ-VB-ag-a 
Post-hodiernal future  -laa-VB-é   -ká-laa-VB-é 

  Hodiernal future   -kʊ-VB-a    -kʊ́-ʊ-VB-a 
Hortative      -VB-ag-(e)é   -ka-a-VB-ag-é 

 
(124) Syncretism in negation 

Affirmative   Negative 
Immediate past    -á-VB-a    -ká-VB-íle 
Hodiernal past     -á-VB-ag-a   -ká-VB-íle 
Pre-hodiernal past   -á-VB-íle    -ká-VB-íle 

  Remote past     -a-VB-á    -ká-VB-íle 
  Narrative      -ká-VB-a    -ká-VB-íle 
  Stativizer      -VB-íle    -ká-VB-íle 

 
Affirmative   Negative 

  Optative      -VB-(e)é    -ka-a-VB-é 
  Imperative     -VB-ag-á    -ka-a-VB-é 
 
Examples illustrating each of the negative constructions in (123) and (124) are 
given in the following paragraphs. As shown in (123) above, in the habitual 
construction the negative prefix -ká- replaces the TAM marker -kʊ- in the pre-VB 
position, and maintains the TAM marker -ag- and the final suffix -a in the post-
VB position. This is exemplified in (125) below. 

Affirmative constructions     Negative constructions 
(125) akʊnipaága         akanípaágá 

ʊ-kʊ-ni-p-ag-aá                 a-ká-ni-p-ag-aá 
1SP-HAB-OP1SG-give-HAB-FV   1SP-NEG-OP1SG-give-TAM-FV 
‘S/he always give me (something)’ ‘S/he always doesn’t give me 

(anything)’   
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As shown in (123), in the general imperfective construction, the negative -ká- is 
realized as kʊ́. This formative co-occurs with the TAM marker -ʊ- in the pre-VB 
position. Like the habitual construction, the negative of the general imperfective 
construction takes the TAM marker -ag- in the post-VB position and retains the 
final suffix -a. An example illustrating negation of the general imperfective 
construction is given in (126). 

Affirmative constructions   Negative constructions 
(126) alɪɪnipaá        akʊ́ʊnipaága 

ʊ-lɪɪ-ni-p-aá       a-ká-ʊ-ni-p-ag-aá 
1SP-IMPF-OP1SG-give-FV  1SP-NEG-TAM-OP1SG-give-TAM-FV 
‘S/he is giving me (something  ‘S/he is not giving me (something  
right now)’        right now)’ or ‘S/he never gives me  

(anything)’ 
    
As shown in (123), in the post-hodiernal future, hodiernal future and hortative 
constructions, the negative -ká- co-occurs with the TAM markers in the pre-VB 
position, as also exemplified in (127), (128) and (129). In a hodiernal future tense 
construction, the negative -ká- is realized as -kʊ́- and the hodiernal future tense 
marker -kʊ- is realized as -ʊ-. 

Affirmative constructions    Negative constructions 
(127) alaanipeé        akálaanipeé 

ʊ-laa-ni-p-éé       a-ká-laa-ni-p-eé 
1SP-POSTHOD-OP1SG-give-FV  1SP-NEG-POSTHOD-OP1SG-give-FV 
‘S/he will give me (something  ‘S/he will not give me (anything’ 

tomorrow or later)’     tomorrow or later)’  
 
(128) akʊnípa         akʊ́ʊnipaá 

a-kʊ-ni-p-a        a-kʊ-kʊ-ni-p-aá 
1SP-HOD_FUT-OP1SG-give-FV  1SP-NEG-HOD_FUT-OP1SG-give-FV 
‘S/he will give me (something)’  ‘S/he will not give me (anything)’ 

 
(129) anípaágé         akaanipaágé 

a-ni-p-ag-é        a-ká-a-ni-p-ag-é 
1SP-OP1SG-give-HORT-FV    1SP-NEG-TAM-OP1SG-give-HORT-FV 

S/he should give me (something’ ‘S/he shouldn’t give me anything)’ 
 

As shown in (124), in all past tense construction, the negative -ká- appears 
together with the suffix -íle. The negative -ká- replaces the TAM markers in the 
pre-VB position, while the suffix -íle replaces the TAM markers in the post-VB 
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position. Examples illustrating the negation of the affirmative past tense 
constructions are given in (130) and (131) below, using the immediate past (130) 
and hodiernal past (131) constructions. 

Affirmative constructions     Negative constructions 
(130) waanípa          akanípiíle 

ʊ-á-ni-p-a         a-ká-ni-p-íle 
1SP-PST-OP1SG-give-IMM_PST  1SP-NEG-OP1SG-give-FV 
‘S/he has just given me (something)’ ‘S/he hasn’t given me  

(anything)’   
 
(131) waanípaaga         akanípiíle 

ʊ-á-ni-p-ag-a        a-ká-ni-p-íle 
1SP-PST-OP1SG-give-HOD_PST-FV 1SP-NEG-OP1SG-give-FV 
‘S/he gave me (something     ‘S/he didn’t give me (anything  
earlier today or a short while ago)’  earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
Both optative and imperative constructions are negated in the same way, as 
exemplified in (132) and (133) below. In these constructions, the negative 
prefix -ká- occurs with the TAM marker in the pre-VB position, although the 
affirmative constructions do not have the pre-VB TAM marker. Note that in the 
imperative construction (133), the imperative formative -ag- of the affirmative 
construction does not appear in the negative imperative. 

Affirmative constructions    Negative constructions 
(132) anípeé         akaanípeé 

a-ni-p-eé         a-ká-a-ni-p-eé 
1SP-OP1SG-give-OPT     1SP-NEG-TAM-OP1SG-give-OPT 
‘May s/he give me (something)’  ‘May s/he not give me (anything)’ 

 
(133) nipaágé         ʊkáanípeé 

ni-p-aag-é        ʊ́-ká-a-ni-p-eé 
1SP-OP1SG-give-IMP-FV   2SG-NEG-TAM-OP1SG-give-FV 
‘(You.SG) give me (something)’  ‘(You.SG) don’t give me (anything)’ 

2.8 Summary 
This chapter provided an overview of the tense, aspect and mood categories of 
Nyamwezi. The tense categories describe when an event happens in relation to 
the time of utterance (UT), i.e., whether it happens before the UT (past tense) or 
after the UT (future tense)? In contrast, aspectual categories describe how an 
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event can be viewed in relation to time. For example, can it be viewed as (still) 
ongoing (imperfective aspect) or completed (perfective aspect)? Or can it be 
viewed as a repeating event (habitual aspect) or did it happen just once? The 
description of aspectual categories show that Nyamwezi does not make a clear 
distinction between past tense and perfective aspect. In this language, past tense 
markers can also be used to express perfective aspect. Mood categories, in 
contrast to tense and aspect, represent the speaker’s attitude towards the status of 
the utterance, i.e., whether the utterance expresses hopes/wishes (optative mood), 
urgent requests (hortative mood), commands (imperative mood) or habitual 
requests (habitual hortative). 

This chapter has also discussed the way tense and aspect markers can be used to 
express evidentiality, and has described narrative and negative constructions in 
Nyamwezi. The description of the negative constructions in this language shows 
that the relationship between affirmative and negative formatives is generally not 
a straightforward one.  

In the next chapters, especially Chapters 4 and 6, most of the TAM markers 
described in this chapter will be employed as diagnostic tests for determining 
differences encoded in the meaning of the verb. 
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3 Aspectual classification  
of verbs in Nyamwezi 

3.1 Introduction  
This chapter introduces the analysis of verbs in Nyamwezi in terms of their 
aspectual classification. Analyses of aspectual classes are many and varied. Some 
analyses (e.g., Vendler, 1967) adopt a framework which defines aspectual classes 
using three binary semantic features: dynamic vs. stative, punctual vs. durative, 
and telic vs. atelic (or bounded vs. unbounded). Others (e.g., Botne & Kershner, 
2000) adopt a framework in which aspectual classes are defined (or 
distinguished) using a combination of binary semantic features and three types of 
temporal phases (an initial phase, a middle phase and a final phase). This study 
adopts the second type of framework to distinguish Nyamwezi aspectual classes. 
Before embarking on the description of these classes, I will provide an overview 
of the approach that defines aspectual classes using only binary semantic features, 
and explain why this framework is insufficient for characterizing event structures 
of verbs in Bantu languages in general and Nyamwezi in particular (§ 3.2). Then, 
in § 3.3, I will discuss the theoretical framework adopted in this study (that of 
Botne & Kershner, 2000), and show how this framework is better suited for the 
analysis of Nyamwezi aspectual classes. The description of Nyamwezi aspectual 
classes (with examples) is given in § 3.4. Linguistic diagnostic tests that will be 
used to determine the differences between these classes are presented in § 3.5. 
The chapter ends with a brief summary of the main points (§ 3.6). 

3.2 An analysis of aspectual classes  
using binary semantic features 

3.2.1 Vendler’s aspectual classification 
For the last 35 years, Vendler’s (1967) aspectual classification has been one of 
the most influential theories in the study of lexical aspect, especially in English. 
In Vendler’s analysis, aspectual classes of English are categorized into four 
classes: STATIVES (e.g., know and love), ACTIVITIES (e.g., run), 
ACHIEVEMENTS (e.g., win the race), and ACCOMPLISHMENTS (e.g., draw a 
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circle). Further examples of verbs in these classes are given in (134) below from 
Dowty (1979, pp. 54; 66–69). 

(134) States   Activities  Achievements  Accomplishments 
believe  walk    notice/spot   make a chair 
understand swim    find/lose       build a house 
be happy  push a cart  reach         paint a picture 
desire   drive a car  die         recover from illness 
resemble  cry     cool/warm      dig a hole 
hear   dance    fall asleep     eat a sandwich 
want   vibrate   become fat   destroy 

 
Vendler’s classes are generally defined or distinguished based on three binary 
semantic features: dynamicity or stativity, punctuality or durativity and telicity 
or boundedness, as shown in (135) below (See also Smith (1991, 1997), Kearns 
(2000) and Rothstein (2004)). 

(135) Dynamic  Punctuality  Telicity 
States       –          –         – 
Activities     +          –          – 
Achievements     +            +      + 
Accomplishments   +          –         + 

 
Adapted from Kearns (2000, p. 204) (see also Smith, 1991, p. 20) 

 
As shown above, dynamicity distinguishes dynamic events, which contain 
internal changes from one moment of time to another, from non-dynamic (or 
static) events, which are unchanging from moment to moment. Punctuality 
distinguishes durative events, which last for some time, from punctual (or non-
durative) events, which do not take more than a moment in time. Telicity (also 
called boundedness) distinguishes between telic or bounded events, which are 
“completed” or have a natural finishing point, from atelic or unbounded events, 
which do not have an inherent natural finishing point.  

Apart from these semantic features, Vendler’s classes are typically diagnosed 
based on their interactions with temporal modifiers, and with tense and aspect. 
Some examples of these tests are given in (136) below, from Dowty (1979, p. 
60). 

(136) a. Occurs with in X time adverbial (i.e., take X time to V) 
b. Occurs with for X time adverbial (i.e., spend X time V-ing) 
c. Occurs with the progressive 
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d. Occurs with almost 
e. The progressive entailment test 
f. Occurs as the complement of stop/finish 

The in X time and for X time adverbials are used to distinguish statives and 
activities (atelic verbs) from accomplishments and achievements (telic verbs). As 
shown in (137a–b) below, statives and activities are generally acceptable with for 
X time, but not in X time. In contrast, achievements and accomplishments are 
generally acceptable with in X time, but not for X time, as shown in (137c–d). All 
examples below are from Walková (2012, p. 502). 

(137) a. John loved Mary for#in two years (stative) 
b. John walked for/?in an hour (activity)14 
c. John painted a picture in/?for an hour (accomplishment) 
d. John noticed the painting in/?for a few minutes (achievement) 

The progressive aspect is used to distinguish activities and accomplishments 
from statives and achievements. As shown in (138a–b) below, activities and 
accomplishments are acceptable with the progressive, whereas statives and 
achievements are not, as in (138c–d). Statives are unacceptable with the 
progressive because they describe events that do not contain internal changes 
(they are non-dynamic). Achievements are unacceptable with the progressive due 
to their punctual/non-durative nature. All examples below are from Walková 
(2012, p. 501). 

(138) a. John is running (activity) 
b. John is building a house (accomplishment) 
c. #John is knowing the answer (stative) 
d. ?John is noticing a stranger (achievement) 

The almost test distinguishes accomplishments from the other aspectual classes. 
As shown in (139) below, only accomplishments are ambiguous with almost, i.e., 
they either mean that the event did not occur at all (as in other classes) or the 
event occurred but did not reach completion. All examples below are from 
Walková (2012, p. 502). 

 
14 John walked in an hour is acceptable if it is interpreted as an accomplishment verb 

(something like ‘John walked his usual route in an hour’) but not as an activity verb. 
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(139) a. John almost loved Mary MEANS he did not love her (stative) 
b. John almost walked MEANS he did not walk (activity) 
c. John almost painted a picture MEANS (i) he did not paint at all, or (ii), 

he painted but did not finish (accomplishment) 
d. John almost noticed the painting MEANS he did not notice the 

painting (achievement) 
 
The progressive entailment test distinguishes activities from accomplishments. 
As shown in the examples in (140) below, from Kearns (2000, p. 216), in 
activities (140a), the progressive entails that the event reached its endpoint, but 
this entailment is not available in accomplishments, as shown in (140b). Statives 
and achievements generally do not allow the progressive; thus, their occurrence 
with the entailment test is unacceptable. 

(140) a. John was walking in the park ENTAILS John walked in the park 
b. John was building a house DOES NOT ENTAIL John built a house 

Accomplishments are the only class of verbs which encode both a duration and 
an endpoint. As such, only accomplishments can occur as the complement of 
finish. All other classes are infelicitous with finish. This is exemplified in (141) 
below, citing Walková (2012, p. 502). 

(141) a. John finished painting a picture (Accomplishment) 
b. #John finished loving Mary (Stative) 
c. #John finished walking (Activity) 
d. #John finished noting the painting (Achievement) 

The aspectualizer or phasal verb stop, like the progressive, requires its 
complement to have duration. Thus, it is not acceptable with achievements. This 
is illustrated in (142) below, citing examples from Walková (2012, p. 502). 

(142) a. John stopped loving Mary 
b. John stopped walking 
c. John stopped painting the picture 
e. #John stopped noticing the painting 

Most subsequent work on aspectology has modified Vendler’s classes by adding 
other classes. For example, Smith (1991, 1997) adds a class of SEMELFACTIVES 
(e.g., hit, hop and wink), which resemble accomplishments and achievements in 
being bounded. Semelfactives, unlike these classes, are non-dynamic, i.e., they 
do not describe minimal moments of change between one state of affairs and 
another. Semelfactives also resemble achievements in describing events that are 
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punctual.15 Other works on aspectology have subclassified some of Vendler’s 
classes further. For example, Kratzer (1995) and Olsen (1994, 1997) distinguish 
between INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL statives (such as be tall and contain) and STAGE-
LEVEL (such as be sick and be available). The distinction between the two classes 
is that the former denotes permanent states and the latter temporary states. Other 
works have reduced the number of Vendler’s classes, for example; Dowty (1986) 
makes no distinction between achievements and accomplishments. He refutes the 
distinction that achievements are punctual and accomplishments are durative 
based on the fact that criteria that are used to distinguish these classes do not 
systematically show this distinction. For example, the progressive test is a typical 
test used to distinguish achievements from accomplishments, as shown in (138) 
above. That is, achievements are said to be incompatible with the progressive, 
whereas accomplishments are compatible. However, there are cases where the 
progressive can also occur with achievements, as shown in (143) below (from 
Kearns, 2000, p. 217). 

(143) a.  John was dying when the doctor arrived 
b. Jones was winning for the first three laps 
c. Flight 34 is now arriving at Gate 19 

3.2.2 Problematizing Vendler’s  
aspectual classification 

In general, Vendler’s analysis and the analyses given in neo-Vendlerian work 
such as that of Dowty (1979, 1986) and Smith (1991, 1997) view aspectual 
classes as a sort of calculus, defined by contrasting binary features such as [+ 
dynamic], [+ punctual], [+ telic], etc. These features are usually taken as 
primitives of the theory. Furthermore, as noted in Tatevosov (2002, p. 322), there 
is a common assumption that the notions on which Vendler’s classes are based 
are universal (see e.g., Chelliah & de Reuse, 2011). As such, they are not subject 
to cross-linguistic variation. If this were the case, one would expect that in every 
language the verbs would fall into the Vendlerian classes as established for 
English. But, in fact, this is not the case. Johanson (1996, p. 173) has identified 
one case in which languages such as English and Turkic languages differ. Turkic 
languages have many so-called two-phase verbs, i.e., verbs which refer to both a 
change-of-state and a result state of that change, e.g., ‘come to sleep’ + ‘sleep’, 
while English has almost no such verbs. Ebert (1995) has noted a similar 
observation in a number of Asian languages. The same observation has also been 

 
15 Note that semelfactives can be interpreted as durative verbs, in which case a single 

event such as hit can be interpreted as denoting a series of repeated events (as in The 
baby hit the tabletop (repeatedly)). 
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made in many of the recent works on lexical aspect in Bantu languages (e.g., 
Botne, 2003, 2008, 2010; Botne & Kershner, 2000; Crane & Fleisch, 
forthcoming; Gunnink, 2018; Kershner, 2002; Lusekelo, 2016; Persohn, 2017a, 
2017b; Seidel, 2008, among others). In these languages, most of the two-phase 
verbs, also referred to as inchoatives (Botne & Kershner, 2000) or changes-of-
state (Botne & Kershner, 2008; Crane, 2011; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming), are 
analysed as events which encode a coming-to-be phase (e.g., get angry) and 
resultant state phase (being angry). These verbs are interpreted as ongoing states 
when inflected with the present tense or imperfective aspectual morphology and 
as present states when inflected with the perfect(ive) aspect. This distinction is 
illustrated by the isiNdebele (Bantu, S.44) examples in (144a) and (144b), from 
Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming) (glosses adapted). 

(144) isiNdebele (Bantu, S.44; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming) 
a. ngi-ya-kwat-a 

1SG-IMPF-get_angry-FV 
‘I am getting angry’ (ongoing state) 

 
b. ngi-kwat-ile 

1SG-get_angry-PFV 
‘I am angry’ (present state) 

 
In Bantu languages, some of the two-phase verbs (e.g., love) do not lexically 
encode a coming-to-be phase leading up to the state change. When used with 
imperfective or present tense, such verbs are interpreted as indicating a future or 
habitual reading, as exemplified in (145) below from Nyakyusa (Bantu, M.31). 
Examples are cited from Persohn (2017b, p. 132) (glosses adapted). 

(145) Nyakyusa (Bantu, M.31; Persohn, 2017b) 
i-kʊ-hobok-a 
1SP-PRS-be(come)-happy-FV 
1. ‘S/he will become happy’ 
2. ‘S/he becomes happy (e.g., on each particular occasion)’ 

 
The fact that present tense or imperfective aspectual morphology denotes an 
ongoing state reading and perfect(ive) aspect denotes a present state reading in 
isiNdebele (as also found in other studies on lexical aspect in Bantu languages) 
is generally taken as a piece of evidence that change-of-state or inchoative verbs 
such as get angry in (144) above encode two phases: a coming-to-be and a result 
state. Those in which the imperfective aspect denotes a future or habitual reading, 
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such as be(come) happy in the Nyakyusa data in (145), are regarded as verbs 
which lack a coming-to-be phase.  

As Dowty (1979, p. 88) and Hay, Kennedy, and Levin (1999, p. 127) have shown, 
it is problematic to define two-phase verbs using only binary semantic features. 
I will illustrate this point using the Nyamwezi verb -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ (which 
is equivalent to -kwata ‘get angry’ in isiNdebele). This verb displays both telic 
and atelic interpretations. In the telic sense, this verb denotes a single transition 
to an end state (be fat) which is defined only by comparison to the prior state 
(become fat). In the atelic sense, the verb denotes a durative event which is 
defined by either the prior state (become fat) or the end state (be fat). That is, 
each of the senses of -gɪna indicates a separate process: “become fat” indicates 
part of an unbounded process and “being fat” indicates part of a culminated 
process (someone can be fat and still be getting fat(ter)). The point of change 
from one state to another is subjectively defined by the speaker. 

Binary semantic features generally work well if they are used to define verbs 
which encode “simple” events. By simple events, I mean those which do not 
encode more than one phase, such as activity verbs (sing in English), which 
encode only process, and stative verbs (know in English), which encode only a 
state. As noted in Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming), for verbs which encode more 
than one phase, binary semantic features cannot be used to define an eventuality 
as a whole; instead, they can be used to define a particular phase. For example, 
in a verb such as -gɪna, which encodes a coming-to-be phase, ‘become fat’, and 
a result state phase, ‘be fat’, binary semantic features, say dynamicity, can be 
used to determine which of the two phases is dynamic and which is non-dynamic. 
In -gɪna, both phases, the coming-to-be and the result state, are dynamic. 
Evidence for this comes from the interpretation of this verb with the general 
imperfective aspect, which can either modify the coming-to-be phase or the result 
state phase, as shown in (146) below.  

(146) alɪɪgɪna                                                  
a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a               
1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV    
1. ‘She is getting fat (i.e., s/he has not reached the point where the 

speaker thinks s/he is fat)’ (coming-to-be reading) 
2. ‘S/he is getting fatter’ (i.e., s/he is already fat and still getting fatter)’ 

(result state reading) 
 
A verb such as -zwaála ‘get dressed’ resembles -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ in encoding 
a coming-to-be phase (getting dressed) and a result state phase (being dressed). 
Unlike -gɪna, where both phases are dynamic, in -zwaála only the coming-to-be 
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phase is dynamic16. The result state phase is non-dynamic. Evidence for this 
comes from the interpretation of this verb with the general imperfective aspect, 
which only modifies the coming-to-be phase, as exemplified in (147) below. 

(147) alɪɪzwaála 
a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a 
1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he is getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’  

 
In conclusion, the three semantic features dynamicity, punctuality and telicity are 
insufficient to classify the aspectual classes of verbs without considering the 
phases encoded by these verbs. This is because a single verb may encode more 
than one phase, and each of the two phases may denote different internal 
structures (i.e., dynamic/non-dynamic or punctual/durative). This is why, in most 
studies on lexical aspect in Bantu languages (e.g., Botne, 2003, 2008; Botne & 
Kershner, 2000; Crane, 2011, 2013; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming; Kershner, 
2002; Persohn, 2017a, 2017b), both phases and binary semantic features have 
been considered necessary in defining aspectual classes of verbs. In Bantu 
languages, a framework which combines both phases and binary semantic 
features to classify verb classes has been developed by Botne and Kershner 
(2000) 17. This framework is discussed in the following section, and it has been 
used in the present study to classify verbs into different aspectual classes. 

3.3 Phasal analysis of aspect 

3.3.1 Botne and Kershner’s model 
Botne and Kershner (2000), following Freed (1979), propose a framework which 
defines aspectual classes of verbs based on a model that takes into account three 
potential phases of an event: an initial inceptive phase (named onset), a middle 
phase (called nucleus) and a final phase (coda)18. This model is schematically 
shown in FIGURE 6 below.  

 
16 Note that -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ also differs from -zwaála ‘get dressed’ in encoding a 

phase which denotes a point of change from one state to another. The different phases 
encoded by these verbs are named differently (see § 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.1.2). 

17 See Sasse (2002, pp. 222–225) and Croft (2012, pp. 48–52) for detailed discussions of 
other similar frameworks.  

18 These three phases are akin to the components of syllable structure. 
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Onset (O) Nucleus (N) Coda (C) 
 

Figure 6: Phase representation 

 
In this model, the nuclear phase constitutes the characteristic and prominent 
feature of the event. The onset phase is a coming-to-be phase. The coda phase 
denotes a state of being resulting from the occurrence of the event (sometimes 
this phase is therefore referred to as a result(ant) state phase (see Persohn, 
2017b)). All aspectual classes have a nuclear phase. The onset and coda phases 
are optional: they may or may not be lexically encoded by every aspectual class. 
In this regard, verbs are classified based on whether they encode an onset phase 
and/or coda phase, and also based on the semantic characteristics of the encoded 
phases (i.e., whether these phases are durative or punctual). Based on this 
framework, Botne and Kershner (2000) differentiate between inchoative verbs 
(Vendler’s achievements) and non-inchoative verbs (Vendler’s activities, 
accomplishments and statives) in Zulu (Bantu, S.42). These classes differ 
primarily in how they treat an event nucleus, i.e., non-inchoatives (such 
as -sebenza ‘work’) have a durative (or extended) nucleus and optional onset and 
coda phases, whereas inchoatives (such as -guga ‘become cold’) have a punctual 
nucleus and an obligatory coda phase (result state). The difference in event/phasic 
structure (modified from Botne and Kershner) is represented in FIGURE 7 and 
FIGURE 8 below: Durativity is indicated by placing the N under the column, as in 
FIGURE 7, and punctuality by placing the N under the line that separates columns, 
as in FIGURE 8. Parentheses indicate optionality. 

   
      (O)            N             (C) 
 
Figure 7: The phasic structure of inchoatives  

  
  

           (O)            N         C 
 
Figure 8: The phasic structure of non-inchoatives 

 
Using this framework, Botne (2003, 2008, 2010) subclassifies Vendlerian 
achievements into four classes: acute, inceptive, transitional, and resultative. All 
the classes are similar in that they encode a punctual nucleus that denotes a 
change of state. They differ from one another in whether or not they encode an 
onset and/or coda phase, as shown in (148) below. Examples of verbs in each of 
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these classes are taken from Botne’s (2008) analysis of Ndali (Bantu, M.301) 
verbs. 

(148) Ndali (Bantu, M.301; Botne, 2008) 
 
a. Acute: punctual nucleus alone  

Examples: -cheetwa ‘be late’ and -fika ‘arrive’ 
 

 
                  N 
 

b. Inceptive: durative onset plus punctual nucleus 
   Example: -pola ‘heal (intr.)’ 
 

 

            O      N 
 

c. Transitional: durative onset, punctual nucleus plus coda 
   Example: -fwa ‘die’ 
 

  
                    O    N    C 
 

d. Resultative: punctual nucleus plus coda 
   Example: -hoboka ‘be happy’ 
 

 
        N          C 
 
Based on the same framework, Botne (2008) defines Vendlerian activities as an 
aspectual class which encodes only a durative nuclear phase, whereas 
accomplishments encode a durative nuclear phase and coda phase. In his analysis, 
he distinguishes two types of accomplishments: simple and transitional 
accomplishments. The two types differ in that the former encodes a punctual coda 
phase (a point of culmination) while the latter encodes a durative coda phase (a 
point of culmination plus result state). In Botne’s approach, Vendlerian statives 
are analysed as not possessing any internal structure (i.e., they lack phasal 
structure). The schematic representations of Ndali (Bantu, M.301) verbs in these 
classes are given in (149) below. 
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(149) Ndali (Bantu, M.301; Botne, 2008) 
 
a. Activity: durative nucleus alone 

Example: -lima ‘cultivate, hoe’ or -kama ‘milk’ 
 

 
                   N 
 

b. Simple accomplishment: durative nucleus plus punctual coda 
   Example: -pota ‘defeat’  
 

 
                   N         C 
 

c. Transitional accomplishment: durative nucleus plus durative coda 
   Example: -fwaala ‘dress’ or -fuula ‘undressed’ 
 

  

               N         C 
 

d. Stative: structureless 
   Example: -gona ‘love’ 
 
Other analyses of aspectual classes in Bantu languages that have adopted Botne 
and Kershner’s framework include Kershner (2002) for Sukwa (Bantu, M.20), 
Seidel (2008) for Yeyi (Bantu, R.41), Crane (2011, 2013) for Totela (Bantu 
K.41), Lusekelo (2016) for Swahili (Bantu G.42), Persohn (2017b) for Nyakyusa 
(Bantu, M.31) and Gunnink (2018) for Fwe (Bantu, K.402). In most of these 
studies, the classes of verbs described are very similar to those described in 
Botne’s works. However, some of these studies have either modified Botne’s 
classes by subdividing some of the classes further, or by reducing/reinterpreting 
the classes. For example, in Kershner’s (2002) analysis of Sukwa, verbs with a 
phasal structure like that of activities (these verbs are referred to as duratives in 
Kershner’s analysis) are further distinguished based on whether a nuclear phase 
denotes a longer duration (extended duratives), a shorter duration (instantaneous 
duratives) or regular cycle/repetitions (periodic duratives). Schematic 
representations of these classes are given in (150) below. 
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(150) Sukwa (Bantu, M.20; Kershner, 2002) 
 
a. Extended duratives  

Example: -saba ‘swim’ 
 

 
                   N 
 

b. Instantaneous durative 
   Example: -baya ‘kick’ 
 
 
 
                       N 
 

c. Periodic durative 
   Example: -tetema ‘shiver’ 
 
   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 
             N 
 
In Seidel’s (2008) analysis of Yeyi, the inceptive class of achievement verbs 
defined in Botne’s analysis of Ndali is not attested. Similarly, Persohn (2017b) 
argues against a class of stative verbs (“structureless” statives) in Nyakyusa. The 
reason for Seidel (2008) and Persohn (2017b) not including these classes in their 
analyses is that there are no diagnostic tests that can be used as evidence for 
differentiating these classes from other change-of-state verbs (achievements). 
Crane (2011, 2013), unlike Seidel (2008) and Persohn (2017b), argues for a class 
of statives in Totela. However, different from Botne (2008) who defines statives 
in Ndali as structureless events, Crane (2011, p. 36) defines statives in Totela 
(e.g., -bona ‘see’) as a class of verbs that encode a durative nucleus (just like 
Botne’s activities (see (149a)). In her analysis, she subdivides statives in Totela 
into two types, namely perception (e.g., -bona ‘see’) and “true” statives 
(e.g., -pona ‘live’). See Crane (2011, pp. 36; 125–127; 184–185) for more 
discussion of these classes. 

Some scholars have argued that the classification of verbs in Bantu languages 
should not only consider the internal characteristics of the phases encoded by 
verb classes (such as punctuality and dynamicity) but also the semantic roles of 
the arguments surrounding the verb. For example, Fleisch (2000), in his 
classification of Lucazi (Bantu, K.13) verbs (based on categorizations in Sasse 
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(1991) and Breu (1984, 1994)), has shown that the verbs in this language can be 
distinguished not only based on their phasal structures but also on whether or not 
their subjects have control over the events expressed by the verbs. Thus, in his 
three major classes (actions, processes, situations), the difference between 
actions (e.g., -iza ‘come’) and processes (e.g., -móna ‘see’) is that the former 
describe events that are under the control of the subject (agentive/controlling 
subject), while the latter describe events that are not under the control of the 
subject (non-agentive/controlling subject). However, in Nyamwezi, as will be 
shown later in this chapter, some aspectual classes include verbs which have both 
agentive and non-agentive subjects. As such, the criterion of subject control does 
not systematically determine a verb’s aspectual class membership in every Bantu 
language. 

In the following section, I will discuss some of the diagnostic tests used to 
determine the phasal structures encoded by verb classes developed in the 
previous literature on lexical aspect in Bantu languages. These tests were also 
adopted in the present study to classify Nyamwezi verbs.  

3.3.2 Tests for distinguishing aspectual classes 
defined using Botne and Kershner’s 
framework 

Botne and Kershner’s (2000) framework is one of a number of theories that 
adhere to the so-called bi-dimensional approach. As Sasse (2002) has shown, this 
approach distinguishes two types of aspectual analysis: lexical aspect (cf. Sasse’s 
(2002) aspect2) and grammatical aspect (cf. Sasse’s (2002) aspect1). Lexical 
aspect corresponds to what is referred to as aspectual class in this study, and as 
we have already seen in the previous section, this type of aspect is concerned 
with the classification of verbs’ meanings based on three successive phases: onset 
(coming-to-be), nucleus and coda (result state). Thus, some verbs are defined as 
encoding only a nucleus which denotes an ongoing process (e.g., activities), 
while others encode a combination of a nucleus and coda phase (e.g., 
accomplishments), or a combination of an onset phase, a nucleus and a coda 
phase (e.g., transitional achievements). In contrast with lexical aspect, 
grammatical aspect, also called viewpoint aspect (Smith, 1997), is concerned 
with aspectual distinctions such as perfective, imperfective and progressive, 
encoded mostly through inflectional morphology.  

In the group of approaches implementing bi-dimensionality (including Botne and 
Keshner’s (2000) approach), the dominant paradigm is what Sasse (2002, p. 222), 
drawing on Bickel (1997), labels “Radical selection theories” (see also Croft, 
2012, p. 50). In these theories, the two types of aspect (grammatical aspect and 
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lexical aspect) are understood as standing in a strict correspondence relationship, 
i.e., grammatical aspects are treated as phase selectors which “pick out” the 
matching phases of the underlying phase structure and relate them to the point of 
reference19. Thus, in Botne and Kershner’s framework, for verbs encoding only 
a durative nucleus (like activities or extended duratives in Kershner’s (2002) 
analysis), or those encoding both a durative nucleus and durative coda phase (like 
transitional accomplishments), the imperfective aspect (or progressive or present 
tense) is analysed as picking out the nucleus, because this is the phase which 
indicates that an event is in its development stage (it has not yet reached its final 
point; the event is not completed). This is exemplified in (151) below (glosses 
adapted).  

(151) Sukwa (Bantu, M.20) 
a. a-ku-sab-a        mu-nyaanja20        (Activity) 

1SP-IMPF-swim-FV   18NP.LOC-9NP.lake 
‘S/he is swimming in the lake (now)’ 

Kershner (2002, p. 45) 
 

b. Ndali (Bantu, M.301) 
a-ku-fwáal-a  (Transitional accomplishment) 
2SP-IMPF-dress-FV 
‘S/he is dressing (now)’ 
    Botne (2008, p. 99) 

 
In both activities (or extended duratives in Kershner’s term) and transitional 
accomplishments, the corresponding perfective (or completive) aspect is 
analysed as denoting that the nuclear phase is completed, thereby giving a past 
tense or completive reading, as in (152) below. Since transitional 
accomplishments, in addition to a nucleus, encode an extended coda phase (see a 
schema in (149c)), in this class the perfective (or completive) aspect is also 
described as picking out the coda phase to express that the event has passed 
through the nuclear phase, and has now reached the resultant coda phase. This is 
exemplified in (153) (glosses adapted). 

 
19 Other bi-dimensional approaches, such as that of Smith (1991, 1997), are conceptually 

closely related to radical selection theories. See Sasse (2002, pp. 225–226) for a 
discussion of how these approaches are similar to radical selection theories. 

20 Note that the imperfective morphology in this example encodes other meanings (future 
and habitual). I have omitted these meanings as they are not relevant to the point made 
in this example (see Kershner, 2002 for discussion).  
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(152) Sukwa (Bantu, M.20) 
a-ø-sab-ite     mu-nyaanja   (Activity) 
1SP-TAM-swim-CPL   18NP.LOC-9NP.lake 
‘S/he swam in the lake (earlier today)’ 

       Kershner (2002, p. 46) 
 
(153) Ndali (Bantu, M.301) 

a-fuul-íte    (Transitional accomplishment) 
1SP-undress-CPL 
1. ‘S/he undressed (earlier today)’ 
2. ‘S/he is undressed’ 

    Botne (2008, p. 99) 
 
The phasal structures encoded by verb classes can be further demonstrated using 
other constructions such as the persistive aspect plus a complement inflected for 
imperfective aspect. For example, in Ndali, Botne (2008) argues that in verbs 
which encode only a durative nucleus (such as activities, e.g., kama ‘milk’) and 
those which encode an onset and a punctual nucleus (such as inceptive 
achievements, e.g., -pola ‘heal (intr.)), the persistive plus imperfective 
construction selects a nucleus or an onset – in the case of inceptive achievements 
– to denote that the event is still ongoing. This is exemplified in (154a) and 
(154b), respectively.  

(154) Ndali (Bantu, M.301) 
a. a-kaa-lí    a-kú-kam-a    (Activity) 

1SP-PER-COP   1SP-IMPF-milk-FV 
‘S/he is still milking’ 

     Botne (2008, p. 97) 
 

b. chi-kaa-lí      chi-kú-pol-a   (Inceptive achievement) 
   7NP-PER-COP   7SP-IMPFV-heal-FV 
   ‘It is still healing’ 
     Botne (2008, p. 100) 
 
In contrast, in Ndali verbs that encode a punctual nucleus plus coda (such as 
resultative achievements, e.g., -hoboka ‘be happy’), the persistive construction is 
unacceptable because these verbs encode an event which lacks an onset (or a 
coming-to-be phase). 

The difference between aspectual classes which encode a durative nucleus and 
those which encode a punctual nucleus and lack an onset phase can also be 
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demonstrated for inceptive aspect. For example, in Fwe (Gunnink, 2018), verbs 
with a durative nucleus, such as activities (referred to as dynamic verbs by 
Gunnink), denote an inchoative reading with inceptive aspect, as exemplified in 
(155a), while those with a punctual nucleus and no onset, such as resultative 
achievements, denote a proximate reading, as in (155b). The former reading 
indicates that an event is starting, while the latter indicates that an event is about 
to happen. As shown in (155c) below, in Fwe, an inchoative reading is also 
demonstrated by verbs that encode an onset phase plus a punctual nucleus, such 
as resultative achievements. 

(155) Fwe (Bantu, K.402) 
a. abó       shibahíka  (Activity) 

a-bó      shi-ba-hik-á 
AUG-DEM   INC-1SP-cook-FV 
‘They started cooking’ 

     Gunnink (2018, p. 379) 
 
  b. ánswí      shayífwâ  (Resultative achievements) 
   e-nswí      sha-i-fw-á 
   AUG-9NP.fish   INC-9SP-die-FV 
   ‘The fish is about to die’ 
      Gunnink (2018, p. 379) 
   

c. … shendinúna     (Transitional achievements) 
     she-ndi-nun-á 
     INC-1SG-become_fat-FV 
     ‘I am starting to get fat’  
       Gunnink (2018, p. 379) 

 
Some studies have noted that some grammatical constructions not only test 
whether a verb denotes a punctual or durative event, but also whether it denotes 
a permanent or temporary event. Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming) propose that, 
in isiNdebele, change-of-state verbs (corresponding to achievements in Botne’s 
analysis) can be differentiated based on whether the coda phase denotes a 
temporary or permanent result state. As shown in (156) below, this distinction is 
testable in this language. Changes-of-state which encode temporary result states 
are compatible with the persistive construction, inflected for perfective aspect, as 
shown in (156a) below, while those which encode a permanent result state are 
not, as shown in (156b).  
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(156) isiNdebele (Bantu, S.44; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming) 
a. u-sa-lamb-ile     (temporary event) 

1SP-PER-get_hungry-PFV 
‘S/he is still hungry’ 

 
b. #inja         i-sa-f-ile   (permanent event) 

     9NP.dog   9SP-PER-die-PFV 
     Intended: ‘#The dog is still dead’ 
 
The permanency or irreversibility of the result state also provides a semantic test 
for aspectual distinctions in English. For example, Croft (2012) used this 
semantic criterion to differentiate between transitory statives (e.g., be open, as in 
the door is open) from permanent statives (e.g., be shattered, as the window is 
shattered), and reversible achievements (e.g., the door opened) from irreversible 
achievements (e.g., the window shattered). As we will see later in this chapter, 
verbs in Nyamwezi can also be differentiated based on the permanency or 
irreversibility of the result state. 

The phasal structures encoded by verb classes are not only diagnosed by 
grammatical aspects (imperfective, perfective, persistive and inceptive) but also 
by aspectualizers (also called Aktionsart verbs or phasal verbs) such as start, stop, 
and finish, adverbials such as slowly and other non-tense constructions. For 
example, Kershner (2002) shows that, in Sukwa, -leka ‘stop, cease’ selects the 
internal sub-phase of the nucleus in a durative event (activities) to denote the 
interruption of an event, as exemplified in (157a) below, whereas with verbs 
which encode a punctual nucleus plus a coda phase (resultative 
achievements), -leka ‘stop’ is infelicitous, as in (157b), because (i) they lack an 
onset, and (ii), the nucleus (point of transition) is short, i.e., it does not denote a 
process that can be said to cease.  

(157) Sukwa (Bantu, M.20)  
a. a-aa-lek-a      paku-sab-a …   (Activity) 

1SP-PoT-cease-FV   LOC.INF-swim-FV 
‘S/he stopped (temporarily) swimming …’ 

     Kershner (2002, p. 214) 
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b. #a-aa-lek-a     paku-howok-a    (Resultative achievement) 
1SP-PoT-cease-FV   LOC.INF-be_happy-FV 
‘S/he stopped being happy’ 

     Kershner (2002, p. 216) 

In Crane and Fleisch’s (forthcoming) analysis of isiNdebele verbs, the adverbial 
buthaka ‘slowly’ differentiates those verbs which encode both a durative and 
dynamic nuclear phase (e.g., activities) from those which do not encode this 
phase (e.g., resultative achievements). Verbs which encode a durative and 
dynamic nucleus are acceptable with buthaka ‘slowly’, as shown in (158a) below, 
while those which do not encode this type of phase are unacceptable with this 
adverbial, as in (158b). 

(158) isiNdebele (Bantu, S.44; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming) 
a. uSipho    u-cul-a      buthaka (Activity) 

AUG-Sipho   1SP-sing-FV   slowly 
‘Sipho sings slowly’ 

  
b. #u-lamb-a        buthaka   (Resultative achievements) 

1SP-get_hungry-FV   slowly 
Intended: ‘S/he gets hungry slowly’ 

 
In Persohn’s (2017b) analysis of Nyakyusa verbs, a distinction between aspectual 
classes which encode an inherent endpoint (coda phase), such as 
accomplishments, and those which do not encode this phase, such as activities, 
can also be diagnosed using the time-span phrase ‘take X time’. In this language, 
in verbs which encode an inherent endpoint, take X time describes the time that 
elapses before the culmination of the event, as shown in (159a), whereas in those 
which do not encode an inherent endpoint, the phrase take X time describes the 
time that elapses before the beginning of an event named by the verb, as in (159b) 
below. Note that in this language verbs which do not encode an inherent endpoint 
can be reinterpreted as encoding an endpoint, in which case take X time does 
describe the time that elapses before the culmination of the event. 

(159) Nyakyusa (Bantu, M.31; Persohn, 2017b) 
a. ʊ-mh-bine     eeg-ile      a-ka-balɪlo   (Activity) 

AUG-1NP-ill   1SP.take-PFV   AUG-12NP-time    
a-ka-tali        ʊ-kʊ-pon-a 
AUG-12NP-long   AUG-15NP.INF-recover-FV 
‘A/the sick person has taken a long time to recover’ 
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b. eeg-ile       a-ka-balɪlo      a-ka-tali   (Accomplishment) 
1SP.take-PFV   AUG-12NP-time   AUG-12NP-long    
ʊ-kʊ-mog-a 
AUG-15NP.INF-dance-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time to (begin to) dance’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time to finish dancing (at a social event)’ 

 
To conclude, this section has presented Botne and Kershner’s (2000) framework, 
the theoretical framework adopted in this study and many studies on lexical 
aspect to classify verbs into different aspectual classes. This framework classifies 
verbs based on three temporal phases: onset (coming-to-be phase), nucleus (point 
of transition; also represented as a lead-up phase if the verb lacks an onset) and 
coda (result state phase). In this framework, verbs are distinguished based on the 
number of phases they encode and on the internal characteristics of these phases, 
i.e., whether these phases are punctual/durative or dynamic/static. Furthermore, 
this section has presented diagnostic tests developed for other studies to 
demonstrate the phasal structures encoded by different aspectual classes.  

Before embarking on the classification of Nyamwezi aspectual classes, it should 
be noted here that, although the current study has adopted Botne and Kershner’s 
(2000) framework to classify Nyamwezi verbs into different aspectual classes, 
one cannot assume that aspectual classes motivated for other Bantu languages 
based on Botne and Kershner’s framework will also be found in Nyamwezi. In 
the following section, while presenting a preview of Nyamwezi aspectual classes, 
I will also highlight cases where Nyamwezi differs from other Bantu languages. 

3.4 Aspectual classes in Nyamwezi 
Adopting Botne and Kershner’s (2000) framework, verbs in Nyamwezi can first 
be broadly classified into two aspectual classes: DURATIVES and 
ACHIEVEMENTS. In other studies, the latter is also referred to as “punctive” 
(Kershner, 2002) or “change-of-state” (Crane, 2011; Seidel, 2008). In 
Nyamwezi, I will show that the primary distinction between duratives and 
achievements is that the former include verbs that encode a durative (or extended) 
nuclear phase (such as -ɪmbá ‘sing’, -koloma ‘snore’, -βoná ‘see’, -sha (intr.) 
‘grind’, etc.), while the latter include verbs which encode a punctual nucleus 
(e.g., -faá ‘die’, -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, -gwa ‘fall down’, etc.). In other words, 
achievements encode a punctual change from one state to another. The distinction 
between duratives and achievements can be clearly diagnosed in English by the 
durative verb dance and the achievement verb die when they occur with the 
phrase “in the midst of”. This phrase (based on its meaning) selects the peak of 
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the nuclear phase. A verb like dance is durative because one can say she is in the 
midst of dancing. In contrast, #she is in the midst of dying is not acceptable 
because the nuclear phase of the event is punctual.  

Note that the difference between duratives and achievements as stated here is 
similar to that of inchoatives vs. non-inchoatives given in Botne and Kershner 
(2000) (see § 3.3.1). However, I do not adopt the terms inchoative vs. 
non-inchoative because in Botne and Kershner, non-inchoative is used not only 
to refer to verbs that do not encode a punctual change-of-state nuclear phase but 
also to verbs that do not encode a result state coda phase. In my analysis, the term 
durative is only used to designate verbs that do not encode a punctual 
change-of-state nucleus. Some of these verbs can encode a result state coda phase 
(for example accomplishments; see § 3.4.1.2). 

Nyamwezi duratives and achievements each include a number of subclasses 
which can also be further sub-divided. To start with, duratives can be classified 
into two subtypes: PROCESSES and STATIVES.  Processes can be further 
subclassified into three types: ACTIVITIES (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), SERIES 
(e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and ACCOMPLISHMENTS (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’, and 
statives into two: PERCEPTION (e.g., -βoná ‘see’) and NON-PERCEPTION 
(e.g., -saata ‘be sick’). Achievements, like duratives, can be divided into two 
classes, named (following Botne (2003)) TRANSITIONALS and 
RESULTATIVES. The former includes verbs such as -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’. The 
latter includes verbs which in turn can be subclassified, following Croft (2012), 
into IRREVERSIBLE achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’) and REVERSIBLE 
achievements (e.g., -gwa ‘fall down’). All Nyamwezi aspectual classes are 
summarized in (160) below and discussed in § 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. Detailed 
diagnostics motivating these classes are developed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The 
goal of this section is to introduce the phasal structures or representations for each 
aspectual class and to show how the phasal approach encodes the semantic 
distinctions. This is therefore an overview or preview of my results.  
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(160) Nyamwezi aspectual classes  

              Activities            
              Processes       Series                           

                             Accomplishments 
              Duratives                        
                           Perception  

 Statives 
Nyamwezi                        Non-perception 
aspectual classes 
                   Transitionals 
          Achievements               Irreversible  
                   Resultatives   
                            Reversible 
    
Before embarking on the discussion of phasal structures for each aspectual class, 
a few words should be said about the notations used to represent these structures. 
In this study, the timeline, represented using a line running from left to right 
across the phases (as in the figures below), will be used to indicate the internal 
characteristics of the phases (such as durativity, dynamicity, repetitions). This 
line will be represented in three different ways: (i) as a dotted line when it 
indicates dynamicity, as in FIGURE 9, (ii) as a solid line when it indicates non-
dynamicity, as in FIGURE 10, and (ii), (following Kershner, 2002) as a zig-zag 
line when it indicates repetitions or multiple occurrences of an event, as in 
FIGURE 11. 

   
                       O             N                 C 
 

Figure 9: The phasic structure of dynamic events  
 

   
                       O             N                 C 

 
Figure 10: The phasic structure of non-dynamic/static events 

 
   

                       O             N                 C 
 
Figure 11: The phasic structure of a repeated event  
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3.4.1 Durative verbs 
The section on durative verbs is divided into three subsections. Each subsection 
discusses durative verbs which display similar phasal structures: activities and 
series (§ 3.4.1.1), perception and non-perception statives (§ 3.4.1.3), and 
accomplishments (§ 3.4.1.2). 

3.4.1.1 Activities and series 
Activities, as Vendler (1967) defines them, include verbs that describe processes 
whose duration is unlimited in principle. This includes verbs such as -ɪmbá 
‘sing’, -lila ‘cry’, -seka ‘laugh’, -ishiɲá ‘play, dance’, -lomeela ‘talk, chat’ 
and -behá ‘smoke’. Activities also include verbs such as -ja ‘go’, -peela 
‘run’, -shooka ‘return’ and -iza ‘come’, which in this study are referred to as 
“directionals”. These verbs behave somewhat differently from other activities, as 
will be shown in § 4.3.4. In contrast to activities, series (see  Freed, 1979) include 
verbs that encode multiple (or repeated) occurrences that are viewed as a single 
event, e.g., -ditema ‘tremble’, -koloma ‘snore’ and -dakúna ‘chew’. Kershner 
(2002) refers to these verbs as periodic duratives (see § 3.3.1). Series also include 
verbs such as -kolóla ‘cough’ and -lumá ‘bite’, which in other studies are referred 
to as semelfactives (Smith, 1997) or instantaneous (Kershner, 2002). These verbs 
(-kolóla ‘cough’ and -lumá ‘bite’) are generally not associated with any duration 
(they refer to a single event), but when interacting with grammatical aspect such 
as the general imperfective they can invoke an iterative reading (see (161) 
below), which does have temporal duration. This diagnostic test is discussed 
further in § 4.2.1. 

(161) álɪɪkolóla    
a-lɪɪ-kólol-a  
1SP-IMPF-cough-FV   
‘S/he is coughing (continuously or serially)’       

 
As noted in § 3.3.1, in Botne and Kershner’s (2000) model, both activities and 
series can be described as aspectual classes which do not lexically encode the 
initial (onset) and final (coda) phases. These classes encode only a durative 
nuclear phase, which indicates ongoing processes (as in activities) or ongoing 
repetitions (as in series). The phasal structures of activities and series are 
schematically represented with -ɪmbá ‘sing’ and -kolóla ‘cough’ in FIGURE 12 
and FIGURE 13, respectively. In FIGURE 12, the timeline is represented using a 
dotted line running from left to right to indicate dynamic changes. In FIGURE 13, 
following Kershner (2002), the timeline is represented using a zig-zag line to 
indicate repeated or multiple occurrences of an event.   
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sing 

                                    N 
 

Figure 12: The phasal structure of activities  
 
 
 

                                     N 
 

Figure 13: The phasal structure of series 
 
The fact that both activities and series lack a coda phase can be diagnosed with a 
stative construction (described as perfective or completive aspect in other 
studies), which is infelicitous with verbs in these classes. This construction, as 
discussed in detail in § 4.3, generally occurs with change-of-state verbs, 
especially those which encode a result state (coda) phase, but not with activity 
and series verbs. 

That activities denote ongoing processes while series verbs denote ongoing 
repetitions can be diagnosed using the adverbial hadoóhádó ‘slowly’. This 
adverbial is acceptable with activities (as in wɪɪmbílé hadoóhádó ‘S/he sang 
slowly’) because the verbs in this class denote a continuous/gradual process. 
Series verbs are infelicitous with hadoóhádó because they encode separate 
events, as will be demonstrated in detail in § 5.5.1. 

3.4.1.2 Accomplishments 
In Vendler’s (1967) analysis, accomplishments represent a class of verbs (such 
as draw a circle) which encode a process that leads up to a culmination (i.e., they 
are durative and telic). As noted in § 3.3.1, Botne (2008) distinguishes between 
two types of accomplishments in Ndali: simple accomplishments (e.g., -pota 
‘defeat’) and transitional accomplishments (e.g., -fuula ‘undressed’). See also 
Persohn’s (2017b) analysis of Nyakyusa. Simple accomplishments (as described 
by Vendler) encode a process that leads to a culmination but no result state, 
whereas transitional accomplishments (unlike Vendler) encode a process that 
leads up to a result state (new state). The distinction between the two classes is 
diagnosed with the perfective construction (or completive aspect), which 
indicates a past tense or completive reading in simple accomplishments, as in 
(162a) below, and a stative present reading in transitional achievements, as in 
(162b) (repeated from (153)). The latter reading indicates that the new (or result) 

 
cough 
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state of an event has been reached. Note that, in Ndali, transitional 
accomplishments can also indicate a past tense reading with perfective aspect, as 
shown in (162b). 

(162) Ndali (Bantu, M.301)  
a. ba-mu-poot-íte   (Simple accomplishments) 

2SP-1OP-defeat-CPL 
‘They defeated him (earlier today)’ 
    Botne (2008, p. 98) 

 
b. a-fuul-íte     (Transitional accomplishment) 

1SP-undress-CPL 
1. ‘S/he is undressed’ 
2. ‘S/he undressed (earlier today)’ 
    Botne (2008, p. 99) 
 

In Nyamwezi, Botne’s diagnostic tests do not motivate a distinction between 
transitional and simple accomplishments. The tests show that in this language 
there is only one class of accomplishment verbs, which are defined as transitional 
accomplishments in Botne’s terminology, i.e., verbs that describe a process 
followed by an outcome or new/result state. This can be exemplified by the 
verb -zwaála, which encodes both process (“getting dressed”) and outcome (“be 
dressed”). Other verbs in this class include -liína ‘climb’, -chiβá (intr.) ‘block 
sthg, plug’, -zeenga (intr.) ‘build’, -sha (intr.) ‘grind’, -dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour 
into’, -pʊʊ́la (intr.) ‘pound’, -lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’, -lyaá ‘eat’ and -ŋwaá 
‘drink’.  

That accomplishments indicate an outcome (result state) in Nyamwezi is 
diagnosed by the felicity of the stative construction (referred to as perfective or 
completive aspect in Botne’s (2008) and Persohn’s (2017b) analysis), which 
refers to the current state resulting from a past change-of-state, as exemplified in 
(163) below (see more in § 4.3.2). 

(163) azwaálílé 
a-ø-zwáal-íle 
1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT 
‘S/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment)’ 

 
Based on the onset-nucleus-coda model, the phasal structure of accomplishments 
(following Botne; see (149c) in § 3.3.1) is schematically represented 
with -zwaála ‘get dressed’ in FIGURE 14 below. In this figure, the nuclear phase 
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(as in activities) denotes a dynamic process. Thus, this part of the event is 
indicated with a dotted line. The coda phase indicates an outcome or result state 
with no more dynamic changes. Thus, this part of the event, as for statives in the 
following section, is indicated with a solid line.  

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                                N                  C 
 

Figure 14: The phasal structure of accomplishments 

 
In English, activity verbs can be reinterpreted as accomplishment verbs when 
combined with modifiers such as a noun phrase (NP) or a prepositional phrase 
(PP), e.g., John ran (activity) vs. John ran a mile/to the store (accomplishment). 
In Bantu languages, the reinterpretation of activity verbs as accomplishment 
verbs when an NP is added to the activity verb has been reported in Nyakyusa 
(see Persohn, 2017b, p. 122) and Fwe (see Gunnink, 2018, p. 289). In Nyakyusa, 
we find this shift in examples like lya ‘eat’ (activity) vs. lya ɪngʊkʊ joosa ‘eat a 
whole chicken’ (accomplishment), and in Fwe in examples like, -bara- ‘read’ 
(dynamic verb without a coda state = activity) vs. -bara mbuka ‘read a book’ 
(dynamic verb with an associated coda state = accomplishment). In Nyamwezi, 
the reinterpretation of activities as accomplishments when an NP is added to the 
activity verb is either unavailable or unnecessary. In accomplishments, the 
presence of a coda phase is diagnosed using the stative construction, which, as 
we have seen in (163), selects this phase to denote a stative present reading. 
Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’) lack a coda phase; thus, they are unacceptable with 
a stative construction. Activities with an NP complement (e.g., -ɪmbá mɪɪmbó 
‘sing songs) are also unacceptable with the stative construction. This is why I 
claim that the reinterpretation of activities as accomplishments when an NP is 
added to the activity verb is unavailable in Nyamwezi, as there is no test that can 
be used as a diagnostic for this type of reinterpretation.  

3.4.1.3 Perception and non-perception statives 
It is controversial whether statives in Bantu/African languages form their own 
class. While Botne (2008) and Kershner (2002) recognize a separate class of 
purely stative verbs in Ndali (Bantu, M.21) and Sukwa (Bantu, M.20), 
respectively, Seidel (2008) and Toews (2015) do not recognize statives at all in 
their analyses of Yeyi (Bantu, R.41) and Siamou (Niger-Congo, Kru), 
respectively. Persohn (2017b), in his analysis of aspectual classes in Nyakyusa 
(Bantu, M.31), includes stative verbs as one of the subclasses of achievement 
verbs, called resultatives. This is because statives and resultatives behave in the 
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same way with respect to the diagnostic linguistic tests established in his study. 
However, he notes that the validity of a separate class of statives in Nyakyusa 
remains open to further research (Persohn, 2017b, p. 136).  

In this study, statives are classified as one of the broad aspectual classes under 
duratives. This class includes verbs that are construed as involving no change. As 
shown in (160) in § 3.4, in Nyamwezi, as in Totela (Crane, 2011, 2013)21, statives 
can be classified into two subclasses: perception and non-perception verbs. 
Perception statives include -βoná ‘see’, -igwá ‘hear’, -lola ‘look at’, -degéleka 
‘listen’, -nuuŋha ‘smell bad; stink’, -moota ‘smell good’ and -βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’. In contrast, non-perception statives include verbs of 
cognition, emotion and attitude such as -izʊkɪla ‘remember’, -togwá ‘love, like’ 
and -zuɲa ‘agree’. They also, although rarely, include verbs that describe states 
of being such as -moonda ‘be soft’ and -saata ‘be sick’, and those which describe 
a stance (or a posture) such as -ikólá ‘resemble’. Most of the verbs that describe 
states of being and those that describe a stance (or a posture) are classified as 
reversible resultative achievements (see § 3.4.2.2).  

In Botne and Kershner’s (2000) analysis, statives (as noted in § 3.3.1) are defined 
as an aspectual class which lacks a phasic structure. However, in the current 
study, statives, like activities and series (see § 3.4.1.1), are described as aspectual 
classes which encode only a durative nuclear phase, as schematically represented 
for -βoná ‘see’ in FIGURE 15 below (see Crane, 2013, p. 167 for a similar 
analysis). However, unlike activities and series, in which the nuclear phase 
denotes dynamic changes (or repetitions, in the case of series verbs), the nuclear 
phase of statives denotes a non-dynamic state, i.e., it denotes subparts which are 
identical in every moment of time, as in -βoná ‘see’. The non-dynamic state in 
FIGURE 15 below is represented by a solid line crossing the nuclear phase. 

 
see 

               N 
 

Figure 15: The phasal structure of statives 

 
The fact that the nuclear phase in stative verbs denotes a non-dynamic state is 
diagnosed using the adverbial hadoóhádó ‘slowly’. As noted in the previous 

 
21 As noted in § 3.3.1, in Crane’s (2011, 2013) analysis, the two types of statives are 

referred to as perception statives and “true” statives, and are exemplified with -bona 
‘see’ and -pona ‘live’, respectively. 
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section, this adverbial is only compatible with aspectual classes like activities 
with a nucleus denoting dynamic changes, i.e., the nucleus denotes a continuous 
or gradual process (as in wɪɪmbílé hadoóhádó ‘S/he sang slowly (yesterday or 
before)’). The nucleus of stative verbs does not denote a continuous or gradual 
process; it only denotes subparts which are identical in every moment of time; 
thus, they are unacceptable with hadoóhádó, as will be demonstrated in § 5.5.1. 

3.4.2 Achievements 
Recall from § 3.3.1 that Botne (2008) classifies Ndali achievement verbs into 
four types: acute, inceptive, transitional and resultative. In Nyamwezi, based on 
the diagnostic tests listed in TABLE 19, verbs defined as achievements can be 
shown to fall into two of Botne’s classes: transitional and resultative. The 
diagnostic tests employed in this study do not motivate acute and inceptive 
achievements as separate aspectual classes in Nyamwezi. Furthermore, these 
diagnostics show that verbs classified as resultatives can be further 
subcategorized into two subclasses, which are named (following Croft (2012)) 
irreversible and reversible achievements. The phasal structures or representations 
for each of these classes are shown in the following subsections. 

3.4.2.1 Transitional achievements 
TRANSITIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS include verbs that describe events which 
encode three phases: the coming-to-be (onset), the punctual change-of-state 
(nuclear) and the result state (coda). Examples of transitional achievements in 
Nyamwezi are verbs such as -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, -seβa (intr.) ‘boil’, -goonda 
(intr.) ‘be(come) bent, fold’, -βoomba ‘be(come) soaked’ and -mana ‘(come to) 
know’. Most of these verbs are referred to as degree achievements in English (see 
Dowty, 1979; Hay et al., 1999). The phasal structure of transitional achievements 
is schematically represented with -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ in FIGURE 16 below (cf. 
(148c) in § 3.3.1). 

 
 

become fat  
 

be fat 
                    O         N       C 
 

Figure 16: Phasal structure of transitional achievements 

 
In transitional achievements, the onset and coda phases denote durative dynamic 
changes that occur before and after the nuclear phase. Thus, the timeline in 
FIGURE 16 above is represented using a dotted line crossing all three phases. The 
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nuclear phase consists of a punctual change from onset to coda, which is 
generally subjectively defined by the speaker. For example, in a verb such 
as -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, the change from ‘becoming fat’ to ‘being fat’ is 
determined by the speaker’s perception of what s/he considers to be not (yet) fat, 
and what is considered as being fat. The fact that transitional achievements 
encode both a durative onset phase and a durative coda phase is diagnosed by the 
felicitous use of the persistive construction inflected with the general 
imperfective. In this class, this construction is ambiguous: it can either modify 
the onset phase to denote a continuation of coming-to-be, or a coda phase to 
denote a continuation of the result state, as exemplified in (164) below. This test 
is discussed in detail in § 4.4.1. 

(164) ataál’             áálɪɪgɪna 
a-táá-lɪ             a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still getting fat (i.e., s/he has not reached the point where the 

speaker thinks s/he is fat)’ (continuation of coming-to-be) 
2. S/he is still getting fatter (i.e., s/he is already fat and still getting 

fatter)’ (continuation of the result state) 
 
Note that the result state (coda) of transitional achievements is reversible. For 
example, being fat is transitory; the subject (agent) named in the construction 
may lose or regain the weight. Reversibility occurs because most transitional 
achievements appear in pairs; one member of the pair denotes a change from its 
reversive partner, as illustrated in (165) below. 

(165) a. -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’    vs.  -gaanda ‘be(come) thin’ 
b. -seβa (intr.) ‘boil’     vs.  -polá (intr.) ‘cool’ 
c. -goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent’ vs.  -goondoola (intr.) ‘unfold’ 
d. -mana ‘(come to) know’   vs.  -ɪβa ‘forget’ 

 
In transitional achievements, the reversibility of the event’s result state can be 
diagnosed by the persistive plus stative construction, which indicates that the 
result state at a particular reference time holds temporarily (166) (this test is 
discussed in detail in § 4.4.2). 

(166) ataál’     áágɪnilé  
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-gɪn-íle  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘S/he is still fat’ (lit. s/he is still in the state of being fat)’ 
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3.4.2.2 Resultative achievements 
Resultative achievements include verbs which describe events that encode a 
punctual change-of-state phase (nucleus) together with a coda phase (result state), 
but not an onset (or coming-to-be) phase. As in accomplishments (§ 3.4.1.2), the 
coda phase marks the completion of the event. The phasal structure of resultatives 
is schematically represented with -faá ‘die’ in FIGURE 17 below (cf. (148d) in § 
3.3.1). In this verb, there is no phase that leads up to the nuclear change of dying.  

 
 

be dead 
 

                  N        C 
 

Figure 17: The phasal structure of resultative achievements 

 
The absence of an onset phase in resultative achievements is diagnosed using two 
tests: the general imperfective denotes an immediate future reading, as in (167) 
below; and the persistive plus general imperfective is infelicitous, as in (168). 
The interpretation of the general imperfective with resultative achievements is 
discussed further in § 4.2.3. The restriction on the co-occurrence of resultative 
achievements with the persistive plus the general imperfective is discussed in § 
4.4.1.3. 

(167) General imperfective 
lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá! 
lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá 
5SP-IMPF-die-FV 
‘It (e.g., the dog) is about to die!’ 

 
(168) Persistive plus general imperfective 

#lɪtáálɪ́     lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá 
lɪ́-táá-lɪ      lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá 
5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-IMPF-die-FV  
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the cow) is still dying’ 

 
As noted in § 3.4.2, there are two classes of resultative achievements: irreversible 
and reversible. Irreversible achievements include verbs which describe events in 
which the result state is construed as being permanent, although in a real sense 
some have a temporary result state. This includes -faá ‘die’, -βola ‘be(come) 
rotten’, -shika ‘arrive’, -duúha ‘be(come) blunt’, -kamá ‘dry up’, -pɪla 
‘recover’, -gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ and -sala ‘be(come) crazy’. Reversible 
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achievements, like transitionals (§ 3.4.2.1)22, encode a transitory/reversible result 
state. They include -ikala ‘sit’, -gwa ‘fall down’, -laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ 
and -itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’. Reversible achievements, like transitionals, appear in pairs 
(169). This allows their result states to revert to their prior states. 

(169) a. -gwa ‘fall down’      vs.  -βʊʊ́ka ‘get up’ 
b. -ikala ‘sit’        vs.  -ɪmá ‘stand’ 
c. -laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’    vs.  -miisha ‘walk up’ 
d. -itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat on the haunches’ vs.  -βʊʊ́ka ‘get up’ 

 
The difference between irreversible and reversible achievements is schematically 
represented with -faá ‘die’ in FIGURE 18 and -ikala ‘sit’ in FIGURE 19. A vertical 
bar ( | ) at the end of the timeline for irreversible achievements in FIGURE 18 
denotes that the result state is permanent. In all discussions where the difference 
between irreversible and reversible resultative achievements is important, the 
schematic representations in the figures below will be used to show this 
difference. Otherwise, the schematic representation of resultative achievements 
will generally be shown using the schematic representation shown in FIGURE 17 
(without a vertical bar at the end of the timeline). 

 
be dead 

           | 

                  N        C 
 

Figure 18: The phasal structure of irreversible achievements 

 
 

be seated 
           

                  N        C 
 

Figure 19: The phasal structure of reversible achievements 

 
The difference between irreversible and reversible resultative achievements can 
be diagnosed using the persistive plus stative construction. This is unacceptable 
with irreversible resultatives, as shown in (170a) and acceptable with reversible 
resultatives, as in (170b). The persistive plus stative construction as a diagnostic 
test is discussed in detail in § 4.4.2.  

 
22 Transitional achievements and reversible resultative achievements differ in that the 

former encode an onset (coming-to-be) phase, whereas the latter do not. 
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(170) a. #ataál’      ááfíílé  
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-f-íle 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-die-STAT 
Intended: ‘#S/he is still dead’ 

 
b. ataálɪ́     wiikalilé 

   a-táá-lɪ     ʊ-ø-ikal-íle 
   1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-sit-STAT  

‘S/he is still seated’ 
 
In § 3.4, I have introduced the classification of verbs in Nyamwezi based on the 
number of phases they encode and also on the internal structures of these phases, 
i.e., on whether the encoded phase is punctual/durative or dynamic/static. I have 
also shown briefly that in Nyamwezi, as in other Bantu languages, tense and 
aspect constructions and lexical items such as slowly can be used as diagnostic 
tests for determining the phasal structure encoded by verbs in each class. A full 
collection of the grammatical constructions and lexical items used to determine 
the phasal structures encoded by verbs in different aspectual classes is previewed 
in the following section. These diagnostics will be discussed in detail in Chapters 
4 to 6. In the following section, I will also explain why some of the diagnostics 
employed to determine aspectual differences in other studies are not employed to 
determine the aspectual classes in this study.  

3.5 Diagnostic tests for determining 
aspectual classes in Nyamwezi 

This section presents a collection of diagnostic tests that will be used to determine 
the phasal structures encoded by verbs in a particular aspectual class. As shown 
in TABLE 19 below, these tests are categorized into three types: grammatical 
aspect tests, lexical tests and tense and time adverbial tests. GRAMMATICAL 
ASPECT TESTS are based on the interpretation or acceptability of the occurrence 
of the verb with grammatical aspect markers. The grammatical aspect tests used 
in this work are adopted from previous work on aspect in Bantu languages, 
especially from Botne (2008), Kershner (2002), Persohn (2017a, 2017b) and 
Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming). LEXICAL TESTS are based on the interpretation 
or acceptability of occurrence of the verb with certain lexemes (such as start, 
stop, finish and slowly). The tests used in this work are adopted from the 
typological literature on lexical aspect. Most of these tests are also used in the 
Bantu studies mentioned above. Lastly, TENSE AND TIME ADVERBIAL TESTS 
are based on the interpretation or acceptability of the occurrence of the verb with 
tense and time adverbials. The tests related to tense markers used in this work 
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were developed specifically for this investigation. The take X time construction 
was adopted from the typological literature on lexical aspect. The take X time has 
also been employed to diagnose aspectual classes in some previous studies on 
lexical aspect in Bantu languages, particularly in Persohn (2017b). Each of the 
three main types of diagnostic tests (grammatical aspect, lexical items and tense 
and time adverbials) is discussed in a separate chapter in this dissertation: 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6, respectively. TABLE 19 summarizes the diagnostic tests for 
Nyamwezi aspectual classes. 

Table 19: Diagnostic tests for Nyamwezi aspectual classes 
Grammatical aspect markers Lexical items Tense and time adverbials 
(1) Co-occurrence with the 
general imperfective aspect 

(6) Co-occurrence 
with -andya ‘start’ 

(10) Past tense markers  

(2) Co-occurrence with the 
stative construction 

(7) Co-occurrence 
with -oya ‘stop’ 

(11) take X time 
construction 

(3) Co-occurrence with the 
persistive formative plus the 
general imperfective 

(8) Co-occurrence 
with -mala ‘finish’ 

 

(4) Co-occurrence with the 
persistive formative plus the 
stative construction 

(9) Co-occurrence with 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

 

(5) Co-occurrence with inceptive 
aspect 

  

 
As noted briefly in § 3.3.2, the general imperfective aspect (test 1) and the 
persistive plus general imperfective (test 3) are tests for durativity. They are used 
to check whether the verbs in question encode a phasal structure that would allow 
an ongoing reading (when inflected with the general imperfective) or a persistive 
reading, i.e., X is still X-ing (when inflected with the persistive plus general 
imperfective). Availability of these readings is an indication that the verbs encode 
a phase (or phases) which has duration, whereas the lack of such readings is taken 
as an indication that the verbs encode a punctual phase. As noted in § 2.4.6 and 
§ 3.4.1.1, the stative construction (test 2) is only compatible with stative verbs 
and change-of-state verbs (those encoding a resultant coda phase). In this regard, 
this construction is employed as a diagnostic test for stativity, i.e., it picks out 
phases which depict a state, either in the nucleus (in statives) or the coda phase 
(in both achievements and accomplishments). The persistive plus stative 
construction (test 4) indicates that the event’s result state still holds at the 
reference time but that it will come to an end at some point in the future. In this 
regard, this construction is used to check whether the verbs in question encode 
an irreversible result state. As noted in § 2.4.2, the persistive aspect (test 5) has 
two interpretations in Nyamwezi: inchoative (starting to X) and proximate (be 
about to X). The availability of the first reading is an indication that a verb 
encodes an initial phase which has duration, while the second reading is an 
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indication that the verb has an initial phase which is punctual; as such, an event 
cannot be said to have started to take place but rather that it will take place.  

The aspectualizer -andya ‘start’ (test 6) is used to check whether a verb encodes 
a phase which can be said to start. If the verb encodes more than one phase, it 
tests which of the encoded phases can be said to start. Along the same lines, the 
aspectualizer -oya ‘stop’ (test 7), and -mala ‘finish’ (test 8) are used as diagnostic 
tests for checking whether a verb encodes a phase (or phases) that can be said to 
stop or finish. If none of the encoded phases can be said to stop or finish, these 
verbs will either become infelicitous or be reinterpreted. The adverbial 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ (test 9) denotes that an event is carried out step-by-step, at a 
slow speed. In this regard, this test, as further discussed in § 5.5 in Chapter 5, is 
employed as a diagnostic test for both dynamicity and durativity, i.e., it only 
selects a phase which is both dynamic and durative.  

As noted in § 2.2.1, the past tense markers (test 10) indicate two types of temporal 
readings in Nyamwezi: past tense and resultative reading. The latter reading 
indicates that the event described in the predicate took place in the past, but its 
results continue. Based on the resultative reading, past tense markers are used to 
check whether or not verbs in question encode a result state (coda phase). As will 
be discussed further in § 6.2, in verbs which encode a coda phase, the past tense 
markers denote a resultative reading, while in those which do not encode a coda 
phase the past tense markers denote a past tense reading. A further indication of 
the difference between aspectual classes which encode a coda phase and those 
which do not can also be found using the take X time construction (test 11). This 
construction has two meanings: (i) X took X time to finish X-ing and (ii) X took 
X time to begin X-ing. The first interpretation is available in aspectual classes 
which encode a coda phase, the latter in classes which do not encode a coda 
phase. (See § 6.3 for a detailed discussion and examples.) 

Before presenting the main summary of this chapter, it should be noted here that 
several other diagnostic tests that were used to distinguish aspectual classes in 
other studies (e.g., Dowty, 1979; Vendler, 1967) are not adopted in the present 
study. These include in X and for X time adverbials and the almost test. These 
tests are excluded in the present study because they are either not applicable or 
do not show any aspectual differences in Nyamwezi. 23 For example, as noted in 
§ 3.2.1, in English, the in X time and for X time adverbials are used to distinguish 
atelic predicates (states and activities), which are acceptable with for X time, from 

 
23 See Bar-el (2015) for a cross-linguistic analysis of the limitations of the in X time, for 

X time adverbials and other tests. 
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in X time in telic predicates (accomplishments and achievements), which have 
the opposite pattern. This is exemplified in (171) below, repeated from (137).  

(171) a. John loved Mary for#in two years (stative) 
b. John walked for/?in an hour (activity) 
c. John painted a picture in/?for an hour (accomplishment) 
d. John noticed the painting in/?for a few minutes (achievement) 

In contrast, Nyamwezi (like Sukwa (Bantu, M.20) in Kershner’s (2002) analysis) 
does not express the distinction between in X time and for X time. In this 
language, both adverbials are translated using the adverbial kʊ X time; kʊ either 
means for or in. This is exemplified in (172) below.  

(172) peelágá          kʊ        dagik’           iitááno 
peel-ag-á        kʊ       dagika           i-táánó 
run-IMP-FV   for/in   9NP.minute   9ACP-five 
‘Run for five minutes’ 
‘#Run in five minutes’ 

 
In Nyamwezi, the adverbial kʊ X time is rarely used, and when used it denotes 
readings which are similar to those denoted by the take X time construction, as 
exemplified in (173) and (174) below.  

(173) waasólaga                          dagik’            iitáán’        
ʊ-á-sol-ag-a                        dagika           i-táánó        
1SP-PST-take-HOD_PST-FV    9NP.minute   9ACP-five    
ʊʊkʊzwaála 
ʊ-kʊ-zwáal-a 
AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he took five minutes to get dressed’ (< >24 ‘S/he got dressed in five 
minutes)’ 

 
(174) waazwáálaga                           kʊ        dagik’            iitááno       

ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a                         kʊ        dagika           i-táánó       
1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV  for/in   9NP.minute   9ACP-five  
‘S/he got dressed in five minutes’ (< > ‘S/he took five minutes to get 
dressed’ 

 

 
24 The symbol < > is used to mean that sentence A is equal to sentence B.  
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Given the restrictions on the use of kʊ X time and its similarity with the take X 
time construction, kʊ X time is not used as a diagnostic test in this study. The take 
X time construction is further discussed in § 6.3. 

Another test which shows aspectual differences in other studies on lexical aspect 
but not in Nyamwezi is the almost test. As noted in § 3.2.1, in Vendler’s classes, 
almost distinguishes accomplishments from the rest of the aspectual classes. As 
shown in (175) below (repeated from (139)), only accomplishments are 
ambiguous with almost. 

(175) a. John almost loved Mary MEANS he did not love her  (stative) 
b. John almost walked MEANS he did not walk   (activity) 
c. John almost painted a picture MEANS (i) he did not paint at all, or (ii), 

he painted but did not finish  (accomplishment) 
d. John almost noticed the painting MEANS he did not notice the 

painting  (achievement) 
 
In contrast, almost, translated using the locative word hadoóo ‘small’ in 
Nyamwezi, is not ambiguous. In all aspectual classes, hadoóo has the meaning 
‘wanted to X but didn’t’, as exemplified in (176) below. In all examples, the verbs 
are inflected with the subject prefix -a (also realized as -w before vowel initial 
roots) and the optative suffix -éé. 

(176) a. hadoóo w-iigw-eé   (stative) 
‘S/he almost heard (but didn’t)’  

b. hadoóo w-ɪɪmb-eé   (activity) 
   ‘S/he almost sang (but didn’t)’ 

c. hadoóo a-kolol-éé    (series) 
‘S/he almost coughed (but didn’t)’ 

c. hadoóo a-zwaál-eé   (accomplishment) 
‘S/he almost/nearly finished get dress (but didn’t totally finish)’ 

d. hadoóo a-f-eé    (achievement) 
 ‘S/he almost fell down (but didn’t)’ 

 
Another test which works in other analyses (Dowty, 1979; Vendler, 1967) but 
which is hard to apply in Nyamwezi is the progressive/imperfective entailment 
test. In Vendler’s analysis, as noted in § 3.2.1, this test is used as a diagnostic for 
distinguishing activities from accomplishments. As shown in (177a) below, in 
activities the progressive aspect entails that the event reached its endpoint, but in 
accomplishments it entails that the event’s endpoint was not reached, as shown 
in (177b). Statives and achievements generally do not allow the progressive; thus, 
their occurrence with this test is unacceptable. 
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(177) a. Joan is running ENTAILS Joan has run. 
b. Joan is building a house DOES NOT ENTAIL Joan has not built a 

house yet. 
 
In contrast, in Nyamwezi, the general imperfective entailment test has several 
complications. While it works as expected for activities, series and perception 
statives, as exemplified in (178), (179) and (180), respectively, in non-perception 
statives it does not work at all.  

(178) Activity 
waal'                áálɪɪmbá  ENTAILS  wɪɪmbágá 
ʊ-á-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-ɪ́mb-a     ʊ-á-ɪ́mb-ag-a 
1SP-PST-AUX   1SP-IMPF-sing-FV   1SP-PST-sing-HOD_PST-FV 
‘S/he was singing’     ENTAILS  ‘S/he sang’ 

 
(179) Series 

waal’                áálɪɪkolóla ENTAILS  waakólólaga 
ʊ-á-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-kólol-a     ʊ-á-kólol-ag-a 
1SP-PST-AUX   1SP-IMPF-cough-FV   1SP-PST-cough-HOD_PST-FV 
‘S/he was coughing’    ENTAILS  ‘S/he coughed’ 

 
As exemplified in (181), in non-perception statives, general imperfective aspect 
and the corresponding “perfective aspect” are not straightforwardly related, i.e., 
one form does not entail the other. Crane and Fleisch (forthcoming) make a 
similar observation for IsiNdebele. 

(180) Perception stative 
waal’                áálɪɪβoná   ENTAILS    waaβónagá 
ʊ-á-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-βón-a        ʊ-á-βón-ag-a 
1SP-PST-AUX   1SP-IMPF-see-FV         1SP-PST-see-HOD_PST-FV 
‘S/he was seeing’     ENTAILS    ‘S/he saw’ 

 
(181) Non-perception stative 

lyaalɪ́                lɪlɪ́ɪ́moonda  ???      lyaamóóndága 
lɪ-á-lɪ      lɪ́-lɪɪ-moond-a    lɪ́-á-moond-ag-a 
5SP-PST-AUX   5SP-IMPF-be_soft-FV  5SP-PST-be_soft-HOD_PST-FV 
‘It (e.g., the mattress) was soft’   ???        ‘It (e.g., the mattress) became soft’

  
Another complication related to the general imperfective entailment test can be 
seen in both accomplishment and achievement verbs. In some of the verbs in 
these classes, the general imperfective aspect, like the progressive aspect in 
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Vendler’s classes, entails that the event did not reach the endpoint, as exemplified 
in (182) for accomplishments and in (183) for achievements.  

(182) Accomplishment 
waal’               áálɪɪmana DOES NOT ENTAIL   waamánaga 
ʊ-á-lɪ           a-lɪɪ-man-a          ʊ-á-man-ag-a 
1SP-PST-AUX        1SP-IMPF-(come_to)_know-FV            1SP-PST-(come_to)_know-HOD_PST-FV 

‘S/he was getting    DOES NOT ENTAIL   ‘S/he knew (it)’ 
to know (it)’    
 
(183) Achievement 
lyaalɪ́               lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá  DOES NOT ENTAIL    lyaafáágá 
lɪ-á-lɪ      lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá            lɪ́-á-f-ag-aá 
5SP-PST-AUX   5SP-IMPF-die-FV         5SP-PST-die-HOD_PST-FV 
‘It (e.g., dog) was dying’   DOES NOT ENTAIL    ‘it (e.g., dog) died’ 
 
However, in other verbs in these classes, the test is ambiguous, i.e., it could either 
entail that the event reached its endpoint or that it did not. This is exemplified in 
(184) for accomplishments and (185) for achievements. 

(184) Accomplishment 
waal’                áálɪɪzwaála COULD ENTAIL    waazwaálága     
ʊ-á-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a          ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a 
1SP-PST-AUX       1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV      1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV 

1. ‘S/he was getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’ DOES NOT ENTAIL 
‘S/he got dressed (in a garment)’ 

2. ‘S/he was getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’ ENTAILS ‘S/he got 
dressed (in a garment)’ 

 
(185) Achievement 
lyaalɪ́            lɪlíígóónda    COULD ENTAIL liigóóndágá 
lɪ-á-lɪ     lɪ́-lɪɪ-í-goond-a     lɪ́-á-í-goond-ag-a 
5SP-PST-AUX   5SP-IMPF-REFL-be(come)_bent-FV   5SP-PST-REFL-be(become)_bent-HOD_PST-FV 

1. ‘It was bending’ DOES NOT ENTAIL ‘It bent’ 
2. ‘It was bending’ ENTAILS ‘It bent’ 

3.6 Summary and conclusion 
This chapter presented the definitions of Nyamwezi aspectual classes. The 
classes, as in most recent studies on lexical aspect in Bantu languages, were 
defined using Botne and Kershner’s (2000) framework. This framework takes 
into account three types of temporal phases to define aspectual classes. These 
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include onset (or coming-to-be), nucleus and coda (or result state). Based on this 
framework, Nyamwezi aspectual classes were distinguished based on whether 
they include an onset phase or a coda phase or both, or whether particular phases 
are punctual/durative or dynamic/static. An overview of these classes is given in 
TABLE 20 below. 

This chapter has also previewed the types of diagnostic tests that will be used to 
motivate the different aspectual classes in Nyamwezi. These tests are classified 
into three major classes: grammatical aspect tests, lexical item tests and tense and 
time adverbial tests. Each of the three types of tests is discussed in a separate 
chapter in this dissertation: Chapters 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 

Table 20: Aspectual classes of verbs in Nyamwezi: their phasal structures and 
aspectual characteristics 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Aspectual characteristics   
Activities   

 
sing 

                    N 

The nucleus is both durative 
and dynamic. The onset and 
coda are not lexically 
encoded. The nucleus 
indicates change. 

Series  
 

                     N 

 
cough 

The nucleus is durative but 
not dynamic. The onset and 
coda are not lexically 
encoded. The nucleus 
indicates repetitions. 

Perception and non-
perception statives 

 
 

see 

                     N 

The nucleus is durative but 
not dynamic. The onset and 
coda are not lexically 
encoded. The nucleus 
indicates a static event. 

Accomplishments  
 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                       C 

The nucleus is both durative 
and dynamic. The coda is 
non-dynamic. The onset is 
not lexically encoded. 

Transitional 
achievements 

 
 
become fat  

 
be fat 

             O         N        C 

The onset and coda are both 
durative and dynamic. The 
nucleus is punctual. 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Aspectual characteristics   
Irreversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be dead 
    | 

      N        C 

The nucleus is punctual. 
The result state (coda) is 
irreversible. The onset is not 
lexically encoded 

Reversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 
be seated 

     N        C 

The nucleus is punctual. 
The result state (coda) is 
reversible. The onset is not 
lexically encoded 
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4 Grammatical aspect tests  

4.1 Introduction   
This chapter discusses grammatical aspect tests – the first type of diagnostic tests 
for aspectual classes motivated in this study. As noted in § 3.5, these tests are 
based on checking the interpretational differences or co-occurrence restrictions 
of a given verb with grammatical aspect markers. These tests are categorized into 
four types, each discussed within its own subsection: general imperfective 
(discussed in § 4.2), stative construction (§ 4.3), persistive (§ 4.4) and inceptive 
(§ 4.5). The aspectual classes for which the grammatical aspect tests will be used 
as diagnostic are given in (186) below, repeated from (160) of Chapter 3 for 
convenience. 

(186) Nyamwezi aspectual classes 

              Activities            
              Processes       Series                           

                             Accomplishments 
              Duratives                        
                           Perception  

 Statives 
Nyamwezi                        Non-perception 
aspectual classes 
                   Transitionals 
          Achievements               Irreversible  
                   Resultatives   
                            Reversible 

4.2 The general imperfective aspect 
The general imperfective aspect (see § 2.4.3,) is a grammatical aspectual category 
which represents a situation as incomplete or unbounded. This grammatical 
category (as noted in § 3.5) is used in this study as a test for durativity, i.e., it is 
used to check whether a verb encodes a phasal structure that would allow an 
ongoing reading. The availability of this reading in the general imperfective is an 
indication that a verb encodes a phase (or phases) which has duration, whereas 
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the lack of such reading is taken as an indication that the verb encodes a punctual 
phase. Note that the discussion provided in this section does not cover all readings 
denoted by the general imperfective aspect in Nyamwezi. This grammatical 
aspect, as noted in § 2.4.3, may also have a habitual or future reading. These 
readings (especially the habitual reading) are generally expressed by all aspectual 
classes (see appendix 3A). The only exception which is worth mentioning is that 
irreversible achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’) do not express habitual readings with 
the general imperfective (187) due to the permanent nature of the events 
expressed by these verbs (i.e., the same event cannot occur regularly).  

(187) #lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá         kɪ́lá      lʊ́shíkʊ 
lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá         kɪ́lá      lʊ-shíkʊ́  
5SP-IMPF-die-FV   every   11NP-day   
‘#It (e.g., the dog) is dying every day’  

The discussion of the interactions of aspectual classes with the general 
imperfective aspect proceeds as follows: § 4.2.1 discusses the interaction of the 
general imperfective with activities, statives, series and accomplishments, § 4.2.2 
the general imperfective with transitional achievements and § 4.2.3 the general 
imperfective with resultative achievements. 

4.2.1 Activities, series, statives  
and accomplishments 

Recall from § 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3 that activities, series, statives and 
accomplishments encode a durative nuclear phase which denotes a process (in 
activities and accomplishments) a state (in statives), or multiple or repeated 
occurrences of an event (in series). Accomplishments, in addition to a nucleus, 
encode a coda phase (result state). The schematic representations of these classes 
are shown in (188) below for activities, in (189) for statives, in (190) for series 
and in (190) for accomplishments. 

(188) The phasal structure of activities  
 

 
sing 

                                    N 
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(189) The phasal structure of statives 
 

 
see 

               N 
 
(190) The phasal structure of series 
 
 

                                   N 
 
(191) The phasal structure of accomplishments 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                  N                 C 
 
Evidence that activities, series, statives and accomplishments encode a durative 
nuclear phase is provided by the general imperfective aspect because it selects a 
time frame within this phase. The general imperfective denotes: an ongoing 
process reading in activities (192) and accomplishments (193), an ongoing state 
reading in both perception (194) and non-perception (195) statives, and an 
iterative reading in series verbs (196). (An iterative reading denotes that an event 
repeats continuously or serially.) 

(192) Activity verbs 
a. alɪɪmbá                      kɪsogá 

a-lɪɪ-ɪ́mb-a                 kɪ-sóga 
1SP-IMPF-sing-FV   7ACP-good 
‘S/he is singing well (now and in general)’  

  
b. alɪ    mnzɪ́l’                       aaliiza 

a-lɪ    mú-nzɪla                           a-lɪɪ-iz-a 
1SP-AUX  LOC.18NP-9EP.path/road   1SP-IMPF-come-FV 
‘S/he is on her/his way, coming (here)’ 

 

 
cough 
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(193) Accomplishment verbs 
a. alɪmoó                        mkááy’                           

a-lɪ=mó                        mu-kaáya                      
1SP-AUX=LOC.18NP   LOC.18NP-homestead    
áálɪɪzwaála 
a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a 
1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he is inside (of the house) getting dressed or putting on (a 
garment)’  

 
b. nzɪla         yɪlɪɪchiβwá,                       βɪtágí             wáángʊ     

 nzɪla         yɪ-lɪɪ-chíβ-w-a                  βɪ́tagí              ʊ-angʊ 
9NP.road   9SP-IMPF-block-PASS-FV   pass-IMP-FV   14NP-quick  
‘The road is being closed, cross quickly! (before it is closed)’ 

  
(194) Perception stative verbs 

a. seβ’           aalɪhoó,                        alɪɪβon’                    ɪ́ɪ́ch’                          
seβa          a-lɪ=hó,                         a-lɪɪ-βón-a               ɪcho         
9NP.God   1SP-AUX-LOC.16NP   1SP-IMPF-see-FV   DEM    
ʊtaalɪ́     kʊkɪβoná,               aliigw’                       ɪ́ɪ́cho   
ʊ-táá-lɪ    kʊ-kɪ-βón-a           a-lɪɪ-ígw-a                 ɪcho     
2SG-PER-AUX   INF-7OP-see-FV   1SP-IMPF-hear-FV   DEM    
ʊtaalɪ́     kʊkiigwá 
ʊ-táá-lɪ    kʊ-kɪ́-ígw-a 
2SG-PER-AUX   INF-7OP-hear-FV 
‘God exists, he sees what you can’t see and hears what you can’t hear’ 

 
b. galɪɪnuuŋha                    gɪti    gaβólilé 

 ga-lɪɪ-nuuŋh-a                gɪti    gá-ø-βol-íle 
 6SP-IMPF-smell_bad-FV   like   6SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-STAT 

‘They (e.g., the fruits) (right now or in general) give out a bad smell 
as if they are rotten’ 

 
(195) Non-perception stative verbs 

a. βaaná      βáánáβa       βalííkólá 
βa-ána      βá-n-aβa      βá-lɪɪ-ikól-á 
2NP-child   2ACP-ø-DEM    2SP-IMPF-resemble-FV 
‘These children resemble each other’ (they have a similar appearance 
or same attitudes)’ [exclaimed by the speaker who is staring at the 
children]  
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c. igodolo           lɪlɪɪmoonda 
 i-godolo           lɪ-lɪɪ-moond-a 
 5NP-mattress   5SP-IMPF-be_soft-FV 

‘The mattress is soft (now and in general)’ NOT ‘The mattress is 
getting soft’ 

 
d. alɪɪsaata                       

a-lɪɪ-saat-a    
1SP-IMPF-be_sick-FV  
‘S/he is sick (now)’ NOT ‘S/he is getting sick’ 

 
(196) Series verbs 

a. ŋwaaná     wááneé                    álɪɪkolóla    
mu-ána      ʊ́-a-né                    a-lɪɪ-kólol-a  
1NP-child  1ACP-ø-POSS1SG    1SP-IMPF-cough-FV   
‘My child is coughing (continuously or serially)’       

 
b. alɪɪditima                        kʊʊnguno     yaa      mbehó  

a-lɪɪ-ditim-a                    kʊʊnguno     yaa      mbého 
1SP-IMPF-tremble-FV   because        CON    9NP.coldness 
‘S/he is shivering (continuously or serially) because it is cold’ 

 
The figures in (197) and (198) below show the schematic representations of an 
ongoing reading denoted by the general imperfective. In all classes (activities, 
accomplishments, statives and series), the reference time of the general 
imperfective (which is the UT in all examples given in (192)–(196)  above) is 
located within the nuclear phase, as schematically shown in (197) below for 
activities (a similar schema can be used for statives and series) and (198) in 
accomplishments. 

 
(197)   

sing 
         N 

                           R 
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               N                   C 

                        R 

4.2.2 Transitional achievements  
As discussed in § 3.4.2.1, transitional achievements encode all three phases: a 
durative onset (coming-to-be), a punctive nucleus (point of transition) and a 
durative coda (result state), as schematically shown in (199) below. In this class, 
both onset and coda phases denote dynamic changes; the onset phase denotes 
dynamic changes before the punctual change-of-state nuclear phase (initial 
transformation), and the coda phase denotes dynamic changes after the 
change-of-state has already taken place.   

(199) Phasal structure of transitional achievement verbs 
 

 
become fat  

 
be fat 

                     O        N        C 
 
Since, in transitional achievements, the nuclear phase is punctual and the onset 
and coda phases both denote dynamic changes, the general imperfective is 
ambiguous: it can select the time frame within an onset phase to express a 
coming-to-be reading, or within a coda phase to express a result state reading. 
These readings are exemplified in (200) below. The coming-to-be reading 
denotes ongoing changes before the change of state nuclear phase; the result state 
reading denotes ongoing changes after the change of state nuclear phase has 
already taken place. 

(200) a. alɪɪgɪna                                                  
a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a                
1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV    
1. ‘She is getting fat (i.e., s/he has not reached the point where the 

speaker thinks s/he is fat)’ (coming-to-be reading) 
2. ‘S/he is getting fatter’ (i.e., s/he is already fat and still getting 

fatter)’ (result state reading) 
 

(198)   
get dressed 

 
be dressed 
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b. miinzɪ́      gálɪɪséβa 
miínzɪ         gá-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
6NP.water   6SP-IMPF-boil-FV 
1. ‘The water is coming to the boil or heating up’ (coming-to-be 

reading) 
2. ‘The water is boiling’ (result state reading) 

 
In cases like (200) above, where a single predicate allows more than one reading 
with the general imperfective, the interpretations are determined through context. 
For example, (201) below is an example of a context where the general 
imperfective denotes only the coming-to-be reading, i.e., it refers to ongoing 
changes before the change-of-state nuclear phase.  

(201) waal’            áálɪɪgɪna                íl’      
ʊ-á-lɪ     a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a         íla      
1SP-PST-AUX   1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV   but    
aakáshikíl’         ɪɪhatuwa      yaa  
a-ká-shik-íle        ɪ-hatuwa      yaa  
1SP-NEG-arrive/reach-FV   AUG-NP9.point/stage   CON    
kʊyoomb’    aagɪnile 
kʊ-yoomb-a   a-ø-gɪn-íle 
INF.15NP-say-FV   1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT 
‘S/he was getting fat but did not reach a point at which s/he could be 
called fat’ (coming-to-be reading) 

 
The coming-to-be reading in (201) above is schematically represented in (202) 
below. In this schema, the reference time is located within the onset phase to 
denote that the resultant coda phase has not yet been reached. 

 
 

               O        N        C 
 

                 R 
 
An example of a context where the general imperfective denotes only a result 
state reading is given in (203) below. In this example, the general imperfective 
refers to ongoing changes after the change-of-state has taken place. This reading 
is schematically represented in (204).  

(202)   
become fat 

 
be fat 
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(203) alɪɪgɪna                              dʊ́,    kʊ-toólwa                   
a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a                         dʊ́    kʊ-tóol-w-a              
1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV   just   INF-(get)_married-PASS-FV    
kʊ-sogá 
kʊ-sóga 
INF-beautiful 
‘She is (just continuing) to get fat, marriage is beautiful (i.e., life after 
marriage is good)’ (result state reading) 

 
 

 

               O        N        C 

                   R 

4.2.3 Resultative achievements 
Resultative achievements differ from transitional achievements in that they do 
not encode an onset (coming-to-be) phase. They only encode a punctual nuclear 
phase (a point of transition) and a coda phase (or result state). As described in § 
3.4.2.2, there are two types of resultative achievements: irreversible, which 
encodes a permanent result state and reversible, which encodes a temporary result 
state. See (205) and (206) below for schematic representations of these classes. 
A vertical bar ( | ) at the end of the timeline in irreversible achievements in (205) 
denotes that the result state is permanent. 

(205) The phasal structure of irreversible achievements 
 

 
be dead 

           | 

                  N         C 
 
(206) The phasal structure of reversible achievements 

 
 

be seated 
 

                  N          C 
 
That both irreversible and reversible resultative achievements encode a punctual 
nuclear phase is diagnosed by the interpretation of the general imperfective 
aspect in these classes. In both classes, the general imperfective expresses an 

(204)   
become fat 

 
be fat 
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immediate future reading which can be translated as “about to” or “appears to be 
about to” in English, as illustrated in (207) below for irreversible achievements 
and (208) for reversible achievements. In many of the verbs in these classes, the 
general imperfective (pragmatically) expresses a warning or caution, or gives 
notice to the addressee about something that s/he needs to attend to. For example, 
(207b) can be said when the speaker cautions the addressee about the mango that 
appears about to go bad. Similarly, (208a) can be said when the speaker warns a 
mother to hold a small child who will fall down immediately if s/he doesn’t. 

(207) Irreversible achievements 
a. iwaá         lyáánee                     lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá! 

i-waá        lɪ́-a-né                       lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá 
5NP-dog   5ACP-ø-POSS1SG   5SP-IMPF-die-FV 
‘My dog is about to die!’ 

 
b. inyeembé       lyááko                      lɪ́lɪ́ɪ́βola! 

i-nyeémbe     lɪ-a-kó                      lɪ́-lɪɪ-βol-a 
5NP-mango   5ACP-ø-POSS2SG   5SP-IMPF-be(come)_rotten-FV 
‘Your mango is about to become rotten!’ 

 
c. alɪɪshika                        háaha   dʊ́,    liindagá 

a-lɪɪ-shik-a                    háaha    dʊ́,    liind-ag-á 
1SP-IMPF-arrive-FV   now      just   wait-IMP-FV 
‘S/he will arrive soon, just wait’ 

 
(208) Reversible achievements 

a. ŋwaan'        áálɪɪgwaa!  
mu-ána       a-lɪɪ-gw-a     
1NP-child   1SP-IMPF-fall_down-FV   
‘The child appears to be about to fall down!’ 

 
b. aliikala                mmiinzɪ́! 

a-lɪɪ-ikal-a          mu-miínzɪ 
1SP-IMPF-sit-FV    LOC.18NP-6NP.water  
‘S/he (the child) appears to be about to sit in the water!’ 

 
The figure in (209) below represents a schematic representation of the reading 
denoted by the general imperfective aspect in resultative achievements. In this 
figure, the reference time for the general imperfective is located prior to the 
nuclear phase. The general imperfective does not select either the nucleus or a 
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coda phase, because the nucleus is punctual and the coda phase marks the event’s 
completion. 

 
| 

           N          C 
                R 
 
In resultative achievements, the general imperfective can also give an 
iterative/repetitive interpretation if the verb is inflected with a plural subject, as 
exemplified in (210) below for irreversible achievements and (211) for reversible 
achievements. This represents an aspectual shift in which achievement verbs are 
re-interpreted as series verbs. 

(210) Irreversible achievements 
mawaá     gááneé                     galɪ́ɪ́faá 
ma-waá    ga-a-neé                   gá-lɪɪ-f-aá 
6NP-dog   6ACP-ø-POSS1SG   6SP-IMPF-die-FV 
‘My dogs are dying (one by one)’ 

 
(211) Reversible achievements 

βaaná      βalɪ́ɪ́gwa 
βa-ána      βá-lɪɪ-gw-a 
2NP-child   2SP-IMPF-fall_down-FV 
‘The children are falling down (one by one)’ 

4.2.4 Interpretations of the general imperfective: 
summary 

To sum up, the general imperfective is used as a diagnostic test for durativity. It 
only selects durative phases to express different types of ongoing readings. The 
fact that the general imperfective expresses different types of ongoing readings 
depending on aspectual class provides evidence that these classes are distinct. 
Ongoing readings denoted by aspectual classes vary based on the internal 
characteristics of the durative phase. Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series 
(e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) encode 
a durative nuclear phase which denotes a process or repetitions; thus, the general 
imperfective selects this phase to denote an ongoing process reading, or – in the 
case of series verbs – an iterative reading. Accomplishments, in addition to a 
nuclear phase, encode a durative coda phase. In this class, the general 
imperfective does not select the coda phase (although it is durative), because this 

(209)   
be dead 
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phase marks the completion of the process of the event. Statives (e.g., -βoná 
‘see’) encode a durative nuclear phase which denotes a state; thus, the general 
imperfective selects this phase to denote an ongoing state reading. Transitional 
achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’), unlike other aspectual classes, encode 
a durative onset phase (also called coming-to-be phase), which denotes ongoing 
changes before the change-of-state nuclear phase, and a coda phase which 
denotes ongoing changes after the change-of-state nuclear phase has already 
taken place. In this class, the general imperfective can select any of the two 
phases. When it selects an onset phase, it denotes a coming-to-be reading, and 
when it selects the coda phase, it denotes a result state reading. Resultative 
achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’), unlike other aspectual classes, encode a punctual 
nuclear phase, which denotes a point of transition, and a coda or result state phase 
which denotes that the event has reached its endpoint. Since, in this class, the 
nuclear phase is punctual and the coda phase marks the completion of the event, 
the general imperfective does not select either phase. Instead, it selects the time 
frame prior to the punctual change-of-state nuclear phase to denote an immediate 
future reading. Resultative achievements, when inflected with a plural subject, 
can be reinterpreted as series verbs, in which case the general imperfective 
denotes iterative reading. TABLE 21 below shows the interpretations of the 
general imperfective in each aspectual class, and the phasal structure construals 
illustrating these interpretations. 

Table 21: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of the general 
imperfective in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities 
 
 

                      IMPF 
 

 
sing 

                     N 

Ongoing process 
 

Accomplishments          IMPF 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                 N                C 

Ongoing process 

Series                        IMPF 
 

 

                      N 

 
cough 

Iterative/repetition 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Statives (both 
perception and 
non-perception) 

                       IMPF 
 

 
see 

                     N 

Ongoing state  

Transitional 
achievements 

            IMPF                   IMPF 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                O            N          C 

(1) Coming-to-be, (2) result 
state 

Resultative 
achievements 
(both irreversible 
and reversible) 

IMPF 
 

 
be dead 

     

               N          C 

(1) Immediate future, (2) 
iterative/repetition when the 
plural subject is inflected 

4.3 The stative construction 
Recall from § 2.4.6 that, in Nyamwezi, I argued that there is a stative construction 
formed with the form -ø-VB-íle. As noted in § 2.4 and 2.4.6, this construction 
occurs commonly with stative verbs, change-of-state (or achievement) verbs and 
other verb classes which have an entailed (result) state, like accomplishments. 
Non-stative verbs are generally unacceptable with this construction. As a result, 
the stative construction is used as a diagnostic test for stativity, i.e., it picks out 
phases which depict a (result) state: the coda phase in achievement and 
accomplishment verbs, and the nuclear phase in stative verbs. For aspectual 
classes in which none of the encoded phases depicts a state (e.g., activities), the 
stative construction is generally not acceptable. However, this generalization 
does not apply to the set of activity verbs referred to as directionals in this study, 
as we shall see in § 4.3.4.  

The discussion of the interactions of aspectual classes with the stative 
grammatical aspect proceeds as follows: § 4.3.1 discusses the interaction of the 
stative construction with achievements, § 4.3.2 of the stative construction with 
accomplishments, § 4.3.3 of the stative construction with statives, and § 4.3.4 of 
the stative construction with activities and series. Activity and series verbs will 
be discussed last because they are usually unacceptable with the stative 
construction. 
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4.3.1 Transitional and resultative achievements 
Recall from § 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2 that transitional, irreversible and reversible 
resultative achievements encode a punctual nuclear phase (point of transition) 
and a coda phase (result state). Transitional achievements also encode an onset 
phase (coming-to-be phase); see (199), (205) and (206) for schematic 
representations of these classes. That these aspectual classes encode a coda phase 
is diagnosed by the stative construction, which denotes a present state reading. 
This reading denotes that the event has reached a point where the result state of 
the event occurs. The reading is illustrated in (212)–(214) below. Examples (a) 
of each pair in (212)–(214) shows a reading of the verb with the general 
imperfective aspect, which, as argued in § 4.2, generally selects the time frame 
in the phase prior to the change-of-state nuclear phase to denote an ongoing or 
immediate future reading. For example, (212a) refers to the time when the water 
is not hot (or is only a little hot), while (212aa) refers to the time when the water 
is hot (according to the speaker).  

(212) Transitional achievements 
a. gálɪɪséβa       aa.  gaséßilé 

   gá-lɪɪ-seβ-a        gá-ø-seß-íle 
   6SP-IMPF-boil-FV      6SP-PST-boil-STAT 
   ‘It (e.g., the water) is coming   ‘It (e.g., the water) is  

to boil or is boiling’     boiled/hot’      
 

b. alɪɪgɪna        bb.  agɪnilé  
a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a         a-ø-gɪn-íle  
1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV    1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘S/he is getting fat(ter)’     ‘S/he is fat’ 

 
(213) Irreversible achievements 

a. lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá!       aa.  lɪfíílé 
lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá         lɪ́-ø-f-íle 
5SP-IMPF-die-FV      5SP-PST-die-STAT    
‘It (e.g., the dog) is about to die!’ ‘It (e.g., the dog) is dead’ 

 
b. lɪ́lɪ́ɪ́βola!       bb.  lɪβólilé 

lɪ́-lɪɪ-βol-a        lɪ́-ø-βol-íle 
5SP-IMPF-be(come)_rotten-FV  5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-STAT 
‘It (e.g., the mango) is about to   ‘It (e.g., the mango) is rotten’ 
become rotten!’ 
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(214) Reversible achievements 
a. alɪɪgwaa!       aa.  agwíílé  

 a-lɪɪ-gw-a         a-ø-gw-íle 
   1SP-IMPF-fall_down-FV    1SP-PST-fall_down-STAT 
   ‘S/he appears to be about    ‘S/he has fallen down’ 

to fall down!’  
 

b. aliikala             bb.  wiikalilé     
a-lɪɪ-ikal-a           ʊ-ø-ikal-íle      
1SP-IMPF-sit-FV       1SP-PST-sit-STAT 
‘S/he appears to be about to sit!’ ‘S/he is seated’ 

 
In other Bantu languages, such as Southern Ndebele (Bantu, S.407), Crane and 
Persohn (2019, p. 313) show that in verbs that encode a coda phase, in addition 
to an onset phase and a change-of-state nuclear phase, the stative -ø-VB-íle 
construction (analysed as perfective aspect) can either select a coda phase to refer 
to the new/current state results of a change-of-state, or an onset and a nuclear 
phase to refer to both the process leading up to and the change-of-state itself. The 
two readings are exemplified in (215) below. According to Crane and Persohn, 
the temporal adverbial ‘last year’ in the second interpretation of (215) indicates 
that the -ø-VB-íle construction refers to a process leading up to and including the 
change-of-state. The two readings of the -ø-VB-íle construction are also noted in 
Botne’s (2008) analysis (see example (150b) in § 3.4.1.2). 

(215) Southern Ndebele (Bantu, S.407) 
ikomo      i-non-ile  
9NP-cow    9SP-grow_fat-PFV 
1. ‘The cow is fat’ (present state reading) 
2. ‘The cow got fat (e.g., last year)’ (change-of-state reading) 

  Crane and Persohn (2019, p. 313) 
 
In Nyamwezi, unlike in Southern Ndebele, in verbs that encode a coda phase, in 
addition to an onset and/or a change-of-state nuclear phase, the stative -ø-VB-íle 
construction tends to focus on the state of affairs that holds at the time of utterance 
without specifically making reference to the change-of-state that has given rise 
to the current state. For example, in (216) below, the stative construction is used 
to describe the current state of the person referred to, i.e., s/he is fat. Although 
this person was once slim, and the fact that s/he is now fat is a result of a change 
in her/his state, this change is not what is referenced by the stative construction. 
Rather, the stative construction refers to a currently ongoing state and 
backgrounds the change-of-state that has given rise to the current state. This 
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interpretation of the stative construction is also observed in other Bantu 
languages, like Totela (Bantu K.41) (Crane, 2011, 2012a) and Fwe (Bantu K.402) 
(Gunnink, 2018). 

(216) agɪnilé  
a-ø-gɪn-íle  
1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘S/he is fat’ 

 
In Nyamwezi, the phasal structure representing a present state reading denoted 
by the stative construction in transitional and resultative achievements is 
illustrated with a transitional achievement verb -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, as in (217) 
below. The reference time (R) is located within the coda phase. 

 
(217)   

become fat 
 

be fat 
            O       N       C 

                                  R 

4.3.2 Accomplishments 
Recall from § 3.4.1.2 that accomplishments include verbs that encode a nuclear 
phase that denotes a process and a coda phase that denotes a result state; see (191) 
for a schematic representation. With this class, as with achievement verbs, the 
stative construction selects a time frame within the coda phase to denote a present 
state reading, as exemplified in (218aa–dd) below. In this class, as in 
achievements, the general imperfective selects the time frame within the pre-coda 
phase (the nucleus) to denote an ongoing reading, as in (218a–d) (see also (193)). 

(218) a. alɪɪzwaála       aa.  azwaálílé 
a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a        a-ø-zwáal-íle                   
1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV    1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT 

    ‘S/he is getting dressed     ‘S/he is dressed in or wearing 
or putting on (a garment)’    (a garment)’ 

 
  b. alɪɪliína       bb.  aliínilé 
   a-lɪɪ-líin-a        a-ø-líin-íle 
   1SP-IMPF-climb-FV     1SP-PST-climb-STAT 
   ‘S/he is climbing (at a tree)’   ‘S/he has climbed (up a tree)’ 
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  c. zilɪ́ɪ́shwa       cc.  zishíílwé (also zishíílé)   
   zí-lɪɪ-sh-w-a        zí-ø-sh-íl-w-e 
   10SP-IMPF-grind-PASS-FV   10SP-PST-grind-STAT-PASS-STAT 
   ‘They (e.g., the peanuts) are   ‘They (e.g., the peanuts) are  

being ground’       ground’ 
 
  d. yɪlɪɪchiβwá      dd.  yɪchiβilwé (also yɪchiβilé) 
   yɪ-lɪɪ-chíβ-w-a       yɪ-ø-chiβ-íl-w-e 
   9SP-IMPF-block-PASS-FV   9SP-PST-block-STAT-PASS-STAT 
   ‘It (e.g., the road) is being closed’ ‘It (e.g., the road) is closed’ 
 
Note that the subjects of some accomplishment verbs, e.g., -chiβá ‘block sthg, 
plug’ and -zeenga ‘build’, when occurring with the stative construction, may 
carry the semantic role of patient or agent, as exemplified in (219) below 
with -chiβá ‘block sthg, plug’. This is different from verbs such as -sha ‘grind’ 
in which the stative construction only takes the subject that has the semantic role 
of patient, as in (220). 

(219) Agent subject      Patient subject 
achiβilé        yɪchiβilwé 
a-ø-chiβ-ilé       yɪ-ø-chiβ-íl-w-e 
1SP-PST-block-STAT    5SP-PST-block-STAT-PASS-STAT 
‘S/he closes (e.g., the road)  ‘It (e.g., the road) is closed’ 

 
(220) Agent subject      Petient subject 

#ashíílé        zishíílwé 
a-ø-sh-ilé        zí-ø-sh-íl-w-e 
1SP-PST-grind-STAT    10SP-PST-grind-STAT-PASS-STAT 
Intended: ‘S/he has ground  ‘They (e.g., the peanuts) are ground’ 
 (e.g., peanuts)  

  
It is left for further research to determine why with some verbs both patient and 
agent subjects are acceptable while with other verbs only patient subjects are 
acceptable. 

4.3.3 Statives 
As discussed in § 3.4.1.3, statives differ from accomplishments in that they 
encode only a nuclear phase; as such, they resemble activities and series. 
However, unlike activities and series, which encode a dynamic nuclear phase, the 
nuclear phase of statives is static (non-dynamic) (See (189) for a schematic 
representation). Evidence that the nuclear phase of stative verbs is static comes 
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from the interpretation of these verbs with the stative construction, which, as 
exemplified in (221) below, denotes a present state reading. As we will see in § 
4.3.4, activities and series are not acceptable with the stative construction because 
they encode a non-dynamic nuclear phase. 

(221) a. βiikólílé 
βá-ø-ikól-íle 
2SP-PST-resemble-STAT 
‘They (people) resemble each other (now and in general) (i.e., they 
have a similar appearance or similar attitudes)’ 

 
  b. lɪmóóndílé    

lɪ́-ø-moond-íle     
5SP-PST-be_soft-STAT  
‘It is soft (now and in general)’  

 
c. asaatílé 

a-ø-saat-íle 
1SP-PST-be_sick-STAT 
‘S/he is sick (now and in general)’ 

 
Note that the stative verbs that occur with the stative construction are those 
referred to as non-perception statives in this study. Perception statives such 
as -βoná ‘see’, -igwá ‘hear’ and -nuuŋha ‘smell bad’ are not acceptable with the 
stative construction, as shown in (222) below. It is unclear why these verbs are 
unacceptable with the stative construction. 

(222) Stative construction 
a. #aβonílé25    

a-ø-βón-íle     
1SP-PST-see-STAT     
Intended: ‘S/he sees (i.e., s/he is in the state of seeing)’  

 
b. #wiigwílé 

   ʊ-ø-igw-íle 
   1SP-PST-hear-STAT 
   Intended: ‘S/he hears (i.e., s/he is in the state of hearing)’ 
 

 
25 aβonílé can be accepted if used to make a probability statement, just like the English 

see: ‘s/he will see what she can do’. This kind of meaning is not the point of our 
discussion. 
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c. #lɪnúúŋhilé 
lɪ́-ø-nuuŋh-íle 
6SP-PST-smell_bad-STAT 
Intended: ‘It smells bad (i.e., it is in state of smelling bad)’ 

 
In § 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we saw that in transitional achievements and 
accomplishments the general imperfective and stative constructions have 
different interpretations. The general imperfective denotes a coming-to-be or 
ongoing process reading, as this construction selects a time frame within the onset 
phase or a nucleus. The stative construction denotes a present state reading, as 
this construction selects a time frame within the coda phase. In non-perception 
statives, both the general imperfective and the stative construction denote a 
present state reading, as illustrated in (223) below. This is because non-
perception stative verbs encode only one phase (nucleus), which can be selected 
by both constructions.  

(223) General imperfective     Stative construction 
a. βalííkólá     < >  βiikólílé 

βá-lɪɪ-ikól-á       βá-ø-ikól-íle  
2SP-IMPF-resemble-FV   2SP-PST-resemble-STAT 
‘They (people) resemble    ‘They (people) resemble  
each other (now)’     each other (now and in general)’ 

 
b. lɪlɪ́ɪ́moonda     < >  lɪmóóndílé    

lɪ́-lɪɪ-moond-a       lɪ́-ø-moond-íle  
5SP-IMPF-be_soft-FV    5SP-PST-be_soft-STAT 
‘It is soft (now)’     ‘It is soft (now and in general)’ 

 
  c. alɪɪsaata     < >   asaatílé 

a-lɪɪ-saat-a       a-ø-saat-íle 
1SP-IMPF-be_sick-FV   1SP-PST-be_sick-STAT 
‘S/he is sick (now)’    ‘S/he is sick (now and in general)’ 

 
The difference in interpretation between the general imperfective and the stative 
construction in the verbs in (223) depends partly on the context and partly on the 
source of evidence for the occurrence of the event under discussion (see § 2.5 of 
Chapter 1 for a discussion of latter). With regard to context, the general 
imperfective seems to suggest that the state described holds at the UT, but that it 
will come to an end sometime in the future, while the stative construction 
indicates that the state described could last for the entire lifetime of the 
person/entity referred to. This interpretational difference between the general 
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imperfective and the stative construction is illustrated further with the verb -saata 
‘be sick’ in (224) below. In the general imperfective, the verb expresses that the 
person feels sick right now, while in the stative construction the verb is 
interpreted as referring to a chronic illness from which the person is suffering 
without actually feeling ill all the time.  

(224) Nyamwezi 
a. General imperfective 

alɪɪsaata 
a-lɪɪ-saat-a 
1SP-IMPF-be_sick-FV 
‘S/he is (feeling) sick (right now)’ 

  
b. Stative construction 

asaatílé 
a-ø-saat-íle 
1SP-PST-be_sick-STAT 
‘S/he is sick/has got an illness’ 

 
As noted by Gunnink (2018, pp. 368–369) and Crane (2012b, p. 65), Fwe 
expresses a similar distinction but in the opposite way. In Fwe, the present 
construction (which is equivalent to the general imperfective in Nyamwezi) 
expresses chronic illness, while the stative construction expresses a state of 
illness which is ongoing at UT, as exemplified in (225). 

(225) Fwe 
a. Present construction 

ndìrwârà 
ndi-rwár-a 
1SG-be_sick-FV 
‘I am sick/have an illness’ 

  
b. Stative construction  

ndìrwárîtè 
ndi-rwaHr-íte 
1SG-be_sick-STAT 
‘I am (feeling) sick’ 

 Gunnink (2018, pp. 369, ex (103)) 
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4.3.4 Activities and series 
Recall that activities and series include verbs which only encode a durative 
nuclear phase. Onset and coda phases are not part of the event structure (see (188) 
and (190) for schematic representations of these classes). In activities, the nuclear 
phase denotes a process, as with -seka ‘laugh’, -ɪmbá ‘sing’ and -ishiɲá ‘play, 
dance’, while in series verbs it denotes multiple occurrences of an event, as with 
-kolóla ‘cough’ and -ditima ‘tremble’. As stated in the previous section and in § 
3.4.1.1, activities and series, unlike statives, do not encode a static nuclear phase. 
Their nuclear phase is dynamic. Evidence that activities and series encode a non-
static nuclear phase comes from the unacceptability of these verbs with the stative 
construction, as shown in (226) below26. As noted in § 4.3, and exemplified in § 
4.3.1 for achievements, § 4.3.2 for accomplishments and § 4.3.3 for 
non-perception statives, this construction generally picks out stative phases to 
express a stative present reading.   

(226) a. #asekilé 
a-ø-sek-íle 
1SP-PST-laugh-STAT 
Intended: ‘S/he is (in the state of) laughing’ 

 
b. #akolólilé 

a-ø-kólol-íle 
1SP-PST-cough-STAT 
Intended: ‘S/he is (in the state of) coughing’ 

 
Recall from § 3.4.1.1 that activities also include verbs such as -ja ‘go’, -peela 
‘run’, -shooka ‘return’ and -iza ‘come’, which in this study are referred to as 
“directionals”. These verbs resemble activities and series in that they encode only 
a durative dynamic (non-stative) nuclear phase. But, unlike activities and series, 
which are generally unacceptable with the stative construction, directional verbs 
are generally accepted with this construction. In directional verbs, the stative 

 
26 This is unlike other Bantu languages such as Totela (Bantu, K.41) and Fwe (Bantu, 

K.402), where the stative construction may occur with activity verbs to denote an 
ongoing process or progressive reading, as exemplified in (1) for Totela and (2) for Fwe.  

 
(1) ndifonete      (2)  ndìzánîtè 

ndi-fon-ete       ndi-zan-íte 
   1SG-telephone(v)-STAT    1SG-dance-STAT 
   ‘I’m phoning/I’m on the phone’  ‘I am busy dancing’ 
   Crane (2013, p. 175, ex (24))  Gunnink (2018, p. 373, ex (119)). 
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construction selects a time frame within the nuclear phase to denote a process 
which is ongoing at the reference time, thereby giving an ongoing process 
reading27, as exemplified in (227) below. Example (227a) is taken from Maganga 
and Schadeberg’s (1992, p. 206) story, “A woman and a lion”. The fact that the 
stative construction denotes an ongoing process reading in directional verbs is 
evidence that these verbs lack the final phase (coda) (cf. accomplishments in § 
4.3.2; in this class -ø-VB-íle selects the coda phase to denote a stative present 
reading). 

(227) a. ʊ́ʊβoná                     máβuúndú    gáá     nshiímba.   gaángɪ́             
ʊ́-ʊ-βón-a                 má-βuúndú   gáá     nshiímba    ga-ángɪ́            
1SP-CONS-see-FV   6NP-claw      CON   10NP.lion   6ACP-others  
gíízilé                       ná      gaángɪ́           
gá-ø-iz-íle                na      ga-ángɪ́          
6SP-PST-come-STAT    CON  6ACP-other    
gáshookílé 
gá-ø-shook-íle 
6SP-PST-return-STAT  
‘He saw the footprint of the lion. Some were (in the state of) coming 
and some were (in the state of) going back’ 

 
b. aziilé                   kaayá 

a-ø-j-íle               kaáya 
1SP-PST-go-STAT    9NP.homestead 
‘S/he is (in the state of) going home’ 

 
c. apeelílé                kʊjaa           kʊmadʊʊ́ka 

a-ø-peel-íle          kʊ-j-a           kʊ-ma-dʊʊ́ka 
1SP-PST-run-STAT INF-go-FV   LOC.17NP-6NP-shop 
‘S/he is (in the state of) running towards the shops’ 

 
The stative construction is generally unacceptable with non-stative or non-
change-of-state verbs. Its occurrence with some non-stative verbs (directionals) 
suggests that the occurrence and semantic use of this construction is expanding 
from denoting a present state reading in verbs which describe a state to encoding 
an ongoing process reading in verbs which encode only a nuclear phase. 

 
27 In directional verbs, an ongoing process reading is also expressed by the general 

imperfective aspect. The distinction between the two contractions (stative construction 
and general imperfective) can be explained using principles of evidentiality (see § 2.5 
for discussion).  
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4.3.5 Interpretations of  
the stative construction: summary 

To sum up, the stative construction is used as a diagnostic test for stativity. It 
picks out phases which depict a (result) state, such as a coda phase in transitional 
achievements (-gɪna ‘be(come) fat’), resultative achievements (e.g., -gwa ‘fall 
down’) and accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’), and a nuclear phase 
in statives (-saata ‘be sick’), to describe the state of affairs that holds at the time 
of utterance (UT) (thereby giving a stative present reading). Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá 
‘sing’) and series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’), like statives, encode only a nuclear 
phase. However, unlike statives, the nuclear phase of activities and series is non-
static, making them unacceptable with the stative construction. Note that the 
generalization that the stative construction selects only phases which depict a 
(result) state does not work consistently. There are verbs, such as perception 
statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’), which are unacceptable with the stative construction, 
even though they encode a static nuclear phase. There are also some activity verbs 
(e.g., -peela ‘run’) which can occur with the stative construction to denote an 
ongoing reading, although they do not encode a static nuclear phase. These 
exceptions challenge the theoretical framework adopted in this study, and I will 
return to this point in the concluding chapter (Chapter 7). TABLE 22 below gives 
an overview of the interpretations of the stative construction in each aspectual 
class, and the phasal structure construals illustrating these interpretations. 

Table 22: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of the stative 
construction in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Transitional achievements                                        STAT 

 
 

become fat 
 

be fat 

                 O           N          C 

Present state 

Resultative achievements 
(both irreversible and 
reversible) 

                STAT 
 

 
be dead 

      N        C 

Present state 

Accomplishments                                   STAT 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                     C 

Present state 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Perception statives  

 
see 

                     N 

Infelicitious 
 

Non-perception statives                         STAT 
 

 
resemble 

                    N 

Present state 

Activities  
 

sing 

                     N 

Infelicitous, except 
directionals, in 
which the stative 
construction denotes 
an ongoing reading 

Series 
 

 
                           
 
 

                           N 

 
cough 

Infelicitous 

4.4 The persistive aspect 
The persistive aspect is a subtype of imperfective aspect that modifies an event 
or situation with respect to its internal structure (Comrie, 1976, p. 16) (see § 2.4.5 
for discussion). This aspectual category generally expresses an event that started 
before and is still ongoing at UT (Nurse, 2008, p. 24)28. In Nyamwezi, the 
persistive construction can co-occur with other aspectual constructions, notably 
the general imperfective -lɪɪ- and the stative -ø-VB-íle. As noted in § 2.4.5, the 
persistive plus the general imperfective expresses that an event is still ongoing at 
reference time: the result state or final point has not been reached yet. This is 
exemplified in (228) below, repeated from (97). 

(228) ataál’      áálɪɪzwaála 
a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he is still getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’  

 

 
28  See also Krämer (2017) for a detailed discussion of the notions denoted by the 

persistive aspect (“still”, “not yet”, “already” and “no longer”) under the term Phasal 
Polarity (PhP). 
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In contrast, the persistive plus the stative construction expresses that the state or 
result state of the preceding situation still holds at UT, but is not permanent. This 
reading is exemplified in (229) below, repeated from (98). 

(229) ataál’       áázwaálílé         
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-zwáal-íle     
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT   
‘S/he is still dressed in or wearing (a garment)’ 

 
Having discussed the two constructions involving the persistive aspect, i.e., the 
persistive plus the general imperfective and the persistive plus the stative 
construction, in the following sections I will use these constructions as tests for 
diagnosing differences between aspectual classes. 

4.4.1 The persistive plus the general imperfective 
As shown in example (228), the persistive plus the general imperfective refers to 
an event which is still ongoing at the UT. Based on this interpretation, the 
persistive plus the general imperfective, like the general imperfective (discussed 
in § 4.2), is used in this study as a diagnostic test for durativity. That is, it only 
selects phases which are extended in time. Punctual phases cannot be selected by 
this construction. The discussion of the interactions of aspectual classes with the 
persistive plus the general imperfective proceeds as follows: § 4.4.1.1 discusses 
the interactions of the persistive plus the general imperfective with activities, 
series, statives and accomplishments, § 4.4.1.2 the interactions of the persistive 
plus the general imperfective with transitional achievements, and lastly § 4.4.1.3 
the interactions of the persistive plus the general imperfective with resultative 
achievements. 

4.4.1.1 Activities, series, statives and accomplishments 
Recall that activities, series, statives and accomplishments all encode a durative 
nuclear phase, which indicates either processes (in activities and 
accomplishments) or repetitions (in series), or states (in statives). In addition to a 
nuclear phase, accomplishments encode a coda phase which indicates the result 
state of the event. (See (188), (190), (189) and (191) for a schematic 
representation of activities, series, statives and accomplishments, respectively.). 
That these aspectual classes encode a durative nuclear phase is diagnosed by the 
persistive plus the general imperfective, which selects the time frame within a 
nuclear phase to denote different types of continuous readings. These readings 
vary based on the internal characteristics of the nuclear phase. In both activities 
and accomplishments, the persistive plus the general imperfective denotes a 
continuing process, in series verbs it indicates the continuation of an iterative 
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event, and in statives it denotes a continuous state. In all these classes, the 
persistive plus the general imperfective can also have a persistent habitual 
reading. In the habitual reading, the process or state of the event is construed as 
occurring more than once. Examples illustrating the continuing process and 
persistent habitual readings are given in (230) below for activities, (231) for 
accomplishments, (232) for series and (233) for statives.    

(230) Activity verbs 
a. ataál’       áálɪɪmbá 

a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-ɪ́mb-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-sing-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still singing’ (continuing process reading) 
2. ‘S/he still sings (regularly)’ (habitual reading) 

 
b. ataál’      ááliiza 

a-táá-lɪ       a-lɪɪ-iz-a            
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-come-FV  
1. ‘S/he is still coming (not yet here)’ (continuing process reading) 
2. ‘S/he still comes (regularly)’ (habitual reading)  

 
(231) Accomplishment verbs 

a. ataál’       áálɪɪzwaála 
a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-get_dressed-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still getting dressing or putting on (a garment)’ (continuing 

process reading) 
2. ‘S/he still dresses or puts on (a garment) (regularly)’ (habitual 

reading) 
 

b. yɪtaálɪ́      yɪlɪɪchiβɪ́lwa        
yɪ-táá-lɪ       yɪ-lɪɪ-chíβ-il-w-a 
9SP-PER-AUX   9SP-IMPF-block-APPL-PASS-FV 
1. ‘It (e.g., the road) is still being closed (i.e., the road is not closed 

yet, but is in the process of being closed and will soon be closed)’ 
(continuing process reading) 

2. ‘It (e.g., the road) still closes (regularly)’ (habitual reading) 
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(232) Series verbs 
a. ataál’       áálɪɪkolóla   

atáálɪ      a-lɪɪ-kólol-a  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-cough-FV   
1. ‘S/he is still coughing (continuously or serially)’ (continuing 

process reading) 
2. ‘S/he still coughs (regularly)’ (habitual reading) 

       
b. ataál’       áálɪɪditima  

a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-ditim-a  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-tremble-FV   
1. ‘S/he is still trembling (continuously or serially)’ (continuing 

process reading) 
2. ‘S/he still trembles (regularly)’ (habitual reading) 

 
(233) Stative verbs 

a. ataál’       áálɪɪβoná (perception stative) 
a-táá-lɪ       a-lɪɪ-βán-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-see-FV 
1. ‘S/he still sees (now and in general)’ (continuous state reading) 
2. ‘S/he still sees (habitually)’ (habitual reading) 

 
b. ataál’      áálɪɪsaata (non-perception stative) 

 a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-saat-a 
 1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-be_sick-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still sick (i.e., s/he is still in the state of being sick)’ 

(continuing state reading) 
   2. ‘S/he is still sick (as always)’ (habitual reading) 
 
Before closing this section, it must be pointed out that the persistive plus the 
general imperfective is sensitive to the permanent/temporary distinction. As 
shown in (234) below, the stative verb -ikólá ‘resemble’ sounds odd with the 
persistive plus the general imperfective even though it encodes a durative 
nucleus.  
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(234) #βataálɪ́              βalííkólá29 
βa-táá-lɪ      βá-lɪɪ-ikól-á 
2SP-PER-AUX   2SP-IMPF-resemble-FV 
Intended: ‘They (people) still resemble each other’ 

 
This is because the verb encodes a stative event which is construed as being the 
same even in the future. This is different from other stative verbs, e.g., -βoná 
‘see’ in (233a) above, which describe stative events that hold at the reference 
time, but may change at a later time. 

4.4.1.2 Transitional achievements 
Recall that transitional achievements, such as -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’ and -seβa 
(intr.) ‘boil’, differ from all other aspectual classes in that they encode all three 
phases: onset (coming-to-be), nucleus (point of transition) and coda (result state) 
(see (199) for a schematic representation). In this aspectual class, both onset and 
coda phases are durative. An onset phase indicates ongoing changes before the 
point of transition (which is subjectively defined by the speaker), while the coda 
phase indicates ongoing changes after the point of transition.  

That in transitional achievements both onset and coda phases encode ongoing 
changes is diagnosed by the persistive plus the general imperfective construction, 
which can select a time frame within either of these two phases. When selecting 
a time frame within an onset phase, it denotes a continuation of the coming-to-be 
phase; when selecting a time frame within a coda phase, it denotes a continuation 
of the result state. In transitional achievements, the persistive plus the general 
imperfective can also denote a persistent habitual reading. Examples illustrating 
all three readings are given in (235) below. 

(235) a. ataál’      áálɪɪgɪna 
a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-be(come)_fat-FV 
1. ‘S/he is still getting fat’ (i.e., s/he has not reached the point where 

the speaker thinks s/he is fat) (continuation of coming-to-be) 
2. ‘S/he is still getting fat(ter)’ (i.e., s/he is already fat and still getting 

fatter) (continuation of the result state) 
3. ‘S/he still gets fat’ (habitual reading) 

 

 
29 Those language consultants who accepted this construction said it can be accepted if 

the speaker refers to people who still have the same attitudes. They also added that 
this reading is less natural; it is a direct translation of a Swahili construction. 
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b. gataálɪ́     galɪ́ɪ́seβa 
   ga-táá-lɪ      gá-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
   6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-IMPF-boil-FV 

1. ‘It (e.g., the water) is still boiling (i.e., it has not reached the point 
where the speaker thinks it has boiled)’ (continuation of the 
coming-to-be) 

2. ‘It (e.g., the water) is still boiling (i.e., it has already boiled and is 
still boiling)’ (continuation of the result state) 

   3. ‘It (e.g., the water) still boils (regularly)’ (habitual reading) 

4.4.1.3 Resultative achievements  
Recall that resultative achievements encode only a point of transition (nucleus) 
and the result state (coda). The coming-to-be phase (onset) is not lexically 
encoded. As described in § 3.4.2.2, there are two types of resultative 
achievements in Nyamwezi: irreversible and reversible. The former encodes a 
permanent result state, the latter a temporary result state (see (205) and (206) for 
schematic representations of these classes). The difference between the two 
classes is diagnosed by the persistive plus the general imperfective, which is 
unacceptable with irreversible achievements, as shown in (236) below. 

(236) a. #lɪtáálɪ́     lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá 
lɪ́-táá-lɪ      lɪ́-lɪɪ-f-aá 
5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-IMPF-die-FV  
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the cow) is still dying’ 

 
b. #lɪtáálɪ́     lɪlɪ́ɪ́βola 

lɪ́-táá-lɪ     lɪ́-lɪɪ-βol-a 
5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-IMPF-be(come)_rotten-FV 
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the mango) is still becoming rotten’ 

 
There are two reasons for the unacceptability of the persistive plus the general 
imperfective in (236) above. The first is that in irreversible achievements the 
initial phase (the nucleus) is punctual; it indicates an instantaneous shift to the 
coda phase. Thus, it cannot be targeted by the persistive plus the general 
imperfective. That is, ‘#It (the cow) is still dying’ in (236a) above is impossible 
because the event of dying is preceded by a relatively rapid decline when death 
is imminent. The second reason comes from the semantics of the persistive plus 
the general imperfective. As discussed in § 4.4.1, this construction denotes that a 
process or a (result) state still holds at the reference time, but that it is not 
permanent. This means that there is a semantic conflict between the persistive 
plus the general imperfective and irreversible achievements. While irreversible 
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achievements encode a permanent result state, the persistive plus the general 
imperfective denotes a temporary process/(result) state.  

Unlike irreversible achievements, reversible achievements are compatible with 
the persistive plus the general imperfective. In reversible achievements, this 
construction indicates a persistent habitual reading, as exemplified in (237) 
below. As in irreversible achievements, in reversible achievements the onset 
phase is not encoded, and the nuclear phase is punctual; thus, the persistive plus 
the general imperfective does not express a coming-to-be reading (as in 
transitional achievements (see (235)) or a continuing process reading (as in 
accomplishments (see (231)). That is, (237a) and (237b) cannot be interpreted as 
‘S/he is still (in the process of) falling down’ and ‘S/he is still (in the process of) 
sitting on the ground’. 

(237) a. ataál’                 áálɪɪgwa 
a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-gw-a 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-fall down-FV 
‘S/he still falls down (regularly), but NOT ‘#S/he is still (in the 
process of) falling down’ 

 
  b. ataál’       ááliikalá          háásɪɪ́ 

 a-táá-lɪ      a-lɪɪ-ikal-a          ha-sɪɪ́ 
 1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-IMPF-sit-FV   LOC.16NP-ground 

‘S/he still sits on the ground’, but NOT ‘S/he is still (in the process of) 
sitting on the ground’ 

 
Lexical verbs, based on their meanings, typically belong to a specific aspectual 
class. However, as noted by Smith (1997), Kearns (2000) and Croft (2012), it is 
possible for a single verb to occur in more than one aspectual class (if it is 
polysemous) or be reclassified (aspectual shift). With regard to the latter, the 
aspectual character of a verb can change when factors other than the lexical 
meaning of the verb are taken into consideration. One of these factors, as noted 
in § 4.2.3, is when the subject of the construction is made plural. This factor is 
relevant for irreversible achievements in Nyamwezi. These verbs are not 
acceptable with the persistive plus the general imperfective when the 
grammatical subjects are singular (see (236) above), but they are acceptable when 
the subjects are plural (238). The construction is then interpreted as describing 
events that repeat indefinitely. This represents an aspectual shift in which 
achievement verbs are interpreted as series verbs. 
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(238) a. gataálɪ́      galɪ́ɪ́faá 
ga-táá-lɪ      gá-lɪɪ-f-aá 
6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-IMPF-die-FV  

    ‘They (e.g., the cows) are still dying (one by one)’ 
 

b. gataál’     galɪ́ɪ́βola 
ga-táá-lɪ     gá-lɪɪ-βol-a 
6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-IMPF-be(come)_rotten-FV 
‘They (e.g., the mangoes) are still becoming rotten (one by one)’ 

 
In reversible achievements, as in irreversible achievements, the persistive plus 
the general imperfective inflected with a plural subject describes events that 
repeat indefinitely (239). Thus, the plural induces an aspectual shift allowing 
achievement verbs to be re-interpreted as series verbs. 

(239) a. βataálɪ́            βalɪ́ɪ́gwa 
βa-táá-lɪ      βá-lɪɪ-gw-a 
2SP-PER-AUX   2SP-IMPF-fall_down-FV 
‘They are still falling down (one by one)’ 

 
  b. βataálɪ́     βalííkalá   

 βa-táá-lɪ      βá-lɪɪ-ikal-a   
 2SP-PER-AUX   2SP-IMPF-sit-FV 

‘They are still sitting (down) (one by one)’ 
 
4.4.1.4 Interpretations of the persistive  

plus the general imperfective: summary 

To sum up, the persistive plus the general imperfective is used as a diagnostic 
test for durativity. It only selects phases that are extended in time to denote 
different kinds of continuing or ongoing reading, which vary based on the internal 
characteristics of the selected phase. Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’) and 
accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) encode a nuclear phase that 
denotes a process. In these classes, the persistive plus the general imperfective 
selects this phase to denote a continuing process reading. Accomplishments, in 
addition to a nuclear phase, encode a coda phase that denotes a result state of the 
event. The persistive plus the general imperfective does not select the coda phase 
in this class, because this phase indicates the culmination of the event’s process. 
Both series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’) encode only a 
nuclear phase that denotes repetitions in series, or an ongoing state in statives. In 
these classes, the persistive plus the general imperfective selects the nuclear 
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phase to denote a continuation of an iterative event in series or the continuing 
state in statives. Transitional achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’) encode an 
onset phase that denotes the coming-to-be of an event, a nuclear phase that 
denotes the punctual point of transition, and a coda phase that denotes the result 
state – this phase may also be construed as encoding an ongoing result state. Since 
both onset and coda phases may encode ongoing changes (either before or after 
the nuclear phase), the persistive plus the general imperfective can select either 
an onset phase to denote the continuation of the coming-to-be phase or a coda 
phase to denote the continuation of the result state. In all classes (activities, series, 
statives, accomplishments and transitional achievements), the imperfective 
aspect can also denote a persistent habitual reading. In this reading, the event is 
construed as occurring more than once.  

Resultative achievements, unlike all other aspectual classes, encode only a 
punctual nucleus phase that denotes a point of transition, and a coda phase that 
denotes a permanent result state in irreversible achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’) or 
a temporary result state in reversible achievements (e.g., -gwa ‘fall down’). The 
persistive plus the general imperfective is infelicitous with irreversible 
achievements because of the permanent nature of their event. In contrast, 
reversible achievements are acceptable with this construction. In these verbs, the 
persistive plus the general imperfective denotes a persistent habitual reading. 
These verbs do not denote a coming-to-be reading (as in transitional 
achievements) or a continuing process reading (as in activities) with the persistive 
plus the general imperfective, because they lack an onset (coming-to-be) phase 
and their nuclear (point of transition) phase is punctual. Note that resultative 
achievements (whether irreversible or irreversible) are acceptable with the 
persistive plus the general imperfective when inflected with the plural subject, in 
which case the construction expresses events that repeat indefinitely (as in series 
verbs). This indicates an aspectual shift in which resultative achievements are 
interpreted as series verbs.  

TABLE 23 below shows the interpretations of the persistive plus the general 
imperfective in each aspectual class, and the phasal structure construals 
illustrating these interpretations.   
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Table 23: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of the persistive plus the 
general imperfective in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities                  PER + IMPF 

 
 

sing 

                    N 

(1) Continuing process 
and (2) persistent habitual 

Series                  PER + IMPF 
 

 

                     N 

 
cough 

(1) Continuation of an 
iterative event and (2) 
persistent habitual 

Accomplishments     PER + IMPF 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                     C 

(1) Continuing process 
and (2) persistent habitual 

Statives (both 
perception and non-
perception) 

                 PER + IMPF 
 

 
see 

                     N 

(1) Continuing state and 
(2) persistent habitual 

Transitional 
achievements 

    PER + IMPF          PER + IMPF 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                O            N           C 

(1) Continuation of the 
coming-to-be, (2) 
continuation of the result 
state, and (3) persistent 
habitual 

Irreversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be dead 
 | 

      N       C 

Unacceptable with 
singular subjects; 
continuing process with 
plural subjects 

Reversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

 
be seated 

      N              C 

Persistent habitual with 
singular subjects; 
continuing process with 
plural subjects 

4.4.2 Persistive plus the stative construction 
Recall from § 4.3 that in Nyamwezi the stative -ø-VB-íle construction occurs 
commonly with stative verbs, change-of-state (or achievement) verbs and other 
verbs which have an entailed (result) state, like accomplishments. In these verbs, 
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the stative construction picks out phases which depict a state, e.g., the coda phase 
in achievements (§ 4.3.1) and accomplishments (§ 4.3.2), and the nucleus in non-
perception statives (§ 4.3.3), to express a present state reading. As previously 
defined (§ 4.4), the persistive aspect expresses an event that started before and is 
still ongoing at the utterance time. This grammatical aspect also implies that the 
event is non-permanent or reversible. In this regard, the persistive aspect 
combined with the stative construction should, as noted in § 4.4, indicate the 
persistence of a non-permanent state or result state that holds at the reference 
time. This reading is exemplified in (240), repeated from (229). 

(240) ataál’       áázwaálílé         
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-zwáal-íle     
1SP-PER-AUX    1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT   
‘S/he is still dressed in or wearing (a garment)’ 

 
Based on its meaning, the persistive plus the stative construction is used in this 
study as a diagnostic test for the reversibility of the state or result state. Aspectual 
classes which encode a temporary result state should be acceptable with this 
construction, whereas those which encode a permanent state should not. The 
discussion of the interactions of aspectual classes with the persistive plus the 
stative construction proceeds as follows: § 4.4.2.1 discusses the interaction of the 
persistive plus the stative construction with resultative achievements, § 4.4.2.2 
the interaction of the persistive plus the stative construction with transitional 
achievements and accomplishments, § 4.4.2.3 the interaction of the persistive 
plus the stative construction with statives, and § 4.4.2.4 the interaction of the 
persistive plus the stative construction with activities and series. 

4.4.2.1 Resultative achievements 
Recall from § 3.4.2.2 that resultative achievements encode a punctual nuclear 
phase, which indicates the event’s point of transition, and the coda phase, which 
indicates the event’s result state. Recall also that there are two types of resultative 
achievements: irreversible, which denotes a permanent result state, and 
reversible, which denotes a temporary result state (see (205) and (206) for 
schematic representations of these classes). This distinction is diagnosed by the 
persistive plus the stative construction, which is unacceptable with irreversible 
achievements, as shown in (241) below, but acceptable with reversible 
achievement, as shown in (242). Note that in (242a), the English translation is 
not acceptable. The intended meaning of the Nyamwezi construction is given in 
parentheses. 
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(241) a. #ataál’      ááfíílé  
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-f-íle 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-die-STAT 
Intended: ‘#S/he is still dead’ 

 
b. #lɪtáálɪ́     lɪβólilé 

 lɪ́-táá-lɪ              lɪ́-ø-βol-íle 
 5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-STAT 
 Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the mango) is still rotten’ 

  
(242) a. ataál’      áágwiilé  

 a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-gw-íle 
   1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-fall_down-STAT 
  ‘#S/he has still fallen down (i.e., s/he has fallen down and is still on 

the ground; s/he has not got up yet)’ 
 
  b. ataálɪ́    wiikalilé 
   a-táá-lɪ    ʊ-ø-ikal-íle 
   1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-sit-STAT  

‘S/he is still seated’ 

4.4.2.2 Transitional achievements and accomplishments 
Transitional achievements, unlike resultatives, encode all three phases: onset 
(coming-to-be), nucleus (point of transition), and coda (result state) (see (199) 
for a schematic representation). Accomplishments, like transitional 
achievements, encode a nucleus and a coda phase. But unlike transitional 
achievements, accomplishments do not encode an onset phase and the nuclear 
phase is not punctual (see (191) for a schematic representation). The coda phase 
of these classes is generally construed as indicating a temporary result state. This 
is diagnosed by the persistive plus the stative construction, which denotes a 
continuation or persistence of the result state, as exemplified in (243) below for 
transitional achievements and in (244)  for accomplishments. 

(243) Transitional achievements 
a. ataál’     áágɪnilé  

a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-gɪn-íle  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-STAT  
‘S/he is still fat’ 
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  b. gataálɪ́      gaséßilé 
   ga-táá-lɪ      gá-ø-seß-íle 
   6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-PST-boil-STAT 
   ‘It (e.g., the water) is still boiled/hot’ 
  
(244) Accomplishments 

a. ataál’       áázwaálílé                  
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-zwáal-íle               
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-get_dressed-STAT    
ŋweendá          gwáápé 
mu-énda          gʊ-a-pé 
3NP-piece_of_clothing 3ACP-ø-white 
‘S/he is still dressed in or wearing a white piece of clothing’ 

 
b. yɪtaálɪ́                yɪchíβilé 

   yɪ-táá-lɪ     yɪ́-ø-chiβ-íle 
   5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-PST-block-STAT 

 ‘It (e.g., the road) is still blocked’ 
 
Note that the permanency or irreversibility of the result state also makes a 
semantic difference in accomplishment verbs. Because -sha (intr.) ‘grind’ 
and -pʊʊ́la (intr.) ‘pound’ denote permanent result states, they are unacceptable 
with the persistive plus the stative construction, as exemplified with -sha (intr.) 
‘grind’ in (245) below. 

(245) #zitaálɪ́          zishíílé 
  zí-táá-lɪ        zí-ø-sh-íle 
  10SP-PER-AUX   10SP-PST-grind-STAT 
  Intended: ‘They (e.g., the peanuts) are still ground’ 

4.4.2.3 Statives 
Recall from § 3.4.1.3 that statives include verbs which encode only a 
non-dynamic nuclear phase (see (205) for the schematic representation). As 
discussed in § 3.4.1.3, these verbs are categorized into two types: perception and 
non-perception. Perception statives are unacceptable with the stative -ø-VB-íle 
construction (see § 4.3.3), and so also with the persistive plus the stative 
construction, as exemplified in (246) below. 
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(246) a. #ataál’      ááβonílé       
a-táá-lɪ      a-ø-βón-íle 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-see-STAT 
Intended: ‘#S/he still sees (i.e., s/he is still in the state of seeing)’  

 
b. #ataálɪ́      wiigwílé  

 a-táá-lɪ      ʊ-ø-igw-íle 
 1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-hear-STAT 
 Intended: ‘#S/he still hears (i.e., s/he is still in the state of hearing)’ 

 
In contrast, non-perception statives are acceptable with the persistive plus the 
stative construction (just as they were with the bare stative), and, as shown in  
(247) below, the construction indicates a continuation or persistence of the state. 
The occurrence of the persistive plus the stative construction indicates that these 
verbs denote a non-permanent or reversible state.  

(247) a. ?ataál’      ááŋwiizʊ́kɪ́lilé 
   a-táá-lɪ     a-ø-mú-izʊkɪl-íle 
   1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-1OP-remember-STAT 

‘S/he still misses/remembers her/his (i.e., s/he has not (yet) forgotten 
her/him)’ 

 
  b. ?lɪtáálɪ́     lɪmóóndílé     

lɪ́-táá-lɪ              lí-ø-moond-íle     
5SP-PER-AUX   5SP-PST-be_soft-STAT  
‘It (e.g., the mattress) is still soft (now and in general)’ 

 
c. ?ataál’   áásaatílé 

a-táá-lɪ    a-ø-saat-íle 
   1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-be_sick-STAT 
   ‘S/he is still sick (now and in general)’ 
 
It should be noted here that some language consultants considered the 
combination of non-perceptive statives with the persistive plus the stative 
construction to be less natural than with the persistive plus the general 
imperfective, discussed in § 4.4.1.1. The symbol ? in (247) above indicates that 
the constructions are infelicitous for some speakers. 

4.4.2.4 Activities and series 
Recall that both activities and series encode only a dynamic durative nuclear 
phase denoting a process or repetitions (see (188) and (190) for schematic 
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representations of these classes). Both activities and series are unacceptable with 
the stative construction (see § 4.3.4), and also with is the persistive plus the 
stative construction. This is exemplified in (248) below for activities and in (249) 
for series. The reason for the incompatibility is that a coda phase (result state) is 
not lexically encoded in these classes. 

(248) #ataal’       áásekílé 
a-táá-lɪ    a-ø-sek-íle 
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-laugh-STAT  
Intended: ‘#S/he is still (in the state of) laughing’ 

 
(249) #ataal’       áákolólílé  

a-táá-lɪ     a-ø-kólol-íle  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-cough-STAT  
Intended: ‘#S/he is still (in the state of) coughing (continuously or 
serially)’ 

 
Recall from § 4.3.4 that there are a few activity verbs, namely directionals, which 
can occur with the stative construction, including -ja ‘go’, -peela ‘run’, -shooka 
‘return’ and -iza ‘come’. In these verbs, the stative construction selects a time 
frame within the nuclear phase to denote an ongoing reading (see example (227)). 
Thus, the persistive plus the stative construction is acceptable and denotes a 
continuation of the event, as exemplified in (250) below.  

(250) a. gataálɪ́      giizílé 
ga-táá-lɪ      gá-ø-iz-íle 
6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-PST-come-STAT 
‘They (e.g., the lions) are still (in the state of) coming (i.e., they are 
not here yet)’ 

 
b. ataál’       áápeelílé                  

a-táá-lɪ               a-ø-peel-íle  
1SP-PER-AUX   1SP-PST-run-STAT    
‘S/he is still (in the state of) running’ 

 
Note that the continuous reading in (250) above can also be denoted by the 
persistive plus the general imperfective, as exemplified in (251a) below (cf. 
example (230b) in § 4.4.1.1). As noted in § 2.5, the difference between the two 
constructions (like the difference between the stative construction and general 
imperfective) is based on whether or not the speaker has visual access to the 
event. The persistive plus the stative construction is used in contexts where the 
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speaker does not have a visual access to the event (251a), while the persistive 
plus the general imperfective does not require a special context, i.e., it can be 
used whether or not the speaker has visual access to the event (251b) (see more 
in § 2.5). 

(251) a. gataálɪ́      giizílé 
ga-táá-lɪ      gá-ø-iz-íle 
6SP-PER-AUX   6SP-PST-come-STAT 
‘They (e.g., the lions) are still coming’ [Context: the speaker does not 
see them coming] 

 
b. gataál’     gááliiza 

ga-táá-lɪ      ga-lɪɪ-iz-a            
6SP-PER-AUX    6SP-IMPF-come-FV  
‘They (e.g., the lions) are still coming’ [Context: the speaker either 
sees or does not see them coming] 

4.4.2.5 Interpretations of the persistive plus  
the stative construction: summary 

To sum up, the persistive plus the stative construction is used as a diagnostic test 
for the reversibility of the (result) state. The construction occurs with aspectual 
classes that encode a phase which denotes a non-permanent (result) state. This 
includes reversible resultative achievements (-ikala ‘sit’), transitional 
achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’), accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get 
dressed’) and non-perception statives (-izʊkɪla ‘remember’). The first three 
aspectual classes encode a temporary resultant coda phase; the last one 
(non-perception statives) encodes a temporary stative nuclear phase. Irreversible 
resultative achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’) and some accomplishments (e.g., -sha 
(intr.) ‘grind’) are unacceptable with the persistive plus the stative construction 
because they encode a permanent resultant coda phase. Perception statives 
(e.g., -βoná ‘see’) resemble non-perception statives in encoding a stative 
temporary nuclear phase. These verbs (perception statives) are unacceptable with 
the stative construction, and also with the persistive plus the stative construction. 
Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’) and series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) are not acceptable 
with the persistive plus the stative construction because they lack a resultant coda 
phase. However, this generalization does not apply to directional activity verbs 
(e.g., -peela ‘run’). These verbs can occur with the persistive plus the stative 
construction to express the continuation of an event. The occurrence of the 
persistive plus the stative construction with directionals and the non-occurrence 
of this construction with perception statives indicate ongoing changes in the 
system of the language. These changes challenge the theoretical framework used 
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in this study to classify aspectual classes. I will return to this issue in the 
concluding chapter in § 7.4. TABLE 24 below shows the interpretations of the 
persistive plus the stative construction in each aspectual class, and the phasal 
structure construals illustrating these interpretations. 

Table 24: Interpretations and phasal structure construal of the persistive plus the 
stative construction in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Transitional 
achievements 

                                     STAT 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                O            N          C 

Express temporariness of 
the result state 

Irreversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be dead 
    | 

      N       C 

Infelicitious 

Reversible 
resultative 
achievements 

                 STAT 
 

 
be seated 

      N             C 

Express temporariness of 
the result state 

Accomplishments                                     STAT 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

               N                    C 

Express temporariness of 
the result state 

Perception statives 
 

 
 

see 

                     N 

Infelicitous 

Non-perception 
statives 

                       STAT 
 

 
remember 

                    N 

Express temporariness of 
the stative event 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities  

 
sing 

                    N 

Infelicitous, except for 
directionals, in which the 
construction denotes a 
continuation of the event 

Series  
 

                     N 

 
cough 

Infelicitous  
 

4.5 The inceptive aspect  
As defined in § 2.4.2, the inceptive aspect is a type of grammatical aspect which 
refers to the (sudden) start of the situation (inchoative reading) or to a point just 
before the start of the situation (proximate reading). In Nyamwezi, as in many 
other Bantu languages, e.g., Kagulu (Petzell, 2008), the inceptive can be marked 
either lexically, by the verb -andya ‘start’, as exemplified in (252) below, or 
inflectionally, by the prefix -yʊʊ́-, illustrated in (253). The inceptive verb -andya 
is further discussed in § 5.2. 

(252) waandyág'                       ʊʊkʊgʊla 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a                    ʊ-kʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-buy-FV 
‘S/he has started to buy (it) (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
(253) waayʊ́ʊ́gʊla 

ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-gʊl-a 
1SP-PST-INC-buy-FV 
‘S/he has just started to buy (it)’ 

 
As noted in § 2.4.2, the inceptive prefix -yʊʊ́- denotes two types of 
interpretations: inchoative and proximate. Based on these interpretations, the 
inceptive prefix is used in this study as a diagnostic test for the durativity of the 
initial phase of the event, i.e., it selects a durative initial phase to denote an 
inchoative reading (translated as X is starting to X-ing). For aspectual classes 
with a punctual initial phase, the inceptive aspect does not denote this reading; 
instead, it denotes a proximate reading (translated as X is just about or is on the 
point of X-ing). This reading indicates that the time of utterance is prior to the 
beginning of an event (i.e., the event is viewed from the external point of view). 
The discussion of the interactions of the inceptive prefix with aspectual classes 
of verbs proceeds as follows: § 4.5.1 discusses the interaction of the inceptive 
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aspect with activities, series, statives and accomplishments, § 4.5.2 the inceptive 
aspect with transitional achievements and § 4.5.3 the inceptive aspect with 
resultative achievements. 

4.5.1 Activities, series, statives  
and accomplishments 

Recall that activities, series, statives (both perception and non-perception) and 
accomplishments all encode a durative nuclear phase, which denotes either a 
process (in activities and accomplishments), repetitions (in series) or a state (in 
statives). Accomplishments, unlike other aspectual classes, encode a coda phase 
in addition to a nuclear phase. See (188) for a schematic representation of 
activities, (190) for series, (189) for statives, and (191) for accomplishment verbs. 
That all these aspectual classes encode a durative nuclear phase is diagnosed by 
the inceptive prefix -yʊʊ́-, which selects the initial point of this phase to denote 
different types of inchoative readings. These readings vary based on the internal 
characteristics of the initial nuclear phase. In activities and accomplishments, the 
nuclear phase indicates a process; thus, the inceptive aspect denotes the start of 
the event’s process, as exemplified in (254) below for activities and (255) for 
accomplishments.   

(254) waayɪ́ɪ́mbá 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-ímb-a 
1SP-PST-INC-sing-FV 
‘S/he has just started to sing’ 

 
(255) waayʊ́ʊ́zwaála 

ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PST-INC-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he has just started to dress or put on (a garment)’ 

 
In series verbs, the nucleus indicates repetitions or multiple occurrences of an 
event; thus, the inceptive aspect, as shown in (256) below, denotes the start of an 
iterative situation. 

(256) waayʊ́ʊ́kolóla 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-kólol-a 
1SP-PST-INC-cough-FV 
‘S/he has started to cough (continuously or serially)’ 
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In statives (both perception and non-perception), the nucleus indicates a state; 
thus, the inceptive aspect denotes the start of the stative event, as exemplified in 
(257) for perception statives and (258) for non-perception statives. 

(257) waayʊ́ʊ́βoná 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-βón-a 
1SP-PST-INC-see-FV 
‘S/he (e.g., the small child) has started (to be able) to see’ 

 
(258) βaáyííkólá 

βá-á-yʊ́ʊ-ikól-á 
2SP-PST-INC-resemble-FV 
‘They (e.g., a father and a child) have started to resemble each other 
(previously they did not)’ 

4.5.2 Transitional achievements 
Recall that transitional achievements encode all three phases: onset 
(coming-to-be), nucleus (point of transition) and coda (result state) (see (199) for 
a schematic representation). In this class, the initial phase (onset) is durative; 
thus, the inceptive aspect selects the initial subpart of this phase to denote the 
coming into existence of an event, as exemplified in (259) below.  

(259) a. waayʊ́ʊ́gɪna 
ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PST-INC-be(come)_fat-FV 
‘S/he has started to become fat’ 

 
b. gaáyʊ́ʊ́seβa 

gá-á-yʊ́ʊ-seβ-a 
6SP-PST-INC-boil-FV 
‘It (e.g., the water) has just started to boil (i.e., it has just started to 
heat up)’  

4.5.3 Resultative achievements 
Recall that resultative achievements (both irreversible and reversible) encode 
only a nuclear phase (point of transition) and a coda phase (result state) (see (205) 
and (206) for schematic representations). In this class, the initial phase (nucleus) 
is punctual. Evidence for this comes from the interpretation of the inceptive 
aspect, which denotes a proximate reading, i.e., X is just about or on the point to 
X-ing. This reading is exemplified in (260) for irreversible achievements and 
(261) for reversible achievements. 
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(260) lyaáyʊ́ʊ́faá 
lí-á-yʊ́ʊ-f-aá 
5SP-PST-INC-die-FV 
‘It (e.g., the dog) is just about to die or is on the point of dying’ 

 
(261) waayʊ́ʊ́gwa 

ʊ-á-yʊ́ʊ-gw-a 
1SP-PST-INC-fall_down-FV 
‘S/he is just about to fall down’ 

 
In resultative achievements, the proximate reading denotes that the inceptive 
aspect does not select the initial nuclear phase; instead, it selects a point just 
before this phase to denote that the event has not started, but that it will start very 
soon. 

4.5.4 Interpretations of  
the inceptive aspect: summary 

To sum up, the inceptive aspect is used as a diagnostic test for the durativity of 
the initial phase of the event, i.e., it selects an initial phase that has duration to 
denote that the event has started to take place. Aspectual classes that encode an 
initial phase that has duration are activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), accomplishments 
(e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’), statives (e.g., -βoná 
‘see’) and transitional achievements (e.g., -gɪná ‘be(come) fat’). In activities, 
accomplishments, series and statives, the initial phase that has duration is a 
nucleus. In each of these aspectual classes, the nuclear phase has different 
semantic characteristics. In activities and accomplishments, the nucleus denotes 
a process; thus, the inceptive aspect denotes the start of the event’s process. In 
series, the nucleus denotes repetitions; thus, the inceptive denotes the start of an 
iterative situation. In statives, the nucleus denotes a state; thus, the inceptive 
prefix denotes the start of a stative event. In transitional achievements, the initial 
phase that has duration is an onset (or coming-to-be) phase. Thus, the inceptive 
prefix denotes the coming into existence of an event. Resultative achievements 
(e.g., -faá ‘die’), unlike all other aspectual classes, encode an initial phase 
(nucleus) that lacks duration. Thus, the inceptive aspect does not denote an 
inchoative reading; instead, it denotes a proximate reading. That in resultative 
achievements the inceptive aspect denotes a proximate reading, rather than an 
inchoative reading, is good evidence that the verbs in this class encode a punctual 
nuclear phase. TABLE 25 below shows the interpretations of the inceptive aspect 
in each aspectual class, and the phasal structure construals illustrating these 
interpretations. 
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Table 25: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of an inceptive aspect in 
each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities              INC 

 
 

sing 

                     N 

The start of the event’s 
process 
 

Series               INC 
 

 

                      N 

 
cough 

The start of an iterative 
situation 

Accomplishments          INC 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                     C 

The start of the event’s 
process 

Statives (both 
perception and non-
perception) 
 

            INC 
 

 
see 

                     N 

The start of the stative 
event 

Transitional 
achievements 

       INC 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                 O           N          C 

The coming into existence 
of an event 

Resultative 
achievements (both 
irreversible and 
reversible) 

 INC 
 

 
be dead 

               N          C 

Proximate (the ‘be about 
to’ start of the event or the 
sudden start of an event) 

4.6 Summary and conclusion 
This chapter discussed grammatical aspect tests – the first type of diagnostic tests 
for aspectual classes motivated in this study. These tests include the general 
imperfective, the stative construction, the persistive plus the progressive, the 
persistive plus the stative construction, and the inceptive. These tests can be 
divided into two groups. The first group includes diagnostic tests that were used 
to classify verbs based on the acceptability of occurrence of a verb with a 
grammatical construction. This group includes the persistive plus general 
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imperfective, the stative construction and the persistive plus stative construction. 
The persistive plus the general imperfective was used as a test for durativity. This 
test/construction is acceptable with aspectual classes that encode an initial phase 
that has duration, such as activities (as in ataál' áálɪɪmba ‘S/he is still singing/still 
sings’), and is unacceptable with those classes that encode a punctual initial 
phase, such as resultative achievements (as in #lɪtáálɪ́ lɪlɪ́ɪ́βola, intended: ‘It is 
still becoming rotten’). The stative construction was used as a test for stativity. 
This test/construction is acceptable with aspectual classes that encode a phase 
which denotes a (result) state such as accomplishments (as in azwaálílé ‘S/he is 
dressed in or wearing (a garment)’) and unacceptable in those classes that encode 
non-stative phases, such as activities (as in #asekilé, intended: ‘S/he is (in the 
state of) laughing’). Lastly, the stative plus the stative construction was used as a 
diagnostic test for the reversibility of the (result) state. This test/construction is 
acceptable with aspectual classes that encode a phase that denotes a 
non-permanent (result) state, such as reversible resultative achievements (as in 
ataálɪ́ wiikalilé ‘S/he is still seated’), and is unacceptable with those encoding 
phases that denote permanent (result) states, such as irreversible resultative 
achievements (as in #ataál’ ááfíílé, intended: ‘#S/he is still dead’).  

It is important to mention that the stative construction and the persistive plus the 
stative construction are sometimes sensitive to aspectual properties that are not 
correlated. For example, as noted above, the stative construction, as a rule of 
thumb, occurs with verbs whose aspectual classes encode a phase that denotes a 
(result) state. However, there are cases where this construction can also occur 
with verbs that encode a non-stative phase, such as directionals (as in aziilé ‘S/he 
is (in the state of) going home’). There are also cases where this construction 
cannot occur with verbs that encode a stative nuclear phase, such as perception 
statives (as in #wiigwílé, intended: ‘S/he hears (i.e., s/he is in the state of 
hearing)’). These cases indicate some of the ongoing changes in the system of 
the language that cannot be predicted using the stative construction (as a 
diagnostic test) and the theoretical framework adopted in this study. 

The second group of diagnostic tests include the general imperfective and the 
inceptive aspect. These tests/constructions are compatible with all aspectual 
classes, but indicate readings which vary based on the phasal structure of the 
aspectual class. In this regard, these tests were used to classify verbs based on 
their interpretive possibilities. These tests/constructions are used to differentiate 
aspectual classes with a durative initial phase from classes with a punctual initial 
phase. In classes with a durative initial phase, such as accomplishments, the 
general imperfective denotes an ongoing reading (as in alɪɪzwaála ‘S/he is getting 
dressed or putting on (a garment)’) while the inceptive aspect denotes an 
inchoative reading (as waayʊ́ʊ́zwaála ‘S/he has just started to dress or put on (a 
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garment)’). In contrast, in those aspectual classes with a punctual initial phase, 
such as resultative achievements, the general imperfective denotes an immediate 
future (as alɪɪgwaa! ‘S/he appears to be about to fall down!’), while the inceptive 
denotes a proximate reading (as in waayʊ́ʊ́gwa ‘S/he is just about to fall down’). 
The lack of ongoing and inchoative readings with the general imperfective and 
the inceptive aspect, respectively, is taken as an indication that the verb encodes 
a punctual initial phase, i.e., its initial phase cannot be selected or modified by 
these constructions. 
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5 Lexical tests 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses lexical tests. As noted in § 3.5 of Chapter 3, these tests 
consist of checking the compatibility and interpretational differences of the 
aspectualizers -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’, -mala ‘finish’ and the adverbial 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ with verbs from different aspectual classes. Each of these 
tests is discussed in a separate section, i.e., -andya ‘start’ in § 5.2, -oya ‘stop’ in 
§ 5.3, -mala ‘finish’ in § 5.4 and hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ in § 5.5. Aspectual classes 
for which the lexical tests will be used as diagnostics are given in (262) below, 
repeated from (160) for convenience. 

(262) Nyamwezi aspectual classes  

              Activities            
              Processes       Series                           

                             Accomplishments 
              Duratives                        
                           Perception  

 Statives 
Nyamwezi                        Non-perception 
aspectual classes 
                   Transitionals 
          Achievements               Irreversible  
                   Resultatives   
                            Reversible 
 
As noted in § 1.5.3.2 (of Chapter 1) and § 2.2 (of Chapter 1), Nyamwezi has 
many past and future morphological tenses. So, before embarking on the 
discussion of the interactions of aspectualizers -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’ 
and -mala ‘finish’ with aspectual classes, a few words should be said about the 
tenses that will occur on these verbs. 

The aspectualizers -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’ and -mala ‘finish’, like all verbs in 
Nyamwezi, can receive different temporal readings based on the tense they are 
inflected for. I will illustrate this point using the aspectualizer -andya ‘start’, 
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which expresses the beginning of an event. When inflected with the immediate 
past (discussed in § 2.2.1.1), -andya denotes that the event has “just now” started, 
as exemplified in (263) below. When inflected with the hodiernal past (discussed 
in § 2.2.1.2), it denotes that the beginning of an event started earlier today, as 
illustrated in (264) below. When inflected with the pre-hodiernal past (discussed 
in § 2.2.1.3), it denotes that the beginning of an event started yesterday or any 
day before today, as illustrated in (265) below. In examples below, and in all 
other examples discussed in this chapter, the aspectualizer takes an infinitive 
complement.  

(263) waándy’                               ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 
ʊ-á-andy-a                          ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SP- PST-start- IMM_PST   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he has just started to sing’ 

 
(264) waandyág’              ʊʊkwɪɪmbá 

ʊ-á-andy-ag-a                      ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SG-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he has started to sing (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
(265) waandíj’                   ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 

ʊ-á-andy-íle               ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SG-PST-start-PREHOD   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he started to sing (yesterday or before)’ 

 
Inflecting -andya ‘start’ with the future tenses similarly leads to different 
temporal readings. For example, when -andya is inflected with the hodiernal 
future tense (discussed in § 2.2.3.1), it denotes that the beginning of an event will 
start later today (after the reference/utterance time), as illustrated in (266) below. 
But when inflected with the post-hodiernal future (discussed in § 2.2.3.2), it 
denotes that the beginning of an event will start tomorrow or later, as in (267). 

(266) akwaandy'              ʊʊkwɪɪmbá 
a-kʊ-andy-a             ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SG-HOD_FUT-start-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he will start to sing (later today)’ 
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(267) alaandy’                       ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 
a-laa-andy-é                   ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SG-POSTHOD-start-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he will start to sing (tomorrow or later)’ 

 
In this study, the differences between aspectual classes will be diagnosed by 
aspectualizers that are inflected with either the hodiernal past or the pre-hodiernal 
past. Generally, aspectualizers inflected with the hodiernal past denote similar 
results to aspectualizers inflected with an immediate past, because both tenses 
reference a time within the same day of the speech event. The same can be said 
about the aspectualizers inflected with the pre-hodiernal past and those inflected 
with the remote past, i.e., they both denote similar results, because they reference 
a time earlier than today.  

In all examples, the inflection of either the hodiernal past or pre-hodiernal past 
on the aspectualizers depends on the semantics of the complement verb. For 
example, in (268) below, repeated from (264), the aspectualizer -andya ‘start’ is 
inflected with the hodiernal past, because the event of starting to sing can occur 
in between the time designated by this tense and the reference or utterance time. 
In contrast, in (269), -andya is inflected with the pre-hodiernal past because the 
event of starting to become fat cannot occur in between the time designated by 
the hodiernal past and reference/utterance time, and thus (270) is infelicitous. 
This is true only for this particular verb, based on its meaning. 

(268) waandyág’               ʊʊkwɪɪmbá 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a              ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SG-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he has started to sing (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
(269) waandíj’                  ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna 

ʊ-á-andy-íle              ʊ-kʊ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PST-start-PREHOD   AUG-INF-be(come)_fat-FV 
‘S/he started to become fat (a long while ago)’ 

 
(270) #waandyág’                           ʊʊkʊgɪna 

ʊ-á-andy-ag-a                      ʊ-kʊ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-be(come)_fat-FV 
Intended: ‘S/he started to become fat (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
The aspectualizers inflected with either the hodiernal future or post-hodiernal 
future do not exhibit different behaviours with different aspectual classes. They 
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all indicate that the event will start, stop or finish in the future. For this reason, 
the aspectualizers inflected with future tenses are not used as diagnostic tests for 
aspectual classes.  

In the following sections, I will turn to the discussion of the aspectualizers as 
diagnostics for aspectual classes. 

5.2 Co-occurrence with -andya ‘start’ 
The aspectualizer -andya ‘start’, like the inceptive aspect prefix (discussed in § 
4.5), selects the initial part of a phase to express the beginning of an event. Recall 
that in this chapter -andya as a diagnostic test, will be inflected with either the 
hodiernal past or the pre-hodiernal past. The co-occurrence of -andya with these 
tenses indicates that the beginning of an event has a longer duration. This is so 
because these tenses denote events that started or occurred earlier today 
(hodiernal past) or in the time before today (pre-hodiernal past) and still hold at 
UT. In this respect, -andya, inflected with these tenses, is used as a diagnostic test 
for the durativity of the initial phase of an event, i.e., it selects a durative initial 
phase to denote that the event has started to take place. Aspectual classes which 
encode a punctual initial phase should not be acceptable with -andya, unless they 
are (pragmatically) reinterpreted as aspectual classes that encode a durative initial 
phase.  

Before embarking on a discussion, it should be noted here that all verbs (except 
those denoting permanent events) are generally acceptable if -andya (inflected 
with the hodiernal past or pre-hodiernal past) is used to refer to the beginning of 
multiple occurrences of an event (iterative reading). This reading is clear 
especially when -andya is combined with the defective verb kʊyʊ ‘be’, as 
exemplified in (271a) below for a durative verb -ɪmbá ‘sing’ and in (271b) for a 
punctual verb -ikala ‘sit’ In (271), (271a) refers to the beginning of multiple 
occurrences of singing and (271b) the beginning of multiple occurrences of 
sitting.  

(271) a. waandyág’              kʊy’   ɪɪmbá 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a             kʊyʊ ímb-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV    be   sing-FV 
‘S/he has started to sing (serially) (Lit. #s/he has started to be 
singing)’ 
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b. waandyág’              kʊy’   iikala 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a             kʊyʊ ikal-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV    be   sit-FV 
‘S/he has started to sit (serially) (Lit. #S/he has started to be sitting)’ 

 
Verbs denoting permanent (or irreversible) events are not acceptable with -andya 
combined with kʊyʊ (272) due to the permanent nature of their events. 

(272) #lyaandyág’             kʊyʊ  f-aá 
lí-á-andy-ag-a            kʊyʊ f-aá 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV    be   die-FV 
‘#It (e.g., the dog) has started to die (serially) (Lit. #It has started to be 
dying)’ 

 
In the following sections, the discussion of -andya as a diagnostic test does not 
include an iterative reading, because (i) the iterative reading, as noted above, is 
usually licensed by the verb kʊyʊ ‘be’, and (ii) the reading is generally denoted 
by all verbs except those denoting permanent events. The discussion of the 
interactions of -andya with aspectual classes proceeds as follows: § 5.2.1.1 
discusses the interaction of -andya with activities, series, statives and 
accomplishments, § 5.2.1.2 -andya with transitional achievements and §  
5.2.1.3 -andya with resultative achievements. 

5.2.1.1 Activities, series, statives and accomplishments 

As noted in § 3.4.1 in Chapter 3, activities, series, statives and accomplishments 
all encode a durative nuclear phase, which indicates either a process (in activities 
and accomplishments), repetitions (in series) or a state (in statives). In addition 
to a nuclear phase, accomplishments encode a coda phase which indicates the 
event’s result state. Schematic representations of these classes are given in (273)–
(276) below.  

(273) The phasal structure of activities     
 

 
sing 

                     N 
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(274) The phasal structure of series 
 
 

                              N 
 
(275) The phasal structure of statives    

 
 

see 
                       N 
  
(276) The phasal structure of accomplishments 
 

 

                N                C 
 
That activities, series, statives and accomplishments encode a durative nuclear 
phase is diagnosed by the aspectualizer -andya, which selects the initial sub-
phase of this phase of the event to express the beginning of the process in 
activities (277) and accomplishments (278), the beginning of multiple 
occurrences of an event in series (279), and the beginning of a state in both 
perception statives (280) and non-perception statives (281). 

(277) Activity verb 
waandyág’              ʊʊkwɪɪmbá 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a             ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he has started to sing (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 

 
(278) Accomplishment verb 

waandyág’             ʊʊkʊzwaála 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-zwáal-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he has started to get dressed or to put on (a garment earlier today or a 
short while ago)’ 

 

 
cough 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 
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(279) Series verb 
waandyág’                ʊʊkʊkolóla 
ʊ-á-andy-ag-a             ʊ-kʊ-kólol-a 
1SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-cough-FV 
‘S/he has started to cough (continuously or serially) (earlier today or a 
short while ago)’ 

 
(280) Perception stative verb 

waandíj’                ʊ́ʊ́kʊβoná 
ʊ-á-andy-íle              ʊ-kʊ-βón-a 
1SP-PST-start-PREHOD   AUG-INF-see-FV 
‘S/he (e.g., a small child) started to (be able to) see (a long while ago)’ 

 
(281) Non-perception stative verb 

waandij’                ʊ́ʊ́kwiizʊkɪla 
ʊ-á-andy-íle              ʊ-kʊ-izʊkɪl-a 
1SP-PST-start-PREHOD   AUG-INF-remember-FV 
‘S/he started to remember (a long while ago)’ 

 
The schematic representation in (282) below shows the event structure construal 
of the aspectualizer -andya ‘start’ in activities. -andya selects the initial point of 
an event. A similar schema can be used to represent the event structure construal 
of series, statives and accomplishments, as they also encode a durative nuclear 
phase as their initial phase. 

 
(282)  

 
sing 

                      N 

        -andya 

5.2.1.2 Transitional achievements 

As noted in § 3.4.2.1, transitional achievements include verbs which encode an 
onset (or coming-to-be) phase, a nuclear (or point of transition) phase and a coda 
(or result state) phase, as shown schematically in (283) below.  
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(283) Phasal structure of transitional achievements 
 

 
become fat  

 
be fat 

                   O          N       C 
 
The onset phase of transitional achievements is durative. This is evidenced 
by -andya, which selects the initial sub-phase of this phase to denote the coming-
to-be of an event, as exemplified in (284) below, and shown schematically in 
(285). 

(284) a. waandij’                ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna 
ʊ-á-andy-íle              ʊ-kʊ-gɪn-a 
1SP-PST-start-PREHOD   AUG-INF-be(come)_fat-FV 
‘S/he started to become fat (a long while ago)’ 

 
b. gaandyág’               ʊʊkʊseβa 

gá-á-andy-ag-a              ʊ-kʊ-seβ-a 
6SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-boil-FV 
‘It (e.g., the water) has started to boil (earlier today or a short while 
ago) (i.e., it has started coming to boil)’  

 
 
(285)  

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                    O         N       C 
                          
                       -andya 
 
The cancelability of the event transition, as shown in (286) below, provides 
further evidence that in transitional achievements -andya ‘start’ selects the initial 
sub-phase of the event’s onset rather than the coda phase (result state). 

(286) gaandyág’            íla     gakáséβíle 
gá-á-andy-ag-a            íla   gá-ká-seβ-íle 
6SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   but     6SP-NEG-boil-FV 
‘It (e.g., the water) has started (coming to the boil) but hasn’t boiled’  
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5.2.1.3 Resultative achievements 
As noted in § 3.4.2.2, resultative achievements differ from transitional 
achievements in encoding only a punctual nucleus (a point of change/transition) 
and a coda (or result state) phase, as shown schematically in (287) below (cf. 
(283)). 

(287)  The phasal structure of resultative achievements 
 

 
be dead 

 

                  N       C 
 
There are two types of resultative achievements: irreversible achievements, 
which encode a permanent result state, and reversible achievements, which 
encode a temporary result state. In both classes, -andya ‘start’, inflected with the 
hodiernal past, is correctly predicted to be infelicitous because there is no onset 
phase, and the initial phase (nucleus) is punctual (lacks duration). The co-
occurrence restriction of -andya with irreversible and reversible achievements is 
illustrated in (288) and (289). 

(288) Irreversible achievement 
#lyaandyág’              ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá  
lí-á-andy-ag-a              ʊ-kʊ-f-aá 
5SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-die-FV 
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the dog) has started to die (earlier today or a short 
while ago)’ 

 
(289) Reversible achievement 

#lyaandyág’              ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
lí-á-andy-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-gw-a 
5SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-fall_down-FV 
Intended: ‘It (e.g., the wall) has started to fall down (earlier today or a 
short while ago) (i.e., it has started the process of falling down)’ 

 
Note that when irreversible and reversible achievements occur with the 
aspectualizer -andya ‘start’ inflected with plural subjects, they are reinterpreted 
as durative verbs, or more precisely as series verbs. The construction then 
indicates the beginning of multiple occurrences of the event, as exemplified in 
(290) and (291) below. 
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(290) Irreversible achievement 
gaandyág'               ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá 
gá-á-andy-ag-a              ʊ-kʊ-f-aá 
6SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-die-FV 
‘They (e.g., the dogs) have started to die (one by one) (earlier today or a 
short while ago)’ 

 
(291) Reversible achievement 

gaandyág'          ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
gá-á-andy-ag-a          ʊ-kʊ-gw-a 
6SP-PST-start-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-fall_down-FV 
‘They (e.g., the walls) have started to fall down (one by one) (earlier 
today or a short while ago)’ 

5.2.2 Interpretations of -andya ‘start’: Summary 

To sum up, the aspectualizer -andya ‘start’ is used as a diagnostic test for 
aspectual classes that encode a durative initial phase and denotes that the event 
has started to take place. The different interpretations of -andya when it co-occurs 
with verbs in different aspectual classes provides evidence that these classes are 
distinct. Aspectual classes that encode a durative initial phase are activities 
(e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’), statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’), 
accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) and transitional achievements 
(e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’). The initial phases in these classes – a nucleus in 
activities, series, statives, and accomplishments, and an onset in transitional 
achievements – denote different semantic characteristics. In activities and 
accomplishments, the nucleus indicates a process; thus, -andya denotes the 
beginning of a process. In series, the nucleus indicates repetitions; thus, -andya 
denotes the beginning of multiple occurrences of the event. In statives, the 
nucleus indicates a state; thus, -andya denotes the beginning of a stative event. 
In transitional achievements, an initial phase (onset) indicates the coming-to-be 
of an event; thus, -andya denotes the beginning of the coming-to-be of an event. 
Resultative achievements (both irreversible (e.g., -faá ‘die’) and reversible 
(e.g., -gwa ‘fall down’)) encode a punctual initial phase; thus, as predicted, they 
are infelicitous with -andya. However, resultative achievements that are inflected 
with a plural subject can be felicitous with -andya. In this case, the verbs, as 
series, denote the beginning of multiple occurrences of an event. The inflection 
of a plural subject on a resultative achievement verb indicates an aspectual shift 
in which the resultative achievement is reinterpreted as a series verb. TABLE 26 
below shows the phases selected by -andya in each aspectual class and the 
readings encoded. 
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Table 26: The phases selected by -andya ‘start’ and the readings encoded 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities              -andya 

 
 

sing 

                     N   

The beginning of a 
process 
 

Accomplishments          -andya 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                      C 

The beginning of a 
process 

Series                -andya 
 

 

                     N 

 
cough 

The beginning of multiple 
occurrences of the event 

Statives (both 
perception and 
non-perception) 

               -andya 
 

 
see 

                     N 

The beginning of a stative 
event   

Transitional 
achievements 

        -andya 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                  O          N           C 

The beginning of a 
coming-to-be phase of an 
event 

Resultative 
achievements (both 
irreversible and 
reversible) 

 
 

be dead 

      N       C 

Infelicitious, unless 
inflected with a plural 
subject 

5.3 Co-occurrence with -oya ‘stop’ 
In Nyamwezi, -oya ‘stop’ can be used to denote either an interruption or cessation 
reading. The cessation reading denotes the completion of a serial or habitual 
event, as exemplified in (292) below. In this example, -oya denotes the 
completion of multiple occurrences of cooking.  
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(292) woóyag'                      ʊ́ʊ́kʊzugá 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                     ʊ-kʊ-zúg-a 

  1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-cook-FV    
  ‘S/he is no longer cooking’  
 
The cessation reading is clear especially if -oya (as we saw in -andya ‘start’ (§ 
5.2)) is combined with the defective verb kʊyʊ, as exemplified in (293) below.  

(293) woóyag'                    kʊyʊ    zugá 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   kʊyʊ    zúg-a 

  1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   be     cook-FV    
  ‘S/he is no longer cooking (Lit. #S/he has stopped to be cooking)’  
 
In Nyamwezi, the cessation reading is expressed by all verbs except those that 
encode permanent events, in which -oya, as shown in (294) below, is infelicitous. 
The infelicity is due to the permanent nature of the event, i.e., the same event, 
such as -faá ‘die’, cannot occur more than once.  

(294) #lyoóyag’                  ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá 
lí-á-oy-ag-a                      ʊ-kʊ-f-aá 
5SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-die-FV    
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the dog) is no longer dying’ 

 
Since the cessation reading denoted by -oya is generally expressed with all verbs 
(except in those cases noted above), this reading is not used to determine the 
differences between aspectual classes.  

The second reading of -oya (the interruption reading) denotes that the event was 
in progress but that it stopped before reaching its culmination or endpoint (295).  

(295) woóyag'                    ʊ́ʊ́kʊzugá 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-zúg-a 

  1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-cook-FV    
  ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) cooking’  
 
The interruption reading is not expressed by all verbs. It is only expressed by 
verbs which denote events that encode some duration. In this regard, -oya 
(denoting interruption reading) is used as a diagnostic test for the durativity of an 
initial phase, i.e., it only selects a durative initial phase to express that the event 
stopped before finishing. Aspectual classes which encode a punctual initial phase 
do not express this reading with -oya. The discussion of the interactions of the 
aspectualizer oya ‘stop’ with aspectual classes proceeds as follows: § 5.3.1 
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discusses the interaction of -oya with activities, series, statives and 
accomplishments, § 5.3.2 -oya with transitional achievements and § 5.3.3 -oya 
with resultative achievements. 

5.3.1 Activities, series, statives  
and accomplishments 

Recall that activities, series, accomplishments and (both perception and non-
perception) statives all encode a nuclear phase which describes a process (as in 
activities and accomplishments), repetitions (as in series) or a state (as in 
statives). Accomplishments, in addition to a nuclear phase, encode a coda/result 
state phase. (See (273)–(276) for schematic representations of these classes.) In 
these aspectual classes, the nuclear phase is durative; thus, as correctly predicted, 
they can occur with -oya to denote an interruption reading. In activities and 
accomplishments, -oya denotes an interruption to the event’s process, as 
exemplified in (296) and (297), respectively, while in series it denotes an 
interruption to the multiple occurrences of an event, as shown in (298). In statives 
(both perception and non-perception), it denotes an interruption to the event’s 
state, as shown in (299) for perception statives and (300) for non-perception 
statives. 

(296) Activity verbs 
woóyag'                   ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 

 1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-sing-FV    
  ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) singing’  
  
(297) Accomplishment verbs 

woóyag'                   ʊ́ʊ́kʊzwaála 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-zwáal-a 

 1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV    
  ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) getting dressed or putting on (a 

garment)  
 
(298) Series verbs 

woóyag'                   ʊʊ́kʊkolóla 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-kólol-a 

 1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-cough-FV    
 ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) coughing (continuously or serially)’  
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(299) Perception stative verb 
woóyag'                   ʊ́ʊ́kʊlɪβóná 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-lí-βón-a 

 1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-5OP-see-FV    
  ‘S/he has stopped seeing it’ 
 
(300) Non-perception stative verb 

lyoóyag’                    ʊ́ʊ́kʊmoonda 
lí-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-moond-a 

 5SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-be_soft-FV    
 ‘It (e.g., the mattress) has stopped being soft’  

 
A schematic representation in (301) below shows the event structure of the 
interruption reading denoted by -oya ‘stop’ in activities like -ɪmbá ‘sing. A 
similar schema can also be used to represent this reading in accomplishments, 
series and statives. 

(301) Interruption of the event 
 
 

 
sing 

                                           N 

     -oya 

5.3.2 Transitional achievements 
Recall that transitional achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, -seβa (intr.) 
‘boil’, -βoomba ‘be(come)_soaked’, unlike all other classes, encode three phases: 
an onset (or coming-to-be), a nucleus (or point of transition) and a coda (result 
state) phase (see (199) for a schematic representation). In this aspectual class, the 
initial phase (onset or coming-to-be) is durative; thus, as correctly predicted, -oya 
can select this phase to denote that the coming-to-be phase of an event has been 
interrupted before reaching the point of transition to the nuclear phase. This 
reading is exemplified in (302) below and schematized in (303). 

(302) a. goóyag’                   ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa 
gá-á-oy-ag-a             ʊ-kʊ-seβ-a 

   6SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-boil-FV    
   ‘It (e.g., the water) has stopped coming to the boil’  
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b. goóyag’                   ʊ́ʊ́kʊβoomba 
gá-á-oy-ag-a             ʊ-kʊ-βoomb-a 

   6SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-be(come)_soaked-FV 
‘They (e.g., the cassava) have stopped being soaked’  

 
(303) Interruption of the coming-to-be phase of a transitional achievement 
 
 

 
become hot 

 
be hot 

                                     O        N       C 
 
   -oya 

5.3.3 Resultative achievements 
Resultative achievements, unlike transitional achievements, encode only a 
punctual nuclear phase (point of transition) and a coda phase (result state). Recall 
from § 3.4.2.2 that there are two subclasses of resultative achievements: 
irreversible, which encodes a permanent result state, and reversible, which 
encodes a temporary result state. (See (205) and (206) for schematic 
representations of these classes.)  

Resultative (reversible and irreversible) achievements do not encode an onset or 
a coming-to-be phase and their initial phase (nucleus) is punctual; thus, as 
correctly predicted, -oya does not denote an interruption reading, as shown in 
(304) and (305) below.    

(304) Reversible achievements 
woóyag'                     ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
ʊ-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-gw-a 

  1SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-fall_down-FV    
‘S/he is no longer falling down’ NOT ‘#S/he has stopped (the process of) 
falling down’ 

 
(305) Irreversible achievements 

#lyoóyag’                   ʊ́ʊ́kʊβola 
lí-á-oy-ag-a                   ʊ-kʊ-βol-a 
5SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-be(come)_rotten-FV    

  Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the mango) has stopped (the process of) rotting’ 
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As shown in (304) above, reversible resultative achievements are acceptable 
if -oya is used to denote a cessation of a serial or habitual event (‘S/he is no longer 
falling down’), but not the interruption of the event (‘#S/he has stopped (the 
process of) sitting (down))’. As noted in § 5.3, the cessation reading is expressed 
for all verbs except those that describe events which are construed as lasting 
permanently, such as irreversible achievements, e.g., -βola ‘be(come) rotten 
(exemplified in (305)) and -faá ‘die’ (exemplified in (294)). 

Before closing this section, it should be noted here that resultative achievements 
can denote an interruption reading with -oya if -oya is inflected for a plural 
subject. This indicates an aspectual shift in which a resultative achievement is 
classified as a series verb. This is exemplified in (306) and (307) below, in 
which -oya, as in series verbs, denotes an interruption of a series of separate 
events of the same kind.  

(306)   Reversible achievements 
βoóyag'                       ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
βa-á-oy-ag-a                  ʊ-kʊ-gw-a 

  2SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-fall_down-FV    
‘They have stopped (the process of) falling down’ 

 
(307) Irreversible achievements 

goóyag’                       ʊ́ʊ́kʊβola 
gá-á-oy-ag-a                  ʊ-kʊ-βol-a 
6SP-PST-stop-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-be(come)_rotten-FV    

  ‘They (e.g., the mangoes) have stopped (the process of) rotting’ 

5.3.4 Interpretations of -oya ‘stop’: summary 

To sum up, the aspectualizer -oya ‘stop’ has two meanings in Nyamwezi. It can 
be used to denote the cessation of a serial or habitual event, or an interruption of 
the event. The first reading is denoted by all verbs except those which encode a 
permanent event (irreversible achievements, e.g., -faá ‘die’). The second reading 
is only denoted by verbs that denote an event which encodes a duration before it 
reaches its culmination or final point. With regard to the second reading, -oya is 
used as a diagnostic test for the durativity of the initial phase; it selects this phase 
to denote an interruption reading. Aspectual classes that encode a durative initial 
phase are activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’), statives 
(e.g., -βoná ‘see’), accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) and transitional 
achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’). In these classes, the initial phase – a 
nucleus for activities, series, statives and accomplishments, and on onset for 
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transitional achievements – denotes different semantic characteristics. In 
activities and accomplishments, the nucleus indicates a process; thus, -oya 
denotes the interruption of a process. In series, the nucleus indicates repetitions; 
thus, -oya denotes the interruption of multiple occurrences of the event. In 
statives, the nucleus indicates a state; thus, -oya denotes the interruption of a 
stative event. In transitional achievements, an initial phase (onset) indicates the 
coming-to-be of an event; thus, -oya denotes the interruption of the coming-to-be 
of an event. Resultative achievements (e.g., -ikala ‘sit’), unlike other classes, 
encode a punctual initial phase; thus, they cannot occur with -oya to denote an 
interruption reading. Note that resultative achievements can encode an 
interruption reading if -oya is inflected with a plural subject. In this case, 
resultative achievements are reinterpreted as series verbs: -oya, as in series verbs, 
denotes an interruption of a series of events of the same kind. TABLE 27 below 
shows the phases selected by -oya in each aspectual class and the readings 
encoded. 

Table 27: The phases selected by -oya ‘stop’ and the readings encoded 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities                       -oya 

 
 

sing 

                     N 

Interruption of the 
event’s process  

Accomplishments          -oya                  
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                 N                C 

Interruption of the 
event’s process 

Series                          -oya 
 

 

                     N 

 
cough 

Interruption of the 
event’s multiple 
occurrences 

Statives (perception 
and non-perception) 

                      -oya 
 

 
see 

                     N 

Interruption of the 
event’s state 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Transitional 
achievements 

             -oya 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                O            N           C 

Interruption of the 
coming-to-be phase of 
the event 

Irreversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be dead 
    | 

      N       C 

Infelicitous, unless 
inflected with a plural 
subject 

Reversible 
resultative 
achievements 

  
 

be seated 

      N             C 

Do not express 
interruption reading, 
unless inflected with a 
plural subject 

5.4 Co-occurrence with -mala ‘finish’ 
Semantically, the verb -mala ‘finish’ signifies that the event in question was in 
progress and that it was finally carried out to completion. In regard to this 
meaning, -mala, like the verb ‘finish’ in English (see Dowty, 1979, p. 57; Kearns, 
2000, p. 214), is employed as a diagnostic test for both durativity and telicity 
(boundedness), i.e., it requires the verb it describes to denote an event that 
encodes a process and a culmination or final boundary. Verbs which do not 
encode a combination of these two aspectual features should not be acceptable 
with -mala.  

Before embarking on a detailed discussion of -mala as a diagnostic test, it is 
important to note that -mala, like the verb (kw-)isha ‘(to) finish’ in Swahili (see 
Nicolle, 2012, p. 374), not only expresses the completion of the event’s process, 
but can also be used as a completive marker indicating that the event has already 
taken place, as exemplified in (308) below. In this example, -mala does not refer 
to the finishing of the dying process, but rather it asserts that the event of dying 
has already happened. 
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(308) ahw’    aataálɪ́               ḿpaáng’        ɪ́ɪ́nsabo                   
aho      a-táá-lɪ               mu-paángá    ɪ-nsabo                   
when   1SP-PER-AUX   1NP-alive      AUG-9NP.wealth    
yaakwé         yaalɪ́        yiidíbílé.            
ya-a-kwé         yɪ-a-lɪ́                yɪ-ø-idíb-íle.      
9ACP-ø-POSS3SG   9SP-PST-AUX   9SP-PST-still-STAT    
alɪɪmala                       kʊfa   yʊ́ʊsaámbáála … 
a-lɪɪ-mal-a                   kʊ-f-aá  yʊ́-ʊ-saámbáál-a 
1SP-IMPF-finish-FV   INF-die-FV SP-CONS-scatter-FV 
‘When he was still alive, his wealth was intact. After he died it was 
scattered ….’ 

(Maganga & Schadeberg, 1992, p. 235) 
 
-mala, with the meaning ‘already’, is generally possible with all verbs in 
Nyamwezi. -mala with the meaning ‘finish’, as noted above, is only available 
with verbs that have both a process and a culmination or result state. -mala with 
the meaning ‘finish’ is used in the following sections to determine the differences 
encoded by aspectual classes.  

5.4.1 Accomplishments 
Accomplishments, as in the figure shown in (276), include verbs that encode both 
a nuclear phase and a coda phase. In this class, the nucleus denotes a process and 
the coda phase denotes a culmination (or result state) of the process. Because 
accomplishments encode both a process and a culmination/result state, they are 
acceptable with -mala, as shown in (309) below. 

(309) a. waamálag’             ʊʊkʊzwaála 
ʊ-á-mal-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-zwáal-a 

   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV    
‘S/he has finished getting dressed or putting on (a garment)’ 

 
b. lyaamálag’             ʊ́ʊ́kʊchiβiwá 

lí-á-mal-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-chiβ-iw-á 
   5SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV   AUG.INF-block-PASS-FV    

‘It (e.g., the hole) has finished being blocked (i.e., the blocking is 
completed)’ 

 
A schematic representation showing the event structure construal of -mala in 
accomplishments is given in (310) below. Here, -mala selects the endpoint of the 
nuclear phase to indicate that the event has reached its culmination point.  
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(310)   

get dressed 
 
be dressed 

                      N                   C 

                  mala 

5.4.2 Activities, series and statives 
As in the figures shown in (273)–(275),  activities, series and statives (both 
perception and non-perception) all encode only a durative nuclear phase, which 
denotes a process (activities), repetitions (series) or a state (statives). These 
classes lack a coda phase which indicates the culmination or the result state of 
the event; thus, as correctly predicted, they cannot occur with -mala as shown in 
(311) below. 

(311) a. #waamálag’            ʊʊkʊseka   (activity) 
ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-sek-a 

   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-laugh-FV   
Intended: ‘#S/he has finished laughing’ 

 
b. #waamálag’           ʊʊkʊkolóla  (series) 

ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-kólol-a 
   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-cough-FV    

Intended: ‘#S/he has finished coughing (continuously or serially)’ 
 

c. #waamálag’           ʊʊkʊβoná  (perception stative) 
ʊ-á-mal-ag-a          ʊ-kʊ-βón-a 

   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-see-FV    
Intended: ‘S/he has finished seeing’ 

 
d. #waamálag’            ʊʊkwiizʊkɪla  (non-perception stative) 

ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-izʊkɪla-a 
   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-remember-FV    

Intended: ‘S/he has finished remembering’ 
 
Note that some activities (312) and statives (313) can be reinterpreted as 
accomplishments, especially if they denote events which are controlled by their 
subject (agentive or controlling events) (cf. -βoná ‘see’ in (311c) above, 
and -degeléka ‘listen’ in (313) below). In the examples below, -mala, as in 
accomplishments, denotes the completion of the event’s process.  
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(312) waamálag’            ʊʊkwɪɪmbá  (activity) 
ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-ímb-a 

  1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-sing-FV 
‘S/he has finished singing (a song)’ 

 
(313) waamálag’            ʊʊkʊdegéleka (perception stative) 

ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-dégelek-a 
  1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-listen-FV 

‘S/he has finished listening (to songs)’ 
 
Series verbs, unlike activities and statives, are usually not interpreted as 
accomplishments with -mala, (probably) because their nuclear phase (unlike 
activities and statives) does not denote a process/state. In series verbs, the nucleus 
denotes repetitions of the same event. 

5.4.3 Resultative and transitional achievements  
As in the figures shown in (283) and (285), transitional and resultative 
achievements (both irreversible and reversible) encode a punctual nuclear phase, 
which indicates the point of change/transition of an event, and a coda phase, 
which indicates the culmination or result state of the event. Transitional 
achievements, in addition to a nucleus and coda phase, encode a durative onset 
phase that denotes the coming-to-be of an event. 

As correctly predicted, resultative achievements (both irreversible and reversible) 
are unacceptable with -mala, as shown in (314) below, because they describe 
events which encode a punctual nucleus, so they lack duration.  

(314)  a. #lyaamálag’          ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá (irreversible achievement) 
lí-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-f-aá 

   5SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-die-FV    
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the dog) has finished dying’ 

 
b. #waamálag’           ʊʊkʊgwa (reversible achievement) 

ʊ-á-mal-ag-a           ʊ-kʊ-gw-a 
   1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV   AUG-INF-fall_down-FV    

Intended: ‘#S/he has finished falling down’ 
 
Although, transitional achievements resemble accomplishments in that they 
describe events which have duration (durative onset) and culmination (result 
state), they are not acceptable with -mala, as shown in (315) below. This is 
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because the result state does not mark the completion or endpoint of an event’s 
process. 

(315) a. #gaamálag’             ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa 
gá-á-mal-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-seβ-a 

 6SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-boil-FV    
Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the water) has finished boiling’ 

 
b. #waamálag’             ʊʊkʊgɪna 

ʊ-á-mal-ag-a            ʊ-kʊ-gɪn-a 
 1SP-PST-finish-HOD_PST-FV    AUG-INF-be(come)_fat-FV    

Intended: ‘#S/he has finished becoming fat’ 

5.4.4 Interpretations of -mala ‘finish’: summary 

To sum up, the aspectualizer -mala ‘finish’ is used as a diagnostic test for both 
durativity and telicity (or boundedness): it occurs with aspectual classes that 
encode both a process and a culmination. Only accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála 
‘get dressed’) have the phasal structure required by -mala; they denote a durative 
nucleus (which indicates the progression of the event) and a coda phase (which 
indicates the result state and completion of the event). Thus, they can occur 
with -mala to denote the completion of the event. Activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), 
series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’) are generally 
unacceptable with -mala because they describe events which lack a 
culmination/coda phase. Resultative achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’) are also 
normally unacceptable with -mala because they describe events which encode a 
punctual nucleus, so they lack duration. Transitional achievements (e.g., -gɪna 
‘be(come) fat’) describe events that have duration (durative onset) and 
culmination/result state (coda), but they are not generally acceptable with -mala, 
because the result state does not mark the completion of an event. Note that some 
activity verbs (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’) and stative verbs (e.g., -degeléka ‘listen’), 
although they do not encode both a durative nucleus and coda, can be accepted 
with -mala, especially if they encode events which are under the control of the 
subject. In this case, these verbs are reinterpreted as accomplishments. Series 
verbs (-kolóla ‘cough’) resemble activities and perception statives in encoding 
only a durative nuclear phase, but series, unlike some activities and statives, 
cannot be reinterpreted as accomplishments, probably because their nuclei 
(unlike activities and statives) denote repetitions of the same event. In activities 
and statives, the nucleus denotes a process/state. TABLE 28 below gives a reading 
and an illustration of the phasal structure construal of the aspectualizer -oya in 
each aspectual class.  
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Table 28: Readings and phasal structure construals of -oya ‘finish’ in each 
aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Accomplishments                    -mala 

 
 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                 N                C 

Describe the completion 
of the event 

Activities  
 

sing 

                     N 

Infelicitous, but some 
verbs can be accepted 

Series  
 

                     N 

 
cough 

Infelicitous 

Statives (both 
perception and 
non-perception 
statives)  

 
 

see 

                     N 

Infelicitous, but some 
verbs can be accepted 

Resultative 
achievements 
(both irreversible 
and reversible) 

 
 

be dead 

      N       C 

Infelicitous 

Transitional 
achievements 

 
 

become fat 
 

be fat 

                  O          N           C 

Infelicitous 

5.5 Co-occurrence with hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 
In Nyamwezi, hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ is an adverbial which indicates that an event 
is or was carried out step-by-step, at a slow speed. With regard to this meaning, 
hadoóhádó is an effective test for both durativity and dynamicity, i.e., it requires 
the verb it describes not only to have duration but also internal changes that vary 
from moment to moment as the event progresses. As noted in § 3.3.2, Crane and 
Fleisch (forthcoming) made a similar observation in isiNdebele. They use the 
adverbial buthaka ‘slowly’ to differentiate activity verbs (e.g., -cula ‘sing’), 
which are both durative and dynamic, from resultative achievements 
(e.g., -lamba ‘get hungry’), which are punctual. Examples illustrating this 
distinction are given in (316) below, repeated from (158) in § 3.3.2. 
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(316) isiNdebele (Bantu, S.44; Crane & Fleisch, forthcoming) 
a. uSipho    u-cul-a      buthaka (Activity) 

AUG-Sipho   1SP-sing-FV   slowly 
‘Sipho sings slowly’ 

  
c. #u-lamb-a        buthaka   (Resultative achievements) 

1SP-get_hungry-FV   slowly 
Intended: ‘S/he gets hungry slowly’ 

 
In Nyamwezi, the discussion of the interaction of the aspectual classes with the 
adverbial hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ proceeds as follows: § 5.5.1 discusses the 
interaction of hadoóhádó with activities, series and accomplishments, § 5.5.2 
hadoóhádó with transitional achievements, § 5.5.3 hadoóhádó with statives and 
§ 5.5.4 hadoóhádó with resultatives. 

5.5.1 Activities, series and accomplishments 
Recall from § 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.2 that activities and series encode a nuclear phase 
which indicates the event’s process or – in the case of series verbs – multiple 
occurrences of an event. Accomplishments encode a coda phase (result state), in 
addition to a nuclear phase (see (273), (274) and (276) for a schematic 
representation of these classes).  

In both activities and accomplishments, the nucleus is both durative and dynamic; 
thus, as correctly predicted, they are acceptable with hadoóhádó. In these classes, 
hadoóhádó selects the nuclear phase to denote that the process of the event was 
carried out slowly, as exemplified in (317) below for activities and (318) for 
accomplishments. 

(317) a. wɪɪmbílé                    hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-ɪmb-íle                   hadoóhádó 
1SP-PST-sing-PREHOD   slowly 
‘S/he sang slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. waapeélilé                hadoóhádó 

 ʊ-á-peel-íle                hadoóhádó 
   1SP-PST-run-PREHOD    slowly 

‘S/he ran slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
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(318) a. waazwaálílé                    hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-zwaál-íle                     hadoóhádó 
1SP-PST-get_dressed-PREHOD   slowly 
‘S/he got dressed in or put on (a garment) slowly (yesterday or 
before)’ 

 
b. lyaachíβílwé                           hadoóhádó 

 lí-á-chiβ-íl-w-e                          hadoóhádó 
   5SP-PST-block-PREHOD-PASS-PREHOD   slowly 

‘It (e.g., a hole) was blocked slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
 
Series resemble activities and accomplishments in encoding a durative nucleus, 
but they are infelicitous with hadoóhádó because their nucleus is non-dynamic, 
i.e., it does not indicate a continuous/gradual process. The nucleus of series 
denotes separate events which repeat from moment to moment. The 
infelicitousness of series verbs with hadoóhádó is exemplified in (319) below. 

(319) a. #waakólólílé            hadoóhádó 
 ʊ-á-kólol-íle          hadoóhádó 

   1SP-PST-cough-PREHOD   slowly 
Intended: ‘S/he coughed slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. #waadítemílé              hadoóhádó 

 ʊ-á-ditem-íle              hadoóhádó 
   1SP-PST-tremble-PREHOD   slowly 

Intended: ‘S/he trembled slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

5.5.2 Transitional achievements 

Recall from § 3.4.2.1 that transitional achievements encode a onset, which 
denotes the coming-to-be of an event, a nucleus, which denotes a punctual 
point-of-change/transition, and a coda, which denotes the result state of the event 
(see (283) for a schematic representation). In this class, the initial phase (onset) 
is both durative and dynamic; thus, as predicted, hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ is 
acceptable. In this class, hadoóhádó selects the onset phase to denote that the 
coming-to-be phase of the event occurred slowly, as exemplified in (320) below. 
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(320) a. gaaséβílé              hadoóhádó 
 gá-á-seβ-íle             hadoóhádó 

   6SP-PST-boil-PREHOD    slowly 
‘It (e.g., the water) slowly became hot (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. gaaβóómbílé                          hadoóhádó 

 gá-á-βoomb-íle               hadoóhádó 
   6SP-PST-be(come)_soaked-PREHOD   slowly 

‘They (e.g., the cassava) slowly became soaked (yesterday or before)’ 
 
Note that in some transitional achievements, e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, the 
adverbial hadoóhádó is not acceptable, as shown in (321) below, because they 
denote events which are not controlled by their subject (non-agentive or 
controlling events). However, this generalization does not work systematically, 
as there are verbs, such as those exemplified in (320), that describe non-agentive 
events which are acceptable with hadoóhádó.  

(321) #waagɪ́nílé                 hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-gɪn-íle                      hadoóhádó 

  1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-PREHOD    slowly 
Intended: ‘S/he became fat slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

5.5.3 Statives  
Recall from § 3.4.1.3 that statives (both perception and non-perception) resemble 
activities and series in encoding only a nucleus that indicates an ongoing state. In 
statives, unlike activities and series, the nucleus is conceived as encoding a non-
dynamic/static event (a homogeneous event). Thus, as predicted, their occurrence 
with hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ is infelicitous, as shown in (322) below for perception 
statives and in (323) for non-perception statives.  

(322) a. #waaβónílé                hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-βón-íle                  hadoóhádó 

   1SP-PST-see-PREHOD    slowly 
Intended: ‘#S/he saw slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. #waaβóonjílé              hadoóhádó 

ʊ-á-βoonj-íle               hadoóhádó 
   1SP-PST-taste-PREHOD   slowly 

Intended: ‘#S/he tasted (e.g., the soup) slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
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(323) a. #waantógílwé                      hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-mu-togw-íle           hadoóhádó 

   1SP-PST-1OP-love/like-PREHOD    slowly 
Intended: ‘#S/he loved/liked her/him slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. #wiizʊ́kɪlílé                  hadoóhádó  

ʊ-á-izʊkɪl-íle                 hadoóhádó 
   1SP-PST-remember-PREHOD    slowly 

Intended: ‘#S/he remembered slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

Among all statives, only -moonda ‘be(come) soft’ is licit with hadoóhádó and, 
as shown in (324) below, it has the meaning that the coming-to-be phase of an 
event was carried out slowly. This example indicates the fact pointed out by 
Dowty (1979, p. 65) and Walková (2012, p. 515) that the tests for aspectual 
classes do not always give totally consistent results across all verbs in a particular 
aspectual class. 

(324) lyaamóóndílé                     hadoóhádó 
lí-á-moond-íle                    hadoóhádó 

  5SP-PST-be(come)_soft-PREHOD   slowly 
‘It (e.g., the mattress) became soft slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

5.5.4 Resultative achievements 

Recall from § 3.4.2.2 that resultative achievements, unlike transitional 
achievements (§ 5.5.2), encode only a punctual nucleus, which indicates a point-
of-transition, and a coda, which indicates the result state. Recall also that there 
are two types of resultatives in Nyamwezi: irreversible and reversible. 

The theory correctly predicts that both irreversible and reversible achievements 
are infelicitous with hadoóhádó ‘slowly’, as exemplified in (325) and (326), 
respectively. The reason for this infelicity is that the initial phase (nucleus) of the 
verbs in this class is punctual; hence, it cannot be modified by hadoóhádó, which 
requires a durational and dynamic initial phase. 

(325) Irreversible achievements 
a. #waashíkilé                     hadoóhádó 
  ʊ-á-shik-íle                     hadoóhádó 
  1SP-PST-arrive-PREHOD    slowly 

Intended: ‘#S/he arrived slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
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b. #lyaafíílé                    hadoóhádó 
  lí-á-f-íle                     hadoóhádó 
  5SP-PST-die-PREHOD    slowly 

Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the dog) died slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
 
c. #lyaaβólílé                            hadoóhádó 
  lí-á-βol-íle                           hadoóhádó 
  5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-PREHOD    slowly 

Intended: ‘#It (e.g., the mango) became rotten slowly (yesterday or 
before)’ 

 
(326) Reversible achievements 

a. #waagwíílé                 hadoóhádó 
ʊ-á-gw-íle                 hadoóhádó 
1SP-PST-fall_down-PREHOD    slowly 
Intended: ‘#S/he fell down slowly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
b. #waalaálílé                hadoóhádó 
  ʊ-á-laál-íle                    hadoóhádó 
  1SP-PST-sleep-PREHOD   slowly 

Intended: ‘#S/he slept slowly (yesterday or before)’ 
 
As illustrated in (327) below, some resultative achievement verbs, such -ikala 
‘sit’ and -itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’, if used in a special pragmatic context, can be coerced 
to occur with hadoóhádó to express that the coming-to-be phase of the event was 
carried out slowly. The occurrence of hadoóhádó with these verbs is a case of 
aspectual shift (triggered by context), i.e., resultative achievements are 
reinterpreted as transitional achievements. 

(327) [The speaker reports about someone who takes a long time to sit down or 
to squat due to pain in the muscle of the hip or thigh] 

 
a. ?wiikálílé            hadoóhádó 

ʊ-á-ikal-íle            hadoóhádó 
1SP-PST-sit-PREHOD    slowly 
‘S/he sat (down) slowly (yesterday or before) (i.e., s/he took a long 
time to sit down)’ 
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b. ?wiitʊ́ʊ́ndílé               hadoóhádó 
  ʊ-á-itʊ́ʊ́nd-íle                hadoóhádó 
  1SP-PST-squat-PREHOD    slowly 

Intended: ‘S/he squatted slowly (yesterday or before) (i.e., s/he took a 
long time to squat)’ 

5.5.5 Interpretations of  
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’: summary 

To sum up, the adverbial hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ is used to test if the event encodes 
an initial phase that could be construed as both durative and dynamic. Aspectual 
classes which encode the phasal structure required by hadoóhádó are activities 
(e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) and 
transitional achievements. In these classes, hadoóhádó selects an initial phase 
(which is a nucleus in activities and accomplishments and an onset phase in 
transitional achievements (e.g., -seβa ‘boil’) to denote that the process or 
coming-to-be phase of an event was carried out slowly. Other aspectual classes 
are infelicitous with hadoóhádó because they encode an initial phase which is 
either durative but not dynamic (e.g., statives: -βoná ‘see’, and series: -kolóla 
‘cough’) or dynamic but not durative (e.g., irreversible resultative 
achievements: -faá ‘die’, and reversible resultative achievements: -gwa ‘fall 
down’). Note that in some contexts, reversible achievements can be coerced to 
occur with hadoóhádó, in which case the construction, as in transitional 
achievements, denotes that the coming-to-be phase of an event was carried out 
slowly. This indicates a case of aspectual shift that involves the reinterpretation 
of resultative achievements as transitional achievements. TABLE 29 below gives 
a summary of the interpretations of the adverbial hadoóhádó in each aspectual 
class. Where necessary, the phasal structure construal illustrating a particular 
interpretation of hadoóhádó is provided. 

Table 29: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 
in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities                  hadoóhádó 

 
 

sing 

                     N 

The ongoing activity 
was carried out slowly 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Series  

 

                     N 

 
cough 

Infelicitous 
 

Accomplishments       hadoóhádó 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                N                     C 

The ongoing activity 
was carried out slowly 

Transitional 
achievements 

       hadoóhádó 
 

 
become fat 

 
be fat 

                 O           N          C 

The coming-to-be phase 
of the event occurred 
slowly 

Statives (perception 
and non-perception) 

 
 

see 

                     N 

Infelicitous 
 

Resultative 
achievements (both 
irreversible and 
reversible) 

 
 

be dead 

      N        C 

Infelicitous, but some 
verbs can be 
pragmatically 
reinterpreted as 
transitional 
achievements 

5.6 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter, the differences between the aspectual classes were demonstrated 
by applying four lexical item tests: -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’, -mala ‘finish’ and 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’. -andya and -oya were employed as diagnostic tests for 
durativity: -andya ‘start’ was used to check whether a verb encodes a phase that 
can be said to start, and -oya ‘stop’ to check whether a verb encodes a phase that 
can be interrupted. These tests were used to distinguish aspectual classes with a 
durative initial phase (activities, series, statives, accomplishments and 
transitional achievements) from those with a punctual initial phase (resultative 
achievements). The former are acceptable with -andya ‘start’ (as in waandyág’ 
ʊʊkwɪɪmbá ‘S/he has started (the process of) singing’) and -oya ‘stop’ (as in 
woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) singing’). The latter 
(resultative achievements) are unacceptable with both -andya ‘start’ (as in 
#waandyág’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa ‘#S/he has started (the process of) falling down’) and -oya 
‘stop’ (as in #woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa ‘#S/he has stopped (the process of) falling 
down’), because of the punctual nature of their initial phase. 
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-mala ‘finish’ and hadoóhádó ‘slowly, in contrast to -andya ‘start’ and -oya 
‘stop’, do not test for a single aspectual feature (say durativity or dynamicity), 
but rather a combination of two features. With regard to -mala ‘finish’, this test 
was employed as a diagnostic for both durativity and telicity (or boundedness). 
This test was used to distinguish accomplishments from the rest of the aspectual 
classes. Only accomplishments are compatible with -mala ‘finish’ (as in 
waamálag’ʊʊkʊzwaála ‘S/he has finished dressing’), because they encode both 
duration (nuclear phase) and a culmination (resultant coda phase) which finishes 
the event. Activities, series and statives encode duration (nucleus) but lack 
culmination (coda). Resultative achievements encode culmination (coda) but lack 
duration (their nucleus is punctual). Transitional achievements have both 
duration (onset) and culmination (coda) but the culmination does not mark the 
final point of the event. 

hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ was used as a diagnostic test for both durativity and 
dynamicity. It was used to distinguish aspectual classes that encode a phase 
which denotes both duration and dynamic changes (activities, accomplishments 
and transitional achievements) from those which encode a phase that have the 
(slightly) opposite pattern (statives, series and resultative achievements). The 
former aspectual classes are acceptable with hadoóhádó, as exemplified with a 
transitional achievement verb -seβa ‘boil’: gaaséβílé hadoóhádó ‘It became hot 
slowly’, whereas the latter classes are unacceptable with hadoóhádó because 
either the phase denotes duration but no dynamic changes (e.g., statives and 
series), or it denotes dynamic changes but no duration (e.g., resultative 
achievements). 

It is worth mentioning that some of the verbs in these aspectual classes can be 
interpreted differently, especially if factors other than aspectual features 
(dynamicity, durativity and telicity) are considered. A key factor for the 
reinterpretation of aspectual classes is the inflection of the plural subject. For 
example, aspectual classes with a punctual initial phase (e.g., -faá ‘die’) are 
generally unacceptable with the aspectualizers -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’ 
and -mala ‘finish’ (e.g., #lyaandyág’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá ‘‘#It (the dog) started to die’). 
However, these verbs can be accepted if they are inflected with a plural subject 
(e.g., gaandyág’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá ‘they (the dogs) started to die (one by one)’). In this 
case, each occurrence of a punctual event is conceived as a subpart of the durative 
event. 
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6 Tense and time adverbial tests 

6.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses tense and time adverbial tests. As noted in § 3.5 of Chapter 
3, these tests are based on checking the interpretational differences and/or co-
occurrence restrictions of verbs in different aspectual classes. These tests are 
categorized into two types: past tense markers (discussed in § 6.2) and the Take 
X time construction (discussed in § 6.3). As a reminder, the aspectual classes for 
which the tense and time adverbial tests will be used as diagnostic are given in 
(328), repeated from (160) below. 

(328) Nyamwezi aspectual classes 

              Activities            
              Processes       Series                           

                             Accomplishments 
              Duratives                        
                           Perception  

 Statives 
Nyamwezi                        Non-perception 
aspectual classes 
                   Transitionals 
          Achievements               Irreversible  
                   Resultatives   
                            Reversible 

6.2 Past tense markers 
Nyamwezi has many past and future tense markers. As noted in § 1.5.3.2 of 
Chapter 1, and broadly discussed in § 2.2 of Chapter 1, four types of past tenses 
are morphologically marked, namely the immediate past, hodiernal past, pre-
hodiernal past and remote past, and two types of future tenses, namely the 
hodiernal future and post-hodiernal future. As noted in § 5.1, the immediate past 
and hodiernal past generally exhibit similar behaviour with different aspectual 
classes, and so do the remote past and pre-hodiernal past. This is because both 
the immediate past and hodiernal past reference a time within the same day of 
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the speech event, while the pre-hodiernal past and remote past reference a time 
outside of today. So instead of discussing all past tense constructions, in this 
section, I will discuss only the hodiernal past and pre-hodiernal past as tests for 
determining the differences between the aspectual classes. The future tense 
constructions are not discussed in this study because they do not exhibit different 
behaviours with different aspectual classes. As noted in § 5.1, in all aspectual 
classes, these tenses are used to locate a situation at a time subsequent to the 
utterance time or present moment.  

The schema in (329) below (modified from FIGURE 4), represents the two tenses 
(bolded) that will be discussed in the present chapter: hodiernal past (HOD_PST) 
and pre-hodiernal past (PREHOD). This schema will also be used to illustrate the 
event-structure construals of the various readings denoted by these tenses. In this 
schema, the hodiernal future (glossed as HOD_FUT) is only given to show a point 
where the boundary between the past tenses (especially the hodiernal past) can 
be drawn. The hodiernal domain in the schema below references the time within 
the same day of the speech event, while the pre-/post- hodiernal domain 
references the time outside today. 

 
        pre-hodiernal      hodiernal      post-hodiernal 
 
                PREHOD         HOD_PST    HOD_FUT       
(329) Past   

    
                  Future 

 
 

            UT 
 
The discussion of the hodiernal past and the pre-hodiernal past as diagnostics for 
aspectual classes is given in § 6.2.1 and § 6.2.2, respectively. 

6.2.1 Hodiernal past 
As noted in § 2.2.1.2, the hodiernal past, marked by -á-VB-ag-a, refers to an event 
that was completed earlier in the day of speaking. The hodiernal past, apart from 
its basic meaning, can be interpreted differently based on the aspectual class of 
the verb it occurs with. In verbs which do not encode a result state (coda phase), 
the hodiernal past situates the event within the day of speech and preceding UT. 
In contrast, in verbs which encode a result state, the hodiernal past asserts that 
the result state (coda phase) still holds at UT. With regard to these readings, the 
hodiernal past is an effective test for whether or not a verb encodes a coda phase 
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(Gunnink (2018, p. 305) made a similar argument in Fwe). The availability of a 
persisting coda state reading is taken as an indication that the verb encodes a coda 
phase. The following sections provide a more detailed discussion of the 
interactions of the hodiernal past with different aspectual classes. Aspectual 
classes which denote similar readings with the hodiernal past are discussed 
together. 

6.2.1.1 Activities, series and statives 
Recall from § 3.4.1.1 and § 3.4.1.3 (in Chapter 3) that activities, series and 
statives all encode only a nuclear phase, as shown schematically in (330) below, 
using an activity verb -ɪmbá ‘sing’.   

(330) The phasal structure of activities 
 

 
sing 

                    N 
 
All classes (activities, series and statives) lack a coda or result state phase; thus, 
as stated in the previous section, the hodiernal past situates the nucleus of the 
event earlier on the same day as UT, as exemplified in (331) below for activities, 
(332) for series and (333) for statives. 

(331) Activity verbs 
wɪɪmbágá                      yee        ʊ́ʊja                kʊkalaála           
ʊ-á-ímb-ag-a                     yee        ʊ́-ʊ-j-a                   kʊ-ka-láal-a 
1SP-PST-sing-HOD_PST-FV    EXCL    1SP-CONS-go-FV   INF-IT-sleep-FV 
‘S/he sang a lot (earlier today or a short while ago) then she went to sleep’ 
 
(332) Series verbs 
lyaakólólága                 lyóóŋoóla                lyóófáá 
lí-á-kólol-ag-a                     lí-ʊ-ŋóol-a               lí-ʊ-f-aá 
5SP-PST-cough-HOD_PST-FV   5SP-CONS-cry-FV   5SP-CONS-die-FV 
‘(Earlier today or a short while ago) it (e.g., the cow) coughed then cried with 
pain and then died’ 
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(333) Stative verbs 
waagaβónágá                   máβuúndú       gáá    nshiímbá 
ʊ-á-gá-βón-ag-a                  ma-βuúndú     gaa     nshiímbá 
1SP-PST-6OP-see-HOD_PST-FV   6NP-claw        CON   10NP.lion 
‘S/he saw/has seen the footprints of the lions (earlier today or a short while 
ago)’ 
 
The schematic representation illustrating the event-structure construal of the 
hodiernal past in activities, series and statives is given in (334) below, 
using -ɪmbá ‘sing’. This verb, like other activities, series and stative verbs, 
encodes only the nuclear phase. This phase is situated within the day of speech 
and preceding UT. 

 
      pre-hodiernal                hodiernal                post-hodiernal 
 
               PREHOD    HOD_PST         HOD_FUT       
(334) Past   

sing 
                       Future 

                              N   
                

       
 UT 

 
Before closing this section, it is important to mention that some stative verbs, 
such as -ikólá ‘resemble’ and -saata ‘be sick’, exemplified in (335) below, rarely 
occur with the hodiernal past, because they denote events which have a long 
duration. It is unexpected for the events denoted by these verbs to be completed 
between the time designated by the hodiernal past and UT. This explains why 
some language consultants considered the occurrence of the hodiernal past with 
these verbs as infelicitous. 

(335) a. ?βiikólágá 
   βá-á-ikól-ag-á 
   2SP-PST-resemble-HOD_PST-FV 
  ‘They (e.g., people) resembled each other (earlier today or a short 

while ago)’ 
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  b. ?waasáátaga  
   ʊ-á-saat-ag-a 
   1SP-PST-be_sick-HOD_PST-FV 
   ‘S/he was sick (earlier today or a short while ago)’ 
 
Note also that some stative verbs, such as -moonda ‘be soft’, are reinterpreted as 
changes-of-state (achievements) when occurring with the hodiernal past. In this 
case, the recent past carries an assertion of a continued state, as shown in (336) 
below. 

(336) lyaamóóndága                     gɪt’     ɪ́ɪ́βozuú 
lɪ́-á-moond-ag-a                    gɪ́tɪ    lɪ-βózuu 
5SP-PST-be_soft-HOD_PST-FV   like   5ACP-rotten 
‘It (e.g., the mango) is soft (lit. has become soft) as if it is rotten’ 

 
Having discussed the readings denoted by the hodiernal past in aspectual classes 
which encode only a nuclear phase, in the following section, I turn to the 
discussion of readings denoted by the hodiernal past in aspectual classes that, in 
addition to a nuclear phase, encode a coda phase. This includes accomplishments 
and achievements.  

6.2.1.2 Accomplishments and achievements 
Recall from § 3.4.1.2 and § 3.4.2 (in Chapter 3) that accomplishments and 
achievements (both transitional and resultative) include verbs which encode a 
nuclear phase, which denotes an event’s process/change-of-state, and a coda 
phase, which denotes a result state. See (337), (338) and (339) below for 
schematic representations of these classes. 

(337) The phasal structure of accomplishments 
 

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                      N                C 
 
(338) The phasal structure of transitional achievements 
 

  
become fat 

 
be fat 

                O        N       C 
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(339) The phasal structure of resultative achievements 
 

 
be dead 

         N          C 

 
All classes encode a coda phase; thus, as stated/predicted in § 6.2.1, the hodiernal 
past carries an assertion of a continued state, i.e., it asserts that the result state 
(coda phase) still holds at UT. This reading is exemplified in (340) below for 
accomplishments, (341) for transitional achievements and (342) for resultative 
achievements. 

(340) Accomplishment verbs 
a. waazwaálága                          ŋweendá         

ʊ-á-zwáal-ag-a                mu-énda          
1SP-PST-get_dressed-HOD_PST-FV   3NP-piece_of_clothing 
gwáapé 
gʊ-a-pé 
3ACP-ø-white 
‘S/he is dressed in/wearing a white garment (lit. s/he got dressed in a 
white garment)’  

 
b. isinki      lyaachíβágá  

 i-sinki      lɪ́-á-chíβ-ag-a  
 5NP.sink   5SP-PST-block-HOD_PST-FV 

‘The (kitchen) sink is blocked (lit. has become blocked)’ 
 
(341) Transitional achievements 

a. waagɪ́nága                               yee!  
ʊ́-á-gɪn-ag-a                               yee 
2SG-PST-be(come)_fat-HOD_PST-FV   EXCL 
‘You are fat! (lit. have got fat(ter))’ [exclaimed by the speaker when 
encountering someone that s/he hasn’t seen for a very long time] 

 
b. miinzɪ́          gaaséβága 

 miínzɪ      gá-á-seβ-ag-a 
 6NP.water   6SP-PST-boil-HOD_PST-FV 
 ‘The water has boiled/is hot’ 
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(342) Resultative achievements  
a. mbwaá     yáánéé                     yaafáágá 

mbwaá     yɪ-a-né                     yɪ-á-f-ag-aá 
9NP.dog   9ACP-ø-POSS1SG   9SP-PST-die-HOD_PST-FV 
‘My dog is dead (lit. has died)’ 

 
b. iɲeembé        lyaanéé               lyaaβólága 

 i-ɲeémbe      lɪ-a-né               lɪ́-á-βol-ag-a 
 5NP-mango     5ACP-ø-POSS1SG     5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-HOD_PST-FV 

 ‘My mango is rotten (lit. has become rotten)’ 
 

c. wiikálaga                    hamééza,  
 ʊ-á-ikal-ag-a                       ha-méeza,  
 1SP-PST-sit-HOD_PST-FV   LOC.16NP-9NP.table    

ŋwiicháge,            akʊgwa 
mu-ích-ag-e            a-kʊ-gw-a 
1OP-make_go_down-IMP-FV   1SP-FUT-fall_down-FV 
‘S/he (e.g., the child) is seated (lit. has sat) on the table, take her/him 
down, s/he will/may fall down’ 

 
The schematic representation illustrating the event-structure construal of the 
hodiernal past in accomplishments and achievements is given in (343) below 
using the accomplishment verb -zwaála ‘get dressed’. In this schema, the event 
of putting on or getting dressed in a garment was completed earlier today, but the 
result (coda phase) still holds at UT. 

 
        pre-hodiernal                          hodiernal            post-hodiernal 
 
              PREHOD               HOD_PST              HOD_FUT       
(343) Past   

get dressed 
 
be dressed 

                                 Future 

                              N             C   
                

 
                  UT 

6.2.1.3 Interpretations of the hodiernal past: summary 
To sum up, the hodiernal past is used as a diagnostic test for whether or not a 
verb encodes a result state (coda phase). In verbs which do not encode a coda 
phase, such as activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and 
statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’), the hodiernal past situates the event earlier within the 
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same day as UT. In contrast, in verbs which encode a coda phase, such as 
accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) and achievements (e.g., -gɪna 
‘be(come) fat’ and -faá ‘die’), the hodiernal past asserts that the result state still 
holds at UT. TABLE 30 below shows the interpretations of the hodiernal past in 
each aspectual class, and the phasal structure construals illustrating these 
interpretations. 

Table 30: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of hodiernal past in each 
aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities  

 
sing 

                     N 
                                                   UT 

Completed earlier the same 
day, before UT.  
 

Series 
 

 
 

                      N 
                                                    UT 

 
cough 

Completed earlier the same 
day, before UT 

Statives (both 
perception and 
non-perception) 

 
 

see 

                     N 
                                                    UT 

Completed earlier the same 
day, before UT  

Accomplishments  
 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                 N             C 
                                      UT 

Completed earlier the same 
day, but asserts that the 
result state (coda phase) still 
holds at UT 

Transitional 
achievements 

 
 

become fat 
 

be fat 

                  O          N           C 
                                                   UT  

Completed earlier the same 
day, but asserts that the 
result state (coda phase) still 
holds at UT 

Resultative 
achievements 
(both irreversible 
and reversible) 

 
 

be dead 

      N       C 
                             UT 

Completed earlier the same 
day, but asserts that the 
result state (coda phase) still 
holds at UT 
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6.2.2 Pre-hodiernal past  
As noted in § 2.2.1.3, this tense, marked with -á-VB-íle, is primarily used for 
events that occurred any day before today, i.e., yesterday, last week or month or 
year, etc. This reading is exemplified in (344) below, and its location on the time-
line is shown schematically in (345), repeated from (329).  

(344) waagʊ́lilé 
  ʊ-á-gʊl-íle 
  1SP-PST-buy-PREHOD 

  ‘S/he bought (it) (yesterday or before)’ 
 
 
        pre-hodiernal           hodiernal    post-hodiernal 
 
               PREHOD      HOD_PST     HOD_FUT       
(345) Past   

    
                  Future 

 
 

            UT 
 
Apart from its basic meaning, the pre-hodiernal past, like the hodiernal past, can 
be interpreted differently based on the aspectual class of the verb it occurs with. 
In verbs which do not encode a result state (coda phase), the pre-hodiernal past 
situates the event outside the day of UT. In contrast, in verbs which encode a 
result state, the pre-hodiernal past, like the hodiernal past, generally indicates that 
the resultant coda phase still holds at UT. In the pre-hodiernal past, the persisting 
coda state is an implicature, while in the hodiernal past it is an assertion.   

With regard to what is stated above, the pre-hodiernal past, like the hodiernal 
past, is an effective test for whether or not a verb encodes a coda phase. The 
availability of a persisting coda state reading is taken as an indication that the 
verb encodes a coda phase. The following sections provide a more detailed 
discussion of the interactions of the pre-hodiernal past with different aspectual 
classes. 

6.2.2.1 Activities, series and statives 
Recall that activities, series and statives encode only a durative nuclear phase 
which denotes a process, repetitions or a state (see (273)–(275) for  schematic 
representations). These classes lack a coda phase; thus, the pre-hodiernal past, as 
stated/predicted in the previous section, situates the nucleus of the event outside 
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the day of UT. As a result, the constructions are interpreted as referring to any 
time before the day of speaking, as illustrated in (346) below for activities, (347) 
for series and (348) for statives. 

(346) Activity verbs 
wɪɪmbílé                  shiβií                nóó 
ʊ-á-ɪ́mb-íle                 shi-βií                 noó 
1SP-PST-sing-PREHOD   8ACP-bad/ugly   very 
‘S/he sang very badly (yesterday or before)’ 

 
(347) Series verbs 

waakólólilé                        dʊh’    ʊ́ʊ́filwá                       sibitali 
ʊ-á-kólol-íle               dʊ́hʊ́   ʊ́-ʊ-fil-w-á                   sibitali 
1SP-PST-cough-PREHOD  only    1SP-CONS-take-PASS-FV  9NP.hospital    
‘(Yesterday or before) s/he only coughed and was taken to the hospital’ 

 
(348) Stative verbs 

waalɪ́βónil’                 ííshiímb’    ííháɲá 
ʊ-á-lɪ́-βon-íle                i-shiímbá   i-háɲa 
1SP-PST-5OP-see-PREHOD   5NP-lion    5ACP-big/large 
‘S/he saw a big lion (yesterday or before)’ 

 
The schematic representation illustrating the event-structure construal of the pre-
hodiernal past in activities, series and statives is given in (349) below using -ɪmbá 
‘sing’. The event of singing is construed as completed before today. 

 
                pre-hodiernal                hodiernal                post-hodiernal 
 
                   PREHOD       HOD_PST       HOD_FUT       
(349) Past   

sing 
                                      Future 

                   N   
                

                   UT 
 
Before closing this section, it is important to mention that when the pre-hodiernal 
past is used with stative verbs such as -moonda ‘be soft’ (350a) and -ikólá 
‘resemble’ (350b), it carries an assertion of a continued state. This is because of 
the enduring (permanent) character associated with these verbs. A similar 
interpretation is seen with the stative verb -saata ‘be sick’, which, when inflected 
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with the pre-hodiernal past, is interpreted as referring to a chronic illness, as in 
(350c). 

(350) a. lyaamóóndílé         nóó 
lɪ́-á-moond-íle          noó 
5SP-PST-be_soft-PREHOD  very 
‘It (e.g., the mattress) is very soft (lit. became very soft some time 
ago)’ 

 
b. βiikólílé                                 kale 

 βá-á-ikól-íle                          kale 
 2SP-PST-resemble-PREHOD    long_ago 

 ‘They have resembled each other for a long time’ 
 

c. waasaátilé 
ʊ-á-saat-íle 
1SP-PST-be_sick-PREHOD 
‘She has been sick (for a long time)’ 

6.2.2.2 Accomplishments and achievements 
Recall that accomplishments and achievements (both transitionals and 
resultatives) encode a nuclear phase, which indicates a process/change-of-state, 
and a coda phase, which indicates the result state. Transitionals, in addition to the 
nucleus and coda phase, encode an onset (coming-to-be) phase (see (337), (338) 
and (339) for schematic representations of these classes).  

Since these classes encode a coda phase, the pre-hodiernal past, as 
stated/predicted in § 6.2.2,  denotes that the coda phase still applies at UT, as 
exemplified in (351) below for accomplishments, (352) for transitional 
achievements, and (353) for resultative achievements. 

(351) Accomplishments 
a. kʊfum’              íígolo         waazwaálílé                    

kʊ-fúm-a          igolo          ʊ-á-zwáal-íle                  
INF-come-FV   yesterday   1SP-PST-get_dressed-PREHOD  
ishaáti        lyaapeé 
i-sháati       lɪ-a-pé 
5NP-shirt   5ACP-ø-white 
‘S/he has been wearing a white shirt since yesterday’ 
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  b. lyaachíβilé                        kʊfumá             mázʊʊ́lí 
   lɪ́-á-chiβ-íle                      kʊ-fúm-a          mazʊʊ́lí 
   5SP-PST-block-PREHOD    INF-come-FV   day_before_yesterday 
   ‘It (e.g., the kitchen sink) has been blocked since yesterday’ 
 
(352) Transitional achievements 

a. naansáángílé                        ʊjóni           
ná-á-mú-saang-ilé                ʊ-jóni          
1SG-PST-1OP-find-PRE-HOD   AUG-John    
waagɪ́nilé! 
ʊ-á-gɪn-ilé 
1SP-PST-be(come)_fat-PREHOD 
 ‘I saw John (a while ago); he has become fat’  

  
b. liigóóndíl’                                                  íígolo 

 lɪ́-á-í-goond-íle                                          igolo 
   5SP-PST-REFL-be(come)_bent-PREHOD    yesterday 

 ‘It (e.g., the iron bar) bent yesterday (and it is still bent)’ 
 
(353) Resultative achievements 

a. lyaafííl’                   íígolo 
lɪ́-á-f-íle                   igolo 
5SP-PST-die-PREHOD   yesterday 
‘It (e.g., the dog) died yesterday’ 

 
  b. lyaaβólílé               kále 
   lɪ́-á-βol-íle               kale 
   5SP-PST-be(come)_rotten-PREHOD   long_ago 
   ‘It (e.g., the mango) became rotten long ago’ 
 

c. lyaagwíílé               kʊ́fum’             íígolo 
lɪ́-á-gw-íle                 kʊ-fúm-a         igolo 
5SP-PST-fall_down-PREHOD   INF-come-FV   yesterday 
‘It (e.g., the wall) fell down yesterday (i.e., it has been on the ground 
since yesterday)’ 

 
The schematic representation illustrating the event-structure construal of the pre-
hodiernal past in accomplishments and achievements is given in (354) below 
using an accomplishment verb -zwaála ‘get dressed’. In this schema, the event of 
getting dressed was completed yesterday, but the result (coda phase) still holds 
at UT.  
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               pre-hodiernal              hodiernal           post-hodiernal 
 
                   PREHOD          HOD_PST  HOD_FUT       
(354) Past   

get dressed 
 
be dressed 

                        Future 

                   N               C   
                

 
             UT 

 
Although the default interpretation of the pre-hodiernal past in accomplishments 
and achievements is that the resultant coda phase still holds at UT, this persisting 
coda state, as noted in § 6.2.2,  is an implicature, rather than an assertion. As 
such, it can be cancelled or suspended, as shown in (355) for accomplishments, 
(356) for transitional achievements and (357) for resultative achievements. 

(355) waazwaálilé                          ishaáti       lyaapeé            alafu     
ʊ-á-zwáal-íle                       i-sháati      lɪ-a-pé              alafu     
1SP-PST-get_dressed-PREHOD   5NP-shirt   5ACP-ø-white   then     

  ʊ́ʊ́lɪzuúla 
ʊ́-ʊ-lɪ-zuúl-a 
1SP-CONS-5OP-undress-FV 
‘S/he got dressed in/put on a white shirt then (s/he) undressed’ 

 
(356) liigóóndíl’                                                  íígolo          

lɪ́-á-í-goond-íle                                          igolo           
5SP-PST-REFL-be(come)_bent-PREHOD    yesterday    
tʊ́ʊŋwiitán’     ʊ́ʊ́fuúndí                    
tʊ́-ʊ-mú-itán-a    ʊ-fuúndí                    
1PL-CONS-1OP-call-FV   AUG-9NP.craftsman 1 
ʊ́ʊ́lɪgóóndoóla 
ʊ́-ʊ-lɪ́-goond-ool-a 
SP-CONS-5OP-be(come)_bent-SEP-FV 
‘It (e.g., the iron bar) got bent yesterday; we called a craftsman who came 
to unbend it’ 

 
(357) lyaagwíílé                        lyʊ́ʊzeengwa        haángɪ́ 

lɪ́-á-gw-íle          lɪ́-ʊ-zeeng-w-a       haángɪ́ 
5SP-PST-fall_down-PREHOD   5SP-CONS-build-PASS-FV   again    
‘(Yesterday or before), it (e.g., the wall) fell down, (and) was rebuilt’ 
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It is important to mention that the cancellability of the resultant coda phase in 
resultative achievements occurs only in reversible achievements, because the 
verbs in this class denote a temporary result state. Irreversible achievement verbs, 
such as -faá ‘die’ and -βola ‘be(come) rotten’, exemplified in (353a–b), denote a 
permanent result state; thus, the resultant coda phase in these verbs cannot be 
cancelled. That is, ‘being dead’ or ‘being rotten’ indicates a permanent result 
state which is not reversible. 

6.2.2.3 Interpretations of the pre-hodiernal past: Summary 
To sum up, the pre-hodiernal past is used as a diagnostic test for whether or not 
the verb encodes a result state (coda phase). In verbs which do not encode a coda 
phase, such as activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and 
statives (e.g., -βoná ‘see’), the pre-hodiernal past situates the event outside the 
day of UT (i.e., the pre-hodiernal past is interpreted as referring to a time before 
the day of speaking). In contrast, in verbs which encode a coda phase, such as 
accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’) and achievements (e.g., -gɪna 
‘be(come) fat’ and -faá ‘die’), the pre-hodiernal past implies that the coda phase 
still holds at UT. This implicature, however, can generally be cancelled or 
suspended, especially in verbs which denote a temporary result state (e.g., -gwa 
‘fall down’). In verbs which denote a permanent result state (irreversible 
achievements, e.g., -faá ‘die’), the resultant coda phase cannot be canceled. 
TABLE 31 below shows the interpretations of the pre-hodiernal past in each 
aspectual class, and the phasal structure construals illustrating these 
interpretations.  

Table 31: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of pre-hodiernal past in 
each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Activities  

 
sing 

                     N 
                                                        UT 

Completed before today 
 

Series  
 

                      N 
                                                   UT 

 
cough 

Completed before today 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Statives (both 
perception and non-
perception) 

 
 

see 

                     N 
                                                   UT 

Completed before today 
 

Accomplishments  
 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

                N                     C 
                                        UT 

Completed before today, 
but imply that result state 
(coda phase) still holds at 
UT. This implicature is 
cancellable. 

Transitional 
achievements 

 
 

become fat 
 

be fat 

                  O          N          C 
                                               UT 

Completed before today, 
but imply that result state 
(coda phase) still holds at 
UT. This implicature is 
cancellable. 

Irreversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be dead 
    | 

      N        C 
                      UT 

Completed before today, 
but imply that result state 
(coda phase) still holds at 
UT. This implicature is 
NOT cancellable. 

Reversible 
resultative 
achievements 

 
 

be seated 

      N           C 
                      UT 

Completed before today, 
but imply that result state 
(coda phase) still holds at 
UT. This implicature is 
cancellable. 

6.3 Take X time construction 
In English, the take X time construction, as discussed in Dowty (1979) and Kearns 
(2000), is a diagnostic test for boundedness (telicity). This construction occurs 
more frequently with aspectual classes which are described as bounded 
(accomplishments and achievements). In these classes, the take X time 
construction, like in adverbials (discussed in § 3.2.1), is used to describe the 
interval to elapse before the culmination of the process (as in accomplishments, 
exemplified in (358)), or before the change-of-state (as in achievements, 
exemplified in (359)). Aspectual classes which are described as unbounded 
(activities and statives) are either unacceptable with the take X time construction, 
as in (360), or the construction is interpreted as describing the interval before the 
beginning of the state or process, as shown in (361). All examples below are cited 
from Kearns (2000, pp. 209–210).  
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(358) It took two days for them to build the barn.   (accomplishment) 
(i.e., they built the barn in two days.) 

 
(359) It took a minute for him to recognize her.    (achievement) 
  (i.e., he recognized her in a minute or so.) 
 
(360) #It took half an hour for them to walk in the park.30 (activity) 

(i.e., #they walked in the park in half an hour.) 
 
(361) It took an hour for the room to be sunny.    (stative) 

(i.e., the room was sunny in an hour.) 
 
In Nyamwezi, unlike in English, the take X time construction is not a 
co-occurrence test, since it can occur with all aspectual classes. It is a diagnostic 
test for the classes because the interpretation varies according to the class of the 
verb. In Nyamwezi, the construction is interpreted in two different ways. First, 
as in English, it can describe the interval to elapse before the culmination of the 
process or before the change-of-state/entry into the result state (terminative 
reading), and second, it can describe the interval to elapse before the beginning 
of the whole event (inchoative/conative reading). The first reading occurs mostly 
in accomplishments and achievements, because these classes encode a coda 
phase, whereas the latter occurs in activities, series, and statives, because these 
classes lack a coda phase. In this regard, the take X time construction, like the 
hodiernal past (§ 6.2.1) and the pre-hodiernal past (§ 6.2.2), is an effective test 
for whether or not a verb encodes a coda phase. The availability of the first 
reading (terminative) is an indication that the verb encodes a coda phase. The 
following sections give a more detailed discussion. 

6.3.1 Accomplishments and achievements 

Recall that accomplishments and both transitional and resultative achievements 
encode a coda phase, in addition to a nuclear phase (and an onset phase, in the 
case of transitional achievements). See (337), (338) and (339) for schematic 
representations of these classes. Since these classes encode a coda phase, the take 
X time construction, as predicted in the previous section, describes the interval 
elapsing before the culmination of the process, as exemplified in (362) for 
accomplishments. 

 
30 Note that this example can have a repair reading that converts the process to an 

accomplishment, giving a reading like ‘It took half an hour for them to walk their usual 
route.’  
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(362) a. waasólilé                      lɪ́nsaa         izim’              
ʊ-á-sol-íle                     lɪ-nsaa        i-zima           
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-hour   5ACP-whole    
ʊʊkʊzwaála 
ʊ-kʊ-zwaál-a 
AUG-INF-get_dressed-FV 
‘S/he took the whole hour to dress or put on (a garment)’ 

 
b. waasólilé                      ŋwaaká      gʊ́m’           ʊ́ʊ́kʊzeenga 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     mu-áka      gʊ́-mó        ʊ-kʊ-zeeng-á 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD    3NP-year    3ACP-one    AUG-INF-build-FV 
‘S/he took one year to build (e.g., the house)’ 

 
In transitional achievements, the coda phase is preceded by an onset phase that 
denotes the coming-to-be of an event and a punctual nucleus that denotes the 
change-of-state. Thus, the take X time construction describes the interval elapsing 
before the change-of-state, as exemplified in (363) below. 

(363) a. waasólilé                   myaaká      miing’          
ʊ-á-sol-íle                   mi-áka       mu-íngɪ        
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   4NP-year   4ACP-many    
ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna 

 ʊ-kʊ-gɪn-a 
AUG-INF-be(come)_fat-FV 
‘S/he took many years to become fat’ 

 
b. gaasólílé                       dagik’            iitáán’       

gá-á-sol-íle                   dagika           i-táánó      
6SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-minute   5ACP-five    
ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa 
ʊ-kʊ-seβ-a 
AUG-INF-boil-FV 
‘It (e.g., the water) took five minutes to come to the boil or to heat up’ 

 
In resultative achievements, the coda phase is preceded by a punctual nucleus 
that denotes the change-of-state. Thus, the take X time construction describes the 
interval elapsing before the entry into the new or result state (coda phase), as 
exemplified in (364) below. 
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(364) a. lyaasólíl’                       ííkaánz’      iilííh’            ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá 
lɪ́-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá     i-liíhu          ʊ-kʊ-f-aá 
5SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-die-FV 
‘It (e.g., the dog) took a long time to die’ 

 
b. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’      iilííh’             ʊ́ʊ́kwiikala 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá     i-liihú           ʊ-kʊ-ikal-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-sit-FV 
‘S/he took a long time to sit down’ 

6.3.2 Activities, series and statives 

Recall that activities, series and statives encode only a nuclear phase which 
denotes a process, state or multiple occurrences of an event (see (273)–(275) for 
schematic representations). The verbs in these classes lack a coda phase. Thus, 
as predicted in § 6.3, the take X time construction describes the interval to elapse 
before the beginning of the event’s process, as exemplified in (365) below for 
activities, the beginning of multiple occurrences of an event, as exemplified in 
(366) for series, and the beginning of a stative event, as exemplified in (367) for 
statives. Note that these verbs can (pragmatically) be interpreted as 
accomplishments when combined with the take X time construction, which may 
refer to the time to elapse before the culmination of the event’s process.31 

(365) Activity verbs 
a. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’     iilííh’           ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá    i-liihú         ʊ-kw-ɪ́mb-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD    5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-sing-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) to sing’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) singing’ 

 
b. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’     iilííh’            ʊ́ʊ́kʊpeela 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá    i-liihú           ʊ-kʊ-peel-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-run-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) to run’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) running’ 

 

 
31 In (365)–(367), the lexical verbs ‘begin’ and ‘stop’ in the English translations are given 

to illustrate the two readings of the take X time construction in Nyamwezi. 
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(366) Series verbs 
a. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’     iilííh’           ʊ́ʊ́kʊkolóla 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá    i-liihú         ʊ- kʊ-kólol-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD    5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-cough-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) to cough’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) coughing’ 

 
b. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’      iilííh’          ʊ́ʊ́kʊditema 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá     i-liihú        ʊ-kʊ-ditem-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-time      5ACP-long   AUG-INF-tremble-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) to tremble’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) trembling’ 

 
(367) Stative verbs 

a. waasólil’                       ííkaánz’      iilííh’            ʊ́ʊ́kʊβoná 
ʊ-á-sol-íle                     i-kaánzá     i-liihú          ʊ-kʊ-βón-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   5NP-time   5ACP-long   AUG-INF-see-FV 
1. ‘S/he (e.g., the newborn baby) took a long time (to begin) to see’ 
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) seeing’ 

 
b. waasólilé                    nshikʊ́     nyiing’        ʊ́ʊ́kʊsaata 

ʊ-á-sol-íle                   nshíkʊ    nyiingɪ́        ʊ-kʊ-saat-a 
1SP-PST-take-PREHOD   10NP.day  10ACP.many  AUG-INF-be_sick-FV 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (lit. many days) to become sick (i.e., s/he 

took a long time to develop symptoms)’ 
2. ‘S/he has been sick for too long (lit. many days)’ 

6.3.3 Interpretations of the take X time 
construction: summary 

To sum up, the take X time construction is used as a diagnostic test for whether 
or not a verb encodes a resultant coda phase. In verbs which encode a coda phase, 
such as accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’), transitional achievements 
(e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’) and resultative achievements (e.g., -faá ‘die’), the take 
X time construction describes the interval to elapse before the culmination of the 
process (as in accomplishments), before the change-of-state (as in transitional 
achievements) or before entry into the new or result state (as in resultative 
achievements). In contrast, in verbs which do not encode a coda phase, such as 
activities (e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’) and statives 
(e.g., -βoná ‘see’), the take X time construction modifies the interval elapsing 
before the beginning of the event (i.e., before the beginning of a nucleus phase). 
Note that the verbs in these classes can (pragmatically) be interpreted as 
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accomplishments, in which case the take X time construction describes the 
interval to elapse before the culmination of the process. TABLE 32 below shows 
the interpretations of the take X time construction in each aspectual class, and the 
phasal structure construals illustrating these interpretations. In accomplishments 
and achievements, the interval (I) falls at the end of the event’s nucleus, while in 
activities, series and statives the interval is prior to the beginning of the event. In 
activities, series and statives, as in accomplishments, the interval can be 
understood to fall at the end of the nucleus – this is not schematized in the phasal 
structures given in TABLE 32.  

Table 32: Interpretations and phasal structure construals of the take X time 
construction in each aspectual class 

Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Accomplishments                           

 
get dressed 

 
be dressed 

              N                   C 
                           I 

describes the interval to 
elapse before the 
culmination of the event’s 
process 

Transitional 
achievements 

 
 

become fat 
 

be fat 

                  O          N          C 
 
                               I 

describes the interval to 
elapse before the 
change-of-state nuclear 
phase 

Resultative 
achievements (both 
irreversible and 
reversible) 

 
 

be dead 

      N       C 
 
       I 

describes the interval to 
elapse before entry into 
the new or result state 

Activities  
 

 
sing 

                     N 
      I 

modifies the interval 
elapsing before the 
beginning or culmination 
of the event’s process 

Series  
 

                      N 
       I   

 
cough 

modifies the interval 
elapsing before the 
beginning or culmination 
of multiple occurrences of 
an event 
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Aspectual classes Phasal structures Readings   
Statives (both 
perception and non-
perception) 

 
 

see 

                     N 
       I 

modifies the interval 
elapsing before the 
beginning or culmination 
of a stative event 

6.4 Summary 
This chapter discussed three types of tense and time adverbial tests: hodiernal 
past, pre-hodiernal past and take X time construction. The hodiernal past and pre-
hodiernal past are tense categories; the former refers to an event that was 
completed earlier in the day of speaking, while the latter refers to an event that 
was completed no earlier than yesterday (last week/month/year, etc.). In this 
chapter, these tenses were employed as diagnostic for whether or not verbs in a 
particular aspectual class encode a result state (coda phase). Generally, in verbs 
which do not encode a coda phase, such as activities, series and accomplishments, 
these tenses situate the event in the past with respect to the UT, as for example in 
an activity verb -ɪmbá ‘sing’: wɪɪmbágá ‘S/he sung (earlier today)’; wɪɪmbílé 
‘S/he sang (yesterday or before)’. In contrast, in verbs which encode a coda 
phase, such as accomplishments and achievements, these tenses indicate that the 
result state (coda phase) still holds at UT, as for example in an accomplishment 
verb -zwaála ‘get dressed’: waazwaálága ‘S/he got dressed or put on (a garment) 
(earlier today and is still wearing it now)’; waazwaálílé ‘S/he got dressed or put 
on (a garment) (yesterday or before and is still wearing it today)’. The difference 
between the two tenses is that in the hodiernal past, the persisting coda state is an 
assertion, while in the pre-hodiernal past the persisting coda state is implicature; 
as such, it can be cancelled or suspended, as in waalɪ́zwáálíl’ ʊ́ʊ́lɪzuúla ‘S/he got 
dressed or put on (a garment) (yesterday or before) and then s/he undressed’.  

The take X time construction, like the hodiernal past and pre-hodiernal past, is 
also employed as a diagnostic test for whether a verb encodes a coda phase or 
not. In aspectual classes which encode a coda phase, the take X time construction 
describes the interval to elapse before the culmination of the process or before 
the change-of-state/entry into the new or result state, as in waasólilé lɪ́nsaa 
izim’ʊʊkʊzwaála ‘S/he took the whole hour to get dressed or put on (a garment)’. 
In contrast, in aspectual classes which do not encode a coda phase, the take X 
time construction describes the interval to elapse before the beginning of the 
event, as in waasólil’ ííkaánz’ iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) 
to sing’. In these classes, in addition to the “beginning” interpretation, the take X 
time construction, as in accomplishments, can describe the interval to elapse 
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before the culmination of the process. Thus, waasólil’ ííkaánz’ iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 
can also be interpreted as ‘S/he took a long time (to stop) singing’.  
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7 Summary, conclusions and future 
research 

7.1 Introduction 
This chapter first presents a summary of the results of the diagnostic tests that 
have been used in the current study as evidence for classifying Nyamwezi verbs 
into different aspectual classes (§ 7.2). Secondly, it compares the results of the 
Nyamwezi diagnostic tests with those of other Bantu languages. Thirdly, it 
presents some of the challenges that occurred in the categorization of Nyamwezi 
verbs into aspectual classes (§ 7.4). Lastly, the chapter points out areas for further 
research (§ 7.5). 

7.2 Summary of the main results 
The major aim of this study has been twofold: first, to classify Nyamwezi verbs 
into different aspectual classes and second, to present a variety of tests that were 
used as evidence for a verb’s aspectual class membership. In classifying verbs 
into aspectual classes, this study, like some of the existing studies on lexical 
aspect in Bantu languages, has adopted Botne and Kershner’s (2000) onset-
nucleus-coda framework to classify verbs. In this framework, an onset 
(abbreviated as O) indicates a coming-to-be of an event, a nucleus (N) indicates 
the prominent (or pivotal) feature of the event, and coda a (C) indicates a state of 
being resulting from the occurrence of the event (thus, it is sometimes referred to 
as a result state phase).  

Based on diagnostic tests, Nyamwezi aspectual classes were firstly classified into 
two subgroups: duratives and achievements. In the framework adopted in this 
study, duratives encode an extended nucleus, and achievements encode a 
punctual change-of-state nucleus. Each of these classes was subdivided based on 
whether or not they include an onset phase or a coda phase, and on whether these 
phases are durative/punctual or dynamic/static. That is, duratives were classified 
into processes (which encode a dynamic nucleus, e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’) and statives 
(which encode a static nucleus, e.g., -βoná ‘see’), and achievements into 
transitionals (which encode an onset phase, a punctual change-of-state nucleus 
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and a coda phase, e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’) and resultatives (which encode only 
a punctual change-of-state nucleus and a coda phase, e.g., -faá ‘die’). 

Furthermore, process verbs were classified into three classes: activities (encoding 
a nucleus that indicates an ongoing process, e.g., -ɪmbá ‘sing’), series (encoding 
a nucleus that indicates repetitions, e.g., -kolóla ‘cough’), and accomplishments 
(encoding a nucleus that indicates ongoing processes and a coda phase that 
indicates a result state, e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’). Stative verbs were divided 
into two classes: perception (which denotes a state of sensation, e.g., -βoná ‘see’) 
and non-perception (which denotes cognitive events and emotional attitudes, 
e.g., -izʊkɪla ‘remember’, -saata ‘be sick’ and -togwá ‘love, like’). Resultative 
achievements, like statives, were also classified into two classes: irreversible 
(which denotes a permanent result state, e.g., -faá ‘die’) and reversible (which 
denotes a temporary result state, e.g., -gwa ‘fall down’). An overview of 
Nyamwezi classes is given in TABLE 33 below.  

Table 33: Nyamwezi aspectual classes and their phasal structures 

Durative Achievements 

Process Stative Transitional Resultative 

Activity Series Accomp
lishment 

Percep
tion 

Non-
percep
tion 

Transitional Irreversi
ble 

Reversible 

Durative and 
dynamic N 

Durative 
and 
dynamic 
N plus 
C 

Durative and 
static (non-
dynamic) N 

Durative and 
dynamic O, 
punctual N 
and durative 
and dynamic 
C 

Punctual 
N plus 
irreversi
ble C 

Punctual 
N plus 
reversible 
C 

O = onset, N = nucleus and C = coda 

In this study, the aspectual differences denoted by the aspectual classes in TABLE 
33 above were motivated by applying a number of diagnostic tests. Some of these 
tests were based on checking the interpretational differences or co-occurrence 
restrictions of the a given verb with either grammatical aspect 
markers/constructions (grammatical aspect tests, Chapter 4) or lexical items, such 
as -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’, -mala ‘finish’ and hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ (Lexical 
tests, Chapter 5). Other tests were based on checking the interpretational 
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differences or co-occurrence restrictions of the verb with either tense markers or 
time adverbials (tense and time adverbial tests, Chapter 6). 

Based on these diagnostic tests, the difference, for example, between activities 
(which denote ongoing processes, as in -ɪmbá ‘sing’), and series (which indicate 
ongoing repetitions, as in -kolóla ‘cough’) can be shown using the adverbial 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’, which is acceptable with activities (as in alɪɪmba 
hadoóhádó ‘S/he is singing slowly’) but unacceptable with series (#alɪɪkolóla 
hadoóhádó ‘S/he is coughing slowly’), because series, unlike activities, encode 
separate events and not a continuous or gradual process.  hadoóhádó requires the 
verbs it co-occurs with to encode a continuous or gradual process, which is the 
case in activities but not in series. The difference between activities and series 
can also be shown using the general imperfective aspect, which denotes an 
ongoing process reading in activities (as in alɪɪmba ‘S/he is singing (now)’ and 
an iterative reading in series (as in alɪɪkolóla ‘S/he is coughing/coughs 
(continuously or serially)’).  

The difference between the two types of statives, perception and non-perception, 
can be shown using the stative construction, which is unacceptable with 
perception statives such as -βoná ‘see’ (#aβonílé ‘S/he sees’) but acceptable with 
non-perception statives such as -saata ‘be sick’ (as in asaatílé ‘S/he is sick’). 

Accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’ and transitional achievements 
(e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’) are very similar. Both classes encode a state resulting 
from a past change-of-state (coda or result state) and an accompanying process 
before the result state (indicated by the nucleus, or the onset in the case of 
transitional achievements). Their difference is that in transitional achievements, 
unlike accomplishments, the change from one state to another is subjectively 
defined by the speaker. This difference can be evidenced by the persistive plus 
the general imperfective construction, which in accomplishments denotes a 
continuing process (as in ataál’ áálɪɪzwaála ‘S/he is still getting dressed or 
putting on (a garment)’), while in transitional achievements (ataál’ áálɪɪgɪna) it 
either denotes a continuing process/coming-to-be of an event (in this case the 
speaker’s perceptive is that the person referred to has not reached the point where 
s/he can be considered fat), or a continuation of the result state (in this case the 
speaker’s perception is that person referred to is already fat and still getting 
fatter). Another difference between accomplishments and transitional 
achievements is that in accomplishments the coda (result state) marks the 
completion or finishing of an event’s process, while in transitional achievements 
the coda does not mark the completion of an event’s process; it only indicates 
that the new/result state has been reached. This difference can be demonstrated 
using an aspectualizer -mala, which in accomplishments describes the 
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completion of an event’s process (as in waamálag’ ʊʊkʊzwaála ‘S/he has 
finished dressing or putting on (a garment)’), but in transitional achievements 
(and all other classes) is infelicitous (as in #waamálag’ ʊʊkʊgɪna ‘#S/he has 
finished becoming fat’). 

Both transitionals (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’) and resultatives (e.g., -faá ‘die’) are 
types of achievements which encode a result state. The difference between them, 
as noted above, is that transitionals encode an accompanying process (coming-
to-be phase = ‘becoming fat’) before the result state, while resultatives do not. 
This difference can be further demonstrated using the general imperfective, 
which in transitionals denotes a coming-to-be reading resulting from the general 
imperfective selecting an onset phase (as in alɪɪgɪna ‘S/he is getting fat’), while 
in resultatives it denotes an immediate future reading (as in alɪɪfaá ‘S/he is about 
to die’) – because the verbs in this class lack onsets.  

There are two types of resultative achievements: irreversible (which, as noted 
above, denotes a permanent result state, e.g., -faá ‘die’) and reversible (which 
denotes a temporary result state, e.g., -gwa ‘fall down’). Evidence for this 
difference is provided by the persistive plus the stative construction which is 
unacceptable with irreversible achievement verbs (#ataál’ ááfíílé ‘S/he is still 
dead’), but acceptable in reversible achievement verbs (ataál’ áágwiilé ‘S/he is 
still fallen down’). 

Most of the diagnostic tests employed in this study distinguish aspectual classes 
with initial phases having duration (activities, series, statives, accomplishments 
and transitional achievements) from those with initial phases lacking duration 
(resultative achievements). For example, in the former classes, an inceptive 
aspect indicates an inchoative reading (as exemplified with the transitional 
achievement verb -gɪna: waayʊ́ʊ́gɪna ‘S/he has started to becoming fat’), while 
in the latter it indicates a proximate reading waayʊ́ʊ́gwa ‘S/he is just about to fall 
down’. The presence or absence of a durative initial phase in different aspectual 
classes can also be evidenced by the persistive plus the general imperfective and 
the aspectualizers -andya ‘start’ and -oya ‘stop’. In aspectual classes with a 
durative initial phase, all these diagnostic constructions are acceptable: the 
persistive plus the general imperfective: ataál' áálɪɪgɪna ‘S/he is still (continuing) 
getting fat’; the aspectualizer -andya ‘start’: waandij’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna ‘S/he started to 
become fat (a long while ago)’; and the aspectualizer -oya ‘stop’: goóyag’ 
ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa ‘It has stopped coming to the boil’. In contrast, in aspectual classes 
with a punctual initial phase, all the diagnostic constructions are generally 
unacceptable: the persistive plus the general imperfective: #ataál’ áálɪɪgwa 
‘#S/he is still (in the midst of) falling down’; andya ‘start’: waandyág' ʊ́ʊ́kwiikala 
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‘#S/he has started (the process of) sitting down’; and -oya ‘stop’: #woóyag’ 
ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa ‘#S/he has stopped (the process of) falling down’. 

Other diagnostic tests, especially tense and time adverbial tests, distinguish 
aspectual classes which do not encode a coda phase (activities, series and 
statives) from those which encode a coda phase (accomplishments, and all 
achievements). For example, in the former classes, the past tense markers, e.g., 
the hodiernal past, denote a past tense reading (as with the activity verb -ɪmbá 
sing’: wɪɪmbágá ‘S/he sung (earlier today))’ while in the latter classes it denotes 
a resultative reading (as with the accomplishment verb -zwaála ‘get dressed’: 
waazwaálága ‘S/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment)’. The absence or 
presence of a coda phase can also be diagnosed using the take X time 
construction. In aspectual classes which do not encode a coda phase, this 
construction modifies the interval elapsing before the beginning or completion of 
an event (as in waasólil’ ííkaánz’ iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá ‘S/he took a long time (to 
begin or stop) to sing (yesterday or before)’), while in those which encode a coda 
phase, the construction modifies the interval elapsing before the entry into the 
result state (as in waasólilé lɪ́nsaa izim’ ʊʊkʊzwaála ‘S/he took the whole hour 
to dress (put on a garment) (yesterday or before)’).  

An overview of the interpretations and co-occurrence restrictions indicated by 
diagnostic tests applied to determine aspectual classes in Nyamwezi is given in 
Appendix 2. I hope that the results indicated in this overview will have 
implications for the study of lexical aspect in other Bantu languages, and for an 
overall typology of lexical aspect. 

Before describing the challenges in the categorization of verbs into aspectual 
classes in Nyamwezi, and pointing out areas for future study, in the next section 
I will compare the system of aspectual classes motivated for Nyamwezi with 
those of with that of other Bantu languages. The aim is to show how the 
Nyamwezi aspectual class system is related to other Bantu languages.  

7.3 Comparative summary 
In general, this study further confirmed the results of the diagnostic tests put 
forward in other works on aspectual classes in Bantu languages, such as Kershner 
(2002) for Sukwa, Botne (2008) for Ndali, Crane (2011, 2013) for Totela, 
Persohn (2017b) for Nyakyusa, Gunnink (2018) for Fwe and Crane and Fleisch 
(forthcoming) for isiNdebele. For example, in Nyamwezi, the general 
imperfective aspect (discussed in § 4.2) is analysed as picking out pre-coda 
phases (onset or nucleus) to express an ongoing reading, as exemplified in (368) 
below, or an immediate future/habitual reading if the verb denotes a punctual 
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event, as in (369). As Kershner (2002) and Botne (2008) have shown, a similar 
use of the (general) imperfective is found in Sukwa and Ndali, respectively.  

(368) Nyamwezi  Sukwa Ndali 
            a-l-ɪɪmb-a  
            ‘S/he is singing’ 

a-ku-sab-a 
‘S/he is swimming’ 

a-kú-mog-a 
‘S/he is dancing’ 

 Kershner (2002, p. 75; 66) Botne (2008, p. 97) 
 

(369) Nyamwezi  Sukwa Ndali 
            a-lɪɪ-gw-a  
            ‘S/he is about to        

fall down’ 

a-ku-howok-a 
‘S/he is will be happy’ 
Kershner (2002, p. 83) 

shi-kú-lit-a 
‘S/he is usually tired’; 
‘s/he tires’ 
Botne (2008, p. 101) 

 
In all three languages, the stative construction (analysed as perfective or 
completive aspect in Kershner’s (2002) and Botne’s (2008) analyses) is analysed 
as picking out the coda (result state) phase to denote a present state that results 
from a change-of-state, as exemplified in (370) below.  

(370) Nyamwezi Sukwa Ndali 
 ga-séß-ilé 

           ‘It (e.g., the water) 
is boiled/hot’ 

a-ø-kalal-ite 
‘S/he is angry (now)’ 
Kershner (2002, p. 140) 

shi-ton-íte 
‘They are ripe’ 
Botne (2008, p. 102) 

 
As Botne (2008) and Persohn (2017b) shows, in Ndali and Nyakyusa, 
respectively, the persistive aspect plus the (general) imperfective (discussed in § 
4.4.1) picks out durative pre-coda phases to express that an event is still ongoing. 
This is identical to the interpretation of this diagnostic in Nyamwezi, as 
exemplified in (371) below.  

(371) Nyamwezi  Ndali Nyakyusa 
           a-taá-l’ áá-l-ɪɪmb-a  
           ‘S/he is still singing’ 

a-kaa-lí a-kú-kam-a 
‘S/he is still milking’ 

a-kaa-lɪ i-kʊ-mog-a 
‘S/he is still dancing’ 

 Botne (2008, p. 97) Persohn (2017b, p. 119) 
 
In all three languages (Nyamwezi, Ndali and Nyakyusa), the persistive plus the 
stative constructive is analysed as picking out a durative or non-permanent 
resultant coda phase to denote that the event’s result state is temporary, as shown 
in (372) below.  
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(372) Nyamwezi Ndali Nyakyusa 
           a-taá-lɪ́ w-iikal-ilé 
          ‘S/he is still seated’ 

li-kaa-lí li-bal-íte 
‘It is still shining brightly’ 

a-kaa-lɪ a-kaleele 
‘S/he is still angry’ 

 Botne (2008, p. 102) Persohn (2017b, p. 129)  
 
Nyamwezi shows the same pattern that Gunnink (2018) has shown in Fwe for the 
inceptive aspect, namely, it picks out a durative pre-coda phase to denote an 
inchoative reading, as exemplified in (373).  

(373) Nyamwezi Fwe32 
            w-aa-y-ɪ́ɪ́mb-á 
            ‘S/he has just started to sing’ 

a-bó shi-ba-hík-a 
‘They started cooking’ 

 Gunnink (2018, p. 379) 
 
For aspectual classes that encode a punctual pre-coda phase, the inceptive in both 
Nyamwezi and Fwe denotes a proximate reading, indicating that the event has 
not started but is about to start, as exemplified in (374) below. 

(374) Nyamwezi  Fwe  
            w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-gw-a 
            ‘S/he is just about to fall down’ 

e-saká sha-ri-ŋatúk-a 
‘The bag is about to break’ 

 Gunnink (2018, p. 379) 
 
The lexical tests start and stop (or cease) are analysed by Persohn (2017) as 
picking out durative pre-coda phases for Nyakyusa, just as they do for Nyamwezi. 
Each of these verbs selects a different part of the pre-coda phase. Start selects the 
initial point to express the beginning of an event, as exemplified in (375), and 
stop/cease selects the internal point to express the termination or cessation of an 
event, as in (376).  

(375) The phasal verb start 
Nyamwezi Nyakyusa 

            w-aandy-ág’ ʊ-kw-ɪɪmb-a  
            ‘S/he has started to sing’ 

and-ile   ʊ-kʊ-mog-a ‘S/he has started to 
dance’ 
Persohn (2017b, p. 120) 

 

 
32 In examples (373) and (374), an inceptive form shi- is found in a variety of Fwe 

spoken in Namibia; -sha in the Zambian variety. 
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(376) The phasal verb stop/cease 
Nyamwezi Nyakyusa 

            w-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-ɪɪmb-á  
           ‘S/he has stopped (the process of) 

singing’  

a-lek-ile   ʊ-kʊ-mog-a 
‘S/he has stopped dancing’ 
Persohn (2017b, p. 121) 

 
In aspectual classes in which the pre-coda phase is punctual, the phasal verbs 
start and stop/cease work a little differently in each language. In Nyamwezi, 
these verbs are infelicitous, i.e., they cannot be used to refer to the beginning or 
termination of the event’s process, as exemplified in (377) below. 

(377) The phasal verb start The phasal verb stop/cease 
            # w-aandy-ag’     
            ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a 

‘S/he has started (the process of) 
sitting down’ 

#w-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gw-a  
‘S/he has stopped (the process of) 
falling down’ 

 
In contrast, in Nyakyusa the phasal verbs start and stop/cease are felicitous. In 
this language, these verbs select the coda phase to denote the beginning or 
termination of the result state, as exemplified in (378) below. 

(378) The phasal verb start The phasal verb stop/cease 
            and-ile   ʊ-kʊ-hobok-a 
            ‘S/he has begun to be happy’ 
              Persohn (2017b, p. 133) 

 

a-lek-ile   ʊ-kʊ-kalal-a 
‘S/he has ceased to be angry’ NOT ‘to 
become angry’ 
Persohn (2017b, p. 131) 

 
In Nyamwezi, as in Nyakyusa, the phasal verb finish is analysed as selecting the 
endpoint of a durative phase to express the end/finish or completion of an event, 
as exemplified in (379) below. 

(379) Nyamwezi 
           w-aa-mál-ag’   ʊʊ-kʊ-zwaál-a 

‘S/he has finished dressing or 
putting on (a garment)’ 

Nyakyusa 
a-mal-ile   ʊ-kʊ-fwal-a (ii-koti) 
‘S/he has finished dressing or putting 
on (a/the coat)’ 
Persohn (2017b, p. 128) 

 
In both languages (Nyamwezi and Nyakyusa), finish occurs only with aspectual 
classes that denote a process (expressed with a durative pre-coda phase) leading 
to a culmination or end point (coda phase). Verbs from other aspectual classes 
are generally unacceptable with finish because either they encode duration but 
lack a final culmination (e.g., activities), or they encode a culmination but lack 
duration (resultative achievements).  
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Nyamwezi shows the same results for the adverbial slowly diagnostic that Crane 
and Fleisch (forthcoming) show holds for isiNdebele: it selects the pre-coda 
phase, which is construed as both durative and dynamic. In these verbs, slowly 
denotes that the event was carried out slowly, as exemplified in (380) below. 

(380) Nyamwezi 
           w-ɪɪmb-ílé hadoóhádó 

‘S/he sang slowly’’ 

isiNdebele 
uSipho u-cul-a buthaka 
‘Sipho sings slowly’ 
Persohn (2017b, p. 128) 

 
All aspectual classes in which the pre-coda phase is either durative but not 
dynamic (e.g., statives), or dynamic but not durative (resultative achievements) 
are infelicitous with slowly. 

As Kershner (2002) and Gunnink (2018) shows, in Sukwa and Fwe, respectively, 
the grammatical tense tests (hodiernal/near past and pre-hodiernal/remote past) 
are analysed as diagnostic for whether a verb encodes a coda phase or not (see 
also Crane, 2011). This is identical to the interpretations of these diagnostics in 
Nyamwezi. In aspectual classes that encode a coda phase, the past tenses denote 
a past tense reading, as exemplified in (381), while in those which do not encode 
a coda phase, the past tenses denote that the result state coda phase still applies 
at UT, as in (382).  

(381) Aspectual class lacking a coda phase 
Nyamwezi Sukwa Fwe 
w-ɪɪmb-ág-á  
‘S/he sang 
(earlier today)’ 

a-aa-sab-a munyaanja 
‘S/he has just swum in 
the lake’ 
Kershner (2002, p. 97) 

nd-a-bérêk-i  
I worked (earlier 
today) 
Gunnink (2018, p. 304) 

 
(382) Aspectual class encoding a coda phase 

Nyamwezi Sukwa Fwe 
w-iikál-ag-a  
‘S/he is 
seated (lit. 
has sat)’ 

a-aa-lemal-a umulungu gunoguno 
‘S/he is lame/not cool this week 
(i.e., became lame earlier in the 
week and still currently lame’ 
Kershner (2002, p. 101) 

e-cí cipúrá c-a-côôk-i 
‘This chair broke 
(and is still broken)’ 
Gunnink (2018, p. 310) 

 
As Persohn (2017) shows in Nyakyusa, the time adverbial test (the take X time 
construction), like the past tense constructions, is used as a test for whether or not 
a verb encodes a coda phase. This is identical to the interpretation of this 
diagnostic in Nyamwezi. In both languages, in aspectual classes which encode a 
coda phase, the take X time construction describes the time elapsing before the 
culmination of the process, as exemplified in (383) below. 
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(383) Nyamwezi 
            w-aa-sól-ilé lɪ́-nsaa i-zim’  
            ʊʊ-kʊ-zwaál-a 

‘S/he took the whole hour to 
dress or put on (a garment)’ 

 
 

Nyakyusa 
eeg-ile a-ka-balɪlo a-ka-tali 
ʊ-kʊ-fwal-a (ii-koti) 
‘S/he took a long time to dress 
or put on (a/the coat)’  
Persohn (2017b, p. 127) 

In both languages, in aspectual classes which do not encode a coda phase, the 
take X time construction describes the time elapsing before the beginning of an 
event. In both languages, most of the verbs in these classes can also be 
reinterpreted as aspectual classes which encode a coda phase, in which case the 
take X time construction denotes the time elapsing before the culmination of the 
process. The two readings are exemplified in (384) below. 

(384) Nyamwezi 
w-aa-sól-ilé ikaánz’ íílííh’ 
ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ɪɪmb-a 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to begin) 
to sing’  
2. ‘S/he took a long time (to finish) 
singing)’  
 

Nyakyusa 
eeg-ile a-ka-balɪlo a-ka-tali 
ʊ-kʊ-mog-a 
1. ‘S/he took a long time (to 
begin) to dance’ 
2. S/he took a long time to 
finish dancing’  
Persohn (2017b, p. 120) 
 

Before closing this section, it is important to mention that apart from the 
similarities described above, the diagnostic tests used to determine the 
differences between Nyamwezi aspectual classes also show some semantic 
differences that deviate from the analyses of aspectual classes given in other 
studies. One of these differences involves the general imperfective test and the 
persistive plus the general imperfective test. As shown above and exemplified in 
(368) and (371), in Nyamwezi, as in other Bantu languages (e.g., Sukwa, Ndali 
and Nyakyusa), these tests are analysed as selecting the pre-coda phases (onset 
or nucleus) to denote ongoing processes (for the case of the general imperfective) 
or continuing processes (for the case of the persistive plus general imperfective). 
In Nyamwezi, unlike in other languages, these tests, in addition to ongoing and 
continuous readings, are also analysed as selecting the coda phase to express the 
continuation of the result state. This occurs in verbs referred to as transitional 
achievements, as exemplified in (385) below, repeated from (200a) in § 4.2.2. 
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(385) miinzɪ́      gálɪɪséβa 
miínzɪ         gá-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
6NP.water   6SP-IMPF-boil-FV 
1. ‘The water is coming to the boil or heating up’ (ongoing or 

coming-to-be reading) 
2. ‘The water is boiling’ (continuation of the result state reading) 

 
In other Bantu languages, the general imperfective and the persistive plus general 
imperfective are generally analysed as constructions which select the pre-coda 
phases to denote an ongoing reading before the change-of-state has taken place. 
Outside Bantu languages, a case where the imperfective aspect is used (as in 
Nyamwezi) to refer to ongoing changes in the pre-coda phase or in the coda phase 
itself is reported by Tatevosov (2002, p. 332) in Bagwalal, a language spoken in 
the south-west of Russia. Ongoing research in the study of lexical aspect in Bantu 
languages will hopefully yield cases where the general imperfective is associated 
with two types of ongoing changes (in the pre-coda phase and in the coda phase 
itself).  

7.4 Some challenges in the categorization of 
verbs into aspectual classes in Nyamwezi 

As described in § 7.2, most of the diagnostic tests in Nyamwezi revealed clear 
aspectual distinctions between classes. However, some of them have the status of 
a heuristic, in the sense that they do not optimally distinguish each aspectual class 
(cf. Dowty, 1979); Walková (2012). For example, the stative construction, as 
noted in § 4.3, is used as a diagnostic test for aspectual classes that encode a 
change-of-state plus a result state, such as achievements (e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) 
fat’) and accomplishments (e.g., -zwaála ‘get dressed’. In these classes, the 
stative construction denotes a resultative reading, as in a-gin-ilé ‘S/he has become 
fat; s/he is fat’. Other classes, e.g., activities (-ɪmbá ‘sing’) and series (-kolola 
‘cough’) do not encode a change-of-state and lack a result state; thus, they are 
unacceptable with the stative construction. However, irrespective of this 
generalization, there is a handful of activity verbs, referred to as directionals 
(e.g., -ja ‘go’), which can occur with the stative construction to denote an ongoing 
process reading, as in aziilé kaayá ‘S/he is (in the state of) going home’. 

Another challenge related to the one stated above is that some of the tests used to 
classify Nyamwezi verbs into aspectual classes do not apply to all verbs in a 
particular aspectual class, for the reason that these tests do not test aspectual 
features alone (e.g., durativity and dynamicity) but also agentivity. For example, 
the adverbial hadoóhádó ‘slowly’, as noted in § 5.5, is used in this study as a 
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diagnostic test for both durativity and dynamicity, i.e., it requires the verbs it co-
occurs with to encode an initial phase which is both durative (i.e., denotes a 
continuous process) and dynamic (i.e., denotes a gradual process), such as -peela 
‘run’ (as in waapeélilé hadoóhádó ‘S/he ran slowly’). However, there are verbs, 
e.g., -gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, which encode an initial phase that has both duration 
and dynamicity, but are not acceptable with hadoóhádó (as in #waagɪ́nílé 
hadoóhádó ‘#S/he became fat slowly’) because they describe non-agentive 
events. This is because hadoóhádó, in addition to the two features (durativity and 
dynamicity), also in some cases requires the verb it co-occurs with to describe 
agentive events. However, this generalization does not work systematically, as 
there are verbs such as -seβa ‘be(come) hot’ that describe non-agentive events 
which are acceptable with hadoóhádó (as in gaaséβílé hadoóhádó ‘It (the water) 
became hot slowly’). 

Another challenge in the categorization of verbs into aspectual classes is related 
to acceptability judgements. Some verbs in a particular class may be judged as 
infelicitous by some of the native speakers, not because those verbs do not encode 
a phasal structure required by a particular test, but rather because the test allows 
a reading which is considered less natural by some speakers. For example, in non-
perception statives such as -moonda ‘be(come) soft’ the persistive plus stative 
construction (as in #lɪtaálɪ́ lɪmoondilé’ It (e.g., the mattress) is still soft’) is not 
acceptable by some speakers because it is unnatural. Alternatively, the speakers 
use the persistive plus general imperfective (lɪ́taálɪ lɪlɪɪmoonda). 

In general, agentivity, the occurrence of a particular test with some verbs and its 
unacceptability with other verbs in the same class, and variations in the 
acceptability judgment among native speakers pose some challenges to the 
theoretical framework adopted to classify verbs in this study. These factors 
(especially the first two) cannot be accommodated by the onset-nucleus-coda 
model.   

7.5 Future research  
This study is one of the few studies in Bantu languages that have described the 
classification of verbs and applied a number of diagnostic tests as evidence for 
the different aspectual classes proposed. Similar studies in other Bantu languages 
are still needed to test the robustness of these classes and their diagnostic tests, 
as well as the onset-nucleus-coda model adopted to classify verbs in this study.  

This study does not address several other semantic and syntactic issues that 
deserve future investigation. First, for the sake of manageability, this study has 
focused primarily on using tense and aspect markers (or constructions) and some 
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lexical items (aspectualizers) as diagnostic tests for determining aspectual 
classes. The study does not address other grammatical constructions, particularly 
verbal extensions (derivations). As briefly noted in this study, and also in 
Schadeberg (2003) and other studies on this topic (Dom, Kulikov, & Bostoen, 
2016; Jerro, 2018), verbal extensions (such as neuter or stative, separative, 
passive, associative or reciprocal, causative, applicative, etc.) encode different 
semantic and syntactic behaviour with different types of verbs. 

A second area in which additional research is needed, also noted by Crane and 
Persohn (2019), is the contribution of semantic roles such agent, patient, 
recipient, etc. in determining aspectual classes. In this study, it was noted that for 
some of the verbs, although they behave the same way semantically (encode 
similar semantic or aspectual properties), their subjects can be assigned different 
semantic roles. For example, both -sha (intr.) ‘grind’ and -chiβá (intr.) ‘block 
sthg, plug’ are kinds of change-of-state verbs which are referred to as 
accomplishments in this study. Both verbs can occur with the stative construction 
to denote a present state reading. But in -sha (intr.) ‘grind’ the stative construction 
takes the subject that has a semantic role of patient (as in zishííle ‘they are 
ground’), while in -chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ the stative construction may 
either carry the semantic role of agent (as in achiβilé ‘S/he blocks (a hole)) or of 
patient (as in lɪchíβilé ‘It (the hold) is blocked’). The use of semantic roles as a 
determining factor for identifying verb classes has not been discussed in this 
study. As such, it is left for further investigation. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: A list of the verbs investigated, classified on the basis of Botne and Kershner’s (2000) 
onset-nucleus-coda model. 

Aspectual class Examples 
Activities (see § 3.4.1.1) -ɪmbá ‘sing’, -lila ‘cry’, -seka ‘laugh’, -ishiɲá ‘play, 

dance’, -lomeela ‘talk, chat’, -behá ‘smoke’, -ogá 
‘shower, bath’, -gʊla ‘buy’, -βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’, -gilima 
‘thunder’ -ja ‘go’, -peela ‘run’, -shooka ‘return’ 
and -iza ‘come’ 

Series (see § 3.4.1.1) -kolóla ‘cough’, -ditema ‘tremble’, -lumá 
‘bite’, -koloma ‘snore’ and -dakúna ‘chew’ 

Perception statives (see § 3.4.1.3) -βoná ‘see’, -igwá ‘hear’, -lola ‘look (at), -nuuŋha 
‘smell bad; stink’, -moota ‘smell good’, -βoonja 
‘taste (by swallowing a bit)’ and -degéleka ‘listen’ 

Non-perception statives (see § 
3.4.1.3) 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’, -togwá ‘love, like’, -zuɲa 
‘agree’, -moonda ‘be soft’, -saata ‘be sick’, -ikólá 
‘resemble’ 

Accomplishments (see § 3.4.1.2) -zwaála ‘get dressed’, -sha ‘grind’, -chiβá ‘block 
sthg, plug’, -liína ‘climb’, -zeenga ‘build’ -dɪtɪ́la 
(intr.) ‘pour into’, -pʊʊ́la (intr.) ‘pound’, -lɪma 
(intr.) ‘cultivate’, -lyaá ‘eat’ and -ŋwaá ‘drink’ 

Transitional achievements (see § 
3.4.2.1) 

-gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, -seβa (intr.) ‘boil’, -goonda 
(intr.) ‘be(come) bent’, -βoomba ‘be(come) 
soaked’, -mana ‘(come to) know’, -lugʊla (intr.) 
‘open’ and -kʊlá ‘grow’ 

Irreversible resultative 
achievements (see § 3.4.2.2) 

-faá ‘die’, -βola ‘be(come) rotten’, -shika 
‘arrive’, -duúha ‘be(come) blunt’, -kamá ‘dry 
up’, -pɪla ‘recover’, -gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’, -sala 
‘be(come) crazy’, and -nana ‘melt (plastic)’ 

Reversible resultative 
achievements (see § 3.4.2.2) 

-gwa ‘fall down’, -ikala ‘sit’, -laála ‘fall 
asleep/sleep’, -itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’, -dota ‘be(come) 
wet’, -daka ‘be(come) angry’, -laángá ‘get stuck up 
high’, -toóla ‘(get) married’ and -βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) 
‘break’ 
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Appendix 2: Results of the diagnostic tests in each aspectual class in Nyamwezi 
Abbreviations: ASP – Aspectual class; ACT – Activity; SER – Series; ACC – Accomplishments; PERC – Perception stative; NON-PERC – Non-
perception stative; TRANS – Transitional achievements; IRREV – Irreversible resultative achievement and REV – Reversible resultative achievement 
 

A. Grammatical aspect tests 
 

Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs in the 
general 
imperfective 

ACT Ongoing process alɪɪmba  S/he is singing (now) 
SER Iterative/repetition alɪɪkolóla  S/he is coughing (continuously/serially) 
ACC Ongoing process alɪɪzwaála  S/he is getting dressed or putting on (a garment) 
PERC Ongoing state alɪɪβoná S/he sees or can see 
NON-PERC Ongoing state alɪɪsaata S/he is sick 
TRANS (1) Coming-to-be, (2) result 

state 
alɪɪgɪna (1) S/he is getting fat (i.e., s/he has not reached a point 

where the speaker thinks s/he is fat); (2) S/he is getting 
fatter (i.e., s/he is already fat and still getting fatter) 

IRREV Immediate future; iterative 
reading when the plural 
subject is inflected  

lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá 
 
galɪ́ɪ́faá 

It is about to die 
  
They are dying (one by one) 

REV Immediate future; iterative 
reading when the plural 
subject is inflected 

alɪɪgwaá 
 
galɪ́ɪ́gwaá 

S/he appears about to fall down 
  
They are falling down (one by one) 

Occurs in the 
stative 
construction 
 

ACT Infelicitous, except in few 
verbs (directionals) where it 
denotes ongoing process  

#asekilé 
 
aziilé 

Intended: S/he is (in the state of) laughing 
 
S/he is (in the state of) going home 

SER Infelicitous #akolólilé Intended: S/he is (in the state of) coughing 
ACC Present state  azwaálílé S/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment) 
PERC Infelicitous #aβonílé Intended: S/he sees (i.e., s/he is in the state of seeing) 
NON-PERC Present state asaatílé S/he is sick (now and in general) 
TRANS Present state agɪnilé S/he is fat 
IRREV Present state lɪfíílé It is dead 
REV Present state agwiilé S/he has fallen down (and is still on the ground) 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs in the 
persistive plus 
general 
imperfective  

ACT (1) Continuing process and 
(2) persistent habitual 

ataál' áálɪɪmba (1) S/he is still singing; (2) S/he still sings (regularly) 

SER (1) Continuation of an 
iterative event and (2) 
persistent habitual 

ataál' áálɪɪkolóla (1) S/he is still coughing (continuously/serially); (2) 
S/he still coughs (regularly) 

ACC (1) Continuing process and 
(2) persistent habitual 

ataál' áálɪɪzwaála (1) S/he is still getting dressed or putting on (a 
garment); (2) S/he still dresses or puts on (a garment) 
(regularly) 

PERC (1) Continuing state and (2) 
persistent habitual 

ataál' áálɪɪβoná (1) S/he still sees (now and in general); (2) S/he still 
sees (habitually) 

NON-PERC (1) Continuing state and (2) 
persistent habitual 

ataál' áálɪɪsaata (1) S/he is still sick (i.e., s/he is still in the state of being 
sick); (2) S/he is still sick (as always) 

TRANS (1) Continuation of the 
coming-to-be, (2) 
continuation of the result 
state and (3) persistent 
habitual/generic 

ataál' áálɪɪgɪna (1) S/he is still getting fat (i.e., s/he has not reached the 
point where the speaker thinks s/he is fat; (2) S/he is 
already fat and still getting fatter; (3) S/he still gets fat 
(regularly) 

IRREV Unacceptable with singular 
subjects; continuing process 
with plural subjects 

#lɪtáálɪ́ lɪlɪ́ɪ́faá 
 
gataálɪ́ galɪ́ɪ́faá 

Intended: #It is still dying 
 
They are still dying 

REV Persistent habitual/generic 
with singular subjects; 
continuing process with 
plural subjects  

ataál’ áálɪɪgwa 
 
 
βataálɪ́ βalɪ́ɪ́gwa 

S/he still falls down (regularly) 
 
 
They are still falling down 

Occurs in the 
persistive plus 
stative 
construction 
 

ACT Infelicitous, except with 
few verbs (directionals) 
where it denotes a 
continuation of the event 

#ataal’ áásekílé 
 
 
ataál’ áápeelílé 

Intended: #S/he is still (in the state of) laughing 
 
 
S/he is still (in the state of) running 

SER Infelicitous #ataal’ áákolólílé Intended: #S/he is still (in the state of) coughing 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs in the 
persistive plus 
stative 
construction 

ACC Express temporariness of 
the result state 

ataál' áázwaálílé S/he is still dressed in or wearing (a garment) 

PERC Infelicitous #ataál’ ááβonílé       Intended: #S/he still sees (i.e., s/he is still in the state of 
seeing) 

NON-PERC Express temporariness of 
the result state 

?ataál' áásaatílé S/he is still sick (now and in general) 

TRANS Express temporariness of 
the result state 

ataál' áágɪnilé S/he is still fat 

IRREV Infelicitous #lɪtáálɪ́ lɪβólilé Intended: It is still rotten 
REV Express temporariness of 

the result state 
ataál' áágwiilé #S/he has still fallen down (i.e., s/he has fallen down 

and is still on the ground; s/he has not got up yet) 
Occurs in the 
inceptive aspect 

ACT The start of the event’s 
process 

waayɪ́ɪ́mbá S/he has just now started to sing 

SER The start of an iterative 
situation 

waayʊ́ʊ́kolóla S/he has started to cough (continuously/serially) 

ACC The start of the event’s 
process 

waayʊ́ʊ́zwaála S/he has just started to dress or put on (a garment) 

PERC The start of the stative event waayʊ́ʊ́βoná S/he has started to (be able) to see 
NON-PERC The start of the stative event βaáyííkólá They have started to resemble each other 
TRANS Coming into existence of a 

state 
waayʊ́ʊ́gɪna S/he has started to become fat 

IRREV Proximate (the ‘be about’ 
start of the event or the 
sudden start of an event)  

lyááyʊ́ʊ́faá It is just about to die or is on the point of dying 

REV Proximate (the ‘be about’ 
start of the event or the 
sudden start of an event) 

waayʊ́ʊ́gwa S/he is just about to fall down 
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B. Lexical tests 
 

Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs with -andya 
‘start’ 

ACT The beginning of a process waandyág’ ʊʊkwɪɪmbá S/he has started to sing (earlier today/a 
short while ago) 

SER The beginning of multiple 
occurrences of the event 

waandyág’ ʊʊkʊkolóla S/he has started to cough 
(continuously/serially) (earlier today/a 
short while ago) 

ACC The beginning of a process waandyág’ ʊʊkʊzwaála S/he has started to dress or put on (a 
garment) (earlier today/a short while ago) 

PERC The beginning of a stative 
event 

waandíj’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊβoná S/he started to (be able to) see (a long 
while ago) 

NON-PERC The beginning of a stative 
event 

waandij’ ʊ́ʊ́kwiizʊkɪla S/he started to remember (a long while 
ago) 

TRANS The beginning of a 
coming-to-be of an event 

waandij’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna S/he started to become fat (a long while 
ago) 

IRREV Infelicitous (unless inflected 
with a plural subject) 

#lyaandyág’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá  
 
gaandyág' ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá 

Intended: #It has started to die (earlier 
today or a short while ago) 
They have started to die (one by one) 
(earlier today or a short while ago) 

REV Infelicitous (unless inflected 
with a plural subject) 

#lyaandyág’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
 
 
gaandyág' ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
 

Intended: It has started to fall down 
(earlier today or a short while ago) (i.e., it 
has started the process of falling down) 
They have started to fall down (one by 
one) (earlier today or a short while ago) 

Occurs with -oya 
‘stop’ 
 
 

ACT Interruption of the event’s 
process 

woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 
 

S/he has stopped (the process of) singing 

SER Interruption of the event’s 
multiple occurrences 

woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊkolóla 
 

S/he has stopped (the process of) 
coughing (continuously/serially) 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs with -oya 
‘stop’ 

ACC Interruption of the event’s 
process 

woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊzwaála 
 

S/he has stopped (the process of) dressing 
or putting on (a garment) 

PERC Interruption of the event’s 
state 

woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊlɪβóná 
 

S/he has stopped (the process of) seeing it 

NON-PERC Interruption of the event’s 
state 

lyoóyag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊmoonda 
 

It has stopped being soft 

TRANS Interruption of the event’s 
coming-to-be 

goóyag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa It has stopped coming to the boil 

IRREV Infelicitous, unless inflected 
with a plural subject 

#lyoóyag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊβola 
 
goóyag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊβola 

Intended: #It has stopped (the process of) 
rotting 
 
They have stopped (the process of) rotting 

REV Do not express interruption 
reading, unless inflected 
with a plural subject 

#woóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 
 
βoóyag' ʊ́ʊ́kʊgwa 

S/he has stopped (the process of) falling 
down  
They have stopped (the process of) falling 
down 

Occurs with -mala 
‘finish’ 

ACT Infelicitous (but some verbs 
can be accepted) 

#waamálag’ ʊʊkʊseka  
waamálag’ ʊʊkwɪɪmbá 

Intended: #S/he has finished laughing 
S/he has finished singing (a song) 

SER Infelicitous #waamálag’ ʊʊkʊkolóla Intended: #S/he has finished coughing 
ACC Describe the completion of 

the event  
waamálag’ ʊʊkʊzwaála S/he has finished dressing or putting on (a 

garment)   
PERC Infelicitous (but some verbs 

can be accepted) 
#waamálag’ ʊʊkʊβoná Intended: S/he has finished seeing 

 
NON-PERC Infelicitous  #waamálag’ ʊʊkwiizʊkɪla Intended: S/he has finished remembering 
TRANS Infelicitous  #gaamálag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊseβa Intended: #It has finished boiling 
IRREV Infelicitous #lyaamálag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá Intended: #It has finished dying 
REV Infelicitous #waamálag’ ʊʊkʊgwa Intended: #S/he has finished falling down 

Occurs with 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 
 

ACT The ongoing activity was 
carried out slowly 

wɪɪmbílé hadoóhádó S/he sang slowly 

SER Infelicitous  #waakólólílé hadoóhádó Intended: #S/he coughed slowly 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs with 
hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 
 

ACC The ongoing activity was 
carried out slowly 

waazwaálílé hadoóhádó S/he got dressed in or put on (a garment) 
slowly 

PERC Infelicitous #waaβóonjílé hadoóhádó Intended: #S/he tasted (the soup) slowly 
NON-PERC Infelicitous #waantógílwé hadoóhádó Intended: #S/he loved/liked her/him 

slowly 
TRANS The coming-to-be of the 

event occurred slowly 
gaaséβílé hadoóhádó It became hot slowly 

IRREV Infelicitous  #waashíkilé hadoóhádó Intended: #S/he arrived slowly 
REV Infelicitous (but some can be 

pragmatically reinterpreted 
as transitional achievements) 

#waagwíílé hadoóhádó 
?wiikálílé hadoóhádó 

Intended: #S/he fell down slowly 
S/he sat (down) slowly (i.e., s/he took a 
long time to sit down) 

 
C. Tense and time adverbial tests 

 
Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs in the 
hodiernal past 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACT Completed earlier the same day 
before the UT 

wɪɪmbágá S/he sung (earlier today or a short while 
ago) 

SER Completed earlier the same day 
before the UT 

lyaakólólaga It coughed (earlier today or a short while 
ago) 

ACC Completed earlier the same day, 
but asserts that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT 

waazwaálága S/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment) 
(lit. s/he got dressed (in a garment) 

PERC Completed earlier the same day 
before the UT 

waagaβónágá S/he saw/has seen (them) (earlier today or 
a short while ago) 

NON-PERC Completed earlier the same day 
before the UT 

wiizʊ́kɪlaga S/he remembered (to do X) (earlier today 
or a short while ago) 

TRANS Completed earlier the same day, 
but asserts that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT 

waagɪ́nága! You are fat (lit. have got fat(ter))! 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs in the 
hodiernal past 

IRREV Completed earlier the same day, 
but asserts that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT 

yaafáágá It is dead (lit. has died) 

REV Completed earlier the same day, 
but implies that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT 

wiikálaga S/he is seated (lit. has sat) 

Occurs in the pre-
hodiernal past tense 

ACT Completed before today wɪɪmbílé S/he sang (yesterday or before) 
SER Completed before today waakólólilé S/he coughed (yesterday or before) 
ACC Completed before today, but 

implies that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT. This 
implicature is cancellable. 

waazwaálílé kʊfum’ 
íígolo 

S/he put on or has been wearing (the same 
garment) since yesterday 
 

PERC Completed before today waalɪ́βónilé S/he saw it (yesterday or before) 
NON-PERC Completed before today waagatógilwé    S/he loved/liked them (yesterday or 

before) 
TRANS Completed before today, but 

implies that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT. This 
implicature is cancellable. 

waagɪ́nilé S/he got fat (and is still fat) 

IRREV Completed before today, but 
implies that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT. This 
implicature is NOT cancellable. 

lyaafíílé It died (yesterday or before) 

REV Completed before today, but 
implies that the result state 
(coda) still holds at UT. This 
implicature is cancellable. 

lyaagwíílé It fell down (yesterday or before) (and it is 
still fallen down today/now) 

Occurs with the take 
X time construction 
 

ACT Modifies the interval elapsing 
before the beginning or 
culmination of event 

waasólil’ ííkaánz’ 
iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kwɪɪmbá 

(1) S/he took a long time (to begin) to 
sing; (2) S/he took a long time to stop 
singing 
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Test  ASP Reading Example Translation 
Occurs with the take 
X time construction 

SER Modifies the interval elapsing 
before the beginning or 
culmination of multiple 
occurrences of an event 

waasólil’ ííkaánz’ 
iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊkolóla 

(1) S/he took a long time (to begin) to 
cough; (2) S/he took a long time to stop 
coughing 

ACC Describes the interval to elapse 
before the culmination of the 
event’s process 

waasólilé lɪ́nsaa izim’ 
ʊʊkʊzwaála 

S/he took the whole hour to dress or put 
on (a garment) 

PERC Modifies the interval elapsing 
before the beginning or 
culmination of the stative event 

waasólil’ ííkaánz’ 
iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊβoná 

(1) S/he took a long time (to begin) to see; 
(2) S/he took a long time to stop seeing 

NON-PERC Modifies the interval elapsing 
before the beginning or 
culmination of the stative event 

waasólilé nshikʊ́ 
nyiing’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊsaata 
 

(1) S/he took a long time (lit. many days) 
to become sick (i.e., to develop 
symptoms); (2) S/he has been sick for too 
long (lit. many days) 

TRANS Describes the interval to elapse 
before entry into the new or 
result state 

waasólilé myaaká 
miing’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊgɪna 

S/he took many years to become fat 

IRREV Describes the interval to elapse 
before entry into the new or 
result state 

lyaasólíl’ ííkaánz’ 
iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊfaá 

It took a long time to die 

REV Describes the interval to elapse 
before entry into the new or 
result state 

waasólil’ ííkaánz’ 
iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kwiikala 

S/he took a long time to sit down 
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Appendix 3: The interpretations or co-occurrence restrictions of diagnostic tests in each of the verbs investigated  
 

A. Grammatical aspect tests 
 
General imperfective and stative construction 
 

Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ a-lɪɪ-gɪn-a 
(1) s/he is getting fat; (2) s/he is continuing to get fat; (3) s/he 
often gets fat; (4) s/he will get fat (this year) 

a-gɪn-ilé 
s/he is fat 

-seβa (intr.)  ‘boil’ ga-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
(1) it (the water) is coming to boil; (2) it is boiling; (3) it boils 
(regularly); (4) it will boil (tomorrow or later) 

ga-seβ-ilé 
it (the water) is boiled/hot  

goonda 
(intr.) 

‘be(come) bent’ lɪ-l-íí-góónd-a 
(1) it is bending; (2) it is continuing to bend; (3) it (often) 
bends; (4) it will bend (tomorrow or later) 

l-íí-góónd-ilé  
it is bent 

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ ga-lɪɪ-βoomb-a 
(1) they are being soaked; (2) they are continuing to be soaked; 
(3) they will be soaked (tomorrow or later) 

ga-βoomb-ilé 
they are soaked 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ a-lɪɪ-pɪl-a 
(1) s/he is about to recover; (2) s/he will recover (tomorrow or 
later) 

a-pɪl-ilé 
s/he is recovered  

-faá ‘die’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-f-aá  
(1) it is about to die; (2) it will die (tomorrow or later) 

lɪ-f-íílé 
it is dead 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-βol-a 
(1) it is about to become rotten; (2) it will become rotten 
(tomorrow or later) 

lɪ-βól-ilé 
it is rotten 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-duúh-a 
(1) it is about to become blunt; (2) it will become blunt 
(tomorrow or later) 

lɪ-dúúh-ilé 
it is blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ ga-lɪɪ-kam-a 
(1) it (the water) is about to dry up; (2) it will dry up (tomorrow 
or later) 

ga-kam-ilé 
it (the water) is dried up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ ga-lɪɪ-gaas-a 
(1) it (the bran) is about to become spoiled/fermented; (2) it 
will become spoiled (tomorrow or later) 

ga-gaas-ilé 
it (the bran) is spoiled/fermented  

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-nan-a 
it is melting or will soon melt 

lɪ-nán-ilé 
it is melted 

-βɪɪ́nzá 
(intr.) 

‘break’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á 
(1) it is breaking or will break (later today); (2) it will break 
(tomorrow or later) 

lɪ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-ílé 
it is broken 

-lugʊla 
(intr.) 

‘open’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-lugʊl-w-a 
(1) it is opening; (2) it is opening and continues to open; (3) it 
is opened (every day); (4) it will open (tomorrow)  

lɪ-lugʊl-íl-w-é 
it is opened  

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-dot-a 
it is getting wet or about to become wet 

lɪ-dót-ilé 
it is wet 

-saata ‘be sick’  a-lɪɪ-saat-a 
(1) s/he is sick (now); (2) s/he is (usually) sick 

a-saat-ilé 
s/he is sick (now and in general) 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-moond-a 
(1) it is soft (now); (2) it is (generally) soft 

lɪ-móónd-ilé 
it is soft (now and in general) 

-βoná ‘see’ a-lɪɪ-βón-á 
(1) s/he sees or can see (them now); (2) s/he (always) sees 
(them) 

#a-βon-ílé 
Intended: s/he sees (i.e., s/he is in the 
state of seeing) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-togwá ‘love, like’ a-lɪɪ-togw-á 
(1) s/he likes (to X); (2) s/he (always) likes (to X) 

a-tog-il-w-é 
s/he likes (to X) 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ a-lɪɪ-man-a 
(1) s/he is getting to know (something); (2) s/he knows (the 
answer to every question) 

a-man-ilé 
s/he knows  

-igwá ‘hear’ a-l-iigw-á 
(1) s/he hears or can hear (them); (2) s/he (always) hears (them) 

#w-iigil-w-é 
Intended: s/he hears (i.e., s/he is in the 
state of hearing) 

-lola ‘look (at)’ a-lɪɪ-lól-a 
(1) s/he is now looking at (it); (2) s/he is always looking at (it) 

a-lol-ilé 
s/he is looking (in a particular direction) 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-nuuŋh-a 
(1) it smells bad (now); (2) it (always) smells bad  

#lɪ-núúŋh-ilé 
Intended: it smells bad (i.e., it is in the 
state of smelling bad) 

-moota ‘smell good’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-moot-a 
(1) it smells good (now); (2) it (always) smells good 

#lɪ-móót-íle 
Intended: it smells good (i.e., it is in the 
state of smelling good) 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

a-lɪɪ-βoonj-a 
(1) s/he is tasting (it now); s/he tastes (it every time) 

#a-βoonj-ilé 
Intended: s/he tastes (it) (i.e., s/he is in 
the state of tasting (them)) 

-degéleka ‘listen’ a-lɪɪ-degélek-a 
(1) s/he is listening (to it now); (2) s/he listens (to it every day)  

a-degélek-ilé 
Intended: s/he listens (to it) (i.e., s/he is in 
the state of listening (to it)) 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ βa-l-iikól-á 
(1) they resemble each other (now, as I am looking at them) 

β-iikól-ilé 
they resemble each other (now and in 
general) 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ a-lɪɪ-sal-a 
s/he is about to become crazy  

a-sal-ilé 
s/he is crazy 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ a-l-iizʊkɪl-a 
(1) s/he remembers or misses (her/him) (i.e., s/he is thinking 
about (her/him)); (2) s/he (often) remembers (her/him) 

w-iizʊkɪl-ilé 
s/he remembers (her/him) 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ a-lɪɪ-zuɲ-a  
(1) s/he agrees (to X); (2) s/he (always) agrees (to X) 

a-zuɲ-ilé 
s/he agrees (to X) 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ a-lɪɪ-dak-a 
(1) s/he is becoming angry or is about to become angry; (2) 
s/he becomes angry (every time) 

a-dak-ilé 
s/he is angry 

-kolwá be(come) drunk’ a-lɪɪ-kolw-á 
(1) s/he is becoming drunk or is about to become drunk; (2) 
s/he becomes drunk (every day)  

a-kol-il-w-é 
s/he is drunk 

-ja ‘go’ a-lɪɪ-j-a 
(1) s/he is going (now); (2) s/he will go; (3) s/he (always) goes 

a-z-íílé 
(1) s/he is going (now); (2) s/he will go 

-peela  ‘run’ a-lɪɪ-peel-a 
(1) s/he is running (now); (2) s/he will run; (3) s/he always runs 

a-peel-ilé 
s/he is running (now) 

-shooka ‘return’ a-lɪɪ-shook-a 
(1) s/he is returning or going back (now); (2) s/he will return; 
(3) s/he returns (every day) 

a-shook-ilé 
s/he is returning or going back (now) 

-iza ‘come’ a-l-iiz-a 
(1) s/he is coming; (2) s/he will come; (3) s/he comes (every 
day) 

w-iiz-íílé 
s/he is coming (now) 

-shika ‘arrive’ a-lɪɪ-shik-a 
s/he will arrive soon 

a-shik-ilé 
s/he has arrived  

-liína ‘climb’ a-lɪɪ-liín-a 
(1) s/he is climbing; (2) s/he climbs (every day; (3) s/he will 
climb 

a-liín-ilé 
s/he has climbed (up a tree) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-ikala ‘sit’ a-l-iikal-a 
(1) s/he is about to sit (down); (2) s/he sits (down every 
time/day); (3) s/he will sit (down) (tomorrow or later) 

w-iikal-ilé 
s/he is sat (down) 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ a-lɪɪ-laál-a 
(1) s/he is dozing; (2) s/he dozes/sleeps (every day); (3) s/he 
will sleep (tomorrow or later) 

a-laál-ilé 
s/he is asleep 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-laáng-á 
it gets stuck up high (every time) 

lɪ-lááng-ílé 
it is stuck up high (in a tree) 

-gwa ‘fall down’ a-lɪɪ-gw-a 
(1) s/he is about to fall down; (2) s/he falls down (every 
time/day); (3) it will fall down (tomorrow or later) 

a-gw-iilé 
s/he has fallen down (and is still on the 
ground) 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ a-l-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-á 
(1) s/he is about to squat; (2) s/he squats every (time/day) 

w-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-ilé 
s/he is squatting 

-zeenga 
(intr.) 

‘build’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-zeeng-w-a 
(1) it is being built (now); (2) it is being built (every day); (3) it 
will be built 

lɪ-zééng-il-w-é 
it is built  

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ a-l-ɪɪmb-á 
(1) s/he is singing (now); (2) s/he sings (every day); (3) s/he 
will sing 

#w-ɪɪmb-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) singing 

-seka ‘laugh’ a-lɪɪ-sek-a 
(1) s/he is laughing (now); (2) s/he laughs (every time); (3) s/he 
will laugh  

#a-sek-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) laughing 

-lyaá ‘eat’ a-lɪɪ-ly-aá 
(1) s/he is eating (now); (2) s/he eats (every day); (3) s/he will 
eat 

a-l-íílé 
s/he has eaten 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-ditema tremble’ a-lɪɪ-ditem-a 
(1) s/he is trembling (now); (2) s/he trembles (every day) 

#a-ditem-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) 
trembling 

-lila ‘cry’ a-lɪɪ-lil-a 
(1) s/he is crying (now); (2) s/he cries (every day) 

#a-lil-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) crying 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ a-l-iishiɲ-á 
(1) s/he is playing (now); (2) s/he plays (every day); (3) s/he 
will play 

#w-iishiɲ-ílé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) playing 

-kolóla ‘cough’ a-lɪɪ-kolól-a 
(1) s/he is coughing (continuously/serially); (2) s/he coughs 
(every day continuously/serially) 

#a-kolól-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) coughing 
(continuously/serially) 

-lumá ‘bite’ a-lɪɪ-lum-á 
(1) s/he is biting (it now); (2) s/he bites (it every day) 

#a-lum-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) biting 

-koloma ‘snore’ a-lɪɪ-kolom-a 
(1) s/he is snoring (continuously/serially); (2) s/he is snoring 
(everyday continuously/serially) 

#a-kolom-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) snoring 
(continuously/serially) 

-dakúna ‘chew’ a-lɪɪ-dakún-a 
(1) s/he is chewing (it now); (2) s/he chews (it every time)  

#a-dakún-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) chewing 

-dɪtɪ́la 
(intr.) 

‘pour into’ ga-lɪɪ-dɪtɪ́l-w-a 
(1) it (the water) is being poured into (the jug now); (2) it is 
being poured into (the jug every day); (3) it will be poured into 
(the jug) 

ga-dɪtɪ́l-w-é 
it (the water) is poured into 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ a-lɪɪ-zwaál-a 
(1) s/he is getting dressed or putting on (a garment); (2) s/he 
dresses or puts (the same garment everyday); (3) s/he will dress 
or put on (a garment) 

a-zwaál-ílé 
s/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ zi-lɪɪ-sh-w-a 
(1) they are being ground (now); (2) they are being ground 
(every day); (3) they will be ground 

zi-sh-ííl-(w)-e 
they are ground 

-chiβá 
(intr.) 

‘block sthg, plug’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-chiβ-w-á 
(1) it is being blocked (now); (2) it is being blocked (every 
day); (3) it will be blocked 

lɪ-chiβ-il-(w)-é 
it is blocked 

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-lɪm-w-a 
(1) it is being cultivated (now); (2) it is being cultivated (every 
day); (3) it will be cultivated 

lɪ-lɪ́m-il-w-é 
it is cultivated  

-ŋwaá ‘drink’ a-lɪɪ-ŋw-aá 
(1) s/he is drinking (now); (2) s/he drinks (every day); (3) s/he 
will drink 

a-ŋw-íílé 
s/he has drunk 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ a-l-oog-á 
(1) s/he is taking a shower (now); s/he take a shower (every 
day); s/he will take a shower later 

#w-oog-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) taking a 
shower 

-gʊla ‘buy’ a-lɪɪ-gʊl-a 
(1) s/he is buying (it); (2) s/he buys (it every day); (4) s/he will 
buy (it) 

#a-gʊl-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) buying 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ a-lɪɪ-toól-a 
(1) he is getting married (i.e., will get married); (2) he gets 
married (every year) 

a-toól-ilé 
he is married 

-behá ‘smoke’ a-lɪɪ-beh-á 
(1) s/he is smoking (now); (2) s/he smokes (every day); (3) s/he 
will smoke 

?a-beh-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) smoking 
(marijuana) 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ a-lɪɪ-lomeel-a 
(1) s/he is talking now; (2) s/he is talking every day; (3) s/he 
will talk 

#a-lomeel-ilé 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) talking 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  General imperfective  

Morphological structure: SP-IMPF-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-FV 
Stative construction 
Morphological structure: 
SP-(REFL)-root-(EXT)-STAT 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ a-lɪɪ-βʊʊ́j-a 
(1) s/he is asking (now); (2) s/he asks (the same question every 
day); (3) s/he will ask 

#a-βʊʊ́j-íle 
Intended: s/he is (in the state of) asking 

-gilima ‘thunder’ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-gilim-a 
(1) it is thundering (continuously/serially); (2) it thunders 
(every day continuously/serially); (3) it will thunder 

#lɪ-gílim-ilé 
Intended: it is (in the state of) thundering 
(continuously/serially) 

-pʊʊ́la 
(intr.)  

‘pound’ ga-lɪɪ-pʊʊ́l-w-a 
(1) they are being pounded (now); (2) they are being pounded 
(every day); (3) they will be pounded 

ga-pʊʊ́l-il-w-é 
they are pounded 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ a-lɪɪ-kʊl-á 
(1) s/he is growing; (2) s/he is continuing to grow 

a-kʊl-ilé 
s/he is grown 

 
Persistive plus general imperfective  
 

Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ a-taá-l' áá-lɪɪ-gɪn-a 
(1) s/he is still getting fat (but has not reached a point where she can be called fat); (2) s/he is 
already fat and still getting fatter; (3) s/he still gets fat (regularly) 

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-lɪɪ-seβ-a 
(1) it (the water) is still boiling (it has not reached a point where it can be said to be boiled); (2) it 
is already boiled and still boiling; (3) it still boils (regularly) 

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-l-íí-góónd-a 
(1) it is still bending (it has not reached a point where it can be said to be bent); (2) it is already 
bending and still bending; (3) it still bends (every time) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-lɪɪ-βoomb-a 
(1) they are still being soaked (they have not reached a point where they can be said to be soaked); 
(2) they are soaked and still soaking  

-pɪla  ‘recover’ #a-taá-l' áá-lɪɪ-pɪl-a  
Intended: s/he is still recovering 

-faá ‘die’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-f-aá 
Intended: it is still dying 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-βol-a 
Intended: #it is still becoming rotten 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-duúh-a  
Intended: #it is still becoming blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ #ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-lɪɪ-kam-a 
Intended: #they are still drying up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ #ga-taá-lɪ́ g-alɪ-ɪgaas-a 
Intended: #it (bran) is still spoiling slowly 

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-nan-a  
Intended: it is still melting 

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-a  
it keeps breaking down NOT #it is still (in the process) of breaking 

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-lugʊ-lw-a  
(1) it is still opening; (2) it is opened (a little) and still opening; (3) it (still) opens (every day)  

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-dot-a  
Intended: #it is still becoming wet 

-saata ‘be sick’  a-taá-l' áá-lɪɪ-saat-a 
(1) s/he is still sick (lit. s/he is still in the state of being sick); (2) s/he is still sick (as always) 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-moond-a  
it is still soft 

-βoná ‘see’ a-taá-l' áá-lɪɪ-βon-á 
(1) s/he still sees (them now and in general); (2) s/he still sees (them habitually) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-togwá ‘love, like’ a-taá-l' áá-lɪɪ-togw-á 
s/he still likes (doing X) 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-man-a 
Intended: #s/he is still getting to know (something) 

-igwá ‘hear’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lii-gw-á 
(1) s/he still hears (them now and in general); (2) s/he still hears (them regularly) 

-lola ‘look (at)’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-lol-a 
(1) s/he is still looking (at it); (2) s/he still looks at (it every day) 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-nuuŋh-a 
(1) it still smells bad; (2) it still smells bad (every day) 

-moota ‘smell good’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-moot-a 
(1) it still smells good; (2) it still smells good (every day) 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-βoonj-a 
s/he still tastes (it every time) 

-degéleka ‘listen’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-degélek-a 
(1) s/he is still listening (to it); s/he still listens (to it every day) 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ #βa-taá-lɪ́ βa-l-iikól-á 
Intended: they (people) still resemble each other 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-sal-a 
Intended: #s/he is still becoming crazy 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-iizʊkɪl-a 
(1) s/he still remembers (her/him) (i.e., s/he is still thinking about (her/him)); (2) s/he still 
remembers (her/him every day) 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-zuɲ-a  
s/he still agrees (to X) 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-dak-a 
s/he still gets angry (every time) 

-kolwá be(come) drunk’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-kolw-á  
Intended: #s/he is still becoming drunk 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-ja ‘go’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-j-a 
(1) s/he is still in the process of going; s/he is still going (every day) 

-peela  ‘run’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-peel-a 
(1) s/he is still in the process of running; (2) s/he still runs (every day) 

-shooka ‘return’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-shook-a  
s/he is still returning or going back 

-iza ‘come’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-iiz-a 
(1) s/he is still coming (not yet here); (2) s/he still comes (every day) 

-shika ‘arrive’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-shik-a 
Intended: #s/he is still arriving 

-liína ‘climb’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-liín-a 
(1) s/he is still climbing; (2) s/he still climbs (every day) 

-ikala ‘sit’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-iikal-a  
s/he still sits (down every day) 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-laál-a 
s/he still sleeps (on the ground every day) 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-laáng-á  
it still gets stuck up high (every time) 

-gwa ‘fall down’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-gw-a  
s/he still falls down (regularly) 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lii-tʊ́ʊ́nd-á  
s/he still squats (everyday) 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-zeeng-w-a 
(1) it is still being built; (2) it is still being built (every day) 

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-ɪɪmb-á 
(1) s/he is still singing; (2) s/he still sings (every day)   

-seka ‘laugh’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-sek-a 
(1) s/he is still laughing; (2) s/he still laughs (every day) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-lyaá ‘eat’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-ly-aá 
(1) s/he is still eating; (2) s/he still eats (it every day) 

-ditema tremble’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-ditem-a 
(1) s/he is still trembling; (2) s/he still trembles (every day) 

-lila ‘cry’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-lil-a 
(1) s/he is still crying; (2) s/he still cries (every day) 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-iishiɲ-á 
(1) s/he is still playing; (2) s/he still plays (every day) 

-kolóla ‘cough’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-kolól-a 
(1) s/he is still coughing (continuously/serially); (2) s/he still coughs (every day 
continuously/serially) 

-lumá ‘bite’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪ-ɪlum-á 
(1) s/he is still biting (it); (2) s/he still bites (it every day) 

-koloma ‘snore’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-kolom-a 
(1) s/he is still snoring (continuously/serially); (2) s/he still snores (every day 
continuously/serially) 

-dakúna ‘chew’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-dakún-a 
(1) s/he is still chewing; (2) s/he still chews (every day) 

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-lɪɪ-dɪtɪ́l-w-a 
(1) it (the water) is still (in the process of) being poured into (the jug); (2) it is still being poured 
into (the jug every day) 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-zwaál-a 
(1) s/he is still getting dressed or putting on (a garment); (2) s/he still dresses or puts on (the same 
garment every day) 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ zi-taá-lɪ́ zi-lɪɪ-sh-w-a 
(1) they are still (in the process of) being ground; (2) they are still being ground (every day) 

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-chiβ-w-á 
(1) it is still (in the process of) being blocked; (2) it is still being blocked (every day) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests: Persistive plus general imperfective 
Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX SP-IMPF-root-(EXT)-FV 

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-lɪm-w-a 
(1) it is still (in the process of) being cultivated; (2) it is still being cultivated (every day) 

-ŋwaá ‘drink’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-ŋw-aá 
(1) s/he is still drinking; (2) s/he still drinks (every day) 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-oog-á 
(1) s/he is still taking a shower; (2) s/he still takes a shower (there) every day 

-gʊla ‘buy’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-gʊl-a 
(1) s/he is still buying (them); (2) s/he still buys it (every day) 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-toól-a  
he is married and still getting married (to other women) 

-behá ‘smoke’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-beh-á 
(1) s/he is still smoking; (2) s/he still smokes (every day) 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-lomeel-a 
(1) s/he is still talking; (2) s/he still talks (every day) 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-βʊʊ́j-a 
(1) s/he is still asking (has more questions); (2) s/he still asks (the same question every day) 

-gilima ‘thunder’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́ɪ́-gilim-a 
(1) it is still thundering (continuously/serially); (2) it still thunders (every day 
continuously/serially) 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.)  ‘pound’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-lɪɪ-pʊʊ́l-w-a 
(1) they are still (in the process of) being pounded; (2) they are still being pounded (every day) 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lɪɪ-kʊl-á 
(1) s/he is still growing (i.e., s/he has not reached a point at which she is called grown); (2) s/he has 
grown but still continuing to grow 
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Persistive plus stative construction and inceptive 
 

Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-gɪn-ilé 
s/he is still fat 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-gɪn-a  
s/he has started to become fat 

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-seβ-ilé 
it (the water) is still boiled/hot  

ga-a-yʊ́ʊ́-seβ-a  
it (the water) has just started to boil or heat up 

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ l-íí-góónd-ilé 
it is still bent 

ly-áá-y-íí-góónd-a  
it has just started to bend 

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-βoomb-ilé 
they are still soaked 

ga-a-yʊ́ʊ́-βoomb-a  
they have just started to soak (or being soaked) 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-pɪl-ilé 
Intended: #s/he is still recovered 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-pɪl-a  
s/he is on the point of recovery 

-faá ‘die’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-f-íílé  
Intended: #it is still dead 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-f-aá  
it is just about to die / it is on the point of dying 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-βól-ilé 
Intended: it is still rotten 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-βol-a  
it is on the point of being rotten 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-dúúh-ilé 
Intended: it is still blunt 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-duúh-a  
it is on the point of being blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ #ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-kam-ilé 
Intended: it (the water) is still dried up 

ga-a-yʊ́ʊ́-kam-a  
it (the water) is on the point of being dried up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ #ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-gaas-ilé 
Intended: #it (the bran) is still 
spoiled/fermented 

ga-a-yʊ́ʊ́-gaas-a  
it (the bran) is on the point of being spoiled  

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-nán-ilé 
Intended: it is still melted 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-nan-a  
it is on the point of melting 

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-ílé 
it is still broken 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á  
it is on the point of breaking 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lugʊl-íl-w-é 
it is still opened 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-lugʊl-w-a  
it has just started to become open 

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-dót-ilé 
it is still wet  

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-dot-a  
it has just started being wet (it is wet a little) 

-saata ‘be sick’  ?a-taá-lɪ́ a-saat-ilé 
s/he is still sick (now and in general) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-saat-a  
s/he has just started to be/become sick 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ ?lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-móónd-ilé 
it is still soft now and in general 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-moond-a  
it has just started to be/become soft 

-βoná ‘see’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-βon-ílé 
Intended: s/he still sees (i.e., s/he is still in 
the state of seeing) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-βon-á  
s/he has started to (be able to) see 

-togwá ‘love, like’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-tog-il-w-é 
s/he still likes (to X) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-tog-w-á  
s/he just started to like (it) 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-man-ilé 
s/he still knows  

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-man-a  
s/he has started to know 

-igwá ‘hear’ #a-taá-lɪ́ w-iig-il-w-é 
Intended: s/he still hears (i.e., s/he is still in 
the state of hearing) 

w-aa-y-íígw-á  
s/he has started to (be able to) hear 

-lola ‘look (at)’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-lol-ilé 
s/he is still looking (in a particular 
direction) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-lol-a  
s/he has just started to look (at it) 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-núúŋh-ilé 
Intended: it still smells bad (i.e., it is still in 
the state of smelling bad) 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-nuuŋh-a  
it has just started to smell bad 

-moota ‘smell good’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-móót-íle 
Intended: it still smells good (i.e., it is still 
in the state of smelling good) 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-moot-a  
it has just started to smell good 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

#a-taá-lɪ́ a-βoonj-ilé 
Intended: s/he still tastes (it) (i.e., s/he is 
still in the state of tasting (them)) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-βoonj-a  
s/he has just started to taste (the food) (s/he has swallowed 
a bit) 

-degéleka ‘listen’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-degélek-ilé 
Intended: s/he still listens (to it) (i.e., s/he is 
still in the state of listening (to it)) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-degélek-a  
s/he has just started to listen 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ #βa-taá-lɪ́ β-iikól-ilé 
they (people) still resemble each other 

βa-a-y-ííkól-á  
they have started to resemble each other 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-sal-ilé 
s/he is still crazy 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-sal-a  
s/he is just about to be/become crazy or s/he is on the point 
of being crazy 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ ?a-taá-lɪ́ w-iizʊkɪl-ilé 
?s/he still remembers/misses (her/him) 

w-aa-y-íízʊkɪl-a  
s/he has just started to remember 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ ?a-taá-lɪ́ a-zuɲ-ilé 
s/he still agrees (to X) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-zuɲ-a  
s/he has just started to agree 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-dak-ilé 
s/he is still angry 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-dak-a  
s/he is just about to be(come) angry or s/he is on the point 
of being angry 

-kolwá ‘be(come) drunk’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-kol-il-w-é 
s/he is still drunk 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-kol-w-á  
s/he is just about to be(come) drunk or s/he is on the point 
of being drunk 

-ja ‘go’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-z-íílé  
s/he is still going 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-j-a  
s/he has just started to go 

-peela  ‘run’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-peel-ilé 
s/he is still running 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-peel-a  
s/he has started to run 

-shooka ‘return’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-shook-ilé 
s/he is still returning (going back) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-shook-a  
s/he is has just started to return (to go back) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-iza ‘come’ a-taá-lɪ́ w-iiz-íílé 
s/he still coming (s/he has not arrived) 

w-aa-y-ííz-a  
s/he has just started to come  

-shika ‘arrive’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-shik-ilé 
Intended: #s/he has still arrived 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-shik-a  
s/he is about to arrive 

-liína ‘climb’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-liín-ilé 
s/he is still up the tree (lit. #s/he has still 
climbed (up a tree) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-liín-a  
s/he has just started to climb (up a tree) 

-ikala ‘sit’ a-taá-lɪ́ w-iikal-ilé 
s/he is still seated (down) 

w-aa-y-ííkal-a  
s/he is just about to sit (down)  

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-laál-ilé 
s/he is still asleep 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-laál-a  
s/he has just started to sleep (s/he is dozing) 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lááng-ílé 
it is still stuck up high (in a tree) 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-laáng-á  
it has started to get stuck up high repeatedly 

-gwa ‘fall down’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-gw-iilé 
s/he has fallen down (and is still on the 
ground) (lit. #s/he has still fallen down) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-gw-a  
s/he is just about to fall down 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ a-taá-lɪ́ w-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-ilé 
s/he is still squatting 

w-aa-y-íítʊ́ʊ́nd-á 
s/he is just about to squat 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-zééng-il-w-é 
it is still built (i.e., it is not yet demolished) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-zeeng-a  
it has just started being built 

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ #a-taá-lɪ́ w-ɪɪmb-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
singing 

w-aa-y-ɪ́ɪ́mb-á  
s/he has just started to sing 

-seka ‘laugh’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-sek-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
laughing 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-sek-a  
s/he has just started to laugh 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-lyaá ‘eat’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-l-íílé 
Intended: #s/he has still eaten 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-ly-aá  
s/he has just started to eat 

-ditema tremble’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-ditem-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
trembling 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-ditem-a  
s/he has just started to tremble 

-lila ‘cry’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lil-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) crying 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-lil-a  
s/he has just started to cry 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ #a-taá-lɪ́ w-iishiɲ-ílé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
playing 

w-aa-y-ííshiɲ-á  
s/he has just started to play 

-kolóla ‘cough’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-kolól-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
coughing (continuously/serially) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-kolól-a  
s/he has just started to cough (continuously/serially) 

-lumá ‘bite’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lum-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) biting 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-lum-á  
s/he has just started to gain the ability to bite 

-koloma ‘snore’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-kolom-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
snoring (continuously/serially) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-kolom-a  
s/he has just started to snore (continuously/serially) 

-dakúna ‘chew’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-dakún-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
chewing 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-dakún-a  
s/he has just started to chew 

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-dɪtɪ́l-w-é 
it (the water) is still poured into (the jug) 

g-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-dɪtɪ́l-w-a  
it (the water) has just started to being poured into (the jug) 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-zwaál-ílé 
s/he is still dressed in or wearing (a 
garment) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-zwaál-a  
s/he has just started to dress or put on (a garment) 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ #zi-taá-lɪ́ zi-sh-ííl-(w)-e 
Intended: they are still ground 

zy-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-sh-iw-a  
they have just started being ground 

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-chiβil-(w)-é 
it is still blocked 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-chiβ-(w)-á 
it has just started being blocked  

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-lɪ́m-il-w-é 
it is still cultivated 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-lɪm-w-a  
it has just started being cultivated 

-ŋwaá ‘drink’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-ŋw-íílé 
Intended: #s/he has still drunk 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-ŋw-aá  
s/he has just started to drink 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ #a-taá-lɪ́ w-oog-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) taking 
a shower 

w-aa-y-óóg-á  
s/he has just started to shower 

-gʊla ‘buy’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-gʊl-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) buying 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-gʊl-a  
s/he has just started to buy (it) 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ a-taá-lɪ́ a-toól-ilé 
he is still married (not divorced) 

#w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-toól-a 
 Intended: #he has started to (get) married 

-behá ‘smoke’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-beh-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) 
smoking (marijuana) 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-beh-á  
s/he has just started to smoke 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-lomeel-ilé 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) talking 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-lomeel-a  
s/he has just started to talk 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-βʊʊ́j-íle 
Intended: s/he is still (in the state of) asking 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-βʊʊ́j-a  
s/ha has just started to ask 

-gilima ‘thunder’ #lɪ-táá-lɪ́ lɪ-gílim-ilé 
Intended: it is still (in the state of) 
thundering (continuously/serially) 

ly-áá-yʊ́ʊ́-gilim-a  
it has just started to thunder (continuously/serially) 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.)  ‘pound’ #ga-taá-lɪ́ ga-pʊʊ́-lil-w-é 
Intended: #they are still pounded 

ga-a-yʊ́ʊ́-pʊʊ́l-w-a 
they have just started being pounded 
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Verb  Gloss  Grammatical aspect tests 
  Persistive plus stative construction 

Morphological structure: SP-PER-AUX 
SP-root-(EXT)-FV 

Inceptive 
Morphological structure: SP-PST-INC-root-(EXT)-FV 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ #a-taá-lɪ́ a-kʊ-lilé 
Intended: #s/he is still grown 

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ́-kʊl-a  
s/he has started to grow 

 
B. Lexical tests:  

 
In all constructions, the verbs -andya ‘start’, -oya ‘stop’ and -mala ‘finish’ are inflected with either the hodiernal past (SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-FV: w-
aandy-ág-a (ʊ-á-andy-ag-a) ‘s/he has started (a while ago’)) or the pre-hodiernal past (SP-PST-root-PREHOD: w-aa-nd-íj-é (ʊ-á-andy-íl-e) ‘s/he started 
(yesterday or before)). The verbs -andya, -oya and -mala take an infinitive complement (AUG-INF-root-(EXT)-FV). 
 
-andya ‘start’ and -oya ‘stop’33 

Verb  Gloss  Lexical tests 
  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gɪn-a 
s/he has started to become fat 

w-oóy-ag' ʊʊ́-kʊ-gɪn-a 
(1) s/he has stopped becoming fat; (2) s/he is no longer 
becoming fat 

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ g-aandy-ág' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-seβ-a 
it (water) has started to boil or heat up 

g-oóyag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-seβ-a 
(1) it has stopped coming to the boil; (2) it is no longer 
boiling 

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigond-a  
it has started to bend 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigond-a  
(1) it has stopped bending; (2) it is no longer bending 

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ g-aa-ndy-ág' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoomb-a 
they have started to soak or being 
soaked 

g-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoomb-a 
(1) they have stopped being soaked; (2) they are no longer 
soaking 

 
33 In the English translations, the meaning ‘X has stopped X-ing’ indicates an interruption of a process or state, and the meaning ‘X is no longer X-ing’ 

indicates a cessation or completion of a serial or habitual event. 
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Verb  Gloss  Lexical tests 
  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pɪl-a 
Intended: s/he has started to recover 

#w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pɪl-a 
Intended: s/he has stopped to recover OR s/he is no longer 
recovering 

-faá ‘die’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-f-aá  
Intended: it has started to die 

#ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-f-aá  
Intended: #it has stopped dying OR it is no longer dying 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βol-a  
Intended: it has started to become 
rotten 

#ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βol-a  
Intended: #it has stopped rotting OR it is no longer rotting 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-duúh-a  
it has started to be(come) blunt 

ly-oóy-il’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-duúh-a  
it is no longer becoming blunt NOT it has stopped becoming 
blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ #g-aandy-ág' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kam-á 
Intended: it (water) has started to dry 
up 

g-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kam-á 
it is no longer drying up NOT it has stopped drying up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ #g-aandy-ág' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gaas-a 
Intended: it (the bran) has started to 
become spoiled 

#g-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gaas-a 
Intended: #it (the bran) has stopped spoiling OR #it is no 
longer spoiling 

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nan-a  
Intended: it has started to melt 

#ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nan-a  
Intended: it has stopped melting OR it is no longer melting 

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á  
Intended: it has started (the process 
of) breaking  

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á  
it is no longer breaking NOT it has stopped breaking 

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lugʊl-w-a  
it has started being opened 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lugʊl-w-a  
(1) it has stopped being opened; (2) it is no longer being 
opened 

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dot-a  
Intended: it has started to be(come) 
wet 

lyoóyag’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊdota  
it is no longer getting wet NOT it has stopped getting wet 
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Verb  Gloss  Lexical tests 
  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-saata ‘be sick’  w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-saat-a 
s/he started to be/become sick 

w-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-saat-a 
s/he is no longer getting sick NOT s/he has stopped getting 
sick 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moond-a  
it has started to be/become soft 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moond-a  
(1) it has stopped being soft; (2) it is no longer becoming soft 

-βoná ‘see’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βon-á 
s/he started to (be able to) see 

w-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βon-á 
(1) s/he has stopped seeing (it); (2) s/he is no longer seeing 
(it) 

-togwá ‘love, like’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-togw-á 
s/he started to like (it) 

w-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-togw-á 
(1) s/he has stopped liking (it); (2) s/he no longer likes (it) 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-man-a 
s/he started to know (understand) 

w-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-man-a 
s/he no longer knows (to X-ing) 

-igwá ‘hear’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigw-á 
s/he started to (be able to) hear 

w-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigw-á 
(1) s/he has stopped hearing (it); (2) s/he is no longer hearing 
(it) 

-lola ‘look (at)’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lol-a  
s/he has started to look (at it)  

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊlol-a  
(1) s/he has stopped looking (at it); (2) s/he is no longer 
looking (at it) 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nuuŋh-a  
it has started to smell bad   

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nuuŋh-a  
(1) it has stopped smelling bad; (2) it is no longer smelling 
bad 

-moota ‘smell good’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moot-a  
it has started to smell good 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moot-a  
(1) it has stopped smelling good; (2) it is no longer smelling 
good 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoonj-a  
s/he has started to taste (it) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoonj-a  
(1) s/he has stopped tasting (it); (2) s/he is no longer tasting 
(it) 
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Verb  Gloss  Lexical tests 
  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-degéleka ‘listen’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-degélek-a  
s/he has started to listen (to it) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-degélek-a  
(1) s/he has stopped listening (to it); (2) s/he is no longer 
listening (to it)  

-ikólá ‘resemble’ β-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikól-á 
they (people) started to resemble each 
other 

#β-ooy-íl’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikól-á 
Intended: they (people) have stopped resembling each other 
OR they no longer resemble each other  

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sal-a 
Intended: s/he has started to be(come) 
crazy  

#w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sal-a 
Intended: s/he has stopped becoming crazy OR s/he is no 
longer becoming crazy 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ w-aand-íj’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iizʊkɪl-a 
s/he started to remember 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iizʊkɪl-a 
(1) s/he has stopped remembering (her/him); (2) s/he no 
longer remembers (her/him) 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zuɲ-a  
s/he has started to agree (to X) 

w-oó-yag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zuɲ-a  
(1) s/he has stopped agreeing; (2) s/he no longer agrees 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dak-a  
s/he started to be/become angry (each 
time for no reason) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dak-a  
(1) s/he has stopped getting angry; (2) s/he is no longer 
getting angry 

-kolwá ‘be(come) drunk’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolw-á  
s/he has started to be/become drunk 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolw-á  
s/he is no longer getting drunk NOT s/he has stopped getting 
drunk 

-ja ‘go (somewhere)’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊj-a  
s/he has started to go (or move) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-j-a  
(1) s/he has stopped going (there); (2) s/he is no longer going 
(there) 

-peela  ‘run’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-peel-a  
s/he has started to run 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-peel-a  
(1) s/he has stopped running; (2) s/he is no longer running   

-shooka ‘return’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shook-a  
s/he has started to return (going back) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shook-a  
(1) s/he has stopped returning (going back); (2) s/he no longer 
returns 
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  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-iza ‘come’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iiz-a  
s/he has started to come 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iiz-a  
(1) s/he has stopped coming; (2) s/he is no longer coming 

-shika ‘arrive’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shik-a  
Intended: #s/he has started to arrive 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shik-a  
s/he is no longer arriving NOT #s/he has stopped arriving 

-liína ‘climb’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-liín-a  
s/he has started to climb 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-liín-a  
(1) s/he has stopped climbing; (2) s/he is no longer climbing 

-ikala ‘sit’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a  
s/he started to (be able) to sit (down) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a  
s/he is no longer sitting (down) NOT s/he has stopped sitting 
down 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laál-a  
Intended: s/he has started to fall 
asleep  

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laál-a  
(1) s/he has stopped sleeping; (2) s/he is no longer sleeping 
(in the afternoon) 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ #ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laáng-á  
Intended: it has started to get stuck up 
high 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laáng-á  
it is no longer getting stuck up high NOT it has stopped 
getting stuck up high 

-gwa ‘fall down’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gw-á  
Intended: s/he has started (the process 
of) falling down 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gw-á  
s/he is no longer falling down NOT s/he has stopped falling 
down 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-á  
s/he has started to (be able to) squat 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-á  
s/he is no longer squatting NOT s/he has stopped squatting 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zeeng-w-a  
it has started being built  

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zeeng-w-a  
(1) it has stopped being built; (2) it is no longer being built 

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊʊ-kw-ɪɪmb-á  
s/he has started to sing 

w-oóy-ag' ʊʊ-kw-ɪɪmb-á  
(1) s/he has stopped singing; (2) s/he is no longer singing 

-seka ‘laugh’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sek-a  
s/he has started to laugh  

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sek-a  
(1) s/he has stopped laughing; (2) s/he is no longer laughing 

-lyaá ‘eat’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ly-aá  
s/he has started eating 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ly-aá  
(1) s/he has stopped eating; (2) s/he is no longer eating (that 
food) 
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  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-ditema tremble’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ditem-a  
s/he has started to tremble repetitively 
or periodically 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ditem-a  
(1) s/he has stopped trembling repetitively/serially; (2) s/he is 
no longer trembling 

-lila ‘cry’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lil-a  
s/he has started to cry 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lil-a  
(1) s/he has stopped crying; (2) s/he is no longer crying 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iishiɲ-á  
s/he has started to play  

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iishiɲ-á  
(1) s/he has stopped playing; (2) s/he is no longer playing 

-kolóla ‘cough’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolól-a  
s/he has started cough repetitively or 
periodically 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolól-a  
(1) s/he has stopped coughing (continuously/serially); (2) s/he 
is no longer coughing 

-lumá ‘bite’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lum-á  
s/he has started to bite 
(continuously/serially) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lum-á  
(1) s/he has stopped biting repetitively/serially; (2) s/he no 
longer bites 

-koloma ‘snore’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolom-a  
s/he has started to snore 
(continuously/serially) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolom-a  
(1) s/he has stopped snoring (continuously/serially); (2) s/he 
is no longer snoring 

-dakúna ‘chew’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dakún-a  
s/he has started to chew  

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dakún-a  
(1) s/he has stopped chewing; (2) s/he is no longer chewing  

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ g-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dɪtɪ́l-w-a 
it (the water) has started being poured 
into (the jug) 

g-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dɪtɪ́-lw-a 
it (the water) has stopped being poured into (the jug); (2) it is 
no longer poured into (the jug) 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zwaál-a  
s/he has started to dress or put on (a 
garment) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zwaál-a  
(1) s/he has stopped getting dressed or putting on (a garment); 
(2) s/he is no longer dressing or putting on (a white piece of 
clothing) 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ zy-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sh-iw-a  
they have started being ground 

z-ooy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sh-iw-a  
(1) they have stopped being ground; (2) they are no longer 
being ground 
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  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-chiβ-á  
it has started being blocked  

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-chiβ-á  
(1) it has stopped being blocked; (2) it is no longer being 
blocked 

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lɪm-w-a  
it has started to be cultivated 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lɪm-w-a  
(1) it has stopped being cultivated; (2) it is no longer being 
cultivated 

-ŋwaá  ‘drink’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ŋw-aá  
s/he has started to drink 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ŋw-aá  
(1) s/he has stopped drinking; (2) s/he is no longer drinking 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-k-oog-á  
s/he has started to take a shower 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-k-oog-á  
(1) s/he has stopped taking a shower; (2) s/he is no longer 
taking a shower 

-gʊla ‘buy’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gʊl-a  
s/he has started to buy (them) 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gʊl-a  
(1) s/he has stopped buying (it); (2) s/he no longer buys (it) 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ #w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-toól-a  
Intended: he has started to get married 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-toól-a  
he no longer gets married NOT he has stopped getting 
married  

-behá ‘smoke’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-beh-á  
s/he has started to smoke 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-beh-á  
(1) s/he has stopped smoking; (2) s/he no longer smokes 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-loomel-a  
s/he has started to talk 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-loomel-a  
(1) s/he has stopped talking; (2) s/he is no longer talking 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βʊʊ́j-a  
s/he has started to ask 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βʊʊ́j-a  
(1) s/he has stopped asking; (2) s/he is no longer asking 

-gilima ‘thunder’ ly-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gilim-a  
it has started to thunder 
(continuously/serially) 

ly-oóy-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gilim-a  
(1) it has stopped thundering (continuously/serially); (2) it is 
no longer thundering 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.)  ‘pound’ ga-andy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pʊʊ́l-w-a  
they have started to become pounded 

g-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pʊʊ́l-w-a  
(1) they have stopped being pounded; (2) they are no longer 
being pounded 
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  -andya ‘start’ -oya ‘stop’ 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ w-aandy-ág’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kʊl-á  
s/he started to grow 

w-oóy-ag' ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kʊl-á  
(1) s/he has stopped growing; (2) s/he is no longer growing 

 
-mala ‘finish’ and hadoóhádó ‘slowly’:  

The verb -mala can be used to mean the event is finished or has already taken place. The acceptability of verbs with this verb is judged based on the first 
interpretation. The verbs modified by hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ are inflected with the pre-hodiernal past (SP-PST-root-PREHOD: w-aa-gɪ́n-ilé ‘s/he got fat 
(yesterday or before)’). 

Verb  Gloss  Lexical tests 
  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊʊ́-kʊ-gɪn-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished getting fat 

w-aa-gɪ́n-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he got fat slowly 

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ #ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-seβ-a 
Intended: it (the water) has finished boiling  

ga-a-séβ-ilé hadoóhádó 
it (the water) became hot slowly  

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigond-a  
Intended: #it has finished bending 

ly-ii-góónd-ilé hadoóhádó 
it bent slowly  

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ #ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoomb-a 
Intended: they have finished soaking 

ga-a-βóómb-ilé hadoóhádó 
they became soaked slowly 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pɪl-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished to recovering  

#w-aa-pɪ́l-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he recovered slowly 

-faá ‘die’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-f-aá  
Intended: #it has finished dying  

#ly-aa-f-íílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it died slowly 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βol-a  
Intended: #it has finished rotting 

#ly-aa-βól-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it rotted slowly 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-duúh-a  
Intended: #it has finished becoming blunt 

#ly-aa-dúúh-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it became blunt slowly 
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  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-kamá ‘dry up’ #ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kam-á 
Intended: it (the water) has finished drying up 

#ga-a-kám-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it (the water) dried up slowly 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ #ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gaas-a 
Intended: #it (the bran) has finished spoiling  

#ga-a-gáás-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it (the bran) dried up slowly 

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nan-a  
Intended: it has finished melting 

#ly-aa-nán-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it melted slowly 

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á  
Intended: #it has finished breaking 

?ly-aa-βɪ́ɪ́nz-ílé hadoóhádó 
it broke slowly (piece by piece) 

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lugʊl-w-a  
Intended: #it has finished being opened 

ly-aa-lúgʊ́l-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
it was opened slowly 

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dot-a  
Intended: #it has finished getting wet 

#ly-aa-dót-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: it became wet slowly 

-saata ‘be sick’  #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-saat-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished getting sick 

#w-aa-sáát-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he got sick slowly 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ #ly-aa-mála-g’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moond-a  
Intended: #it has finished being soft  

ly-aa-móónd-ílé hadoóhádó 
it became soft slowly  

-βoná ‘see’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βon-á 
Intended: #s/he has finished seeing 

#w-aa-βón-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he saw slowly 

-togwá ‘love, like’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-togw-á 
Intended: #s/he has finished liking 

#w-aa-tóg-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he loved slowly 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-man-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished knowing 

#w-aa-mán-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he came to know (sthg) slowly 

-igwá ‘hear’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigw-á 
Intended: #s/he has finished hearing 

#w-iig-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he heard slowly 

-lola ‘look (at)’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lol-a  
s/he has finished watching (lit. look at) (e.g., a movie) 

#w-aa-lól-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he looked (at it) slowly 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nuuŋh-a  
Intended: #it has finished smelling bad 

#ly-aa-núúŋh-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #it smelled bad slowly 
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  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-moota ‘smell good’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moot-a  
Intended: #it has finished smelling good 

#ly-aa-móót-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #it smelled good slowly 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

#w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoonj-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished tasting 

#w-aa-βoonj-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he tasted (it) slowly 

-degéleka ‘listen’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-degélek-a  
s/he has finished listening (to songs)  

#w-aa-dégélek-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he listened (to it) slowly 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ #βa-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikól-á 
Intended: #they (people) have finished resembling 
each other 

#β-iikól-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #they resembled each other slowly 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sal-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished becoming crazy 

#w-aa-sál-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he became crazy slowly 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iizʊkɪl-a 
Intended: #s/he has finished remembering 

#w-iizʊ́kɪl-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he remembered (it) slowly 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ #w-aa-málag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zuɲ-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished agreeing 

#w-aa-zúɲ-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he agreed slowly 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dak-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished getting angry 

#w-aa-dák-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he became angry slowly 

-kolwá become drunk’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kol-w-á  
Intended: #s/he has finished getting drunk 

?w-aa-kól-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
s/he became drunk slowly  

-ja ‘go’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-j-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished going (there) 

w-aa-z-íílé hadoóhádó 
s/he went slowly 

-peela  ‘run’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-peel-a  
s/he has finished running  

w-aa-péél-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he run slowly 

-shooka ‘return’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shook-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished returning (going back) 

w-aa-shóók-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he returned (went back) slowly 

-iza ‘come’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iiz-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished coming 

w-iiz-íílé hadoóhádó 
s/he came slowly 

-shika ‘arrive’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shik-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished arriving 

#w-aa-shík-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he arrived slowly 
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  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-liína ‘climb’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-liín-a  
Intended: s/he has finished climbing 

w-aa-líín-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he climbed slowly 

-ikala ‘sit’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished sitting (down) 

?w-iikál-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he sat (down) slowly 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laál-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished sleeping 

#w-aa-láál-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he fell asleep slowly 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laáng-á  
Intended: #it has finished getting stuck up high 

#ly-aa-lááng-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #it got stuck up high slowly 

-gwa ‘fall down’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gw-á  
Intended: #s/he has finished falling down 

#w-aa-gw-íílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he fell down slowly 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-á  
Intended: #s/he has finished squatting 

?w-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he squatted slowly 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zeeng-w-a  
it has finished being built 

ly-aa-zééng-ilé hadoóhádó 
it was built slowly 

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊʊ-kw-ɪɪmb-á  
s/he has finished singing 

w-ɪɪmb-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he sang slowly 

-seka ‘laugh’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sek-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished laughing 

w-aa-sék-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he laughed slowly 

-lyaá ‘eat’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ly-aá  
s/he has finished eating  

w-aa-l-íílé hadoóhádó 
s/he ate slowly 

-ditema tremble’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ditem-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished trembling 
repetitively/serially 

w-aa-dítem-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he trembled slowly 

-lila ‘cry’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lil-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished crying 

w-aa-líl-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he cried slowly 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iishiɲ-á  
s/he has finished playing 

w-iishíɲ-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he played slowly 
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  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-kolóla ‘cough’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolól-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished coughing 
(continuously/serially) 

#w-aa-kolól-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he coughed slowly 

-lumá ‘bite’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lum-á  
Intended: #s/he has finished biting 
(continuously/serially) 

#w-aa-lúm-ílé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he bit slowly 

-koloma ‘snore’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolom-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished snoring 
repetitively/serially 

#w-aa-kólom-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he snored slowly 

-dakúna ‘chew’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dakún-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished chewing 

#w-aa-dákún-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: s/he chewed slowly 

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dɪtɪ́l-w-a 
it (the water) has finished being poured into (the jug) 

ga-a-dɪ́tɪ́l-il-w-é hadoóhádó 
it (the water) was poured into (the jug) slowly  

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zwaál-a  
s/he has finished getting dressed or putting on (a 
garment) 

w-aa-zwáál-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he got dressed in or put on (a garment) slowly 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ zy-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sh-iw-a  
they have finished being ground 

zy-aa-sh-ííl-w-é hadoóhádó 
they were ground slowly  

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-chiβ-w-á  
it has finished being blocked 

ly-aa-chíβ-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
it was blocked slowly 

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lɪm-w-a  
it has finished being cultivated 

ly-aa-lɪ́m-íl-w-é hadoóhádó 
it was cultivated slowly 

-ŋwaá  ‘drink’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ŋw-aá  
s/he has finished drinking  

w-aa-ŋw-íílé hadoóhádó 
s/he drank slowly 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-k-oog-á  
s/he has finished taking a shower 

w-oog-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he took a shower slowly 

-gʊla ‘buy’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gʊl-a  
Intended: #s/he has finished buying  

#w-aa-gʊ́l-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #s/he bought slowly 
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  -mala ‘finish’ hadoóhádó ‘slowly’ 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ #w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-toól-a  
Intended: #he has finished getting married 

#w-aa-tóól-ilé hadoóhádó 
Intended: #he got married slowly 

-behá ‘smoke’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-beh-á  
s/he has finished smoking  

w-aa-béh-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he smoked slowly 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-loom-el-a  
s/he has finished talking 

w-aa-lómeel-ilé hadoóhádó 
s/he talked slowly 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βʊʊ́j-a  
s/he has finished asking (her/his question) 

w-aa-βʊ́ʊ́g-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he asked slowly 

-gilima ‘thunder’ #ly-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gilim-a  
Intended: #it has finished thundering 
(continuously/serially) 

ly-aa-gílim-ilé hadoóhádó 
it thundered slowly 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.)  ‘pound’ ga-a-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pʊʊ́l-w-a  
they have finished being pounded 

ga-a-pʊ́ʊ́l-il-w-é hadoóhádó 
they were pounded slowly 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ w-aa-mál-ag’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kʊl-á  
Intended: #s/he has finished growing 

w-aa-kʊ́l-ílé hadoóhádó 
s/he grew slowly 

 
C. Tense and time adverbial tests 

 
Hodiernal past and pre-hodiernal past 
 

Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ w-aa-gɪ́n-ag-a 
s/he has become fatter ASSERTS s/he is fat’ 

w-aa-gɪ́n-ilé  
s/he has become fatter (a long ago) IMPLIES s/he is fat  

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ ga-a-séβ-ag-a 
it (water) has become boiled/hot (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is boiled/hot 

 ga-a-séβ-ilé  
it became boiled/hot (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it 
is boiled/hot 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent ly-ii-góód-ag-a 
it has become bent (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is bent  

ly-ii-góónd-ilé  
it became bent (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is bent  

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ ga-a-βóómb-ag-a 
they have become soaked (a while ago) 
ASSERTS they are soaked 

ga-a-βóómb-ilé  
they have become soaked (yesterday or before) 
IMPLIES it is soaked 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ w-aa-pɪ́l-ag-a 
s/he has recovered (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is recovered 

w-aa-pɪ́l-ilé  
s/he recovered (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he is 
recovered  

-faá ‘die’ ly-aa-f-áág-a 
it has become dead (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is dead 

ly-aa-f-íílé  
it died (yesterday or before) ASSERTS it is dead 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ ly-aa-βól-ag-a 
it has become rotten (a while ago) ASSERTS 
it is rotten 

ly-aa-βól-ilé  
it rotted (yesterday or before) ASSERTS it is rotten) 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ ly-aa-dúúh-ág-a 
it has become blunt (a while ago) ASSERTS 
it is blunt 

ly-aa-dúúh-ílé  
it became blunt (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is 
blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ ga-a-kám-ag-a 
it (the water) has become dried up (a while 
ago) ASSERTS it is dried up 

ga-a-kám-ílé  
it (the water) dried up (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it 
is dried up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ ga-a-gáás-ag-a 
it (the bran) has spoiled (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is spoiled 

ga-a-gáás-ilé  
it (the bran) spoiled (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is 
spoiled 

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ ly-aa-nán-ag-a 
it has become melted (a while ago) ASSERTS 
it is melted 

ly-aa-nán-ilé  
it melted (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is melted 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ ly-aa-βɪ́ɪ́nz-ɪ́k-ág-a 
it has become broken (a while ago) ASSERTS 
it is broken 

ly-aa-βɪ́ɪ́nz-ɪ́k-ílé  
it broke (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is broken  

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ ly-aa-lúgʊl-ág-w-a 
it has been opened (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is open 

ly-aa-lúgʊ́l-íl-w-é  
it was opened (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is open 

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ ly-aa-dót-ag-a 
it has become wet (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is wet 

ly-aa-dót-ilé  
it became wet (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is wet 

-saata ‘be sick’  ?w-aa-sáát-ag-a 
s/he was sick (a while ago) 

w-aa-sáát-ilé  
s/he got sick (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he is sick 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ ly-aa-móónd-ag-a 
it has become soft (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is soft 

ly-aa-móónd-ílé  
it became soft (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is soft 

-βoná ‘see’ w-aa-βón-ag-á 
s/he saw/has seen (it) (a while ago)  

w-aa-βón-ílé  
s/he saw (it) (yesterday or before)  

-togwá ‘love, like’ w-aa-tóg-ag-w-á 
s/he liked (it) (a while ago)  

w-aa-tóg-íl-w-é  
s/he liked (it) (yesterday or before) 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ w-aa-mán-ag-a 
s/he has come to know (a while ago) 
ASSERTS s/he knows 

w-aa-mán-ilé  
s/he knew (it) (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he 
knows 

-igwá ‘hear’ w-iig-ág-w-á 
s/he heard (it) (a while ago)  

w-iig-íl-w-é  
s/he heard (it) (yesterday or before) 

-lola ‘look (at)’ w-aa-lól-ag-a 
s/he looked (at it) (a while ago) 

w-aa-lól-ilé  
s/he looked (at it) (yesterday or before) 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ ly-aa-núúŋh-ag-a 
it smelled bad (a while ago) 

ly-aa-núúŋh-ílé  
it smelled bad (yesterday or before) 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-moota ‘smell good’ ly-aa-móót-ag-a 
it smelled good (a while ago)  

ly-aa-móót-ílé  
it smelled good (yesterday or before) 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

w-aa-βóónj-ag-a 
s/he tasted (it) (a while ago)  

w-aa-βoonj-ilé  
s/he tasted (it) (yesterday or before) 

-degéleka ‘listen’ w-aa-dégélek-ag-a 
s/he listened (to it) (a while ago) 

w-aa-dégélek-ilé  
s/he listened (to it) (yesterday or before) 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ ?β-iikól-ág-á 
they (people) resembled each other (a while 
ago) 

β-iikól-ílé  
they resembled each other (since long ago) ASSERTS 
they resemble each other 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ w-aa-sál-ag-a 
s/he has become crazy (a while ago) 
ASSERTS s/he is crazy) 

w-aa-sál-ilé  
s/he became crazy (yesterday or before) ASSERTS s/he 
is crazy 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ w-iizʊ́kɪl-ag-a 
s/he remembered (about it) (a while ago) 

w-iizʊ́kɪl-ilé  
s/he remembered (about it) (yesterday or before) 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ w-aa-zúɲ-ag-a 
s/he agreed (a while ago)  

w-aa-zúɲ-ilé  
s/he agreed (yesterday or before) 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ w-aa-dák-ag-a 
s/he has become angry (a while ago) 
ASSERTS s/he is angry 

w-aa-dák-ilé  
s/he became angry (yesterday or before) 

-kolwá ‘be(come) drunk’ w-aa-kól-ag-w-á 
s/he has become drunk (a while ago) 
ASSERTS s/he is drunk 

  
w-aa-kól-íl-w-é  
s/he became drunk (yesterday or before) 

-ja ‘go’ w-aa-j-áág-a 
s/he went (a while ago)  

w-aa-z-íílé  
s/he went (yesterday or before) 

-peela  ‘run’ w-aa-péél-ag-a 
s/he ran (a while ago)  

w-aa-péél-ilé  
s/he ran (yesterday or before) 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-shooka ‘return’ w-aa-shóók-ag-a 
s/he has returned (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is here 

w-aa-shóók-ilé  
s/he returned (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he is 
here 

-iza ‘come’ w-iiz-ág-a 
s/he has come (a while ago) ASSERTS s/he is 
here 

w-iiz-íílé  
s/he came (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he is here  

-shika ‘arrive’ w-aa-shík-ag-a 
s/he has arrived (a while ago) ASSERTS s/he 
is here 

w-aa-shík-ilé  
s/he arrived (yesterday or before) IMPLIES s/he is here  

-liína ‘climb’ w-aa-líín-ág-a 
s/he has climbed (a while ago) ASSERTS s/he 
is at the top of a tree 

w-aa-líín-ílé  
s/he climbed (yesterday or before) 

-ikala ‘sit’ w-iikál-ag-a 
s/he has sat (down) (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is seated 

w-iikál-ilé  
s/he sat (down) (yesterday or before) 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ w-aa-láál-ág-a 
s/he has fallen asleep (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is asleep) 

w-aa-láál-ílé  
s/he slept (yesterday or before) 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ ly-aa-lááng-ág-á 
it has become stuck up high (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is stuck up high 

ly-aa-lááng-ílé  
it got stuck up high (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is 
stuck 

-gwa ‘fall down’ w-aa-gw-áág-a 
s/he has fallen down (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is fallen down 

w-aa-gw-íílé  
s/he fell down (yesterday or before) 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ w-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-ág-á 
s/he has squatted (a while ago) ASSERTS 
s/he is squatted 

w-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-ílé  
s/he squatted (yesterday or before) 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ ly-aa-zééng-ag-w-a 
it has become built (a while ago) ASSERTS it 
is built 

ly-aa-zééng-ilé  
it has become built (yesterday or before) IMPLIES it is 
built  

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ w-ɪɪmb-ág-á 
s/he sang (a while ago)  

w-ɪɪmb-ílé  
s/he sang (yesterday or before) 

-seka ‘laugh’ w-aa-sék-ag-a 
s/he laughed (a while ago)  

w-aa-sék-ilé  
s/he laughed (yesterday or before) 

-lyaá ‘eat’ w-aa-ly-áág-á 
s/he ate (a while ago) 

w-aa-l-íílé  
s/he ate (yesterday or before) 

-ditema tremble’ w-aa-dítem-ag-a 
s/he trembled (a while ago) 

w-aa-dítem-ilé  
s/he trembled (yesterday or before) 

-lila ‘cry’ w-aa-líl-ag-a 
s/he cried (a while ago) 

w-aa-líl-ilé  
s/he cried (yesterday or before) 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ w-iishíɲ-ag-á 
s/he played (a while ago)   

w-iishíɲ-ílé  
s/he played (yesterday or before) 

-kolóla ‘cough’ w-aa-kólól-ag-a 
s/he coughed (a while ago) 

w-aa-kolól-ílé  
s/he coughed (yesterday or before) 

-lumá ‘bite’ w-aa-lúm-ag-á 
s/he bit (it) (a while ago) 

w-aa-lúm-ílé  
s/he bit (it) (yesterday or before) 

-koloma ‘snore’ w-aa-kólom-ag-a 
s/he snored (a while ago) 

w-aa-kólom-ilé  
s/he snored (yesterday or before) 

-dakúna ‘chew’ w-aa-dákún-ag-a 
s/he chewed (a while ago) 

w-aa-dákún-ilé  
s/he chewed (yesterday or before) 

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ ga-a-dɪ́tɪ́l-ag-a 
it has become poured into (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is poured into 

 ga-a-dɪ́tɪ́l-il-w-é  
it has become poured into (yesterday or before) 
IMPLIES it is poured into 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ w-aa-zwaál-ág-a 
s/he got dressed (in a garment) (a while ago) 
ASSERTS s/he is dressed in or wearing (a 
garment) 

w-aa-zwáál-ilé  
s/he got dressed (in a garment) (yesterday or before) 
IMPLIES s/he is dressed in or wearing (a garment)  

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ ga-a-sh-áág-w-a 
they have become ground (a while ago) 
ASSERTS they are ground 

ga-a-sh-ííl-w-é  
they have become ground (yesterday or before) 
IMPLIES they are ground 

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ ly-aa-chíβ-ag-w-a 
it has become blocked (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is blocked 

ly-aa-chíβ-íl-w-é  
it has become blocked (yesterday or before) IMPLIES 
it is blocked  

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ ly-aa-lɪ́m-ag-w-a 
it has become cultivated (a while ago) 
ASSERTS it is cultivated 

ly-aa-lɪ́m-íl-w-é  
it has become cultivated (yesterday or before) 
IMPLIES it is still cultivated 

-ŋwaá ‘drink’ w-aa-ŋw-áág-á 
s/he drank (it) (a while ago) 

w-aa-ŋw-íílé  
s/he drank (yesterday or before) 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ w-oog-ág-a 
s/he took a shower (a while ago) 

w-oog-ílé  
s/he took a shower (yesterday or before) 

-gʊla ‘buy’ w-aa-gʊ́l-ag-a 
s/he bought (it) (a while ago) 

w-aa-gʊ́l-ilé  
s/he bought (it) (yesterday or before) 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ w-aa-toól-ag-a 
he got married (a while ago) ASSERTS he is 
married 

w-aa-tóól-ilé  
he got married (yesterday or before) IMPLIES he is 
married 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests 
  Hodiernal past 

Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-HOD_PST-(EXT)-FV 

Pre-hodiernal past 
Morphological structure: 
SP-PST-root-(EXT)-PREHOD 

-behá ‘smoke’ w-aa-béh-ag-á 
s/he smoked (a while ago) 

w-aa-béh-ílé  
s/he smoked (yesterday or before) 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ w-aa-lómeel-ag-a 
s/he talked (a while ago) 

w-aa-lómeel-ilé  
s/he talked (yesterday or before) 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ w-aa-βʊ́ʊ́j-ag-a 
s/he asked (a while ago) 

w-aa-βʊ́ʊ́g-ílé  
s/he asked (yesterday or before) 

-gilima ‘thunder’ ly-aa-gílím-ag-a 
it thundered (a while ago) 

ly-aa-gílim-ilé  
it thundered (yesterday or before) 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.)  ‘pound’ ga-a-pʊ́ʊ́l-ág-w-a 
they have become pounded (a while ago) 
ASSERTS they are pounded 

ga-a-pʊ́ʊ́l-il-w-é  
they became pounded (yesterday or before) IMPLIES 
they are pounded 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ w-aa-kʊ́l-ag-a 
s/he has grown ASSERTS s/he is grown 

w-aa-kʊ́l-ílé  
s/he has grown (a long ago) ASSERTS s/he is grown 

 
Take X time construction  

Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-gɪna  ‘be(come) fat’ w-aa-sól-il' íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gɪn-a 
s/he took a long time to become fat 

-seβa (intr.) ‘boil’ ga-a-sól-íl' íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-seβ-a 
it (the water) took a long time to come to boil or heat up 

goonda (intr.) ‘be(come) bent ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigond-a 
it took a long time to bend 

-βoomba  ‘be(come) soaked’ ga-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoomb-a 
they took a long time to become soaked 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-pɪla  ‘recover’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pɪl-a 
s/he took a long time to recover 

-faá ‘die’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-faá 
it took a long time to die 

-βola ‘be(come) rotten’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βol-a 
it took a long time to become rotten 

-duúha ‘be(come) blunt’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-duúh-a 
it took a long time to become blunt 

-kamá ‘dry up’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kam-á 
it (the water) took a long time to dry up 

-gaasa ‘spoil, ferment’ ga-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gaas-a 
it (the bran) took a long time to spoil  

-nana ‘melt (plastic)’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nan-a 
it took a long time to melt  

-βɪɪ́nzá (intr.) ‘break’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βɪɪ́nz-ɪ́k-á 
it took a long time to break  

-lugʊla (intr.) ‘open’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lugʊl-w-a 
it took a long time to be opened 

-dota ‘be(come) wet’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dot-a 
it took a long time to become wet 

-saata ‘be sick’  w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-saat-a 
s/he took a long time to become sick 

-moonda     ‘be soft’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-moond-a 
it took a long time to become soft 

-βoná ‘see’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βon-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to see; (2) s/he took a long time to stop seeing 

-togwá ‘love, like’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-togw-á 
she took a long time to begin to like (it) (i.e., to be happy) 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-mana ‘(come to) know’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-man-a 
s/he took a long time to know (sthg) 

-igwá ‘hear’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iigw-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to hear; (2) s/he took a long time to stop hearing 

-lola ‘look (at)’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lol-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to look at it; (2) s/he took a long time to stop looking at it 

-nuuŋha ‘smell bad, stink’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-nuuŋh-a 
(1) it took a long time to begin to smell bad; (2) it took a long time to stop smelling bad 

-moota ‘smell good’ lyaasólíl’ ííkaánz’ iilííh’ ʊ́ʊ́kʊmoota 
(1) it took a long time to begin to smell good; (2) it took a long time to stop smelling good 

-βoonja ‘taste (by 
swallowing a bit)’ 

w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βoonj-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to taste (it); (2) s/he took a long time to stop tasting (it) 

-degéleka ‘listen’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-degélek-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to listen; (2) s/he took a long time to stop listening 

-ikólá ‘resemble’ βa-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikól-á 
they took a long time to resemble each other 

-sala ‘be(come) crazy’ #w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sal-a 
Intended: #s/he took a long time to stop becoming crazy 

-izʊkɪla ‘remember’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iizʊkɪl-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to remember; (2) s/he took a long time to stop remembering 

-zuɲa ‘agree’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zuɲ-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to listen; (2) s/he took a long time to stop listening 

-daka ‘be(come) angry’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dak-a 
s/he took a long time to become angry 

-kolwá ‘be(come) drunk’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolw-á 
s/he took a long time to become drunk 

-ja ‘go’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-j-a 
s/he took a long time to begin to go 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-peela  ‘run’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-peel-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to run; (2) s/he took a long time to stop running 

-shooka ‘return’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shook-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to return; s/he took a long time to stop returning 

-iza ‘come’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iiz-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to come (decide on coming); (2) s/he took a long time to stop 
coming 

-shika ‘arrive’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-shook-a 
s/he took a long time to arrive 

-liína ‘climb’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-liín-a 
s/he took a long time to climb 

-ikala ‘sit’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a 
s/he took a long time to sit (s/he stood up for a long time) 

-laála ‘fall asleep/sleep’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iikal-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to sleep; (2) s/he took a long time to stop sleeping 

-laángá ‘get stuck up high’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-laáng-á 
it took a long time to stop getting stuck up high 

-gwa ‘fall down’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gw-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to fall down (s/he was strong); (2) s/he took a long time to stop 
falling down (frequently) 

-itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iitʊ́ʊ́nd-á 
s/he took a long time to stop squatting 

-zeenga (intr.) ‘build’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zeeng-w-a 
it took a long time to be built (it was being built for a long time) 

-ɪmbá ‘sing’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊʊ-kw-ɪɪmb-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to sing; (2) s/he took a long time to stop singing 

-seka ‘laugh’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sek-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to laugh; (2) s/he took a long time to stop laughing 
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-lyaá ‘eat’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ly-aá 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to eat; (2) s/he took a long time to stop eating 

-ditema tremble’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ditem-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to tremble; (2) s/he took a long time to stop trembling 

-lila ‘cry’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lil-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to cry; (2) s/he took a long time to stop crying 

-ishiɲá ‘play, dance’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kw-iishiɲ-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to play; (2) s/he took a long time to stop playing 

-kolóla ‘cough’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolól-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to cough; (2) s/he took a long time to stop coughing 

-lumá ‘bite’ w-aa-sólíl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lum-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to bite; (2) s/he took a long time to stop biting 

-koloma ‘snore’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kolom-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to snore; (2) s/he took a long time to stop snoring 

-dakúna ‘chew’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dakún-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to chew; (2) s/he took a long time to stop chewing 

-dɪtɪ́la (intr.) ‘pour into’ ga-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-dɪtɪ́l-w-a 
it (the water) took a long time to be poured into (the jug) 

-zwaála ‘get dressed’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-zwaál-a 
s/he took a long time to dress in or put on (a garment) 

-sha (intr.) ‘grind’ ga-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-sh-iw-a 
they took a long time to be ground 

-chiβá (intr.) ‘block sthg, plug’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-chiβ-á 
it took a long time to be blocked 

-lɪma (intr.) ‘cultivate’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-lɪm-w-a 
it took a long time to be cultivated  
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Verb  Gloss  Tense and time adverbial tests: Take X time construction 
Morphological construction: SP-PST-take-PREHOD NP-time ACP-long AUG-INF-root-
(EXT)-FV 

-ŋwaá ‘drink’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-ŋw-aá 
(1) s/he took a long time to drink (s/he drank for a long time); (2) s/he took a long time to start to 
drink 

-ogá ‘shower, bath’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-k-oog-á 
s/he took a long time to stop taking a shower 

-gʊla ‘buy’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gʊl-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to buy; (2) s/he took a long time to finish buying (s/he took a 
long time to bargain) 

-toóla ‘(get) married’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-toól-a 
he took a long time to get married (i.e., he took a long time to decide to get married) 

-behá ‘smoke’ w-aa-sól-íl’ í-íkaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-beh-á 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to smoke; (2) s/he took a long time to stop smoking 

-lomeela ‘talk, chat’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-loomel-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to talk; (2) s/he took a long time to stop talking 

-βʊʊ́ja ‘ask’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-βʊʊ́j-a 
(1) s/he took a long time to begin to ask; (2) s/he took a long time to stop asking 

-gilima ‘thunder’ ly-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-gilim-a 
(1) it took a long time to begin to thunder; (2) it took a long time to stop thundering 

-pʊʊ́la (intr.) ‘pound’ ga-a-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-pʊʊ́l-w-a 
they took a long time to be pounded 

-kʊlá ‘grow’ w-aa-sól-íl’ íí-kaánz’ ii-lííh’ ʊ́ʊ́-kʊ-kʊl-á 
s/he took a long time to begin to grow 
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